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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

'lbday the human race is confronted with two main contesting 
ideologies, the THEISTIC and the ATHEISTIC The theistic society 
consisting .of monotheists and polytheists .centers around godhood with 
the grassroot belief in One Supreme Power, the Only One Go!;~, who is 
the sole planner, designer, creator and austainer of the entire universal 
order. Fundamentally, God is believed to be fBI above any creation, 
par excellence, omnipotent and omniscient, continually existing in the 
present which, to any creation, is the period from the long infinite past 
down to the farthest infinite future, to which when the very abort life' 
of the hu:ma:il. being on earth is compared, the latter would.look like 
an infinitely small and· negligible interval in the 'Vast eternity of the 
universe. In these conteXts, the theists not only worship God in 
gratitude for His creative functions and love~ but also adore Him for 
Hi.s extreme kindness and consideration, in due measure, to all crea
tures. Further, the theists pray to God for gran.ting favours, spiritual 
guidance in all walks of Jife in this world, for protection against evil 
forces, dangers, co~tting sins and for the attainment of perpetual 
bliss during the life· after death. They consider the few years of the life 
of the human being on earth as a very shor:t span in JUs iDfin.itely long 
total existence in the universe. On the other hand, th~ atheistic society 
has no concern with what the theists call spmtual Values and, thus, 
bas a purely materialistic appreciation of life. It believes that along 
with the spontaneous evolution of the universe, natural laws too were 
instituted, with the result that in. accordance with these laws, and 
without the need for God, the universe as well as everything in it, 
. including the human race on earth, continues to function and exist as 
entities with no objective or motive behind the creative, living and 
destructive processes. The atheist society, thus, has nn..helief at..Jill m 
any life after death. 

'!'he atheistic society does not also find the need for any religion 
as it believes that the societY, which is formed by the masses in order 
to exist; as an organized group, can frame its own norms and codes of 
law to suit any social order, determined as best, by the majority of 



people in accordance with the social needs of any epoch. Clear enough_ 
the socuU. laws, codes and normlil may also change like a weathercock 
iD.l'elatlon to .the will of the masaes in any society, with the result that 
theore.tically it may be expected that adjacent societies may _also have 
some. entirely contradicting laws. codes and nol'Il19 according to the 
w m 11f each m3jdrity. As compared to this, the theistic society generally 
believes that the universal order in genetal, and the human race in 
particular, having beeJi created by God with specific purpose known 
to Him alone, He alone is responsible to direct everything in the uni
verse in courses set according to the destiny of each _through just oper
ation of His own natural. laws and forces .. In the same overall plan 
comes th~ divine guidance sent by God to the htt!nan race from time 
to time tlu:ougb. selected ·model leaders with standard divine norma, 
codes· and laws revealed to them for guiding the human society along 
just and even cou:raes, befitting the degree of mental growth of the 
huinan };teing during the various epochs of its existence i:it the ""orld. 

The theistic society is composed: today of adherents and followers 
of a nw:iiber ofhistoric religions or ways of life of which; in al~abetical 
order~ are the followinS: Buddhism, Christianity, Communism~ Con
fu~, Hinduism, Islam; Ja:inism, -Judaism, Shintoism, Sikhism, 
Taoism and Zoroastrianism. 

Notwithats.nding the· basic unitary concept of the omnipoten~ om
nipresent and. omniScient. God and ms abSolute, uncompromising, 
superauthority in the philosophy of all religions (for no reason other 
than perhaps -of hamg got mixed up for age& due to association with 
pagan or animist environments and concepts or worship, and seeking 
of spiritual assistance from awe-inspiring creatures and forceS of na
ture)~ not only the adherents of some religions but also their scriptures 
appear to have included in their basic beliefs and rituals themes con
cerning ·worship of and devotion to several images and idols of deities 
and demigods, with some of the specific attributes-·afthe Only One God 
attached to them. It was, M it Seems, b~cause of this grave schism that 
some iater religions like BuddhiB.Dl and Jaili:ism were initiated without 
any specific concept of God altogether, but With the emph~ on doing 
good, abstahrlng from sins and undergoing a state of deep meditation 
in pursuit of knowledge, enlightenment and red~mption ofthe soul for 
good from the active worldly existence. The trinity concept of Christian~ 
ity, which attdbutes some powers of the One God to Jesus Christ_ who 
is considered as the son of God, also looks like a schism of the Absolute 
One God concept. There are, however, some religions like Islam and 
Judaism that do not reconcile with any concept that may even slightly 
undermine the "above the human" aspects of the One God. Under the 



influence of such opposing beliefs and convictions it is therefore not 
InfrequentlY that.the human l"a.Ge wa.a and is being subjected to stres8es 
and strains of frequent oppressions, injustices and even destructive 
feuds and wars at the hands of the contestants of the different religions 
in the name of varying types of faith in the Absolute One God. Such 
a background might have prompted emergen~ of Marxism. which out
laws grouping behind religion altogether. 

Against the erstwhile, formidable strength of the theistic society 
as a whole composed of the adherents and followers of the various 
religions detailed above, a contestant emerged in the eal"ly twentieth 
century to strengthen the ranks of the atheistic society. Marxism, whose 
chief architect was Kari Marx, was given practical shape as a distinct 
way of life in the U.S.S.R. by Lenin and his associates in the years 
folloWing the First World War. Marxi:rt theory, highlighted by the 
Bolshevik-Communist method of achieving a classless welfare state 
and society for the evolution of a socialistic world order, first im
plemented in the U.S.S.R. on the basis of a tight party dictatorship, 
has since engulfed in ita fold almost all of Eastern Europe, qhin8, 
Burma, North Korea, Vietnam, as well as some other countrie!'l hi Asia 
and Africa. Subscribers to the Socialistic left and Communist iifuoTogies 
constitute very strong minority party groupings influencing the 
economic, social ·and political conduct of many other countries in 
Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America. The present ruling govern
ment of France is socialist with the support of communists and Italy 
is too on the threshold of being absorbed into a· similar grouping. 
Socialist ideology punctuated by communist and Marxist principles 
has started gaining momentum in, countries like the United Kingdom, 
West Germany, most of the developing countries of Asia, Africa and 
Latin America, and even the U.S.A. The Marxist way of life identified 
as Commumsm is a material~tic one with no "Place forTe ligion, spiritual 
values and God. Like any atheist, the Communist society. too. believes 
that the universe was crea~ed through evolutionary process over ages 
according to the laws and forces of nature with no cause, reason, obje~-
tive or purpose and that, as such. it alBo can function without there 
being the need of God. Therefore, this way of life has no belief in a 
cause, or objective for creation, life or death and, as such, does not also 
believe that there is any life after death. 

Neve~eless, the prying mind of the human being does not seem 
to be -satisfied even after taming the genie atom to perform command 
jobs after splitting it; paying frequent unwelcome visits to planets and 
space by himself ~d through artificial probes and satellites; probing 
and bugging the territories several million lightyears away of galaxies. 



quasars and black holes through radio telescopes; viewing the minute 

atomic structure through electron miseroseopes; creating the 

chlorophyll and many other natural bioprocesses, and even develop-

ment of test tube babies; penetration :\nto ~I!J:.e o.U~e hitherto ~nown 
secrets· of iife itself such as DNA and chrp,JA.QSJ:!:¢e activity and so em; 
until ancfunless h~ is able to.underStand ~every .~_ecyets of creation, 

· ifhe >Can. I How can, therefor&, the intelligent and queJ'}'iilg human mind 

of the scientist and philosopher come to a dead end of reasoning that 

all these intricate complications he :find~.-.~Jlli.d 81;1.(( eyen in llimaeifs 
all a:rr~ge~ .in systematic and COIJ?.ple~ent~ .;otJIDD.er with specific 

duties allocated to each; whole and even to each compo;n.ent, have all 

come into being without an.:y pl~ing, .. ~~gnJng and purpose at all? 

When the enlightened human bei.tig after all knows that; being an 

integral part of the universe, he caimot be forced into action without 

a purpose and that every action needs a subject and also an objeCtive, 

how can one even think that such a fantastically harmonious universe 

with millions of different animates and inanimates, one complementarY 

to the other, should come into being and:.exist without a reason pr 

objective and a planner, designer and sustainer? Because life itself is 

action and no action may take plac~ without .a cause, :~eason.or: motive, 

the . .natural corollary of matur~. and intelligent thought, the human. 
being cannot b~t coUJ.e to the logical conclusion and belief that, after 

all, there must be an author, controller and sustainer also for the entire 

universal order as well as a specific pmpose behind each and every 

creation. Just to deny this glaring fact supported by logical and scien· 

tific reasoning is to run away, like a coward, "from the realities of life 

itself. Even acceptance by the atheist of the existence of natural laws 

and forces which are responsible fin- creation, life and death is itself 

an indixect admission of the existence of Mighty One God. par excel· 

lence! 
Really then, this. Mighty God must be a magnanimously fan~astic 

entity reigning eternally over the activities of the universe from its 

beginning to end, Himself being far above timeJ matter, energy, space 

and any other limited aspects that are ~uilt into any component or 

constituent constituting the universe itself in linrlted space, time, mat:.. 

ter and energy segments of the infinitely .infinite space and tiine. It is 

not, thus, surprising that in spite of the emphatic superficial negation 

of God by the atheistic soci~ty. it t9o is indirectly obliged to recognise 

the existence of the Supreme Power, G«ld, by conceding the fact that 

creation, eXIstence and destruction of everything in the universe take 

place in accordance with the "law of nature," although it is able to 

define neither "nature" nor explain to the satisfa~on of conscience 



and science who the author of this "nature" is, how it came into being 
and for what purpose! 

N.evertheless, it is agreed by all that the materialistic purpose of 
religions and .even the M.ancim;, communist and aru::i.aiiSt.ic weya of life, 
is to evolve. a peamfu l, content and pro~rerurlve multiracial woTl.d society 
in which each individual is capable of fulfilling the needs of his own 
short life on earth without obstructing shnilarl!._ diverse but orderly 
lives of his fellow being!i and, as a soc~al creature, to be complementary 
to each other . Naturally, e~ntia llaws of cnnduct of such a way of life 
must he_international.ly applicable to all societies of the world at any 
time, if international bmtherhood ii to be ths aim. Therefore, if we 
may find a religion with a way of enabling the fully developed human 
beitl.gs of today, tomorrow and future to set up a world order from 
which enmity, greed, poverty, hunger, hatred, jealousy, rivalry, op
pression, exploitation· and so on are outlawed and, instead, human 
equality _and justice irrespective of considerations ofrace, prejudice or 
color, P,rOsperity and contentment for each individual, feeling of 
brotherhood among each other and so on are the established order of 
the day based on the lofty ideal of "one for all and all for one,""then., 
cannot such a way oflife, adopted on a world basis, b8 responsillle for 
landing the human r-aoo into the civilization of the proverbial millen~ 
nium. enabling not only the Eaat to meet the West but also to make 
every one of the human race see eye to eye in order to forge ahead as 
one nation for preserving the human civilization of today and to march 
forward to a more progressive future? 

Of course so, if there is one, but who knows really? The search is 
worthwhile because, unless we are soon able to identify one, no one is 
sure of even preservation of the present great human civilization of 
science and technology, for which, to reach the state of art found today, 
howmuchhardand dedicated work ofhowmanythousanda ofpersons 
for how many thousands of years has been responsible, no one really 
bows! But one thing is quite clear: the only way of life satisfying the 
need of today, tomorrow and future m!Ut be motivated by incentives 
and reward5Jnaterially, moTaJly and Slpiritually beca.u;e motivation 
for work is produced by incentives and rewards only, an aspect built 
into the fundamental specifica.twn of human nature itself.. Anyprescri:p
tion not recognisin~ this impoztant aspect of life is beund to fail in the 
life-styleB of human beings This is what is exactly--happening to the 
latest of the wa_ys of life..t.-Co~unism, in a life span of six and a half 
decades in the U.S.S.R under rigid, totalitarian parly control of social, 
economic and political life. Complete equality i;n every respect is some
thing against. very nature itself. Mountains, valleys, rivers, seas, 



oceans, forests, plains, deserts, which being all diffeJ ent are but com
plementary to one another to proVIde a balanced, contrasting, harmoni
ous whole . .As food is not enjoyable without hunger, it is but natural 
that m practice for those who do not get hungry, starvation is introduced 
artificially in order to produce-hunger. Unless there is heat, the beauty 
of a cool breeze ~:annat be enjoyed. Thus, in -variety theFe is e~oym.ent. 
Materialistic, moral and spiritual values, all resonate with this impor
tant aspect of life and the universe itsHlf. Therefore, in actual human 
life too complete equality in every aspect seems to be unreal. Rich and 
poor must exist together but complementary to each other. While the 
poor expects brotherly consideratiQ!l. of ~he rich, the former must be 
thankful to the latter. Such a practical and real philosophy in phase 
witJl the gr~at harmony of nature alone can survive the test of all 
times and people.ln it there is motivation and b,ope materially, morally 
and spiritually. Anything against this must fail in practice. 

Further, the ph.iip_sophy and way of life that we are looking for 
must have taken intu considerntion one of the important characteristica 
of human__beings: mankind is prone to commission of mistakes and 
omissions in their li'l!es both knowingly and unknowmgly. Therefore, 
the said philosophy and way ollife must be able to hold out to them 
hope of a clean future even in the event of commi~ng mistabs know
ingly or unknowingly. 'lb err is human and to forgive divine. Although 
the responsibility for all actions of man,. no doubt, is vested in man 

· himself because of the discriminative and decisive powers vested in 
him, all opportuii:ity should also be extended to him for genuine repen
tance to God after making amends for any injustices committed by him 
to another. EVen in scientific terms, quality and purity of abstract 
things like minerals, gold and water are relative with reference to the 
environments and the degree of attainability. Therefore it is not just 
that the human being is provided the hope of complete redemption 
from sins only when he becomes one hundred percent pure, not that 
he is led to believe that such a state is unobtainable unt11 he suffers 
all the consequences of his sins and mistakes during .his unlimited 
period of life cycles on earth itself without the hope of any pardon. 
Similarly, the hope extended to any one that all his mistakes and sins 
shall be condoned Ol'-forgiven.the moment he only believes in a certain 
philosophy is also not a reasonable formula either, because the~ again 
lawful laXities causing co~sion in the organised society may ·result. 
What should then satisfy the intelligent human being is a philosophy 
and way of life where the spiritual relationship between man and God 
is like the one between a loving child and his parents, wherein the all 
knowing and all powerful God is not only compassio~ate, underBtanding 



and loving, hut also reai!J[_to excuse as well as to punish Oll the meTits 
of e_ach case. Thereby is projected the qualities of an ideal God who is 
ever ready to appreciate good work and extend pardon whenever a 
genuine supplicant tenders sincere apology with proper amends, so that 
each human being is adjudged on merits of a final weighted balance 
sheet of good and bad . .AJ; this philosophy and way of life should then 
look like a standard, it may be adopted by all people of the world at 
all times, and each individual may fulfill his responsibility to self, 
fellow beings, society and to God, one not interfering with another. 

Unfortunateiy, .what has been found so far is that each religion, 
ideology and way of life was being propagated by its respective adhe
rents and followers as the best one for attaining the golden age of 
universal prosperity and peace in this world as well as the immortal 
life after union with the Godly environment in the hereafter. This waE! 
done without Carefully analysing the philosophies and ways of life of 
all existing religions including their own to be quite sure that theirs 
is the best of all for the evolution of a balanced material; mora~ and 
spiritual world society which may provide opportunity to attain the 
two goals. During the .procestl, jealousy, hatred, perpetual enmity and 
rivalry are all let loose to b~(!ome the winner. Finally, in order to 
appease the human ego. many a time the use of force and even total 
war had been resorted to at great cost and destruction as is testified 
by history. Even today, when the human race has attained scientific 
and technological progress tnore than ever before as the result of envi
able mental de-velopment, the two contesting ideologies of the world,· 
the so-called capitalistic nations on the .one hand and the totalitarian 
communist nations on the other, ~ vying with each other in rivalry 
to prove· to each other and to the rest of the world, through even the 
· show of might and destruction, that the economic, social and political 
methods of their respective blocs is the better for the creation of a just 
world order. In thia process, in order to excel one another, they are 
both busy stockpiling destructive weapons, including the nuclear arms 
of all sorts, with the objective being none other than a confrontation 
leading to nothing but obliteration of the human race itself. Elsewhere 
we find segregated groups called the rich nations, the poor natiollB, 
the developed nations, the developing nations and even the nations 
under the poverty line, all co:p.sisting of people pfthe same human race 
livmg in this very world and in this highly developed century. It is 
also a continuous ·cry of the special agencies of the United Natioru; 
Organisation and the rich as well as the poox: nations that not only 
hunger and poverty of the people of all nations must be eradicated 
but also that the glaring economic disparity petween the rich and the 



poor nations must be reduced by providing more economic aid and 
assistance, better ·distribution of wealth and transfer of technology. 
Still, instances are not few where people die in :millions in abject povertY 
due to shortages of food, drinking water and disease in many parts of 
the world. On the other side of the living picture of the worid ·we find 
that poverty exists even a.mi!lst the rich nations and that shortages of 
food as well as many other consumer goods are a usual feature in the 
vast lands of the propagators of the newest way of life, Communism, 
which itself promised more than six decades ago attainment of the 
millenium through their fascist ways. At the same time what is shock
ing, indeed, is that the arn1ament race on which both the blocs are 
engaged at fantastic costs ~ carried on at the expense of the economie 
uplift of their own poor people. It is not rare that even poor countries 
that are about or under the so-called poverty line also indulge in the 
same satanic luxury of amassing destructive weapons and arms on the 
false pretext of security and self defense when their own peoples are 
sta.rvmg and the govemme:IJts of the concerned countries are engaged 
in the exercise of passing around the miserable hat, seeking charity, 
aid and loans every year for nati~mal de:v.elopment and even to finance 
pliyment of interests and instaln:ienta of existing huge loans. Is it not 
horrible to .think that we ai-e living in a world whem beggary is reaorted 
to_as_we1J aa sncouraged or .~en condcmed in order to live in lu;xury 
and to .cause destnlclion an affront to human diW..W! Elsewhere, we 
also tmd that the rich and developing nations often indulge in the sale 
of arms to ·such poor nations, extending huge aids and credits in prefer
ence to assistance in nation-building projects dedicated to their 
economic uplift. If only a part of the total annual expenditure incmred 
on amassing and the sale of arms and weapons were utilised for the. 
economic uplift ofthe poor·peoples in-the world. it could emphatically 
be· stated that the economic level of each of the more than five billion 
human beings existing today could ·have risen a few .thousands of.dol
lars, which may be much :i:nuch above the poverty Jine in any country 
indeed. On the other hand, the human race has becOme so cruel today 
that while millions die of hunger and malnutrition in many pa.rts of 
the worl~ valuable food grains are wantonly destroyed by dumping 
them in the sea in ·the,name of stabiliza:tion of.·home markets. All 
these have been happening when everyone claims to possess and profess 
codes of religious and other ways of life that are loudly cla.i.med to have 
been geared towards establishment of a true welfare state! Can deceit 
have no end in sight? 

Why all this confusion? Has there been so far no single :religion 
or way of life that could radically transform the conduct of the indi-



iidual, the community, the nation and the world? May there be one, 
which has not yet been brought to the notice of the critical man of 
today, probably? That is why, perhaps, Karl Marx and Lenin were 
prompted to evolve the entirely new Marxism independently. But, as 
is clear from history, many a reformer and prophet having come and 
gone and vast areas of the world having today come under the influence 
of one or more religions, could it not be probably that at least o1;1e 
among them could be capable of assisting us to evolve the era of peace · 
and plenty? But then, during these days of acute materialism, while 
most of the followers of any particular religion themselves do not care 
to lmow why they continue to follow the religions of their forefathers, 
yet there are many others who follow the religion of their forefathers 
blindly, without knowing much of the basic philosophy of their own 
religion. Adherence to religions ha.B today ,-thus, become for most people 
a life-style of rituals and unquestionable beliefs, some of which appear 
to be so unreasonable that no reconciliation is possible with them for 
an enlightened person of this century. Nothing other than custo~ 
personal ego and fear of estrangement from existing society force...such 
people to stick to the religion of "t!!_e parents and grandparents. It is 
also a pity that except from hearsy most of the missionaries of some 
religions not havmg firsthand and in--depth k:nnwledge of other impor
tant living religions that bind the life-styles of nundreds of million 
human beings to their folds, still claim theirs to be the.best, although 
reason and logic require that nothing may be designated as the best 
until it is so proven as a result of comparing all similar ones. There 
are also many who take the easy COUI1!'e in agreeing that aU-religionS 
lead to the same ultimate end without caring to E;tudy them all in any 
depth. for the simple reason that while wanting to remain in the 'b-ad
itional §Ociety, neither do they want to contradict their own or other 
religions nor, for fear of expulsion and further trouble, do they want 
to say anything in praise of other religions. There is yet another class 
that, having found that their own religion not only prevents free think
ing but that some of its philosophies are also against some basic social, 
economic and scientific concepts of life as required by the progressive 
society, comes to the illogical conclusion that all religions similarly 
thwart the growth of progressive societies and therefore come to the 
wrong decision that religion is not a necessary requirement of the 
progressive society. Su~h people fall easy prey to materlaliam..and de
nouce all religions- without having no definite idea of any religj.on at 
all. With no iota of spiritual values, thus they. fall into the eupho.ri~ 
of permissivene.ss, laxity and contempt for any organized society 
founded on the basis of traditions of any religion. Marxism, with. its 



temporary halo being the only course open to them, they soon ~bsti.tut~ 
.Marxist principles for religion as a means to attaining the millennium 
during the lifetime. At the same time, rivalry· continues between the 
exponents. of each way of life, mostly without knowing the basic prin
ciples and philosophies of each other. Thus, in fact, it is ROt religions 
that are the causes for emnity in societies but it.is the lack of detailed 
know]~~ about their own relig.lon and other religions. Most of the 
religious controversies are thuii the creation of either hearsay, lack of 
information or ignorance. 

What is then the solution? The·only one is to critically study one's 
own religion along with other important existing religions in ord~ to 
enable the prying and hopeful human mind to be satisfied whether one 
m:' other of the existing religions fu1fills the requirements and aspira
tions of the individual as well as the society in any time and place. 
:But, to study the different religions one mwit have all the scriptures, 
treatises and literatures ()n each of them. These ne, however, so many 
in number that a full lifetime may be insufficient to go through them 
p,operly. M~reover, thete are so many books written by different au
thors on every religion on earth;· each with his own ·di:fferetJ.t·egoistic 
explanations and interpretation~ that,..Unless ·oire··~ngages· in -the'pur
·suit of going through most of them, leaving aside his d.ay·to day work 
of ek:fug out ·a~ bare· living for him and his family~ there can be no way 
of k:Dowmg what. ba.sic philosophy and way of life has been, in fact, 

.advocated·oy·each. Unfu~tely, as it appears, no one has so far 
ventl,tted to· produce· one single treatise on th"' comparative study of 
existing religions which could readily be referred to forthls purpose, en
abling a busy person to lay his hands on any desired religious scripture 
that interested him and guiding him to know more about it through 
further detailed study. Therefore, having had the advantage of studying 
the various exisijngreligions in-depth as well as having had the oppor
fimity of associating with their adherents in many parts of the world 
and understanding their philosophies, scriptures, waya of life and ritu
als, through this treatise I have ventured to fill this important gap in 
the cultaral·evolution of the homan: race which, unfortunately, in this 
centary. of. unprecedented advancement in the fields of science and 
technology due.tcdts· having attained mental matu:r.i.ty a long time ago, 
bas already started its course toward moral and spiritual bankruptcy 
caused by intense materialism and neglect of spiritual values aJ.., 
together. 

The world today has come almost to the brink of a terrible catas
trophe. Nations, countries and even individuals have begun doubting 
tha sincerity of each other and, for the absolute control of only 



materialistic values, the at.andard moral values based on spiritual as
pect ara bei118 discarded ruthlessly. The feared total holocaust could 
be a reality any moment if, unfortunately, the finger of one of the 
controlling human beings goes to the red button that can order the 
third world war by the unleasliing of the formidable conventional and., 
nuclear warheads kept ready ev~~ere on and over the globe. In 
these days of indecision and confusion only a one world order, baaed 
on internationally applicable ways of life derived from just moral values 
built on spiritual foundati.on1 giving both the hUinan being and the 
rest of the universe their due respective positions, as well as meaning, 
and fully dedicated to none other than the Supreme Almighty One God 
of the universe, can be of any help to the human race wandering about 
and drifting in search of the right spiritual values. Such a life of course 
will be able to hold ground only if it is governed by a complete code of 
life wbieh is applicable to all times and generations so as to enable the 
human being to live in the materialistic temporary home of earth as 
a fit creature in any era while trying to consolidate his ultimate position 
in the life after death somewhere in the universe in some other un
known form after attainlng immortality and union with the Godly 
environment to live for ever. Without hope of such a final goal, the. 
human being caimot remain mentally at ease. Such an ideal· worldly 
life certainly can be enjoyable only if self as well as environments near 
and far on earth all enjoy the bounties of God in reasonable meas~ 
and sing God's praises in gratitude and for guidance together, each 
individual having gotten adjusted mutually in honol"able places of duty 
in the community of contemporary human society, supplementing each 
other's efforts. Does not each one of us long eagerly for the arrival of 
that day? Let me therefore try to assist my contemporaries to know 
whether there is any such super philosophy and way of life available 
today to save· the human race. This is the motive that has prompted 
me to·write this tmi.que treatise. 

Under the circumstances, I request the reader to cast off his 
erstwhile ego ·Which haB so far been compelling him to believe that his 
own way oflife, though full of pitfalls and insufficiencies, has been the 
best unless .he is too sure of it as the result of having learned about 
the philosophies and ways of life advocated by other religions. I am 
sure that no one can afford to come to that conclusion until he has the 
full grasp of the philosophies of aU other existmg religions. What I 
have therefore tried to do is to assist the reader to understand and 
compare each of the following religions existing today from the outline 
of their respective philosophies. beliefs, codes, rituals and other aspects, 
allocating a chapter to each: Buddhism, Chriatianity, Con.fucianfsm, 



Hinduism, Islam, Jainism, Judaism, Shintoism, Sikhism, ~oism, and 
Zoroastrianism. 

Fot' the reason that the Communist Party dictatorship based on 
the Marxist ideology has already come to stay in many areas of the 
world with a more rigid social, economic ~d political controi on the 
masses than any religion, and as the way of life and driving for(,:e for 
over a third of the world population today with the likelihood o( its 
taking over more and more areas, particularly in the poor and develop· 
ing parts of the world, a separate chapter has been allocated to discuss 
this new ideology and way of life that has. become a world tnovement. 
Because most of the vast peoples now under the active influence of 
Communism had earlier been the adherents and followers of oil.e of the 
existing prime religions which all promise to offer almost everything' 
in this world and the hereafter to their respective followers, one has 
to admit the fact that this new way of life may have some strong points 
in it that must have attracted such vast peoples into its fold, especially 
when this new way of life ignores God's exiatence altogether. The 
reasons for this important shift of the present generation towards Com
munism is a vital phenomenon of this twentieth. century-which.,, having 
posed a problem so vast that on its· success· and: failure (f.epen~ the 
sustenance-or. destruction of. the hW:nan race itself, needs good investi
gation;· Was:: it the.- temporary: glamour and halo offered by the Com
munist .ideolOgy.·projectd :through a vast publicity campaign, or was 
it the failure-:of the'emtirig religions to equally fulfiU the aspirations · 
of the developed human being? Or was it the failure to project sufficient 
information.on the ideologies of the existing religions to the progressive 
new generation .that.was responsible for attracting such a large mul
titude of· people to rally behind Communism? This can be found out 
only by comparing the ideology of this new movem~t with those of 
the various living religions. 

For the purpose-ofthis·treatise 1-have used only such material as 
is stated in the basic scriptures of each religion which their followers 
consider as divine in nature. However, though I have made some :re
marks and explanations or.outlooks on religions as seen from the points 
of view of any reformist or political J;llovem.ents within, introducing 
changes in the age-old· accepted :philosophies, ·xituals •and codes of any 
religion, I have not considered them as canonical. This is so because, 
for some time, efforts have been made by srime reformists who, with 
no divine authority, having either found that certain. basic concepts. 
practices and codes of conduct of some religions could neither stand to 
the provings of modern scientific truths and commonsense nor come 
to equal the international considerations of human equality andjustice 



acceptable socially, economically and politically to every individual 
irrespective ofbirth, race, colour, wealth ox- profession, or even for their 
other personal considerations have tried to formulate their own views 
by interpreting scriptural laws, codes and practices of their own reli
gions, whereby drastic changes in age-old and accepted practices have 
been introduced in order to make them either acceptable to the ques
tioning. and inquiring human being oflater ages ox- to create confusion 
through doubts and rifts. Such basic changes constitute acute schism 
having no divine authority permitting them to alter the very struc
ture of the concerned parent ·religion which then in fitness of things 
should have been discarded being unfit for modern times rather than 
sticking to it egoistically by making radical but unauthorised changes 
on the plea of acute patriotism and love of traditions. 

On the other hand, it is high time that the developed human mind 
of this unique century must ask the pointed questions to himself: 

-Are there inconsistencies, contradictions, confused thinking and 
enunciations in the scriptures which constitute the philosophy; 
laws, codes and practices of the religion that I follow? 

~Is the religion that I profess today really conducive to the.-evolu- . 
tion-of"'"a"model-society by the--.:ultared--people.oitne masses of 
the twentieth century and beyond an indiacriminative claBSless · 
society on a national as well as international basis reconciled 
to scientific truths and technological progess? 

-Can the philosophy and the way of life of my religion pemlit me 
to fulfill my day to day duties to my contemporarieS, neigJl,bora, 
organisation, and country, as well as to God without any hinder
once? 

-Does the philosophy of my religion give a meaning to my life 
and to the universe as well as a hope for my soul during my 
short life in t1ris world and the unknown life of immortality after 
death? 

If the answer to each is a sincere and honest YES, then of course stick 
to it; if not, it is high time that one begins to search fo:r a more hopeful. 
meaningful:and rewarding philosophy as well as way oflife with the 
assistance of this treatise. I am sure that one should be able to find a 
model from the range of important living religions whlch are discuaaed 
in the following pages fully satisfying the mcidern human being of 
today as well as the future. 

I have tried to outline each religion dispassiot:mtely without any 
distorted version and strictly according to what is found in the scrip
tures of each. However, in order to guide the inquisitive reader. I have 



given a few walTaJlted comments here and there whenever EUJY con

structive criticism is called for judiciously. Without tllls. such a unique 

tl:eatise comparing the various prime religions under tb.e :roof of one 

book may not be able to do .full justice to the subject. In some chapters, 

I bave recapitulated or even repeated some facts, sometimes a few 

times, because without tb.em tb.e right theme could not have been 

highlighted otherwise m sacb m8llller that the crur oftbe argainent 

may be understood clearly. Most of the scriptures also .tepeat one and 

the same idea or directive many times for this same reason. Therefore, 

be.iiJg an exposition of what is stated in the various scriptures, fW1 . 

ju.stice to the comparative study ofth.e subject iB not possibl~ without 

such repetitions of essential tbames at appropriate places. This is par

ticularly true when discusamg tb.e two sister religions Judaism and 

Christianity, especially because the Old Testament, wbicb is the first 

part of the ChristiBD Bible is more or less the Pentateuch aftb.eJews. 

Of necessity Ibave bad to apologise for this action. Np.doubtthereaders 

are quite intelligent enough to draw tb.eir own concl~ons as wen as 

to understand the sillcerity of the author's purpose. On· the basis of 

·such criticisms it may be easier for t:f,te Eeftder to study the relevant 

scriptures in the origfual fo:r:.cb:{lwll;ig~lri~:~'W!!·...indep~dent fl.lld.wis.e:. 

conclusions. However, ~t tb.e ena qftb.e treatise, is allocated one chapter 

for smrl.fllarismg ana comparing all tb.e religions and ways of life dis

cuss'ed in the earlier chapters against such universaisttu1dards ofbelief, 

behaviour snd action as are in accordance witb. the expectations oft}te 

developed hUmai:J. bemg ·of this centwy as well as the future far the 

evolution of a classless. society based on one· world order for the entire 

human race in order that it may live sucb a meaninglhl life .iD tbis 

material world as may enable it to enjoy also just rewards during its 
immortal life after death. as promised by most of the religions. Although 

the modern human being has become more-materialistic than, perhaps, 

ever before in his long.history,;he·has also.-become more conscious of 

the dire necessity of atrengtbening his spiritual aspect in such manner 

that not only may it be in harmony with nature as well as proven 

scientific facts. from time to time but ,may .also provide the required 

. motivation for him to work hand in. hand with fellow beings discarding 

prejudices based an.xace,,caste, .. color, class, profession and wealth fpr 

the attainmen.~ of universal happiness through love and contentment. 

This c::ertainly demands a practical and dynamic universal philosophy 

and way of life that integrates m~terialism with moral values derived 

from spiritu,al consci~usness. It must not be lost sight of that a 

philosophy and way of life that is intended for the guidance of the 

human race must be in tune with all aspects of just human behaviour 



arising out of the specification of human creation and, of course, in 
harmony with the natural laws govex:ning the universe ~n gener~;~.l and 
the earth in particu.J,ar. Gnd, the Only One, alone being the sole author 
of these laws, only auch a philosophy and way of life that ~as been 
proven to have been ,Pven by Him through an enlightened leader may 
alone satisfy the requirement. It is also not difficult to· realize that this 
model leader wust eBSentially be none other than a human being, for 
the simple reason that if he were, iQ.Stead, an angel, or a Sl,lpposed 
incarnation or eon of God, obviously it could not be possible for the 
ofliinary human beings to follow such a superhuman being. Such a 
divit).e philosophy and way of life given by GOO to the human race at 
a time when it had attained mental matt¢ty, then, may alQlle claim 
universalism, applicable to ua today as· wail as to the human beings of 
tomorrow. 

One C8llllot fail to notice that it is a Dl.odern necessity that even 
moral standards to be applied to any society where materialistic outlook 
on life prevails must req.eive the approval of the majority of ita masses 
of people; even in countries that claim to b~ the f).t,Uenders of tertain 
faiths it is so. However, that the will of the majority maynotneceBBarily 
be the right one for all persons morally, socially and spiritually, is 
llmn.bn:strated by natmri81 consensua on, say, pornography, homosexu
ality, pretnarital sex: between consenting adults and so on which~ while 
in some countries are quite legal, are illegpJ in other countries w;cording 
to the will of the majority, altho~gh according to the religio~ of the 
y~ry same people they are highly objectionable. Not only that: How 
can the same aspect in the life of a sane and healthy human being be 
legal as well aa illegal at the ·same time in two different countri~$'? 
Similarly, the :will of the majority of the people in the $8m.e country 
can make aomething legal today and illegal tomorrow, even though 
this may affect· the existing social structure and bal8nce. However, the 
sta.ndaxd universal mora.U.tyfor the developed human being, as dictated 
by God's law based on spiritual val1,1es, being fit fol:' application at any 
time can never change like a weathercock. Therefore, such divine laws 
alone can serve the humanity of today and the future on an interna
tional basis. This is so because God's law, intended for the human being 
in his mature state of evolution, must have been framed by H'un with 
due consideration of what is ultimately good orb~ for him after having 
taken into account the full specification of his creation and life in all 
aspects of time, matter and space which God, his creator, alone is aware 
of. 

Further, today when the hllDlan being has achieved mental matur~ 
ity, why should not the laws concerning basic social and moral values 



be also standar~ for all time for the entire human race, thereby 
leaving no necessity to change them to suit local requirements as con
sidered necessary by the fancies of individuals? Such st.anda,rdisation · 
can be achieved only if the conduct ofhuman beings is based on spiritu~ 
values' and all the needed codes and laws are derived from a divine 
scripture revealed at a period when man ha:d attained mental maturity. 
Such laws !!D.d codes as can stand the test of al~ time can be easily 
identified as God's final laws. . 

The opinions and conclusions drawn in the final chapter of this 
book are. however, my own, based on national and international 
thought of the modern age after studying what are contained in the 
scriptures of the various religions. No doubt others may agree to differ 
with my though-at, points of view, and Ct?nclusions, but none, perhaps, 
can be so unfair as to contradict them for the reason that the findings 
axe based on truth, logical and scientific. For .one, the author cannot. 
even think of a situation in which only part of the moral and social 
codes and injunctions of a: so-called divine scripture are acceptable 
because they suit him-while the rest are rEtiected on the ground that 
they cannot be either considered logical or applied with reason in mod
ern times. If it is so, then it can,n-ot·-any:longer-·-claim:·:to be.-a final-'and 
complete divine. scripture~ Either the whole- must· be· accepted or·re
jected; as :tar-· as the- fundamentals at least are ·concerned, not partly 
either, tlie criterion being· that if the scripture is absolutely divine in 
nature -and intended fol'-the- all time guidance of the human being, all 
of it must be applicable for any time and place today as well as in the 
future. Thus, if any way of life does not appeal to any international 
model it is .l!Ot to_be accepted as a standard. 

In the past history of mankind, particularly after the eighth cen
tury C.E., instances were· many when reformers, brought up under strict 
influences of their own religions, have had the opportunity to compare 
other more dynamic religions-with their own. Having found that some 
of the basic philosophies and ways of life of their own religions, as 
accepted for centuries under scriptural authority, had grave shortcom
ings which made them untenable for the age, they launched reformist 
movements to make them more scientific in approach, dynamic and 
appealing to the questioning- contemporary generations by adapting 
some few good aspects of other religions into their own. At the same 
time, under the influence of personal ego and mainly to prevent erosion 
of their own religion by others, they went on advocating all their life 
that all religions led man to the same goal. as found by them from 
supposed enlightenments from none other than God, during tranced 
meditations. not r~alising- the basic fact that all m~ may not neces-



sarily lead to the same end. The civilization of the only one man and one 
woman having developed from primitiveness over thousands of years 
to what it is today, with perhaps five billion souls, naturally, the divine 
guidance too must have kept pace with the development of the human 
intellect from time to time in a step by step process indeed. It is only 
a logical approa~h.to the problem that what laws and codes ofbehaviour 
had. been applicable to the early generations did need modifications 
for application to the civilized man of later times. The concept of incar
nations in Hindu philosophy as well as the concept of divine revelations 
sent through various prophets in Jewish, Christian and Muslim 
philosophies point to this essential feature in the spiritual relationship 
between. QQd and the human being. It is also not a secret that the 
learned people of some of the ancient religions did hold the belief that 
according to their scriptures and sacred documents "the Kalld," ''the 
Comforter' and "the promised Messiah" are yet to arrive with divine 
revelations to :finally guide the human race. However, when it will be 
is not known to them. There are ample proofs to show that the old 
philosophies and ways of human life~ having gotten either poUuted 
over the ages or been proven in.Suffi.cient to the successive gen~~iQns, 
did need radical changes in them for application to the developed·race 
-0f the later times. It is th.eJ:efo~st-anotlier-logi-cal--Gtm.Glusiu~-that 
every time new laws are brought, the old ones become obsOlete and 
that such a step by step process must have been taking place from time 
to time also in the field of divine guidance to man since his arrival on 
earth. Naturally, it is to be expected that the complete guidance must 
also have thus come to the human race in the shape of a final revelation 
applicable for all time to guide its social, moral and spiritual growth, 
because the human intellect attained full growth a long time ago. If 
we can identify such a final revelation, why not accept it, better late 
than never, rather than carrying out fruitless piecemeal, incomplete 
repa,irs to any existing ones? However, without making genuine efforts 
to know if such a new universal philosophy, law and way of life that 
may be suitable to the developed human beings of the modern ·age has 
already been brought by the expected Kalki, Comforter or the promised 
Messiah and so on, as the case may be, as found in the scriptures and 
ways of life of one of the existing modern prime religions, these refor
mers, instead, tried without divine sanction in vain to modify some of 
their outdated life-styles and philosophy by adopting bits and pieces 
from other more modern religions. Having spent a whole lifetime dedi
cated to bringing about a renaissance among co-religionists through 
incongruent adaptations from other religions, such unauthorised refor
mers had, however, ultimately to leave this world without achieving 



anything more than getting themselves enshrined as another diety for 
warship by followers, and dividing the society further, rathei" tfum, 
unifyiilg even followers of one and the same religion. 

Let us not therefore repeat the same mistake. Truth is one and 
the royal road to it should aiso be only one. Anyone negl~g·the 
royal road and trying to approach the truth from other routes, in all 
probability, Dl&Y be left with the possib:Ufty ofUildergoing much suffer:.. 
ings ~ore rejo~ the royal road later, or even -.inattainabllity of 
the objective. Any attempt to modify an ~atQ::tg way of life by the 
removal of some of the major inconsistencies, c~tra:dictions or unten
a~le concepts in order to make it more palatabie in preference to accep
tance of the ideal one straightaway with courage is a limited way of 
approach leading to failure again later because history may repeat 
itself. 'Iblerance, however, is SO!Jletbing entirely different from a state 
of acceptahc~ of another untenable view. Excessire, tolerance too may 
lead to catastrophe becau.se was 1t not.in ~e ·same Wa.y that the super
powers started stockpiling and deploying even nuclear weapoDB in the 
uame of tolerance and peaceful ~tence, in. spite of the fact that the 
twQ opposing types of philosophy and different ways .of life have so 
wuch against one another that the pressure must ultimately :o;udte the: 
shells explod~2 both being all the time· fully aware·ofthe ghastly con
sequences aJJQut which there are not two opinions. So, the s~ to 
spot the ideal philosopby· ~d way of life must be ~ relentlessly. 

TIPs .treatise is ·the· product of a further amplification and rear
rangement ofthe.materialcontained in the very many notes that were 
made by the author during his· intense research and study of the various 
religions of this century for more than three decades and prirely for 
his own satisfaction. Prior to that, as the result of having been brought 
up in ·Orthodox religious society-of the then British Malabar of South 
India during the third and fourth decades of this century when that 
area was noted for its religious tolerance, and having had the ~,>pportun
ity to receive an excellent early education. up to the university level 
along with multireligions students as well as a teaching population, 
it had been his rare privilege to acquire basic knowledge of the 
philosophies of various religions in general and ofBuddhism, Christian
ity, Hinduism, Judaism and Islam in.particular through their respec
tive holy books, scriptures and writingofverymany authors and theolo
gians as well as the gathering of firsthand Jmowledge of the ways of 
life as preached by their clergies and followed by their adherents. In 
later years, he observed at close quarters how the growth of acute 
liberalism, communism, permissiveness, secularism and "hippism" had 
made deep inroads into the life-styles of even immature youngsters 



and teenagers all over the world due to the neglect of spiritual values. 
As a result of acute materialistic think;ing, family cohesion, respect for 
elders and older concepts of moral values had ahnost broken down 
causing social problema of great magnitude everywhere. With the de
teriorating world condition, the ideas and thoughts found in these pages 
arose in, the alarmed mind of the author. 

Further, the manner in which the Anglican Church of England 
had commenced to succumb to the effects of this acute materialism, as 
shown by the auctioning or selling of the thurchea for raising money 
to spend on other purposes for the :reason that they continued to remam 
in-frequented by religious devotees, kept him more and more concerned 
at the extent of spiritual deprivation that had set in there and of its 
ill effects if the same started to spread as a contagion to the rest of the 
world also. This prompted the author to put together !ill his previoUB 
notes and k:o.owledge on the subject to form this treatise with the hope 
that his ideas and thoughts may provide food for thought for his twen
tieth centucy contemporaries, many of whom have be(m drifting in 
search of a philosophy and way of life sufficient to rescue them from 
their present predicament of having been engulfed - by acute 
materialism devoid of any spiritual values altogether. As Bishop Butler 
'Wondered if an entire nati.Ori"co·wd"go riuu:l, isTt alsO possible tO.viSllllise 
that the bulk of the civilized human race of this unique century can 
go acutely materialistic, ignoring its All Powerful Creator and Sus
tainer, God? For, if it so happened, what could then be the exemplary 
divine punishment for such a lot of ungrateful human beings Qf this 
age of unprecedented progress? 

As seen from the bibliography at the end, the author has taken 
great pains ·to -refer to very many books and literatures over decades 
for gathering the variety of information contained in this book. Some 
of the references were in his possession, others loaned to him by friends 
and quite a lot read during his frequent visits to the United Kingdom 
from the vast treasure houses of rare books which exist in British 
libraries in· England and libraries of the British Council and United 
States Information Centers in many countries, some of these rare books 
not being obtamable elsewhere because they were either extinct or out 
of print for a long time. 

Certainly, some views and extracts from the publications of the 
many authors as shown in the long list of bibliography at the end of 
the book have found places of honor in this study as excerpts. The 
author is grateful for having gotten the opportunity to enrich his knowl
edge qu,ite appre!!iably_on account of the valuable information contained 
in them. It is a statement of fact that without them it should not have 



been possible for him to write a book of this kind. 
The author takes the privilege of assuring the reader that he has 

great respect for all prime religions of today because, after all, they · 
all tend to 8llllounce severally in their own ways the existence of only, 
ONE GOD and universalism at the root despite varying tints of 
polytheism in almost all of tb,em but few. The ~otive of the author in· 
writing this. comparative study has been quite selfless--to put their 
philosophies and ways of life in one book in order to enable all to 
critically study them-and therefore he has taken utmost care to base. 
his exposition of the various religions strictly on· the basis of the ac
cepted and available scriptures of the different relijpons or the ways 
of life, and standa:rd works of famous authors on these scriptures. In 
spite of this honest efforl, as human he is, it may be likely that some 
inin.or inacctll'acies and/or criticisms, not· always quite wholesome to 
all when such a disputable topic is analysed; may have crept in inad
vertently. On pointing out any-suCh inaccuracies· supported by acepta
ble evidences, the author sluill-be only too happy to remedy theni in 
the next edition. . . 



Chapter 2 
Buddhism 

Hindus and their scriptures consider Buddha as the ninth incarnation 
of one of th.elr trinity gods, Vishnu. Like Jainiam and Sikhism, Bud
dhlsm may also be cons.i.dered an adaptation of Hinduism because some 
of the basic concepts of Hindu philoaophy such as Samsara, Karma, 
Yoga, Nirvana and so on exist in Buddhism as well. No daunt, m.iuiy 
a Hindu.pbilosnpher, therefore, con.siden Buddha as yet another re
former of F[indnisrn who came as the Buddba.Jncarliation of Vishnu, 
was born as a_Hindu,_died as a Hindu, and lived the life of a Hindu. 
However, Buddhism has also some important aspects radically different 
from the Vedic and Epic Hindu philosophy in the form of almost a 
negation of gods, deities, caste system, sacrifice and so on, and in 
fraternization with other regional pbilosphles or ways of life it has 
evolved a distinct culture separate from the ways of Hindu for a large 
croas-section of people in Sri Lanka, Burm,a, Malaysia, Thailand, Cam
bodia, Vietnam, China, Korea, Japan and even India . 

.A15 will be seen from the life history of Buddha, a major part of 
his life had been a struggle, first to find the c Noble Truths" of causation 
and cessation of pain on the one hand and to find a way to get rid of 

· the endless and horrible Samsara (rebirth) cycle, which was the only 
IDp.du way of purifying the .soul of the sins committed through Ka:rma 
which, as per the Bhagavat Geetha, "Even God is incapable of changing 
because this is the law ordained by Him dependant on the duties (Dhar
mas) of four castes, born of nature." After a struggle of seven years, 
dur..ng which period Gautama. Buddha subjected himself to the renun
ciation advocated by Geetha and even the tortuxe of the Vedas, he had 
to return disappointed, having fallen acutely ill. However, on regaining 
his health, as the result of further renunciation and yoga meditation 
under a bodhi tree, he was ahle to find out not only the "Noble Truths," 
but also the way for comple~ redemption called Nirvana (union of the 
soul with the Supreme Essence) through the process of Samadhi (blow
ing out). Nevertheless, in the end he still had no way out other than 
r~signing himself to the old philosophy of rebirth (Samsara) in cases 
where the Nirvana was .not attained due to sins committed during any 



particular life term. In other words, in effect, it was acceptance of the 
two contradictory philosophies, one being that God redeems one of sins 
as the result of renllD.ciation, penance an<). good; work, and the other 
b.eing that redemption is not possible except thro-ugh suffering. :in time, 
apace and effect the result of.Karm.a, finai redemption being only pas" 
sible through a spotless life cycle, dmi.ng which the full effects of past 
sins have to be born out, which is the same as the Hindu Sa.m.s8ra 
ph:iloaophy itself. PerhapB-, it was due to this ve...ry confusion that Buddha 
could not specifically either affirm or deny the existence of God or even 
a life after death, as will be seen later in these pages. 

Th~ Life of Buddha 

The ·traditions say that Gautama Buddha, the founder of Bud
dhism, wa8 born and brought up in a luxurious and· aftluent royal family 
as the heir apparent, carefully segregated from the miseries oflife aa 
well as the iower Hindu castes and duly indoctrinated as a Kshatrlya 
(warrior) which is the higher caste of Hindu society, below only the 

-sacred·Brabmanas. He seems to have become obsessed by tlie sight of 
a sick man, an old man and a dead body. each for the firBt Uihe :iii hiB · 
·life making him re~ the fact of life that everyone is liable to become 
sick and ali will grow old and die, after all. The sixth century B.C.E. 
was i-emarkable for the spiritual unrest and intellectual ferment in. 
many countries of the worid. Confuci.UB and La£1 T-zu had been preach
ing 1;heir awn philosophies in China, Mahavir and Buddha theirs in 
India, Zarathustra his in Iran and Parmenides as well as Empedocles 
theirs in Greece, all trying to work out their own philosophical systems 
to evolve a harmonious equation among man, the universe 8ll.d the 
Supreme Entity, that is (J(Jd) Nature or Supreme·Essence as each called 
it. From this it appears that the preachings of the cham of prophets 
from Moses to Ezekiel of the Old Testament, had all been localised in 
the area of Palestine and ita vicinity, directed towards the children of 
Israel and had not penetrated faith~ than the area of the Aramites 
or Hebrews. Thus, the yoUlJ.g Gautama Buddha was trying to.·reform 
the Hindu society in his own way by .getting rid of the age-old idol 
worship, caste oriented Dharma and Karma Pi:ril.osophy governing re
demption from sins, offering of sacrifices to various gods andj perhaps, 
the very incarnation philosophy. Naturally, having been born as a hig~ 
caste .ffindu and confronted by much of the illQ.Ki,cal-and contradictOry 
scri.pturSl doctrines of:ru..;_duism., the young Gaut~ .mUSt ·have taken 
refuge in the forests to practice the Vanaprasth.am (forest life) and 
San~a:m (penance with renliDciation) stages (Ashramam) prescribed 



by the Vedas particularly to the two higher castes. Having received 
enlightenment and Wisdom, Buddha _bcame actively in\Tolved in devis
ing a strict program of monastic life for his disciples to obtain supervised 
training in the act of leading a life of renunciation. The disciples Wet'l3 
to practice yoga to obtain wisdotq and knowledge iJ! order to enable. 
them to lead a faultless life aimed at the attainment of Nirvana Qr 
redemption by cutting off the rebirth cycle altogether through a "union 
with the Supreme Essence" or "blowing out." Having led a large {()llow
ing, Buddha died at the age of eighty, exhorting his disciples uto strive 
after aalvation energetically because all that is composed is liable to . 
decay " According to the traditions aa well as The DipavSm:na, a Pall 
chronicle of the forth centmy C.E. containing accounts of the Magadha 
kings of India from Bwldh,a to Aehoka, the death of Buddha is asseBBed 
between 544 and 483 B.C.E. His departure for the forest life is said to 
have been at the age of twenty-nine and he is supposed to have received 
the enlightenment at the age of thirty-fiv.e. For forty-five years h~ is 
said to have wandered from place to plqce preaching. his doctriD.e of 

·Dharma (duty) to monkS, nuns and people at large and ia said to have 
permitted women to join the order of nuns, on equal status with men, 
for the first time in the social and religious life of India. 

Teachings of Budqba 

The teachings of Buddha appear to have been, in. the hegimring, 
preserved in the memory of Buddhist monks over the ages. These bad 
been put into the present form of scripture after the split ofthe Bud-. 
dhists into two sects, Ma bayana (The Great Vehicle) and Hin~yana (The 
Little Vehicle). One of these collections, known as The Canon of the 
Thera vi dins (The School of the Elders) appears to exist now in Pali, a 
living lat;J.gUage of Sri Lanka (Old Ceylon) introduced first into that 
country by BuddhiBt missionaries of the third century B.C.E. and during 
the spread of Buddhism to Burma and Siam; it is saiQ. to have been 
reduced to writing in Ceylon during the fust century c.E. In all old 
schools ofBuddltism, the Canon exists in the form of"Tripitaka"_(The 
Three~fold Basket), consisting of: 

-The Vinaya Pithaka, containing 22'1 rules of discipline known 
as Vinaya. The most important of these rules of discipline, con
travention of which may lead to expulsion of the adherent from 
the Buddhist order, are committing unchastity, theft or mmder, 
inciting one to commit suicide, and making false claims for super
natural powers. 



-The Sutta Pitaka on Dharma (duty), airanged in five collections 
of discomses called Nikayas or Agamas of which the first is 
common to all schools. These-are diStomses atfiibilted to Buddha 
himself and include poems, legends, dialogues and commentaries 
some of which being ascribed to the disciples of Buddha in a 
convenient way to be memorised. These are: DighaNikaya, Maj· 
jjm~ Nikaya, S~~ Nikaya, ,Angutara Nikaya, aud Khud~ 
daka Nikaya. The fifth, however, is not recognised by all the 
schools. In Pall Canon, it oonsiats of fifteen works, the mo.st 
important of them being "Dhammapada" (Works oftheDoctrine), 
which is a collection of 423 verses; ''The SuttaNipada," consisting 
of five books of suttas (verses); "Jatake" (story of Buddha in 
previous births; and two collections of verses attributed to his 
disciples), "The Theragatha'" (verses of the elders), an ''The 
Theregitta" (verses of the women elders.) 

-Abhidamma (Higher Doctrine}, relating-to psychological ethics 
and consisting of seven works in Pali Canon. 

Other Canons that existed in Buddhist sChools of northern India 
are known in Chinese and Tibetan translations of the Sanskrit text 
which is now lost. There are some dissimilarities· between the Canons 

. of the northern Indian s"<:hoola-and':the'southern Pali~schools, the latter. 
being cunent in Siam, ·Cainbodia, Burma, Thailand and Sri Lanka. 
This could· have· been ·.the ·result of the spread of the teachings orally 
in widely separated· communities on the one hand and due to. the cul
tural differences-between· the different races on the other, reBUlting in 
the differences--showing up:. when they were finally written down by 
scholars with characteristic differences in interpretations. 

The Doctrine of Buddha 

'"Dhamma Kakka-Pavathna-Sutta" (the verses of turning of the 
wheel of doctrine), addressed "to him who has gone forth from the 
world," contains the docU:ine preached by Gautama Buddha. It is the 
conviction that the worldly life cannot give the ultimate happiness and 
that· one has to take a middle course between the profitless life of 
indulgence in sensual pleasures and the equally profitless way of self 
torture, both the extremes having been practiced by t~e contemporary 
Hindu society in which he was born and brought up. Buddha taught 
that right thinking, right living and self denial should enable the soul 
of man to attain Nirvana, which was the ultima~ release from earthly 
existence as well as from painl .desire and sorrow. The strict monaStic 
life prescribed by him. for his disciples was ahned at obtainhlgthe neces-



sa:ry and essential training and control over the mind wit~ the ultimate 
object of this doctrine in view. He had realized that the human mmd · 
and actions can get channelled away from the lures of the worldly life 
only under the influence of a tightly disciplined training, and therefore 
the effort towartb finding the truth of redemption and final NirvaD.a 
may best be possible only through the disciplined life of a recluse. 
Although it appeared to Buddha that he had found a way for the 
redemption of the human soul that was much better than what the 
caste-ridden contemporary Hindu philosophy advocated, nevertheless, 
as he was not a prophet of God who alone could know through God's 
revelation what the purpose and destiny of man were and how best 
the desired redemption could be obtained, there was no wonder that 
in the end he also got confused on the issue. He had neither claimed 
to be an incarnation nor a prophet. That living the life of rt reclu!'~ and 
denying the world altogether cannot be the right course for the ht.mlB.Il 
being should be clear from the fact that if everyone in the world opted 
for this course as prescribed by Buddha for seeking redemption, the 
entire world must have come· to a dead. stop, as far as hUJDan activity 
is con~med a long time ago! Instead, it may be conceded readily..-:tb:at 
the right philosophy for mankind should be the one that can extend 
the hope of redemption of the soul through a m~ddl~urse life in the 
world because, after all,everyonehas to dwell on the earth fora specified 
time doing his bit of duty and turning the wheel of time for the benefit 
·of society. Nevertheless, Buddha's search for truth convinced him ·of 
the practical philosophy of life that the Middle Course was the only 
way to attain Nirvana by the Thathagata-the Buddha-and that the 
way to receive the enlightenment consisted., according to him., in the 
lmowledge·ofthe following four Truths: 

J 

-The first truth is the noble truth of pain: birth is pain, old age 
iB pain, sickness is pain, death is pain, the five aggregates of 
grasping being pain. 

-The second truth is the noble truth of the cause of the pli.in and 
this is the craving'l'anha. (thirst) thatleads to rebirth: the crav.ing 
of the passions, the craving for existence, the craving for nonexis
tence. 

-The third truth is the noble truth of the cessation of pain, consist
ing in the :remainderless cessation of cravmg; its abandomnent 
and r(!jeetion, emancipation and freedom from support. 

The three noble truths mentioned above are the noble truths of knowl
edge that c~nstitute the state of the Arhat (the perfected disciple), who 
has reached the goal of Cessation of pain. 



~The fourth truth consists in the actual means of arriving at these 
truths, which is the "Noble eightfo'd Path": Right views; Right 
intention; Right effort; Right speech; Right action; Right liveli
hood; Rjght mindfulness; and Right concentration. 

The description of the Noble Path c;overs the whole training of the 
di,s.ciple {1_& de:'leloped in the Su~. with gre~t significance attached 
to a theoretical part consisting of right vieWB7 a system of ethical prac
tice and a m.ethod of menta], training demonstrated in the right effort, 
mindfulness. and concentration. · 

Aa per the sermon, the individual has been- ®alya~ into. five 
groups of element& ox: five aggregates of grasping, namely, the body, 
the feeling, the perception, the mental element, and the ~nsciousness. 
As. opposed to HinduiSI;D. and Jainism, Buddhism denies a permanent 
self (Atman) while also denying that there is anything beyond the five 
elements constituting. the conception of the individual. However, 
BuddluJ, cowdnotreconcile with therealityoflife which has both :mind 
apd "bldy as conceived physically by ~ other religions, including his. 
own parent Hinduism. Hinduism, in particular, defends the 4'Atman
Rupa" (the soul-body) theory .of~}le, de~~ exiStenc~_o:£~e~uJ ap.{1.
body as separa~. ~ntities, as othehvise the existence· of the bQdy·cannat· 
be explaiiJ.ed~ Further; it went against the very Hindu doctrine of )puma 
and tr&Xlsmig;ra:f;ion of soul·~'to w.hich evm;a. gods were held liable," ac
cordi;ng to Bhag~vat· Geetba.· Nevertheless, the Buddhist philosophy 
accepts. the theory-of transmigration of soJ,Ils from one body to anoth~, 
until the elements· C8!iSE\ tQ exist altogether, by the process of disinteg
ration with ces8ation of cravmg and the goal of attaining Nirvana 
This, to SOIIlQ. extent, compares with the Hindu ph:ilosopy of transmi
gration from one to anothel' until the soul is completely freed by N:ir-
vana·tbrough ka:l,na and yoga. 

Four que&f;ions Buddha refused to answer, for-the J;"eason that these. 
were lillproduct;ive and these were: · 

_:_Is. the universe eternal or not? 
-Whether the universe is .finite or not? 
-Whether the life is the same as the body? 
-Whether one who is emancipated (Thathagata) exists· after 

death?· 

The fourth of these questions, in particular, is vital indeed to any 
religion or philosophy, particularly to Buddhism, which defines the 
goal of the individual as Nirvana (final redemption or blow out) whic~ · 
in its final act, is total extinction of craving or passion which should 



be possible at least to a few in one lifetime, as is believed by the 
followers of Buddha. 

The doctrine of the origin of pain, as formulated in the well~lmown 
Chain of Causation (Paticca~Samuppada), consists of twelve causal 
states of the individual, each of which is supposed to determine the 
next: ignorance; mental elements; consciouness; mind and body; the 
siX senses; contact; feeling; craving; becoming; birth; old age and death. 
The entire philosophy and each one of the twelve states of the individual 
as stated in the doctrine of the origin of pain are so vague and confusing 
th.at no one can be sure of anything. However, some of the teachings 
covering the life of the disciples and monks such as noninjury to anyone, 
forgiveness even to enemies and friendliness to all have much ethical 
value. . 

In Buddhism, moral values are separated from the prescriptions 
of mere ritual significance and motive is made the criterion of moral 
action instead of judging goodness by the sum total of all good or bad 
actions performed by an individual. Buddha, however, retained the 
doctrines of Karma, Rebirth and Nirvana as e:x:iBting in Hinduism. The 
prime concern of the Buddhist disciple is the seeking ofknowledge and 
the meditation known as "Siuna.dhi," almost similar to Hindu "Yoga.'' 
For those who are acquainted with the Hindu ways and cults it will 
appear that Buddhism was an adaptation or even a tranBformation of 
Hinduism with Samadhi as the end of the individual, probably for the 
reason that attainment of Nirvana (ultimate salvation) through the 
procesa of Ka~ and .repeated reb~ by transmigration of soul, in 
almost all cases ad infin}.tum, could not be the best way for redemption 
from sin in the life cycle of man in the difficult world. Therefore, rather 
than getting involved in the· worldly affairs and becm:n:ing a prey to 
bad thoughts, bad speech and bad actions, Buddha disco~ that 
meditation on knowledge and nature through Samadhi away from the 
mundane affairs al-together was a better way to achieve the N"Itvana 
so that the transmigration cycle could be terminated. But, as stated 
earlier, if the large majority of the people of even one age had followed 
this method, doomaday would have arrived a long time ago indeed! 

Yoga. and Samadhi have much in common with hypnotism {trance), 
both being self-hypnotism and consisting of fixing all attention on one 
particular object or point (between the two eyes and the eyebrows, as 
per the Geetha) so that the mind is subjected to different stages of 
absorptive posttrres contemplating either nothing or only one specific 
·.object. While four stages of trances (Dhyanas) have been described in 
the older Suttas, five stages called attainments, method and subjeets 
of meditation have been elaborated in post-canonical works, especially 



in ''The Way of Purity" of Budhaghosa literature. Although in Modem 
Pali Buddhism these have fallen into disuse, the developments which 
took place in Sanskrit Buddhism have been: almost entirely preserved 
in China and Japan. On the whole, in spite of the efforts of Buddl;l.a to 
keep away from the conventional Vedic Hindu cult of deity worship, 
archeological finds (in Lopburi, Cheing, Mai, Taila and other places 
thztt have been exhibited in Japanese, Chinese, Siamese, Indian and 
Pakistani museums) and particularly the Buddha theme8 depicted in 
Oriental paintings·{of Ashika~ Ming, Kamak.ura and Tang [China] 
period, as well as Japanese and Siamese samples dating from the 
seventh to the fourteenth centuries c.E.) lead to the conclusion that 
although the worship of a deified Buddha does not appear to have been 
resorted to .by the Buddhists, due to the Hindu Sanskrit influ~ce 
consideriitg Buddha as the ninth incarnation of the Hindu god Vishnu, 
superna~al powers bad been attributed to Buddha even_ by his own 
followers in spite of the fact that ace~ to the "Vinaya Pittaka" 
(The Threefold Bas~et), claiming supe;rmiturai :p9wers is a major con
travention otone oft.h"'· four fundamentalS .of Buddhist phil~phy and 
may lead to the expulsion .Qf a ~disCiple. from the folds of the Buc;ldhist 
order itself. . . . · ... ~ · · . 

For attainment of Nirvana tbrtrugh:Samsdbi (te~·meditation), 
the eightfold.path.is acourse.of~aining. In order to extinguish craving 
fully through :trainin,g, however, one has to abandon household life 
altogether and join the Sangha Oi'der of the monks. 'I'here are tWo 
essential ceremonies of ·the Sangha Order of which the first is the 
assembly of the Up()salha, at which "Pathimokha," orthelist of offences 
given in· "'Vinaya" is recited every fortnight. and confession of .any 
infringement is made. The second is the practice of retreat (Vqsa) 
during the three months oftbe rainy season when travelling is forbid
den. The second part of the "Vinaya'". contains the detailed rules of 
admission of members, internal regulation of the monasteries and dis
cipline of the order of monks_ 

Buddhism was born in an ·age of great spiritual commotion and 
questioning in.many parts .of the world .. ln India, the Hin:duiam of the 
scriptures brought by the Aryan invaders-, consisting of the Vedas. and 
Brahmanas~ had developed at .the hands. of the Brahmana priests into 
a code to support, m.alnly. a system of sacrifices and rituals with an 
integrally associated and acute caste distinction among fellow citizens. 
This was not done on the basis of distinct professions alone, but was 
based mainly on the b:irlh into a particular caste as well as allocation 
[)r· abject jobs hereditarily to one particular class labelled for ever as . 
tmtouchables, and the worship of innumerable gods, goddesses and 



their so-called manifestations as deities in place of the Supreme 
Creator. The inevitable reaction to this illogical system had that ap
peared in the development of the Upanishads during 600-500 B.C.E., 
advocating a pantheistic philosophy, ~eeking the Reality behind the 
concept of various gods and a workable philosophy aimed at redemption 
of the soul through union with this Reality. Although Bnddbiam was 
.the_res.ult of revolt against the orthodox Veclic Hinduism, oome of the 
doctrines ofBuddhi.mJ. are certainly derived fnJm the very Hindu con
cepts. The lifelong search of Gautama Buddha to obtain knowledge 
about the Supreme Essence and, throUgh its mercy, a release of the· 
soul from the Karma-oriented rebirth cycle and the associated suffer
ings through repentance, good work and penance, ultimately landed 
him back deeper into the slush of acceptance of the yoga and rebirth 
cycle themselves as the only panacea for the redemption-of the soul .. 
This was essentially because he performed his meditation and searched 
just as any other intelligent philosopher would have done----Concen
trated thoughts and logic on specific problems-and obtained a solution 
which appeared to him as the best. He never claimed to be ble6sed by 
God with a mission in the capacity of a prophet with divine inspirations.
That he did not claim any such prophetb.ood and that he was· riOt orie 
either are amply proven from the facts of the history of his life. ffe did 
not even mention the philosophy of the Only One God, who in His own 
authority plans, creates, maintains, destroys as well as reproduces in 
due times and at His own pleasure ·everything in the univeise, in 
contrast to the contemporary confusing and illogical philosophy of the 
innumerable gods of the Vedas and the pantheistic, supporting. Up
anishads. No wonder, therefore, that Buddha could not answer regard
ing life after· death or even the fate of the universe. 

Buddhism. after Buddha 

As reported in the Pali Chronicles. immediately after Buddha's 
death about 483 B.C.E., the first council was held at which the scriptures 
Dhamma and Vlna.ya were recited. The second council was held abouf; 
a century later when factions due to schism had occurred. The third 
was held in 24-7 B.C.E. during the reign of Ash~ka, the Indian Hindu 
king who took Buddhism as his cult. In the Sanskrit works, Asoka is 
mentioned several times; however, in the Pall Canons there is no men
tion of him at all. Probably, the Arya-Dravidia rivalry highlighted in 
Ramayana with the Kshatriya king Rama representing the high caste 
Aryan Hindus and Ravana, representing the low caste native Indians, 



mainly of the Dravidian :rae~ driven off to the south first and then to 
Lanka (Sri Lanka) by the former, could be ·one of the reasons b~d 
th.ia omission. Nevertheless, the Chronicles mention that it was 
Mahinda, the son of Asoka, who spread the Buddha doctrine to Ceylon 
during the third century B.C.E. 

Subsequent history of the Theravidins (or Dravidians?) is confined 
to Ceylon. Accounts of the Chinese piigrim travellers Fa ffien (fourth 
centur-y c.E.) and Hiun Tsiang (seventh centu:ry C.E.) show that they 
saw Buddhism extended even to Cen~al Asia and that eighteen differ
ent schools of the cult then existed in India of which the Great Vehicle 
and the Little Vehicle were the two great divisions; the Great Vehicle 
(Mahayana), begun dr,uing the first century C.E. had branded the older 
school as the Little Vehicle (Hinayana). The Indian Buddhist king 
Kanish.ka (first century C.E.} unhappy with so many divisions among 
the Buddhists, calied a general Buddhist council 'and artanged the 
three Pithakas and a commentary to be issued as a standard. It was 
the Theravda school that spread Buddhism to the south and to Ceylon 
under .ldng Ashoka (274-232 B.C.E.). ADother school, the Sarv~vada, 
translated the Buddhist scripture· into- Sanskrit language and ~:tpxead 
the movement to northwest India:~:Tibet.;and China..::Th&:fact.that PalL 
Canon. is. taken. as: authoritative. in CeylOn., Burma, Thailand; Laos, 
and Cambodia.ahows that Buddhism. spread to those countries of south
east .Asis;:from:Ceylon.-.Jn·,the-eastern areas of the ·Indian subcontinent 
the Pali Theravidian .school· is the religion of the minority community 
eventoday. · 

The Deciine of Buddhism 

The decline of Buddhism in India was probably caused by the 
deiru:ation of Buddha, wgrship of the Bodhi Sa:ttvas as the givers of 
merit and the attribution of consorts to them. Gradually, the attribution 
of superhuman powers·to Buddha.and Bodhi ·Sattvas led to deity wor
ship, an act prohibit~d under the strict rule of the Vmaya Pithaka, 
with the penalty -of expulsim;a. from .the-Buddhist order preacn'bed for 
its contraventiOn. The new moveme:q.t had to get gradually assimilated 
into the larger Indian cult of Hinduism, which also considered Buddha 
as the i;rlnth.incamation of the Vishnu god. In the Far Eastem countries 
too, Buddhism became modulated with the local diety cults of the re
spective countrY or region, the crossbreed becoming the national iden
tity of each in due course. 



Crac~ had appeared in the Sangha (society) of the Buddhists in 
India as early as the first century after the death of Buddha when at 
least three distinct schools had ~merged among them. While the conser
vativea called themselves .the School of Elders, or Theravidins in Pall 
language (Did the term come from the Dravidians, the original inhabit~ 
ants of India, who were mostly considered as the Hindu low castes· and 
who were chased down by the invading Arya118 to the south?), the 
liberals, lmown as the Great Assembly (Mahasanghika) interpreted 
the doctrines more freely. Yet another movement, called Mahayana 
(The Great Vehicle), termed the older·school, Hinayana (The Little 
Vehicle), inferior and eleinen:tary. It was, however, the old school of 
elders; or the Pali Theravidia school of Binayana, and the liberal 
Sanskrit school of Mahayana that survived. These, again, look as if 
they were based on a racial rivalry between the north Indian Sanskrit
speaking Aryan invaders and the Pali-speak:ing Dravidians who were 
considered the lower Hindu classes and driven southwards during 
the Aryan conquest of the Ind~Gangetic plains. The difference between 
the Old School and the Liberal School may be found.from .. tbe Pali 
literature of the Theravidins and the Sanskrit lib~ratare · of the 
Mahayanas. WhUe the Thervidins have great reverence for the person 
of fhe hlatorical Gautama Buddha, his teachings and the.:Buddhist 
Order which he founded, the .Mahayanaa remember him as one of tbr;. 
many Buddha manifestations of the primordilil Buddha nature who 
are supposed to have taught differently according to the needs of the 
various ages, they appeared, meaning that there were many Buddhw; 
before. This is certainly a doctrine. adopted after Buddha, to accept 
him as one of the Avat.ars (incarnations) of the Hindu god Vishnu. in 
reciprocity to the Hindu doctrine developed later that Buddha was the 
ninth Avatar of Vishnu, like Krishna. Again, while the Theravidins 
hold the view that an ideal Buddhist is a tnte follower of the eightfold 
path enunciated by Buddha, the Mahayanas believe that the ·ideal 
Buddhist is one who has vowed to become Buddha-inspired to work for 
the good of others through the six virtues of generosity, morality, pa
tience, vigor, concentration and wisdom. The Mahayan movement has 
incOrporated in its literature many tendencies that grew out of the 
traditions of North India during the firstcenturyB.c.E. and fifth centu:cy 
C.E. as is evidenced from tho Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan literatu;!"e. 
Although these remain classified under Vina.ya (monastic rules), Sutras 
(discourses) and Shastras (philosophical treatises), the subject matter 
often differs from what is found in Pali works. The discourses project 
Buddha as a great teacher and in typical Mahayan Sutras, he is depicted 
9.8 a transcendent, eternal being preaching to innumerable Buddhas. 



Bodhisattvas) gods and demigods, along with human disciples. In Shas
tras, the arguments revolve around concepts of ultimate re.ality such 
as. inexpressible voidness, metaphysically idealistic COJ¥~ciousness 8ll.d 
truly-so quality. The Mahaya.I;L :Qarratives also develop many. miracles, 
legends and other elements in the personal life of Buddha. 

From the seventh centUry C.E. onwards the assimilation of a secret 
doctrine called Th.ntrism became associated with Buddha's following. 
Tantrism appeared fust among the Hindus of India as a ~arginal ritual 
using Matras (spells). Dhavanis (mystic syllables}, Mandalas (occult 
diagrams) and Much-as (symbolic gestures) for reinforcing the devotion 
of the Hindu devotee through a state of a symbolic mystical union with 
the deity of any specific god, with emphasis on his consort as part of 
the Shakti cult. In the place of Hindu gods and their consorts, the 
Buddhists sUbstituted Buddha an~ Bodhisattvas with their mythical 
feminine partners. M~tation on the symbol was intended to lead to 
an inner unification with the deity which was considered the supreme 
spiritual bliss. The symbolism of sexual union was used to indicate the 
ul~ate mystical realliation. This brQught .not only condemnation 
from religious groups upon Buddh:iam, but. also the ult:iJnate down(all 
of the Buddhist cult into thepsxentffinduism-its~lf,th.t;~ugQ..~e,m1,1:tual 
accepbl:nce of the con~pt of Buddha as the ninth incarnation of the 
Hindu god Vishnu. ·Elsewhere it mostly becallle assimilated With other 
regiOD.al cults to evolve--common national cultures and ways of life. 



Chapter 3 
Christianity 

On~ of thj:t prime religions of today with followers exceeding a billion 
and a guart.er livin: in almost all countries of the world, Christianity 
came into being ~ a distinct religion long~ tl.!~ d~U:S 
Christ (peace be an him), a prophet of God, from this world. The Chris
tians believe that Jesus Christ (peace be on him) was the eternal son 
of God by reason o~ulous birth to the V~~e 
waseijUai with G,£d. who was his father; that God, while OOing one in 
Essence is three in the personal conce t of the Trinity, in the relation
ship of Father, Son and Holy Spirit; and .that· e8us eace be on him) 
was sent to the earth as His re resentative son to live, suffer as a 
h_yman, and die on · at the hands of ·s opponents·for tlie 
-redemption-of-his-followers:-According to the-e ng-record5;:cl-esus 
(peace be on him) was :OOm in Betltleheni of Palestine during the reign 
of Herod the Roman, and preaChed biB Gospels iunong Jews more than 
2,000 years ago. 'Think not that I have come to abolish the law and 
the pro)?hets; Thave come not to abolish them but to fulfill them," he 
said emphasising that With him the chain of prophets and the law were 
not abolished, but only became fulfilled. Jesus Christ {peace be on him) -preached his Gospels for about three years only before he was recalled 
b:l':_the Creator l!t the early age of thirty-thre~ · 

The Life of Jesus (Peace Be on Hbn) 

The main information on the life of Jesus (peace be on hlm) is 
contained in the records of the four early evangelists Matthew, Mal:k, 
Luk!L and J~hn, known and accepted by the Christian Church as tire 
~ls, found in the early part of the New Testament of the Christian 
llible. SQme. short glimpses into the early life of Jesus (peace be on 
1iiiDf are found in only two of them, namely tlie Gospels aecording to 
Matthew and Luke. ·There is, however, a fifth version of the QQspel. by 
Barn.abas., according to which he hlmselfwas one ofthe twelve dificiPl.es 
~us (peace be on him) during his lifetime. But this is not accepted 
as canonical by the Christian Churches. This version conta:ins more 
~information on the early days of Jesusjpeace be on him) than the res~. 



There is, however, one contraCliction of no small importance be
tween the re ortin s of Matthew and Barnabas on the one hand and 
that of Luke on the other. The former two mention a 1g osep · , 
the ·husb~d ofM;ny, mtli her .and the sacred baby. Jesus (peace 6e on 
him) ·to Egypt soon after the birth of the child, althtnigh Luke does not 
mention tiliimcident at all. According to Mattlrew and Bamabas:on 

~ the bru;ds of a di-.&ie revelation after the birth of jesus (peace be on 
) him) that the baby may be killed by Herod, Joseph ·took her and the. 

I 
bllby from Bethlehem to Egypt for a temporary ~ojourn and that they 
:returned to Nazareth in Galilee only after the death of Herod. On' the 

. other hand, Luke has reported that after the birth of Jesus (peace be 
on him} in Bethlehem, the family .returned to Nazareth to live there. 

While the Gospela according to Matthew and Luke describe very 
briefly the circumstances thatled. to the miraculous conception ofJ"esus 
(peace be on him) to the Virgin Mary as Well as a small acco~liis 
e~zlife, they d~ in greate~; detail with the events and miracles that 
accompanied his life during his Jl!ophetic ministry of about three years, 
:i:Ii.cludiilg hiS (supposed) "Crucifixion, resurrection and ascension; how
ever, the G.:;~ according to-Mark·SlJ.d John only deal-with events. 
of his prophetic ~od. The GOspel~ac®ding to.Bartr~bas!OD ~F. 
hand, while giving a brief account of the roiracUlous conception, birth 
and tlie early life· of Christ (peace he on him). also concentrates m great 
d tail on·t~W:·events .tbat·.occurred during his prophetic mission as welT 
as on -his message~· · er.e·.i.a a big difference, owever, een e 
j!Canonical· Gospels" and. the Gospel of. Barnabas in that while the 
former four not only-attribute to JSSJ]s (peace be on him) divinity and 
onenesS with. God but are also emphatic on the events of the crucifixion, 
the latter, denying them ~ confirms that someone else was crucified 
instead of Jesus (peace be on him) and that the prophet even rebuked 

. andrepr:i.m.8nded those who even tried to attn"bute any divinity to him. 
It is generally accepted that the circumstances of the birth of Jesus 

(peace be on him) to his mother, the Virgin Mary, and his life before 
as well as during his prophetic mission· were full of miracles. The 
Gospels say that Jesus (peace be on him) was conceived by his mother 
miraculously before her marriage and· that her husband, Joseph the 
carpenter, having come to· know of it only after the marriage, decided 
to accept the fait accompli without causing discredit ani:l embanassment 
to himself, to her and their families, as the result of a divine r:evelation 
that the conception of the baby had taken place prior to the marriage 
through ·divine will and without any nonnal process of contact with 
man. "No· daubt such a sound belief among thousands of human beings 
in these di:Oicult days as well 8B among millions ever after is ample 



testimony to the greatl;tess of Jesus (peace be on hi:in) as a prophet of 
God and the will of God. It i$_al~accepted that even after the birth 
of J~ (}>eace be on him) mira~les w~~_?Clatea v?~!P_.t.lirC?~gh~ 
out his S}:a.Orllifespan of about thirty~tbree years~ofwliich only a.:tenth 
b~d been spent in the ministrY: The miracles, however, kept pace wiffi. his teaching and preacliing mission as a means of convincing the Jews 
of his superordinaxy powers as a prophet of God. These were the mira
cles of talking while being still a babe in the cradle; healing; raising 
the dead to life; providing food at short notice to large numbers of 
people; and so on, all with divine help, of course. 

Teachings of Jesus (Peace Be on Him) 

That Jesus Christ (peace be on him) did not bring a new religion, 
but only came to collect the lost sheep among the followers of Moses 
(peace be on him) who had gone away froi:n the law and the covenant, 
not abolishing but only amplifying some of the God's laws established 
by Moses, and other prophets before.him (peace be on them) is borne 
out by the roam preaching of the prophet himself: "Think not that I. 
have come to abolish th& law and the prophets; I have come not to 
abpJiah them, but to ful1ill them.'' Further, the venr: fact that the Old 
Testament, which is the· first paxt of the Christian B.ible. is adopted 
from the Jewish Pentateuch. supposed to be the collection of Mosaic 
Law and Covenant knoWn as Torah, shows that basically no .new laws 
radically different from the spiritual, moral.Jmd !Wciallaws which had 
been pven to the JewiSh nation called the children of Israel were 
prescribed by Jesus (peace be on him). From the Gospels it is also seen · 
that" apart from suggesting ways of avoidance of the very causes prompt
ing the commission of forbidden crimes and sins for which pnnishrnen.ts 
were prescribed in the 'lbrah, Jesus Christ (peace be on him) did not 
introduce any changes in the already existing Mosaic Law governing 
tQ.e social life and spiritual concept of his followers. Essentially, there
fore, Jesus Christ (peace be on him) remained a final prophet or the 
promised Messiah of the Jewish }>eople in the chain of prophets from 
Moses (pea<:e be on him.)_downwards Nowhere in the Gospels_does 
Jesus Christ (peace be on hlm) claim that he was a prophet fm:. the 
whole.world. Instead, as found in John 15:25-26; 15:26-27 and 16:7-11, 
and more specifically in the Gospel of Barnabas, Jesus (peace be on 
him) had prophecied the arrival of a "Counsellor who will convinc:a the 
world of sin and ofrighwousness and of judgement .... When the spirit 
of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth; for he will not 
speak on his authority but whatever he hears he will speak and he 



will declare to you the things that are to come. He will glorify me, fo:r 
he will take what is mine and declare it to you· .... " This clearly shows 
that Jesus (peace be on him) did mean.that another prophet to convince 
the world would follow hlm and that "if he (Jesus} (peace be on him) 

·did not go away, the Counsellor will not come and that therefore it 
was advantageous to them that he himse1fwent away." Neither do the 
Gospels accepted by the chmches nor the Gospel of Barnabas specify 
any religious code on social life, worship and so on along the lines of 
the Jewish code. The G<lspels also do not state that Jesus Christ (peace 
be on him) ever ordamed any kind of religious prayers other than the 
way to pray as stated in Matt. 7:S.....13. Further, Matt. 19:16-20 states 
that Jesus (peace be on him) is reported to have not only said, "if you 
would enter life, keep the commandments," but also that he clarified 
"the commandments" to be: "You shall not kill, you shall not commit 
adultery, you shall not steal, you shall not bear false witness, honor 
your father and mother, and, you shan love your neighbor as. yoUrself." 
.AB evecy student of the Old Testament knows, these commandm.erits 
· a,re the essentials of soc~al conduct in the Law of Moses (peace be on 
him). Again, Matt. 22:37-40 says the Jesus (peace be on him) is reported 
to have said, "O:r;L·tb.ese tWo Co:mmanc:h:Q.~.d~d-all:the law.:and 
the prophets:~ These, as. well as the report of Matt.- 5:17-18, where 
Jesus (peace-be on him) is stated to have said during the famous Sermon 
on the Mount;'~ not that.I have come to abolish them but to fulfil 
them," as.:well: as. what.iS. designated as "The New Law'' m Matt. 
5:21-48, allshow·without-·any doubt that rather than bringing any 
"New LaW.'. after abolishing.the laws of. the Torah given by God to the 
children.-of·Israel:.through<Moses, Jesus (peace be on them) only 
amp1i:fied and explained some of the earlier laws to make them una.m~ 
biguously clear •. Further,.the admonition reported to have been given 
by Jesus (peace be on him) to the pharisees and scribes in Matt. 23:1-36 
shows that the intelligentsia of the Jews had deviated from ·the letter 
and spirit of the teachings of Moses and the prophets (peace be on 
them). Thus it is clear from the New Testament itself that the main 
mission of Jesus (peace be on him) as an· apostle of God was to guide 
the children of Israel back· into the right path socially, morally and 
spiritually, B.nd that this mission·'Was-confined to the Jewish people 
only and not to the whole world as it was projected subsequently after 
the conversion of Saul (Paul) sometime around 33 C.E. 

It is seen in Acts 11:21-26 that the first time the followers of Christ 
(peace be on him) were called "Christians" was in Antioch. Similarly, 
the ranks of the followers of Jesus (peace be on him) were thrown open 
to gentiles (nonlsraelites) and heathens, even exempting them from 
the circumcision on the basis of a declaration made by evangelist and 



apostle Peter. based on conclusions drawn by him consequent on seeing 
a vision in a trance, the Holy Spirit having fallen on him during his 
Sennon (Acts 10:44-48). Again. the so-called sanction claimed by Chris
tians to eat even food forbidden to Jews is attributed to another vision 
of a hm1gry Peter in a trance, wherein he saw "something descending 
like a great sheet upon the earth in which were all kinds of animals 
and reptiles and birds of the air," and a voice was supposed to have 
ordered him thrice "to kill and eat animals and beasts of prey and 
reptiles and birds in the air . __ as God had made them clean" (Acts 
10:10-16). The above report and the conclusion drawn in Mark 7:19 
appear to have been made the basis by the church to prove that the 
followers of Jesus (peace be on him) had the sanction to eat all foods 
that haQ been forbidden under the Mosaic law and that his teachings 
were intended for the gentiles and heathens as welt However, it is 
also seen that what is stated in Mark7:19 and Acts iO:l~l6 regardi.Dg 
forbidden foods is contradicted by Acts 15:28--29 where it is stated that 
the Council of Jerusalem had permitted the gentiles in Antioch. Syria 
and Ciliaia to refrain from eating what has been sacrifiCed to idols, 
blood and what has been strangled- Thus it is clear that eveli." the 
Jerusalem C~uncil had not made all foods clean to the followers. of 
Jesus (peace be on him). The act of exempting the gentiles from circum
cision and permission granted by the Council to eat for:bidden foods 

·detailed in Deut. 14:3-21· ofthe Old Testament were their own and. not 
of Jesus Christ (peace be on lrim.). Further, a careful reading ofMMk 
7:14-18 will show that they do not refer to foods as alleged parenthet
ically in Mark 7:19, but to the "evil thoughts of the heart and their 
consequenc~,'' as ably proven by the explanation of Jesus himself 
(peace be on binl), as found in Mark 7:2~23. It is, however, a pity that 
the dream ofhungry Peter was interpreted as a sanction to' eat forbidden 
.animals, birds and reptiles rather than a suggestion to kill and eat 
such of the birds. animals and reptiles as had not been forbidden under 
Mosaic Law_ · 

As seen in the Gospels, many of the teachings of Jesus (peace he 
on him) are in the form of parables, all of which are not entirely clear. 
Apart from the pa:rables, the Gospels contain precepts of admonition 
and instructions as well as discourses, as in the Sermon on the Mount_ 
Some of the teachings are wonderful clarifications of the existing Old 
Laws of Moses (peace be on him) found in the Old Testament regarding 
adultery (Matt. 5:27-30), swearing (Matt. 5:33-35) love and hate (Matt. 
5:43--48), piety and giving alms (Matt. 6:1-4), praying. forgiving and 
fasting (Matt. 6:7 ,14-18), and so on. Nevertheless, the main framework 
of the Mosaic law as given in the Old Testament still remained applied 
to the limited followers of Jesus (peace be on him) not only during his 



ministry but also a few decades after his ascension. This was, probably, 
the reason why Christ (peace .be on him) did not ordain even a separate 
prayer on his disciples other than the general"Lord'sprayer," as found 
.in Matt. 6:9-13. 

The Status of the Gospels 

Although the four versions of the Gospels in the ·New Testament 
of the Bible are considered by the Chureh as the Canon, they do not 
enable one to deal with the problems in.the life of Jesus (peace be on 
him) in any chronological order, nor do they give any specific idea as 
to what pertinent way of life, spiritual as well as temporal and radically 
different from the Mosaic laws that governed the Jewish way of life, 
was specified by Jesus Christ (peace be on him). During the lifetime 
af Jesus (peace be on him) TlD separate church or even place of worship 
was ever established or ordered by him to be established for the exclu
sive use of his disciples QPd followers. Jesus (pea~ be on him) himself 
warshlppedm secret away from the disciples and preached in Jerusalem 
and elsewhere, mostly within the precincts of the Jewish synagogues. 
_Even about faith in Jesus (peace be on hiin) as well as in God, the 
repo~. of the four evan~Usts in their versions of the Gospel often give 
ambiguity. For instance, while. in Mark 14:627 John 10:37 and Matt. 
16:13-17, Jesns.(peace.be on him) is reported to have called himself 
"the son of-Qod,~ in Luke. 22:70-71, the retort· of Jesus (peace be- on. 
him) to the J!l.dg~ "You say that I lml.. (the son of God)," shows that he 
himself did not claim so. Elsewhere, the testimony of Jesus (peace be 
on him) that God in .heaven- is 'your Father" (Matt. 5:16, 6:6, 7:11); 
"my FatheT' (Matt. 7:21); and "Blessed are the peacemakers for they 
shall be called sons of God» (Matt. 5:9); all go to· show· conclusively that 
even according to the Gospels, Je~u8. ·the prophet of God,. (peace be oxi. 
him) had only stated the-universal concept ofDeut.14:1:.c"You are the 
sons of the Lord, your God," and as in old Greek philosophical teachings 
that God being the creator of everything, is the father of Jesus (peace 
be on him) as He is the father of anyone and everything else too in the 
universe, in a broad ·philosophical sense which points to the fact that 
God's care and love for the .hum.an.- being-in particular is on the footing 
of the father to his children-nay, even much more indeed as he is the 
sole creator and suatainer of the universe as ;:t whole. It is also to be 
noted that, in more occasions than one, the Gospels claim that Jesus 
Christ (peace be on him) had.referred to himself as the ••son ofMan." . 

Thus, what is. shown.. by the Gospels is that .they convey two con
tradictory messages simultaneously: _that Jesus Christ the prophet 



(peace be on him} was the "son of God" on the one hand and that he 
was the "son of Man" on the other. Is there any doubt that what has 
been attributed to Jesus Christ (peace be on him) by the Gospels-"! 
am the Son of God" {John 10:37); '1 and Father are One" (John 10:30); 
"Therefore I send you prophets and wise men and scribes, some of 
whom you kill and crucify" (Matt. 23:34); "The Father is in me and I 
in Father" (John 10:3a); the unprotested agreement of Jesus (peace be 
on."him) with Thomas when the latter addressed him1 "My Lord and 
my God" (John 20:29); the approving reply of Jesus, (peace be on him) 
"Blessed .are you, Bmjona," when the latter, Simon Peter, replied to 
the former, "You are Christ, the Son ofthe living God," (Matt. 16:16-17); 
and so on-all purport to show that Jesus Christ, the prophet of God 
(peace be on hlm) had claimed for himself oneness with the Alinighty 
One God, quite contrary to the uncompromising concept of the "Only 
One Jealous God," contravention of which, as per the Covenant and 
often repeated in the Torah., the children of IBrael have been warned 
to guard againBt always, as contained in Deut. 5:9 of the Old Testament,. 
which is part of the Christian Bible too. Thus, what in fact w-as J esris 
(peace be on him)-whether a man, or the son of God, a propli~fGod, 
or even God himself---cannot be inferred conclwrlv.ely from the fonr 
Gospels, causing utter confusion. in the mind of readers. . 

Further, study in Mark 10:11-12; "Whoover divorces his wife and 
monies another, commits adultery against her and if she divorces her 
husband and marries another, she commits adultery," and Mark 7:18--
19; ''Thus he declared all foods clean" (including dead meat, blood, 
pork, et cetera, forbidden by Mosaic law aa being un~ean.). This is 
certainly not in confonnity with what Jesus himself (peace be on him) 
preached: ''Think not that I have come to abolish the Law and the 
prophets. I have come not to abolish them but to ·fulfil them" (Matt. 
5:31--32). Even on the subject of divorce, there is difference in reporting 
between Matthew and Mark, while in Matt. 6:31-32, Jesus (peace be 
on him) is reported to have said, "But I say to you that every one who 
divorces his wife except on the ground of unchastity, makes her an 
adultress, whoever marries a divorced woman cotmirlts adultery," the 
exception "except on the ground of unchastity'' is missing from Mark 
10:11-12. Thus, with so much contradictions, it becomes difficult to 
agree to the claim that the four versions of the Gospel found in the 
Bible are the true revelations of God as preached by Jesus (peace be 
on him), who was a prophet of God indeed. 

From the style of reporting of the-four Gospels in general as well 
as from the opelring verses of the Gospel according to .Luke and the 
Acts of the Apostles of the New Testament it seems that at least these 



two and possibly the whole of the Gospels were written by one and the 
same author who wal;l with Paul and his followers, perhaps one 
Theophilus. Thi~ must have happened not earlier than 62 C.E. an,d 
possibly much ~ater, ·becau.se Paul's sailing to Rorite along with the 
author to appeal to Caesar directly regarding Paul's conviction to 
Jerusalem, as reported in it, ·was about. that year and th_e various letters 
which Paul, Peter, Jude and Janies had mitten to Jews and gentiles 
aEI found in: the last part of the New Testament could not have been 
written until years after the event. Thus a conservative estimate of 
the time of writing of the New 'l!:stament could "l!e..after 70 c.E. or even 
much later. From the letter of Saint Paul to the Romans it is also found 
that it was written by one Tartius, who With Paul and the whole church 
had been then the guests of one Gaius. There is no clue in the New: 
Testament to estimate when these we:re written, except that the so
called Muratorian fragment, published by Ludovico Muratori in Latin, 
shows the names of the books that were read in the Church of Rome 
of about 200 C.E .• It is said that Mark, who compiled the Gospel, was 
a disciple or Saint Peter; and Luke a disciple of Saint Paul. There. is a 
misunderstanding that the other compilers, Ma~ew and John, were 
of the twelve disciples of Jesus {peace·'be=·on him}:.lt carries:no authen
ticity because Matthew's version of Gospel has referred to the -real 
«&ci.ple Matthew ofJ"esmdpeace be on him) and the version of John 
refers only to a disciples:Simon, son of John. Separately, Mark is re
ported to have ·written his -version Of the Gospels in Latin about 65-70 
C.E., Luke, his. version in about 80--90 C.E., Matthew aboui 80-100 C.E., 
and Jobn7 his version about·l00--140 C.E .• 

It is known that many more versions. of the Gqspels did exist 
earlier, especially from wllat is said in the Qpening.paragraph of the 
Gospel according to Luke addressed to Theophilus by the writer. That 
there was more than one version of the Gospel and other philosophies 
on faith, contradictory to each-other, and existing even during the early 
days of the evangelists, is proven by Paul's own letters to the Corint
hian& (Cor. I 1:10-17; 4:1~17; and 7:17-18) as well as his letter to the 
Galatians (1:6-13), in which are found strong and emphatic phrases 
such as, "Be imitators of me," "To remind you of my· ways in Christ," 
"This is ·my rule in all the ·churches," "'[am -astonished that you are so 
quickly deserting him who called you in grace of Christ and turning 
to a different gospel ... the gospel which was preached by me," and so 
on. This is quite expected from the fact that Paul's elevation to the 
rank of a follower and then to that of an apostle was on the basis of a 
trance vision of Christ (peace be on him), ~ which l;le announced 
Christ in DamascUs, as "He is the son of God." However. among his 
colleagues there were others who had not only moved with Jesus (peace 



be on him) as one of his twelve disciples but were also made apostles 
by him personally for spreading his gospels which must have been 
different from the one :received by Paul through the trance vision, 
which could not always be quite correct in relation to real happenings. 
In 200 c.E. thirty-four Bibles and one hundred thirteen epistles, all in 
Greek, were known to have been included in religious books of the 
time. However, as .stated further on in this chapter, in the year 325 
C.E., the Nicaean Council declared that all but the fQur versions of the 
gospels- and those epistles now found in the New Testani.ent were 
forgeries; the rest were ordered to be destroyed, including the Gospel 
of Barnabas. 

No one may be at all sure whether the version of Gospel attributed 
to Barnabas is the true Gospel of Jesus {peace be on him) for the same· 
reason as detailed above. However, to a person of unbiased mind, there 
are some salient points in it which may give it a higher status. lt is a 
more logical and a continuous document touching on the circumstances 
that led to the conception of Jesus by .the Virgin Mary, the birth of 
Jesus (peace be on him), his early days, his prophetic ministry.,.. ~nd 
his elevation in peiBon to Gad. In unequivocal terms, while thi~t~lJ.
ment, which according to its author was the resUlt of having been . 
instruciedby;Je~-be-onili:JD}inililrcapllcity"BBl>n-e-oftlurmaster's 
own twelve disciples, denies the divinity of Jesus (peace be on him) as 
well as his cnicifixion, and also confimiB that he was a miracle child 
conceived and born under the will of God (as in the case of Adam (peace 
be on him) who, of course, had no father or mother) that he was a 
prophet who was charged with guiding the erring children of Israel 
into the arena of Mosaic Law, modified in "fulfillment" in accordance 
with time but within the jurisdiction of the Law and prophets. In fact, 
when one reads this version of the Gospt:l, it gives the impression that 
Jesus Christ (peace be on him) is there preaching to the Jews that he 
had anived to rekindle the faith in One God and adherence to the 
Commandments. of God in letter and spirit which they had ignored 
many a time in their past long histocy, and therefore that they should 
become true believers through repentance because the Kingdom of God 
was at hand. But. unfortunate as it is, this version of Gospel is rejected 
by the churches. 

Notwithstanding, it is quite strange that nowhere in the Gospels 
recognised by the Church is there any mention that the information 
contained therein is based on the consensus of the ten or eleven good. 
disciples of Jesus (peace be on him) and certainly not the two earliest 
of them. Simon, called Peter, and Andrew. It is particularly so because 
the prophetic ministry of Jeaus (peace be on him) was confined to a 
very short period of three years only. Again, considering that at least" 



ten out of his twelve disciples were true and. as reported in Matt. 6:20, 
Mark 8:27---30 and Luke 9:21 of the Gospels, ~hen Jesus (peace be on 
him) himself had commanded his disciples "to tell no one allout him 
(being the Christ)," it alJpears quite mysterious how any of bis true 
disciples ever dared to disclose this· secret information to anyone else 
againSt the firm directive of the master not tQ do so-. It is also not 
understood how so m~y contradictory reports even pn matters of faith 
and belief in God and Christ (peace be on hitn) could have crept into 
the four or fi:'le available accounts on Jesus (peace be on him) and his 
teachings within such a short period. It ia also quite. mysterious how 
the Gospel of Jesus, the prophet of ~d (peace be on him), which was 
the revelation from none other than God, did not get preserved at least 
in the memories of quite a few of his disciples who had been around 
him when the Gospel must have been revealed during his shortprophe~ 
tic period of three year~, to be transcribed at leaat soon. after his ascen~ 
sion verbatim in the first person. Instead the scribes among his follow~ 
era prepared them nearly a century later as storles.differing in accounts 
from person to person even o~ matters of faith. Thus, the authenticity 
of~·Gospelreports available today appear to be logically and critically 
dGubtful indeed. · 

Comparison-Between the O~d Laws of the Torah and 
the Nevt Laws of the Gospels 

The belief that Jesus Christ (peace be on him) had brought "New 
Laws·~ in place of the Old Laws of the Torah, as interpreted in the 
Gosp_els (Matt. 5:21-48; Mark 7:1g:_23; 10:11-12; and so on), appears 
to have been based on a serious misunderstanding. At best, the teach~ 

-ings of Jesus (peace be onJrim) may be considered as amplifications of 
so~e of the Old Laws but certainly not as any amendments. The Gospels 

. go far deeper int~ the removal of the causes of committing sins for 
which the Torah had laid down punishments. They are finer amplifiea~ 
tiona of the Ten Commandments, relating how to avoid committing 
siiis in th011ght. words,- action or -allowing even a cause to remain. The 
Gospels impress the need to love God and neighbo:f; to reFpect the 
parents; 1;Q do good deeds not for, showing up to -the world, but for God's 
sake; not to worship, fast and perform charities so that othe:rs should 
see them; not only to abstain from adultery, but not .even to see or 
think of such an action and if necessary to remove the part of the body 
that may tempt one to commit such a sin; not to hoard wealth when 
one's brethren need it; to- refrain from hypocrisy and finding fault with 
others rather than trying oneself to be faultless and so on. In fact, 
these are some of the Mosaic Laws concerning the shaping of moral 



anrl spiritual values. Thus, the correct view is that the Gospels of Christ 
(peace be on him) ha:ve clarified the modus operandus of the coDJlllon 
laws of the Old Testament. Instead, it was unfortunate that soon after 
the departure of Christ (peace be on him), his followers including the 
children of Israel as well as the gentiles, fell into deeper blasphemy, 
having gotten mixed up with the heathen, Roman, Greek and other 
faiths as well as philosophies. Leaving the stri~t montheism-the "Only 
One God" enjoined on the ~hildren of Israel-they opted for the cult 
of i;he Trinity, whereby Jesus (peace be on him) is not only called the 
son of God but is treated as one with God, thus aboli~hing the Law 
and defying his most important Gospels: "Think not that I have come 
to abolish the law and prophets; I have not come to abolish them but 
to fulfil them" (Matt, 5:17); "It is easier for heaven and earlh to pass, 
than one little of the law to fail" (Luke 16:17); "For it is written that 
thou shalt worship the Lord thy-God and him- only shall you serve" 
(Matt. 4:10); and "Why callest thou me good? there is no good, save 
one, that is God" (Luke 18:19). 

It is thus seen that the real mission of Christ (pea~ be on--him) 
was to rekindle in the children of Israel the love of God as well as 
neighbors and strict adherence to the real commandments given by 
God to them through Moses (peace be on him) in letter and spirit, or 
in short, "to collect the lost sheep back into. the herd as a shepherd," 
in the capacity of yet another prophet and Messiah oflsraelites in the 
chain of many ·earlier ones. 

History of the Present Gospels 

That the existing four Gospels of the New Testament were not the 
only ones existing even during the time of Luke is proven from the 
introd~ction of his Gospel (1:1-4) -and that all that happened even 
during the short three-year period of the prophetic mission of Jesus 
(peace be on him) has not been recorded in the Gospel is seen from 
John 20:30. When one looks into this question deeper, it is found from 
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire that 2048 bishops had 
assembled under the chairmanship of Emperor Constantine in the year 
325 C.B. to decide theological matters and also to select those books 
from a vast collection of manuscripts which in th.eir judgment consti
tuted the authorized word of God. Every one of the bishops tried to see 
that his own predetermined concept prevailed. But Constantine used 
his imperial authority and disqualified 1730 bishops from having any 
voice in deciding the question. This step dampened the spirit of the 
remaining bishops whom the emperor chose not to disqualify, in consid
eration of their being in agreement with the preconceived ideas of the 



sovereign, who was not then a Christian, however. This was called the 
Council of Nicaea.. Again, in liis book Age of Reason, Thomas Fain 
say~ on page 92 that the Councils of Nicaea and Laadicen wer-e held 
about 350 c.E. and that the hooks that compose the New Testament 
were then voted for with "Yeas'' and "Nays," and a great many books 
which were offered were rejected on the basis of a majority of "Nays.'' 
It is said that out of some fifty Gospels only those of Matthew, Mark, 
Luke and John were selected and the rest were burned. The Emperor 
Constantine then decreed that the above decision be considered as 
sanctioned by the Divine wm J that the four Gospels should be believed 
implicitly as the words of God and that anyone fonnd either possessing 
er concealing what was contamedin anycopyofthe.Goapels otberthan 
the authorised foUr versions shall be punished by detrth for preaching 
som~g other than. the words .of God. Thus, bowing down to the 
imperial authority, the bishops vowed to produce the first copy of the 
New Testament. Further, all Hebrew copies of the Gospels were also 
ordered to be destroyed. H. G. Wood says, "The material in the synoptic 
Gospels is not affected, for the most part, by the events of 79 C.E. It 
has taken ~ape in the experience of-the ih:st.gener.ationof Christians, 
before the fall of Jerusalem. The.orde:dn.which.-the·stories.ahout:Jeaus:, 
are ~ated, in the .Gospels· is obviously; in large measure artificial 
and it varies from-one- Gospel tO another" (H. G. Wood, 14 7, Did Christ 
Really Liv.e}. However; there is no doubt that Jesus Chriat (peace be 
on him) was .a: fact and: not: a fiction. 

It.is probable.,that:becaUBe the early Christians believed and ex
pected the....end...D..fthe world very soon, as seen from I Cor. 7:26 31, the 
Gospels appear. as unmethodiCal,· casual literature to serve for a very 
short stopgap period Only and particularly so because of the prophecy,. 
~'For the time-is at hand.'" it is pertinent to point out here that Clement 
of Rome (97 C.E.) and Polycorp (112 C.E.) ·qriote sayings of JeBUS (peace 
be onhiin) in aforiii. different :from those fouild in the·existingCanonica,l 
Gospels. In his seventh epistle, Polycqrp inveighs much against "men 
who pervert the saying of the Lord to their own lusts," which looks to 
be referring to tradition earlier than the Gospels. 

·Gospel of Barnabas 

Reference has already been made earlier to the Gospel ofBarnahas. 
It is of interest to know what it is .and where it is. It is said that this 
version of Gospel was in acceptance as canonical in the churches of 
Alexai:ulria prior to tb.e deCISion of the Nicaean Council of 325 C.E. It 



is also stated that Iranaeus (130-200 C.E.) was a supporter of pure 
monotheism and opposed to Paul for injecting documents of pagan Roman 
religion as well as Platonic philosophy and had quoted extensively 
from the Gospel of Barnabas in support of his views. This shows that 
the Gospel of Barnabas was in circulation during the first and second 
centuries C.E. However, as was said earlier, the Nicaean Council having 
decided to destroy all Gospels and original Hebrew scripts other than 
the four authorised ones, an edict was issued that anyone in possession 
of any other version of the Gi:lspels should be put to death. Not
withstanding, a copy of the G>spel of Barnabas was secured in 383 c.E. 
by the Pope who preserved it in hls private library. During the year 
4 78 C.E., during the reign of Emperor Zeno, the remains of Saint Bar
nabas were discovered and a copy of the Gospel in own hand was found 
on his breast, as recorded in Acia Sanct:orUID Boland Ju.nii Thm II 
(Antwerp, 1698). The famous Vulgate Bible appeared to ~ve been 
based on this Gospel Subsequently, Fra Marino, a friend of Pope Sixtus 
(1585-1590) found the copy of the Gospel of Barnabas in the private 
library of the pope. Marino naturally got interested in it as l,te had 
read the writings of Jranaeus in which Barnabas had been profusely 
quoted. This Italian manuscript passed through different hands until 
it reached "a person of great name and authority" in Amsterdam who, 
in his lifetime, had been often heard putting a high price to this piece 
of historical importance. After the death of this "person of great Il8Il\e 
and authority," who wanted to·remain anonymous for obvioua reasons 
as far as this Gospel was concerned, it came into the possession. of J. 
E. Cramer, a councillor of the King of Prussia, in the year 1713. Cramer 
presented this manusCljpt to the famous connoisseur of books, Prince 
Eugene of Savoy. In 1738, along with the librazy ofthe prince it found 
its way into the Hofb~bliothek in Vienna, where it now rests. This 
Latin text was translated into English by Mr. and Mrs. Rogg, printed 
at the· Clarendon Press in Oxford and published by the Oxford Univer
sity Press in the year 1907. However, this English translation mysteri
ously disappeared from the market. Two solitary copies of this transla
tion, however, are known to exist, one in the British Museum and the 
other in the Library of Congress, Washington. 

In his Miscellaneous Works (published posthumously in 1747) '!b
land mentions that the Gospel of. Barnabas was still extllllt, (pp. 380, 
Vol. 0. In chapter fifteen he refers to .the Glasian Decree of 496 c.E. 
where "Evangelium, Barnabe" il? included in the list of forbidden books. 
Prior to that it had been also forbidden in 465 C.E. by Pope lnru;>cent 
as well a.s by the Decree of Western Churches issued in 382 c_E. Bar
nabas is also mentioned in the stichomythia of Nicephorus, serial no. 



"long·;~$--. his as~ension. Further, the upbringing of the baby Jesus, 
his· Clicwnclsion and baptism were all in accordance with the Hebrew 
laws arid tradition. If, o:p. the other hand. circumcision was not consi
dc;lred as &caiQinal act offaith :for~ followers. then God would surely 

: .ha-\re:revealed this-fa~t to his mother, the Virgin M&ty, not to ;:;ircumcise 
. him, 7:for/ D:Wny revelations of importance are repOrted to have been 
·made·. by God to her and Joseph prior to and after the birth of Jesus. 

·. Tb.€d~ospels aisa .prqcll$1. Jesm:1 (peacEJ be on hini.) t.o have impressed 
:·on -~ll"'hll,i li~eners (who were i:nainly_Jews)the need for repenting, 
-l)byio~y ~use they had -li~d m sin against" the laWs of the Torah 
and the Cov~t with God. Fwther, the four vB;rsions_ofthe Gospel 
as well a8 the GQspel of Barn~bas bear ~U:t.th,e tatta that the fullqwers 

:_of Christ strictly followed thfil old Jewish. laws and that they even 
follciWed the Sabbath on Saturdays as· the Jews did (Matt. 28:1, Mark 
16:1~2, Luke .23:56J 24.1) and not on. Sundays· asj~)ie~ethe practice 
later on. Again, another eonviticin~fprQOf dem~IUitfatmg·.tbe fact that 
J~~ Chris~ (peaee be on bilp.) Y13B yet another. p:rophet of God to the 
C;bildren.of·Iaraelis _the -:te~ony -found in the A$.1,:6-7 of the New 
·Testament~-At the tb;ne of the resurie.c~Qn ~f.C~i:·(peace be on him), 
when the disciples asked him, "Will.iP.:a.~"t t~·tii:p,e restom the-·KING:. 
·noM OF ISRAEL,·~ his reply. was, "It is·not for you to know the times 
or seasons which. the Father-hss by His own authority," after which he 
is reported to have been· lifted forever. what other concrete e~ence 
is needed-to·. establish the:fact:that Jesus Christ (peace be on him) was 
the last prop~et ·of God sent to the· children of Israel to reestablish the 
I"Q.al laws of the Torah through the Gospels becati.se the fomiar had 
been polluted beyond recognition as the words of God? 

For a numberofyears after the ascension ofJesus CllrllJt, (peace 
l;Je on him) the Jews, in collaboration with the heathens and particularly 
the Romans, continued tp pera~ute his followers. His teachings focus
ing on the worship of the Only One God and following the laws of the 
'lbrah in letter and sph:it were contrary to their own then existing 
practices of faith ana action, the Jews havln.g acquired many abomina
tions of heathen sects due ·to fraternization and ·abetment as well as 
the laxities of a priestly order that sold the law for petty gains, preached 
what they did not practice and· remained ·hypocrites as denounced by 
Jesus himself (peace be 9D :him) in Matt. 23:1-39. christ (peace be on 
him) was. _sent by God to clean up this mess with the Gospels. Between 
the first ltnd fifth centuries C.E., Christianity became the state religion 
of Rome and thereafter it spread to the Mediterranean areas, North 
Africa, the Middle East and the West Coast of India through early 
evangelists. About three decades after Christ (peace be on him), one 



of his staunch opponents in the person of Saul, an inhabitant of Tarsus 
and a Roman citizen, joined the ranks of the disciples of Jesus (peace 
be on him). To recapitulate, as stated earlier on the authority of the 
Acts of theN ew Testament, Saul's conversion was the result of a trance, 
during which he was supposed to have been instructed near Damascus 
by Jesus himself (peace be on hlm) to join the ranks of his apostles and 
spread his message. Since this incident, Saul became Paul and later 
Saint Paul, and started his evangelica] mission, deifying Jesus (peace 
be on him) and calling him "Son of God." Until then, the teachings of 
Jesus {peace be on h.il:n) and his disciples were centered on the Ten 
Commandments of the Mosaic Law, enjoining the Jews to repent and 
go back to the practice of the law in letter and spirit. 

It is also clear from Acts 4:20; that after the ascension of Jesus, 
(peace be on b,im), his early dli!ciples like Peter, Stephen and John 
used to project him as the "holy servant of God," through whom the 
Kingdom of God could be attained by means of repentance, love and 
prayer. However, after the conversion of Saul the concept started 
changing from the "holy servant ofG<ld" to "Son of God" and even "God 
himself," and the message of Jesus (peace be on him) W8$ extended to 
apply to believing gentiles too. As a re8ult, the believers and gentiles 
who-wereii:steningi;o-theyrall."clrlngs were "filleawith~y-Bpmt," 
which, due to their over~enthuaiasm was interpreted to mean that 
Jesus (peace be on him) their niaater wanted them to preach among 
gentiles and heathens too (Acts chapters 10 and 11). Subseqriently, it 
is seen that the institution of The Trinity of Father, Son and. Holy 
Spirit with Jesus Christ (peace be on him); acting as a:nd on behalf of 
God himseH and directing all Godly acts, also developed as the guiding 
doctrine of Christianity. Sooner or later, it is seen also that there 
appeared to have developed a split between the-.group headed by P~ul 
and Silas on the· one hand and the group lead by Batna.bas and Mark 
on the other and they parted their ways, p:J;Obably on account of the 
dispute. over circumcision, deification of Christ and throwing open the 
ranks to gentiles (Acts 15:2, 28, 29, and 36-40). 

That Paul was not happy with other disciples and followers follow
ing Gospels different from his own version is clear from his letter to 
the Galatians (1:6-17; 2:1,14; 5:1,2,10,11,12; and 6:12-15). However, 
with the advent of Paul in the arena, the message was extended to 
gentiles including the heathens and eating all food including what was 
forbidden by the Law. The theology of Paul was based D1l his personal 
experience through "a vision" as with others also and he appears to 
have interpreted it in the light of contemporary Roman and Greek 
thought. Perhaps he felt that the masses, on whom the Roman. Greek 



·. ari.d paganic ways of life had a great hold, and the intelligentsia. under 
'the infl.)lence of Plato and Aristotle, could not be attracted to his theof-

: _ogy "Without making mutual adjustments. The theories ofRedemP-.tiPJk 
and the Tri:liity. whereby Jesus (peace be on him) is defied a.s the 
sen of God ~ the equation of God, Son and the Holy Spirit, -were the 
·children ofPa,ul's brain, and were philosophies foreign to the real mes-

. sage. of J~sus (peace be on him) and unknown to his personal disciples: 
Dyniun.ic and extremist as he was, Paul, who had not known Jesus 
(peace: be. on him). appeared on the scene in preference to Jesus' (peace 

· be .01i. hbn) own disciples, who had ~een all along with the master 
dlu::irig the sh.ort period of his ministry. Rome became the center of 
Christian aetfvity instead of Jerilsalem, where· the main Jewish 

. synagogue existed. Rather. than being a renaissance movement within 
Judaism, from then onwards Chris~~ty.becam~ a distinctly separate 
·r:eligion, with the followers· of Christ (peace be. on hi:oY being called 
"Christians.'' a term never used by Jesus (peace be on him). Paul be
came, thereafter, more known to the Christians than even Christ him
self (peSJ1:e 'l;le.·On, ~). As said.earlier, being an aggressive Roman 
citizen and.a·J~W-:ft-Q.m:Taraus, as well as. an earlier persecutor and 
killer of the follo'Weri!'bfCbrlst (peace be onhlm), on conversion Paul's 
~emisin was cha.:miened· futo a· Vigorous 8preB.ding· of Christiim.ity 
with the Roman: empire as the center. Perhaps opportmiism forced him 
to make adjustments with the polytheism of gentiles, Romans~ Greeks, 
lu;1athens ih general and. the corrupt JeWB, so that deification of Jesus 

. (peace be on:. him) on ·the concept of the Trinity became the canon of 
the Christian Church, founded for the first time under the aeg:ia ofPaul: 

It has already been· said th8.t the conviction of Paul that Jeaus 
(peace: be on hiih)·was the son of God was based upon his trance vi~on 
of Jesus (peace be on him), which h~ interpreted to be a messa~e con
veyed to him by the Holy Spirit. His deffication of Jesus (peace be on 
him) gave an essential bridge for :reconciliation between his own 
thoughts and the Hellenic as well as heathen customs of worship of 
deri:rlgods, which had been prevailing during the time in the Greek, 
Roman, Egyptian and India.1;1-religious practices. Further, the mrlversal 
brotherhood adopted as a cornerstone of Christianity by Paul and his 
·followers ·when they o_Pened the.Christian ranks to Hebrews and gentiles 
alike in contrast to the law being confined to the rank and file of the 
twelve tribes of the children of Israel alone gave the Christian move
ment a good edge over .Judaism and other religions then existing. So 
also, the social discrimination based on birth into a particula:r clan or 
caste as existed then in heathen and pagan societies of Africa and Asia 
macJe the new movement a welcome guest among many a downtrodden 
people in the communities where evangelists preached the Cbristian 



message. To them the worship of the Trinity only, highlighted by Jesus 
(peace be on him), the son, was a lesser evil than the worship as well 
as the sacrificial offerings to several gods and goddesses for different 
purposes. Thus, the spread of the Christian faith caught great momen-
tum in subsequent years. · 

The Crucifixion 

The Christian faith is to a very large extent, based on the event 
of crucifixion. The New Testament is conclusive on the events of the 
crucifixion of Jesus (peace be on him) as well as his resurrection before 
his final disappearance. The Christian believes that it was by way of 
the fulfilment of the Scriptures and for the redemption of all who 
believe in Christ (peace be on him) that he was crucified. The litone
ment function which is administered by the priest at the time of death 
of a Christian is considered as an initiation into the sharing of the 
death of Jesus (peace be on him) by the devotee. In fact, the Christian 
belief is that Jesus (peace be on him) died on the cross to save his 

. devotees and to blot out the "original sin" committed by Adam (peace 
be on him) and that sheer faith in Jesus as the son of God (peace he 
on him) acting as and on· behalf of God through the holy bond of the 
Trinity alone would free them from all sins. However, on a close scrutiny 
of the New Testament it is found that it relates the reappearance of 
Jesus Christ (peace be on him) in flesh and blood in front ofhis disciples 
and followers soon after his supposed death by crucifixion. He himself 
asked them to feel by touch to be sure that~ was really olive, proving 
conclusively that he wru; not crucified. It is reported in The Acts of the 
Apostles that not on,ly did Jesus (peace be on him) appear alive to the 
disciples, but also appeared to teach them for a full forty days, speaking 
of the Kingdom of God (.Acts 1:3,4) and that they even conversed with 
him. Peter as well as Pall1 have also testified of this fact in Acts 2:32 
and 23, 24, respectively, although Paul had not seen Jesus (peace be 
on him) in person either before or after the incident on the cross. 

The questions of crucifixion and the subsequent resurrection of 
Christ (peace be on him) are. the cornerstones of Christian faith and 
belief. Nevertheless, logic and history have much, more to reveal than 
this blind faith. Firstly, to witness the alleged crucifixion of Christ 
(peace be on him), none ofhis disciples is reporled._to have been present. 
While Judas Jscariot turned a traitor, Peter denied even knowing Christ 
(peace be on hlln), thrice "invoking curse on himself and swearing" 
(Mark 14:66-71), and the rest all disappeared from the vicinity to save 



themselves. As stated in Mark 15:40,41 and Matt. 28:66,66, only some 
womeii including his mother, Mazy, were, perlraps, witnessing the act 
~d that· too from a far distant spot from where it would have been 
·diffimilt to rec:Ogn:lse withtJut any doubt who in fact was the person 
that was being crucified on the pole. In cantrast to the reportings in 
the Gospels ofMatthew and Mark on the incident, Luke's Gospel states 
(Luke 23:49) that "all his acquaintances and the women who had fol
lowed him (Jesus) from Galiiee stoOd at a distance" and saw him dying. 
John's Gospel (John 19:25,27) states that "Mary his mother, his 
mother's sister, two other Marys and· a disciple whom he loved saw 
Jesus dying by their side,, on ·the cross. It is also stated that no male 
ever approached the sPot,.JacJpng ~ourage·evento collect the dead body 
until the evening, except one Joseph, a respected member of the council 
.<Maxk 15:43), who arranged for-the burial of Jesus (peace be on him) 
in secret in a tomb in the rock, the spot being known only to him, Mary 
Mftgdalene and Mai-y, the mother of Jesus (Mark 16;46,47). 

On the theme ·or the so-called resurrection of Jesus (peace be on 
him) from the grave, two contradictory reports are found in the Gospels 
of Matthew, Luke, Mar~.an_d John., While..Matthew's :report states that. 
on the Sunday moriripg w}len.Maey:.Ma:gd81ene and.Mary.,:the.mother 
<lf Jesus, went to.the tomb where Jesus (peace be on him) was supposed 
to have been buried·a.couple of days earlier, they found it empty and 
that,. an:· angel.in··gJory:told theiQ. that Jesus {pet\ce be on.him) had 
resun:ected· from the· grave to reappear in Galilee; Jesus (peaCEt be on 
him) ..reappeared to· them: on thefrway· back ~as .instructed· by. him; 
they reported·this matter to the disciples of.Jesus (peace be on him). 
(Matt; 28:1-10).-Luke reports tQ.at two men.(and not one angel in glory) 
found· at the grave told a number of women who had gone to anoint the 
body on the first day of the week, that Jesus (peace be on hlm) bad 
risen from the grave and that it was they who in turn toid the eleven 
apoStles and the rest who did not belie\l'e them (Luke 24:4-11). Mark's 
vei-sion says th.at the day after the Sabbath, when the women and the 
Marys went to the tomb ~ anoint Jesus (peace be on him), they saw 
a •'young man" sitting by ·the grave ·who told them of the resurrection. 
of Jesus (peace be on him) to appear in Galilee and that alt~migh he 
had instructed them ·to inform Peter and·the other disciples, they said 
nothing·to anyone for they were afraid (Mark 16:5-8). However, John's 
version of the incident is entirely d:i:f'feren:t. He says that when Mary 
Magdalene had first gone. to the tomb oil the" still dark Jll.orning of the 
day after the Sabbath, .she saw the stone had been taken away from 
the tomb and then she ;informed Peter and "the other discip1e whom 
Jesus loved," who ran out to the tomb. They saw that the shroud had 
been rolled up and Jesus (peace be on ]$n) was not in it and they went 



back to their homes as they did not know the scripture that "Jesus 
must rise from the dead." However, Mary, the mother, while standing 
weeping outside the tomb, saw _two angels in white sitting where the 
body of Jesus (peace be on him) was lain, one at the head and one at 
the feet. Saying that "she was weeping because they had taken away 
her Lord ... on -turning round she §aw J esua (peace .be on bJ.m) standing 
but did not know that it was Jesus." Jesus (peace ,be on him) said .to 
her, "Woman, why are you weepi~g? Wht;tm do you seek'f' S,upposing 
him to be the gardener, she said tO him, "Sir, if you have carried };lim 
away, tell me where you have laid him and I will ~e him away." 
Jesus (peace be on him) said to her, "Mary." She tumed and said -to 
him in Hebrew, "Ra.bboni" (Teacher), and as directed by him) she went 
and said to the disciples, ''I have seen the Lord;" (John 20:1-1.8). 

Further, what is reported in Matt. 27:46 lll;ld Mark 15:34,35, tha;t 
Jesus Christ (peace be on him) died on the cross under pathetic an~ 
miserable circumstances, shouting in Hebrew, "My God, my 0¢, why 
hast thou forsaken me?" is so touching that it is beyond the Comprehen
sion of man to believe: a chosen prophet of God, whom .Cbri.atian,s 
believe was not only .. His only son, but was actipg as and on bel»liiE:of 
his Father, God," died on the cross miserably neglected by God at the. 
b---a:DOB -or-his enemies, some or-wliom spatatrum----:-:rt's even h8l'd.er to 
. believe that a chosen prophet of God behaved in such an abject man:D.er, 
remonstrating against. an act and losing all hop_ea in the mercy of God 
rather than accepting the situation with reliance and utmost patience · 
as the will of the Almighty and All-knowing God. However, it is in
teresting to note that while Luke reported it in his Gospel differently 
that Jesus (peace be on him) died on the cross crying in a loud voice, 
"Father, int!) thy hands I commit my spirit" (Luke 23:45}, a plea that 
may be acceptable from a prophet of God-it is rather sj;range that 
John has not made any mention of this important incident at all in 
his version of the Gospel. · 

Thus it is a complex riddle that cannot be solved even by a com
puter. One angel found sitting at the tomb of Jesus (peace be on him) 
as }ler one report and two angels according to another; son and angels 
not recognizing and-respecting his dear mother (from the strangeieX.
pression, "woman," in John 20:15); the ardent mother not recogniting 
her son, JesUB, (peace be on him) and vice versa, only a couple of days 
~er she bad seen him last; Mary and the other women "not telling'' 
of the incidents to others according to one version and "tel)ing'' ofthe 
incident to others according to other versions; the two contradictory 
versions of the same incid~nt-a hopeless and dejected cry of .Jesus 
(peace be on him) on the cross on the one hand and a hopeful and 
contented cry on the other- are all so unconvincing on two of the most 



· important aspects of Christian faith itself that while on the one hand 
they ·make doubtful the very authenticity of the four versions of the 
Gospel accepted by the Church a.S Scriptures and on the other they 
pose a number of questions on the very faith developed on the crucifixion 
and resurrection of Jesus, (peace be on him) hitherto believed to be 
canonical. 

Was the incident of the denial of Jesus (peace be on_hlm) thrice 
under oath, by his trusted early disciple Peter because-of the· probability 
that the person caught for prosecution and crucifixion was not in fact 
Jesus Christ, the prophet of God, (peace be on him) but an imposter, 
who, because of his hypocrisy and wickedness was transformed by God 
to look almost like Jesus (peace be on him)? Did Judas have to identify 
Jesus (peace be on him) to the Jews by kissing his hands because the 
imposter, who perhaps having claimed the sonship of God, and oneness 
with God to himself was to be put to death according to the Jewish 
laws was not known to· them (while Jesus should have bem{ well-known 
to them because of his frequent preachings in the synagogues for over 
three years)? Were the ''J:esurreetion'' of Jesus (peace be on him) a few 
days after his supposed crucifixion and his suJ>sequent ascension really 
acts of G<ld tQ convince the diaciP.i~s and·followers· that·:.he:was.not. 
crucified but recalled to haa.Yen as yet an9ther miracle like his· birth 
itaelfl-These and many other similar questions (such as why the disci
ples or even Jesus Christ (peace be on him) did not touch on these 
important matters concerning faith during his reappearance among 
his disciples a couple·of days after the crucifixion1 when he is supposed 
to have preached, eaten among them and even invited them to feel for 
themselves by toucbing·hii:n to enstll"e that he was stilllivi:Dg in flesh 
and blood: during the forty days he had been with them before bis final 
ascension) remain real mysteries to any man.· Especially so because a 
prophet of God: whose birth and whole life had been full of miracles 
(and Christians also believe that he was the only beloved son of God) 
is found to have been forsaken by God to die on the eross at the hands 
of his enemies, the blasphemous Jews, when he had been on God's 
mission and it is believed· that he·was.-raised up to heaven later. ms 
ascension straight from the cross could have become yet another miracle 
to convince Without any doubt to the Jews·that he-was the true prophet 
of God sent to them. Thus~ the last days of Jesus Christ (peace be on 
him)-,.whether he was crucified by the Jews or was lifted up to heaven 
by God, or a traitor and imPoster was cmci:fied instead-as we11. as the 
questions whether he attributed sonship and oneness witb God to him
self and whether he preached a new law at all or only came as yet 
another prophet to the children of Israel, all remam conjectures accord-



ing to the four Gospels accepted by the Church. No doubt, according 
to the Gospel of Barnabas, all these questions are answered crystal 
clear: that Jesus (peace be on him) was another prophet to the children 
of Israel to revive God's laws a,s given to them through the 'lbrah, 
imploring them •'to repent for the Kingdom of God is at hand"; he was 
born under God's miraculous will; he grew up as well as preached his 
Gospels accompanied by God's miracles, never claiming either sonship 
or oneness with God; and most of all, he was not crucified but lifted 
up to heaven by God. However, as stated earlier in this chapter, this 
version of G:lspel is not recognized by the Christian church. If it had 
been, the entire course of history of mankind after Jesus Christ (peace· 
be on him) would have been quite different from what it is today! 

The Christian Faith and Worship 

.As discussed in the earlier_p~es. the Gosp.als do not. prove conclu
sively ·that Jesus Christ {peace be on him) ever ·preached any new 
religion. In fact, his mission during his three year prophetic period 
was aimed at convincing the Jews that they had gone astray .much 
from....the tme path..of C..od due tn~rlsY- of tbe~ha:rlse.es....and 
scribes among them and that tberefure they should go back to the folds 
of the true laws through repentance, mutual love, justice-and most of 
all by following the law in letter and spil'it as preached by his Gospels 
revealed by Gld, which among others are highlighted in the ''Se~on 
on the Mount'' in Matthew, chapters 5, 6, and 7. No one can have ·any 
doUbt that these had been the essence of the Law in the Commandments 
of the Old 'testament recorda considered as the Five Books of Moses 
(peace be on him) and that those were amplified by the Gospel highlight
ing how committing of sins may be totally avoided by restraining ones 
thoughts, senses and actions in advance. Further, the New Testament 
records say that he used to pray in private and in.stru.ct his disciples 
"to pray by going into thine own room, shutting the doors and praymg 
the father who is in secret" (Matt. 6:6-13), and that whenever he used 
to preach before the Jews and his disciples, he always used to worship 
secretly, and alone. Is it appealing to sense and reason therefore to 
even imagine that this prophet of the One God could have ever commit
ted the major sin of attribution of sonship of God to himself or oneness 
with God to himself or could have given himself any share in the 
exercise· of the absolute power of God, which are acts punishable by 
death according to the 'lbrah? 

That until a few decades after the ascension of Christ {peace be 



on him)~ his followers had no separate place of worship and any separate 
i«J~p.tity of their own is proven fr~ the fact that it was after the 
fellowship was thrown open to g~IDtil~s, xna.inly Greeks and heathens
in ~tioch, and after ijarnabas had brqught Paul also to Antioch that 
the followers of Christ (peace be on him) had been called as "Cluistians" 
for the first tlm.e (Aets 11:26). However, even aflier this ep<M;h-ma.lill)g 
event about the :fift;Q_. decade C.E._, as w~ll as during t?eir earliet mat 
missionary jolll1ley, :Paul, John and Barnabas "proclaimed the word of 
God in the synagogu~s of the Jews .in Cyp~" (Acts 1~:5). In Antioch 
of Pisidia too the s8.me was the case (Acts 13:16-44). However, it was 
because the Jews reviled and contradicted Paul that they had to tum 
to the gentiles as the last reso:rt under great opposition (Acts 13:45-50) 
.from evangellsts who had co:tne from Judea to Antioch and therefore 
Paul a:p.d Bainab~s had to go to seek the decision of the apostles and 
elders in Je.rusalem on the matter (Acts :l,.ij:l-5). It is seen that the 
«&aension that developed was on the qUestlpns of throwing the move
~ent open to ill~ gentiles who were not circmncised, whereas the Jews 
were, and the Q{lting of foods that were forbidden in the Mosaic law as 
being unclean. Then it was. the Council of Jerusalem under the advice 
of James that decided to exempttli~:.g_eP,tileS·~~m~e.~~·~f c4'eumc~io~ 
and to permit them to eat anytliiiig excepiwnat wwr sacrificecHo·idols, 
blood and· what was sti"ang~ed, and to refrain from unchastity (Acts 
15;6-29)::It seems that on these very issues, and. pos5jb]y.mQl'e too, 
Barnabas and Mark had to part their waya with Paul and Silas after 
"there aros~;t a sliar_p contention" (Acts 15:36-40).· After this incident, 
strange enough,. the New Testament do~ no~ ~ate any reconciliation 
between the two groups and Barnabas and Ml!fk also do not get even 
mentioned thereafter. In any case, it is cleat from the above that at 
the beg:innjng of the sixth decade C.E., the Christian Church, which. 
was formed only during the last few years, had already started dividing 
up doctrinally into groups as the result of deviation from the p.!Jth 
shown by Jesus Christ .(peace be an him) as to how and among wh.om 
the spread of the word of God was to be directed. In conclusion therefore, 
it is· clear th&.t Jesus (peace be on him) and his early apoatles and 
disciples had .neither shown nor directed any way of life, devotion and 
. worship .different from the ways .of. the real Torah nor a separate place 
of preaching other than synagogues of Jews. Thus, even as per the 
New Testament. essentially it was only the question ofrep~tance and 
me:ndfug the wrong ways in accw:dance with the Masaie law in letter 
and spirjt that Jesus Christ (peace be on him) preached during his 
short prophetic period aimed at the children of Israel, alone. 

As seen from the foregoing paragraphs, it was because of the fact 



that the fellowship of the disciples of Christ (peace be on him), which 
originally was confined to Jews only, was thrown open to geJ;~.tiles after 
exempting them from circumcision that a separate church including 
place of worShip exclusive for the Christians had to be established, 
first in Antioch. Since then, on the basis of the Pauline deification of 
Christ (peace be on him) in the holy alliance of the Trinity, whereby 
Jesus Christ (peace be on him) acts as and on behalf of God though 
the concept of Father, Son and Holy Spirit in granting unconditional 
pardon of sins to his disciples, took :firm ground as ihe linchpin of the 
Christian faith and worship through an initiation ceremony called 
Baptism. 

It may be important in this connection to mention that during the 
fourth century C.E., a. dispute also existed between the Antioch and 
Alexandrian schools of churches on the questions of "inspiration" and 
"incarnation" in respect of the "divine presence through the Holy Spirit" 
in churches. Earlier, during the latter part of the :first century itself, 
the followers of Christ (peace be on him) had split into two ~ain camps, 
one believing in him as "the son of man. with no divinity attach~d to 
him other than a miraculous prophet of God" and the other ~J~Yi.ng 
him to be "the Son of God," the last spearheaded by Paul. Jt is a inatter 
of critical history how this aplit aggravated subsequently into a corifron
tation between them leading to the, aucceas of the p;ropagatori of 'the 
schism whose faith and belief~ "God is one in essence but three in the 
person of the father, the son and the Holy Spirit'' and the "uniqueness 
of God in Jesus Christ"-had come to stay ever since for tens of centuries 
as the indisputable doctrine of the Church as contained in the "Decla
ration of Creed" to be confirmed by all devotees at the time of the 
baptismal initiation into the Christian church in total deviation nom 
the acute monotheism of the covenant and laws of the 'lbrah preached 
by many a prophet of the children of Israel from Moses down to Jesus 
Christ (peace be on them). ( 

Notwithstanding the above, no one may ignore another fact of 
history that a group among the Christians called the Hypsistarilhls, 
who considered Jesus (peace be on him) as a prophet of God alone and 
refused to believe in the Trinity or the assignment of sonship of God 
and divinity to Jesus (peace be on him} also did exist up to about;the 
fou.P:h century C.E. They considered God not as "The Father,'' but as 
a mighty ruler of the world, being the highest" with no one eqt. ll to 
Him. Prior to that, as the Gospel of Barnabas proves, he and !vJttk 
along with their followers also did not believe either in the divinity of 
Christ or that he was the aon of GOO. In his Gospel, Barnabas even 
reports that Jesus (peace be on him) admonished. anyone who attributed 



divinity to him and that he used to impress on all that he was nothing 
but a messenger of God like his predecessors Moses, Abraham and 
others (peace be on them}. 

It is also found that in later years Paul of Samosata who was the 
bishop of Antioch, was of the view that Christ (peace be on him) was 
not God, but only a holy :mal1. and prophet and that God could not have 
become a man. Again, Lucian, the bishop of Antioeh, well known for 
his sanctity as well as a reputed scholar who waa martyred in 312 C.E., 

was strongly against the belief in the Trinity. He is said to have deleted 
all mention of the Trinity from the Church canons because tliis, accord
ing to· him, was a later interpolation not found in the earlier Gospels. 
Further on, Arius, a disciple of Lucian (250-336 C.E.) and a Libyan by 
birth who had a large following, also believed that "howsoever much 
Christ inay surpass other created beings, he himself was not of the 
same subtance ~s God, but was a human being as any other." ]n. fact, 
he shook the very fowidations of the Pauline Church. However, in 325 
C.,E., Emperor Constantine, being a supporter of Christianity without 
himself being actually a Christian, in the interest of carcying on with 
his own administration, having .desired. to unite.the different. factions 
and particularly the two con~~~~ntr.ongofactions otChrlstiillllJ;-dne 
tm.der. Arius and the other under bishop Alexander, called a conference 
of Christians· of all·opini.ons at Nicea. Confused, but wanting to have 

. the cooperation of Christians, CoD.stantine baCked the larger section 
of them under Athenasius, who had succeeded Bishop Alexander WJ 
tlie head.ofthe·Pauline Church, and banished Arius from the·realm. 

·Thereafter. the belief in the Trinity became the official Christian faith 
of the·~-Empire. and was followed: by the horrible massacre of 
Christ:ianB who did not believe in the concept. Also, the possession of 
any version· of Bible not authorized by the· Church became a penal 
offense in the Roman Empire. It is said that over 270 different versions 
of·the Bible including ·the ·Hebrew versions were then burned. The 
Nicaean Council had decreed that the ;N:ew Testament as it is found 

·today was the only authorized version of the Christian Church. 
Nevertheless; the course of events changed when in336 c.E., consequent 
on the emperor accepting the faith of his sister Constant:ma and Arius. 
Arius too was·recalled.but·soon he·was murdered. The emperor having 
known of the plot, banished Athenasius and his two other bishops from 
the empire and himself accepted Christianity of the .Arius faith, 
whereby monotheism became the official Christian religion of the 
Roman Empire. On the death of Constantine in 337 c.E., the new 
emperor, Constantius, who had also accepted the faith ilf Arius, called 
a Christian conference at Antioch in 341 C.E. in which again 
monotheism was accepted as the correct Christian faith. This decision 



was reconfirmed by another council held in 351 C.E. at Sermium. St. 
Jerome, however, wrote ofthis in 359 C. E. that "the whole world groaned 
and marvelled to find itself Arian." 

The mutual killings of Christians still fresh in his memory, Pope 
Honorius wanted in the early seventh century to imd a solution to the 
cause of dissen8ion and he tried to support the doctrine of "one nrlnd" 
because he believ~d that if God had three independent minds the result 
would be chaos. Although this concept of one ~d was not challenged 
by any for a considerable time, in 680 c.E,, in another Council of 
Churches held in Constantinople, Honorius was anathematized, a 
unique act in the history of the Papacy when a pope was denounced 
by a succeeding pope.. Nevertheless, long after this incident, in 1547 
C.E., L. F. M. Sozzini, a native of Siena (1525-1565 C.E.) who having 
come under the influence of Camillo, a Sicilean mystic, challenged 
Calvin on the doctrine of the Trinity, amplifying the doctrine of Arius 
and denying the divinity of Christ as well as repudiating the doctrine 
of origilial sin and atonement. According to him, the only object of 
adoration could be the one and only One ;God. He was followed by_his 
nephew F. P. Sozzini (1539-1604), who published a book on the papel 
of St. John denying the divinity of Jesus. With the assistance and 
coUaboration of others like him, such as John Sigis:i:nund, the ruler of 
Transylvania, who was an . antagonist of the Trinity doctrine, and 
BishOp Francis David (15i~1579 c.E.), also an anti-Trini.tarian, Soz
zini formed in 1578 C.E. a sect known as ''Rocovian Catechism" after 
the city ofRacow in Poland, which WBB a stronghold of the faith ofArius. 

'lbday, there are a large number of men and women among Chris
tians who believe in only One God, denying the divinity of Christ (peaee 
be on him) as well as the doctrine of the Trinity. However, they are 
voiceless .. and helpless under the strong power of the Church. Even 
Athenasius, the champion of the trinity doctrine, is reported to have 
said that in spite of all biB efforts to mediate in the divinity of Jesus 
(peace be on him), his toilsome and unavailing efforts recoiled on them
selves, making him incapable of expressing his thoughts, which made 
him w pronounce, "There are not three, but One God!' From his close 
·association with niany followers of Christianity, the author of this book 
has found that due to similar contradictions between the faith propa
gated by the Church and the inherent reasoning present in the indi
vidual, particularly in the educated generation of today, many an en
lightened modern man does not bother much about what the etclecias
tics of the church pressure him to believe, although he himself was 
born, named, baptized, brought up and would even call himself a Chris
tian. 



Development of Christianity 

By the fifth century C.E., Christianity had :ijnally surfaced as the 
state religion ofthe Roman.Empire~ frpm where it spread to the Mediter
ranean areas of North Africa, the Middle East and the We~ Coast of 
India through evangelists. Only Catholicism was existent then. 
Monotheists among the followers of Christ h~ tQ conce~ their faith 
due to the fear of possible persecution after the Nicaean Council and 
the decree of Constantine. The Pauline philosophy of deification of 
Christ (peace be on ·him) through the cult of the Trinity made Christ
ianity acceptable to heathen, Hellenic, Roman, pagan and Hindu· 
polytheistic cults becauae the Christian faith in the Trinity was-a lesser 

. evil than adoration and prayers to multifarious gods, goddesses and . 
deities. Further, tht; universal brotherhood that was not only advocated 
but also practiced among Christians irrespe<#ve of the social standing 
of an individual gave a big edge to the new .movement over the cults 
then p;revalent among th~ people in the :Middle East, Africa, India, ;:md 
the Far East. During the next ten centuries it. spread to Europe in 
general. Notwiths~ding, since the seventh century C.E. when Islam 
appeared in Arabia a:nd it started appealing more to the people ofNortP. 
Africa ~d Asia in general ~~ p~~ul~ly. ~ -!hos_e}n the ~~ 
subeontinentj Christianity was obliged to give way by and large tQ the · 
newer way oflife. Nevertheless, consequent on the European. conquests 
of Africa and . .Asia and subjugation of their peoples by the conquering 
Christian }J<Iwers, notably the Dutch, the· Portugese, the French, th~ 
Gennans and the British, Christianity ~read farther, ·not only to the 
pagan areas of .Africa.but.als.o to the eastern colonies of the conquerers 
under the royal patronage .. 

Prior to the second century c.E., the early Christian evangelical 
activity was confined to and aimed at the _spreading of.the message 
and teachings of Jesus Christ, (peace. be on him) as he did during his 
short three years or so ofbis prophethood, :without any specific dogmas 
11th~ than those of repenting and going back to ~e Mosaic law in letter 
and spirit. Even after the movement was thrown open to the uncircum
lilired gentiles and the heathens as the result of"the Holy Spirit'' getting 
filled into everyo~ present, including the gentiles, in the preaching 
gatherings of apostles .John, .Peter,. Stephen. and others. as a major 
deviation from the ways of Jesus Christ, (peace be on him) the evangel
ical mission of the apostles was continued, ev~J;L d~g the time of 
Paul, maintaining "Unity of Spirit'" only without any dogmas, forms 
of worship and so on any different from the ways of the Mosaic law as 
is evident from the letter of Paul to the Ephesians; ''The bond of 
peace •.. just as you were called to the one hope that belongs to your 



call, One Lord, One faith, One baptism, One God and father of all. and 
through a11 and in all." It is crystal clear from The Acts of Apostles of 
the New Testament that during their early days all the apostles and 
even Paul had to fight the allegation of Jews that it was for abolishing 
the law and the prophets that Jesus Christ (peace be on blln) had cortle. 
Instead they had time a:nd again to restate to the Jews that the miSsion 
of Jesus (peace be on hhn) and themselves wa.S to reestablish the true 
law of the Jews in letter and spirit through repentance and joining the 
teal Kingdom of God at hand, although during Paul's time the schism 
of "Deification of Christ through the doctrine of Trinity" had in fact 
started. However, "The Essence of Christianity," which developed in 
later years, does not appear in the New Testament, which was addressed 
to "the lost sheep" among the phari~ees and scribes of the Jews; to 
collect whom back to the fold of the herd had the Shepherd Jesus (pea.ce 
be on him) come with the clarion call, "Repent for the Kingdom of God 
is at hand," and "Think not I have come to abolish the law and the 
prophets; I have come not to abolish them but to fulfil them." It was 
in the first centw:y C.E., dllring the tiine of Ignatius, the_ bishop of 
Antioch, that the Christian ways, quite distinct from the ways ofil~ws, 
was evolved, although neither Christ (peace be on him) nor his dfSclples 
and apostles are known to have adopted this form. The dying man is 
baptized into the death of Jesus Christ (peace be on him) and islset 
free by the clergy from operation of the laws of sin and death, as a 
matter of ardent faith. The Christian faith was soon evolved into "the 
faith in God getting absorbed into o. peculiot..monotheism whereby !the 
ftiure of the son, Jesus Christ, (peace be on him) overshadowed the 
figure of God, the father, and thus ~nsed the latter to disappear.lth.e 
Creator and Sustamer God receding behind the glorier iigure of lthe 
redeemer Christ, who, for· all purposes, is believed to act on 3.lld. behalf 
of the father· God, at all times." Thus today, for a Christian, it is d;be 
cult dimensioned by the belief and faith in Jesus Christ (peace be. on 
him) as the full representative of the living God in purpose and in11ent 
through the cult of the Trinity, which is the Father, Son and the Holy 
Spirit equation, radically opposite to the Mosaic law, and some glimpses 
intO the very teachings of Jesus himself (peace be on him) on faith in 
the Only One God, as found in the New Testament itself. t 

The cle:rgy denomination of almost all sects of Christians attributes 
nvt only the only fatherhood of Jesus (peace be on him) to God, 1but 
even goes to the extent of calling Jesus (peace be on him) an object of 
divine consideration and worship through the Trinity cult, which &l!lme 
Christian clergy and modern Hindu philosophers easily compare to(the 
concept of the Hindu tr~ity-Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva-a coneept 



that even the P~uline philosophy did not know. On a close study of 
even the canonical Gospels, one is convinced that Jesus {peace be on 
hiin} only clarified certa.in of the Mosaic laws by making his followers 
understand how in fact the letter and spirit of the law could be followed, 
as in the case of adultery, sin. divorce, real prayer, good. works, meek
ness, mercy, pwity of heart, anger, killing, pardon, piety, fasting, love 
and so on as found in the Gospel of Matthew under the "Sermon on 
the Mount., In the :Gospels, one can :find no new law at all other than 
a few clarifications of the Ten Commandments, basically, as taught by 
J esu.s (peace be on him). The main emphasis made by Jesus (peace be 
on him) was, however, on faith in One God, the Kin8'dom of God, 
repentance, love of Go~ the love of neighbor and respect of parents. · 

Subsequently, however, propagators of the idea of "Public and 
Private Religion," which developed in Em-ope during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries C.E. following the Lutherian revolution, were 
responsible for giving new dimension to Christian values by defining: 
"Essence of Christianity'' and emphasising the imporla.nce of spiritual, 
religious and moral life before God in contrast to the earlier dogmatic 
definition of the theologians- b.elonging tO the- legally valid -churches
until then. Nevertheless, the twentieth'cent\iijr.dogma·~volved'oiHhe-: 
basis of ·"the absoluteness··of Christianity" of Earnest. 'lbelstch (1902) 
that the· COnception of-S8lvation through ''the uniqueness of God in 
Jesus Christ," in order-to compete with some o~er old religions, was, 
in fact, responsible for ci>nsidering Jesus Christ (peace be on him) ·an 
object of not only reverence ·but also of worship as a deity of God much 
in the a·ame way as;·say, in Hinduism. In recent years; some of the 
Christian expanents of" the- coexistence group, who are theologians in 
India, did even go as far as to compare Jesus Christ {peace be on him) 
. to ~<the Vishn~ incarnation KrishD.a;' of Hindu mythology, to derive 
inference'that.they were both one and the s~e person, although such 
a contention apPears historically ridiculous because· Krishna was a 
historic :figure who existed about 3000 years ago, which is a thousand 
years before Christ (peace he. on him) lived. Nevertheless, the fact 
cannot be disguised that this attempt was to give credence to the view 
.that like Krishna and other Avathars of.H:indu scriptu-res, whom Hin
dus consider as incarnations of Vishnu of the Hindu Trinity, Jesus 
Christ (peace be on him) was the son of God of the Christian Trinity, 
a blasphemous belief which, according to the Mosaic law and Covenant, 
should be pu,nished by ~ath[ 

"Jesus Christ was the only-son of the living God; he was crucified 
by the Romans on the insistence of Jews for the charge of claiming 
sonahip of and Oneness with the Only One God, which was punishable, 



according to the Covenant between the children of Israel and God, by 
death. Jesus died on the cro~s to save his followers from the original 
sin and pangs of death, and therefore, the belief and faith in that the 
Lord, the Creator and Judge who revealed Himself in Old Testament 
and lived among men as Jesus, the son and resurrected one, with the 
Holy Spirit relationship between the father and the son will :relieve 
the believer in Christ from all sins and death pangs." It is with this 
faith that at the time of death the Christian priest administers the 
''Extreme Unction" (Sacramental healing) to all Christians with the 
utmost faith that "as one is baptised into the death of Jeans" (partici
pation in the death and resurrection of Jesus), he is also "set free from 
the law of sin and death.'' What a faith radically different from what 
Jesus (peace be on him) revealed while alive! · 

Nevertheless, next to Communism, Christianity commands the 
largest following of people today, consisting of over 800 million belong
ing to the (Catholic) Church of Rome, 133 million to the Eastern O.t
thooox (Catholic) Church, 50 million to the Anglican Church~ 42·miJlion 
to the Lutheran Church, and over 260 million to other churches and 
sects such as ·Baptists, Coptics, Congregationalists, Evapg~sts, 
.Jehovah's Witnesses, Methodists, Presbyterians, other Prostestants, 
Quakers and so on, irrespective of the fact whether all of them sincerely 
believe in the cult, and without many, in fact, really knowing what 
was the mission of JesUs Christ (peace be on him), what is the status 
of the ·Holy Bible, what difference is there really between absolute 
monotheism of the Law of the covenant and the concept of the Trinity 
and so on, except thrOugh what is interpreted and taught to them. by 
the undisputed spokesmen of the Christian churches. No wonder, there
fore, that a large number of the erstwhile adherents of the Christian 
faith have fallen prey to the Con:imunist doctrine, really believing that 
Christianity is deficient as a complete code for the atta,inment of a 
welfare state and pragmatic in explaining the supremacy of God over 
all the creations. 



Chapter4 
Communism 

Introduction 

A welfare state of plenty wherein peace, t:J:anquility, freedom of thought 
and expression as well as universal brotherhood prevail and one that 
provides equal opportunity to all itS citizens to earn as much income 
either in cash or in kind as to obtain all necessities and .reasonable 
com..forts of life such as food, shelter, dress, education, health care, 
recreation and, above all, .old age care for self and family has remained 
the materialistic ideal of people Of all ages. However, for the simple 
reason that, having been endowed with the inherent instincts common 
to the world of animals as a .baai<; .fu,nction of.behavi.or in the ~cifica,~ 
tion of creation, the human being -t;Oo 'becomes inclixied. towB.rds the. 
exercise of acute selfishness, whieh in extreme cases prompts him to 
"be not only unjust but .also to have recomse to exploitation or even 
murder tO deprive his. fellow beings of their due shares. Such an ideal 
welfare ·sta.te therefore, has mostly remained above the t-each of. a 
significantly large cross section of the human population Sd far. That 
oppression and exploitation cannot be curbed through sheer force alone 
has been a fact known to all ages. Cultivation of love on. the basis of 
universal brotherhood- and the .inculcation of Spiritual consciousness 
in ·the mind of the human being alone can tone down his animal in~ 
stincts. The history of mankind has shown that the Creator of the 
universe,· :fu fitness of things and in His extreme love to the (lfinest a£ 
all His creations/' the human being, baa never failed in His duty of 
guiding the human ·beings at·any age. This service was bestowed on 
.the human- beings by God in the ·form of divine guidance through 
reformers and-prophets-who, through·God's·inspiration,·have provided 
guidelines of human conduct from God himself. The various reformers 
and prophets sent from the time of the first man to a time when man 
had evolved into his final complete self can thus be taken as a step by 
step guidance system based ~;~n the divine Will Such a service cannot 
be ideally petformed by none other than the planner, designer, and 
sustainer of everything in the universe. 



Unless one thinks deeply to find out what is the purpose of the 
life of m·an in this world by looking around him, shedding off his own 
ego and purely material approach to life, this secret cannot be discov
ered. When one concentrates on a thought-provoking study of how 
many billions of different creations, tiny as well as huge; work in 
unison within and without in perfect harmony complementing each 
other to make the glorious universe a whole cannot but convince man 
of the greatness of the Creator and puniness of himself. Even if they 
had come as random ·events, there must be a cause, how, purpose and, 
most of all, a super architect responsible for them, to have them created 
and to keep them in harmo~y and order. This fact would be evident, to 
those who ponder with their unbiased consciences logically and sys
tematically and then glorious fresh new vistas of spiritual awakening 
should also dawn-on thein. For a balanced growth of the hu:inan being 
his physical as well as spiritual faculties must work together. Any 
system that ignores one or the other may only be im.complete. It does 
not really matter if the God of the believers is renamed as "the nature" 
of the unbelievers because the essence is the same. Everything in this 
universe is subject to the full administrative control of the only One 
Creator and the Laws of this creator are God's laws or the "natiira:l" · 
laws. But even the natural laws need to be controlled and put to proper 
use by man for deriving benefits as well as for destruction, as in the· 
case of the use of a· knife, which can cut a vegetable; meat or fruit as 
well as harm a person. It is the cultivation of safe use and prevention 
of the un..safe ox- destructive use that are essentially contained in,the 
guidance provided by God through divine revelation to ·the prophets 
in an evolutionary process. Thus, the divine laws tend to regulateithe 
an;mal instinct in man within certam approved norms 50 that the hmpan 
society 8:B a whole flourishes during the earthly life to continU£! its 
·courSe on. to the .future life after death. 

At the time when the Marxist and Communist ideas of society and 
state were manufactured during the nineteenth century and put j~to 
operation by the .Russian Soviets in 1917, there were more than ,one 
prime religion of national as well as international acceptance flourish
ing in the world, the followers ·of each declaring unequivocally ~at 
the:irs was the best panacea for attaining not only the ultimate welfare 
state of peace, prosperity, plenty and contentment, but also the ultin;l.ate 
sp:iritual salvation. Further, at lea.St one of the these religions, C~s
tianity, was then the guiding religion for a vast populati.9n of the world 
and almost the only religion, either tJ;rrough birth or bringing up or 
both, of the architects as well as the bulk of the leadership ofi the 
Marxist and Bolshevik Communist state of Soviet Russia. It is wo:rt;h-



while to recapitulate that Christianity is the religion identified by the 

followers of Jesus Christ (peace be on him) the great prophet of God, 

whose mission wa8 "not to abolish the law and the prophets, but to 

fulfil them," by showing the way to the children oflsrael how to elimi

nate· even the causes leading to commission of various crimes for which 

punishments had been provided in the original law of the 'lbrah. St. 

Paul had extended these teachings after Christ (peace be on lrim.) to 

the non-Israelite too on the same basis by propagating "the Cbriatian 

spirit and Christian values," in the world and, particularly, in Europe. 

Not this alone: during this time, although not known to the large 

·majority of the masses of the peopl~ of Europe and, ~ it appears, even 

to the leadership of Marxism, socialism and Communism, elsewhere 

there was also the religion of Islam (the religion of peace). A sister 

religion '100 years younger than Christianity, with a Wide following 

second only:to Christianity, Islam contained internationBllY... adoptable 

complete codes aimed not only at the emancipation of the human being 

singly, collectively, regionally and internationally on the basis of a 

materialistically, apiritually and logically balanced dissertation, but 

also the actual realisation of the ideal of the one-world welfare state 

on earth on the basis of an alread:r tried.formula· that." otherwise had 

been only a purely theoretical·' utopia'-i of the:~ aEchitects: of ·sooialism; 

-Marxism and .Co:mmliDism..--Not knowing in depth and having kept 

away from. the~ influance .. of- any religion altogether, Karl Marx $d 

Friedrich Engels. evolved-their own Marxist theory of the Communist 

.We1fare.State·and:a.socialiiml based on class hatred, revolution and 

class confrontation, ;Lenin-used all his powers to bring into ·operation 

his brand of Bolshevik Communism m· Sov.iet Russia.. On a close study 

of the life history of the architects of the Communist ideology and the 

living conditions of European people of the .age,· no one can dispute 

that due to the inability of most of the leaders of Maxxism and. Com

munism, particnla:dy Karl Mar:x;. to escape poverty despite high educa

tion on the one hand and their utter ignorance of their own religious 

values (Karl Marx himselfhad·tb.e heritage of two of them) and those 

of other·contemporaey religions."they.had to. manufacture an entirely 

new idea oftheir·own. As shown later, the-new ideology was concocted 

not for the emancipati.on.ofthe.workers·and the. peasants .(proletariats). 

·but to satisfy the egoistic desire of the first leadership to exploit and 

to derive benefit from presiding over a machine which <:ould perpetually 

create hatred between the proletariats and the bourgeois-the employ

ers, capitalists, and their henchmen..:....t>y creation of discontent between 

the two.lt is evident to the student of the history of Communist ideology 

that in fact, the group led by the Menshevik leader L. Martov, which 

opposed Lenin, feared as early as 1903 that the "Bolshevik party die-



tatorship proposed by Lenin may transform the party of workers into 
a party over them." This became one hundred percent true witlrln 
hardly six years after the Bolshevik Communist Soviets were. estab
lished in Russia because as even Lenin realized close to his death, 
Stalin. had accumUlated so much personal power over the party that 
it had become well-nigh impossible to curb the tendency. Today the 
myth has in fact exploded, as seen in Poland, where the workers of 
that independent Communist bloc country are being ruthlessly suppressed 
from voicing their grievances against the totalitarian Communist 
military regime that has been installed there by the force of arms of 
the Russian Presedium of the Soviets! It was shortsightedness. ignor
ance and a disregard of spiritual consciousness and a refusal to learn 
from other current religious philosophies that made Lenin bulldoze his 
utopian theory of Bolshevik Cominunism into operation in Russia in 
1917, hoping to transform that country into a welfare state. What in 
fact has since been achieved over a period of more than six decades 
after that epoch-making event is evident to all. The field trial of Bol
shevik Communism in Russia followed by its extension to Eastern 
Europe under a strict totalitarian dictatorship and the strict guidance 
of dedicated special! at teams of ideologists, planners, militarista,.scien
.tists,...eJ!OD.O~rlministrators and secret sendce..men....al.Lwnrltig 
under regimented unison for sixty-five years with the full support of 
the armed forces but without any regard to the spiritual valueS" has 
today brought Russia under a spell of con~uing food grain shortage, 
which for the current year may be of the order of many million tons, 
not to speak of other sectors of production. The only remarkable thing 
that it· has so far been able to achieve is in the field of stockpiling 
destructive weapons aimed at total destruction of civilizations, the 
welfare state idea of Marxism, Communism and Socialism still being 
beyond a distant horizon. 

Nevertheless; today seeing the failure of the sixty-five-year-old 
colossal Russian and East European effort by 400 million for creation 
of the people's confrontation-free welfare state and society visualized 
by the euphoric Marxist-Communist doctrine, one cannot but declare 
that prior to the ev.olution of the doctrine 150 years ago by Karl Marx 
and Fredrich Engles by "misreading the human history" and at least 
prior to the implementation of the Bolshevik Communism in the 
U.S.S.R. by Lenin and his associates sixty-five years ago, bUlldozing 
the traces of any capitalism and religion altogether, had they cared to 
study in depth the philosophies of the various religion& that existed 
during their times in general, and·Islam in particular, to examine if 
there existed really any philosophy and way oflife that while gratefully 
acknowledging the existence of the kind and magnanimous God AI-



mighty, the Planner, Creator and maintainer of the universe and man 
and containing the disserlation for evolution of a classless confronta
tion-free welfai:e state not only in~ country or region but for humanity 
a,a a whole for all time, and much superior to the Marxist-Communist 
concept, they must have surely succeeded in establishing a truly prop
erous and model one, based not on confrontation, but on love and peace, 
within a decade or so. Inste.ad, they op~ed to evolve their own euphoric 
concepts; under the infiuence of human history they claimed that past 
history has been a continuous confrontation between men of different 
classes of society for existence and that religion was a handicap for 
emancipation ofa model welfare ·society! 

Marxism, Communism and Socialism 

The Communist society is supposed to beeome established in the 
later stages of the socialist community when goods become so abundant 
that they are distributed on tlie· basis of need rather than endeavor. 
The· French writers Francois Marie Charles. Fourier. (1772-188.7), 
Comte Henri de Saint-Simon (1760--1825);· the EngliSh writer· R~berl 
Owen and the others were in fact_ the originators of theW estern sacialist 
thoughts that were modified by the mneteenth century socialist uto
pians to :FOP..afmte·the philnsophy of socialism as a practicai po~sibility. 
Simon thought that by endication of the sourc~s of public disorder the 
oorrosiv~ element in the institution of state may ·be gotten rid of and 
that, with this encfin view, the contelil:porarydawn ofindustrialization 
should inaugurate the rule of experts. He argued that although all 
men were n.ot born with the sm:p.~·el).dowments of instinct, nev~rtheless, 
by providing equal opportunity to all to rise to high positions by the 
dint of their merits,. the best ,could be. achieved. commensurate with 
individual talents and thus the.best advantage.of.the industrial revo
lution could be derived by the participation of.scienti:fic. and technolog
ical know-how in the industries. 

The-synthesis of Fourier was that the rule over the people should 
be. replaced by the -.~'administration· of things.'' His followers stretched 
this idea to state that private ownership of property was incompatible 
with the new industJ;ial system and that hereditary ownership is not 
conducive to national ordering of the society. They even started. a Saint
Sil;nonian Church to strengthen and conceal their claim that bourgeois 
0[' capitalist property was not' sacrosanct. Fourier himself, having been 
a failu:i-e as a salesman confronted with acute competition, was an 



intelligent but dejected person, Naturally, he had developed an anti
capitalist vision and was a person of wide-ranging imagination. He 
even contemplated that in the near future social as well as sociological 
transformation could take place whereby "the ocean may become 
lemonade and wild animals may become anti-lionB and anti-tigers to 
serve the human beings!" On this curious basio assumption he started 
planning his utopia of socialistic society. Communes, to serve as the 
"germ cells" of the future model satieties, wouid be formed in whi~ 
mther than being forced to perform unsuitable jobs, people would work 
in rhythm with their inclinations and temperaments to do any job they 
liked for days and months, even changing the jobs frequently during 
the course of the same day, a novel concept in which man's self was 
not controlled by external forces of direction and regulation but action 
was dictated by love and passion, binding the society harmoniously 
without coercion 

Robert Owen (1771-1858), a textile factory owner in Scotland. 
known for his goodness to his workers, was an educational and factory . 
reformer· who- had turn.ed to trade unionism after having developed a 
dislike for hi!! other fellow capitalists due to their harshness to their 
workers. He thought that the benefits of industrialization coul4 be 
better achieved ·by augmenting industry and agriculture throri.gh · 
cooperative movements to better living standards as well as to i.mptove 
health of mind and physique through the setting up of collective recre
ational facilities in each settlement. Although a few communitY settle
ments set up in America as field trials of his theozy all failed;·· his 
philosophy still remains the most important contribution to the socialist 
ideology of the west. 

- In the first half of the eighteenth century, the socialist doctrine 
was enriched by the theory ofvoluntarism and the virtues ofrevolutio- . 
nary-·actions· and proposal~ of Louis Blanc for the estahlishmerlt of 
national workshops with government capital managed by the workel:S 
and;devoid of government control, the concurrence of Etienne Cabet 
with Fourier's views and the anarchist vision ofPierreJoseph Proudhon 
attacking private property. This was followed by the Communist Man
ifesto of."Karl Marx (1848) which contained his philosophy whicli he 
called "scientific socialism," a blending of German idealisti«<philosophy, 
British political economy and French socialism, thereby evolvii)g a 
"practical socialism" as against the utopia ofhis predecessors, although 
every one of these socialistic ideals still remained purely theoretical 
in approach. Marx did not find history as a perpetually continUing 
struggle between the rich and the poor, but a confrontation for existence 
between different classes of men who shared a common position: iii the 



productive process forrealization of common interests. Th~ he pictured 
history as a struggle between classes of society and envisaged a final 
equilibrium getting established between capi~ employers and 
workers to develop a society based on cooperative produc;tion without 
economic and social restrictions, ending the class war. The Communist 
Manifesto of Marx, however, did not l.;m.ve any deep impressions. on 
the nineteenth century Emopean revolutions and, as with every 
socialist of the days of socialism, was a creed. mostly of isolated exiles 
only. It is worth noting that Marx too lived as an exile along with his 
associate FriedrichEJ;~gel, cut o:fffrom the European labor movements. 

The Marxist theory was the invention of Karl Marx and his as~ 
sociate Friedrich Engels~ Influenced by the Marxist theo:ry, the Com
munist theory wa& evolved in 1883 by G. V. Plekhanov and P. B. 
.Axelrod, who founded the group for the emancipation oflabor. Breaking 
away with the older Norod.inik:i, who had relied on a peasant revolution 
as the source of Russian emancipation, the group preached the doctrine 
that the main pivot pf revolutionBxy s:uc:cess must be . an organised 
working class and its later emphasis upon the class structure of society 
could make it regarded as the first Marx:iQt organization ofRussia. The 
theory was put into practice· .as'~ .ffel~~-tri~-:wi;th ~ fo:rce. in;Rlisaia. 
by Lenin. 

It :ia of interest to get at the chronicles of the main personalities 
and events involved in .the Marxist-Communist enterprise; having 
known:what are·Con;un:uni.sm and Marxism. 

Karl Marx 

Karl Heinrich Marx, one of the seven children of Jewish parents, 
the father being a lawyer~ ·was born in 1818 in Prussia, a part of 
Germany. Heinrich, the father;· having converted to Christianity in 
1817; the son Karl·too WBS" baptized· as ·a Christian eight years later. 
During the high school period, the writings of Karl showed a sense of 
Christian devotion and his desire for self-sacrifice for humanity. At 
the Bonn university he matriculated; in 1835; in humanities; particu
larly Greek and Ro:ro.an mythology and the history of art. At school he 
parti_cipated ·in student· activities and was jailed for·a day for being 
drunk and a ruffian. In 1836 he joined the University ofBerlin to study 
law and philosophy. While in Berlin he got exposed to the idealist 
doctrines ofHegel and he later joined the Doctors Club ofBruno Bauer, 
a lecturer in theology who was evolving the idea that. the Christian 
Gospels were human ~ntasies developed for the emotional needs of 
man rather than the chronicles of a historic Jesus (peace be on him). 



The younger generation, influenced by Hegelian doctrines and the 
ideas of Bauer soon became inclined towards atheism and a sense of 
revolution through political action to change the existing corrupt soci
ety, Marx, however, succeeded in receiving his degree in 1841. In his 
thesis, Karl said that he considered Prometheus who had said, "In 
sooth all gods I hate," as the noblest of saints and martyrs known to 
philosophy. 

From 1842, for a year, he edited a newspaper but, on its being 
suspended by the government, he went to Paris to study French Com
munism. In Paris, having associated with the Communistic societies 
of Freri.ch and German workingmen, Marx became more involved· in 
raising the call for an "uprising of the proletariat," with his assertion 
that "religion is the opium of the people." After being expelled from 
·France under pressure from the ·Prussian government, Marx left for 
Brussels, renouncing· his Prussian nationality, There he aBSOCiated 
with Friedrich Engels, who bad been initiated into the Communist 
ideology by the Jew Moses Hess, known as the "Communist Rabbi." 
l1;1 Brussels, the common materialistic views of Marx and Engels, for
tified by those ofRobert Owen from England, became crystallised~"Tb:ey 
_!nsisted that the stage of bourgeois society could not be skipped over, 
that the proletariat could not just leap into Communism and that the 
workers movement required a scientific basis and not moralistic 
phrases. The main books and treatll?es of this period are The Holy 
Family, published originally in 1845, and 'I'h.e Ge:rman Ideology, writ
ten in 1845-1846. Marx even attacked the views of Pierre Joseph 
Proudhon, who desired to combine the best of competition and monopoly 
by accepting what is good in each of them while eschewing their bad 
aspects. -

The Communist MBnifesto Cf:-848) was next. In 184 7, Marx a:nd 
Engels joined The League of the Juat, a secret" society composed of 
emigrant German workers and craftsmen established in London; its 

. name was changed to The Communist League. The program of the 
League evolved by Marx and Engels ennunciated that the past history 
of maD had been .a .history of class struggles and that the victory of the 
proletariat must be the final struggle ending the class society for ever. 
It criticized all forms of socialism founded on cobwebs as alienation 
and rejected all kinds of "social utopias" based .on &plS}l community 
experiments as "reactionary sects" nullifying the class struggle. 

In 1848, on revolution breaking out in France, Italy and Austria, 
Marx crossed over to Paris, where }le even opposed a project aimed at 
the invading of Germany in order to liberate it. When the revolution 
reached Austria and Germany, he returned to the Rhineland, where 



he favored a coalition of the proletariat and democratic-bourgeois and, 
concurrilig with Engels, shelved the Communist Manifesto, disbanding 
even the CQ:mmunist League. However, following his confrontation 
with the government, he was ba.n.ished in 1849 from G:enp.any as an 
alien and subsequently, on being expelled also from Paris, b.e went to 
London, the same year joining the Communist: League once again. It 
was in London, as the result of theix continuous failure in the past to 
achieve cooPm'ation and acccimmm.odation with the socialists and 
bourgeois, that Marx and Engels finally decided to evolve their own 
.independent policy of not getting subjugated to others, to make the 
revolution permanent by ayoidhlg subservience to the bburgeois par~ 
ties, and to set ·.up their own revolu~onary worker governments side 
by side with any new bourgeois ones. They contended that the pro
letariats may have to undergo even li:ftyyears of civil wars and national 
wars not only to change conditions but even to change themselves and 
become qualified for political power, rather than hoping to achieve 
power immediately. - _ 

Frain 1850 to 1864, practically having no employment, Marx had 
to Wldei'go acute misery andpoverty,living b~ybn bread and potatoes 
only six years, and seeing not_ only. th~. d~ath of &avera! of his children;· 
but even his eviction from his reri.ted home. However, Engels remained 
a true friend-.to··himforlinancial assistance. In his Critique o£PoliticiU 
Economy of 1859"is·foundhow Marx came to his materialistic conception 
of history. .. ''The· mode of .pr.oduction m material life· determines the 
general character··of social; political .and spiritual processes of life. It 
is not the consciousness ,of men that determines their existence, but 
on the ~:Qntrary· their social. existence is what determines their con
sciousness~" This theory is 180 degrees out of phase wit:h the concept 
of religjon, Marx.having equated .the human being squarely with the 
~al world, giving no credit to his superiority because oflus control 
of inoral consciousness; which in turn is controlled by spiritual gui
dance. 

Unti1186~ Marx Jived in London in political isolation but with 
the founding of the International Working Men's Association he joined 
the organisation. When the Franco-Prussian wat broke out in 1870, 
Marx a:g.d Engels 9llpPorled the -war effort oJ Prussia, declaring that 
it was a war of Germ.an defense. On the defeat of the French, when 
the Paris insurrection broke out protesting the peace ~s. both of 
them joined the side of the inlilll"gents. stating that the German terms 
SlJlowtted to "aggrandizement'' at the expense of the French people. 
Although the insurrection was crushed, Marx extolled the cause, say
i!lg, ''History has no comparable example of such greatness .... Its 



martyrs are enshrined for ever in the great heart of the working class." 
He and·Engels considered it as the first example of the "dictatorship 
of the proletariat." 

His Das Kapital (1867), which is the main publication always 
refened to by the working class (proletariat) •. details, among other 
things, the misery of the English working clas.s, which he believed 
would increase to a point where the monopoly of the capital would 
al:inost choke production until "the knell of the capitalist private prop
erty sounds. The expropriators are expropriated.'.' 

He claimed that each phase of the development of production was 
associated with a corresponding class struggle, leading necessarily to 
the dictatorship of the proletariat and at last a classless societY is 
evolved. This appears as nothing but an endiess rope with no hope of 
attaining the ideal. With no specific concrete program synthesis (except 
·for taking advantage of any situation becoming favorable to the pro
letariat) for establishing the dictatorship of the proletariat, Mai-x's 
ideology did not emphasize any useful idea for the systematic solution 
of even the problems of the working class. In this process he entitely 
forgot the basic natural theory of evolution that in spite of and-wong 
with the mountains, plains, the deep sea and the cosmos constituted 
-byinnumera:ble-creation:s;mrim:a:te and i nmdmBW;"thlrfittelrt"Williur
vive in accordance with the natural plan and through a·will_:to erist, 
despite other creatures and natural forces being not in niost occasions 
favorable. Further, no two things in nature appear equ."al in every 
respect and even if the entire wealth of the world is bestowed en a 
person, unless his consciousness develops a blissful outlook of content
ment, he cannot really be happy or satisfied. It is not the question of 
the class that in fact matters, but the a<ljustm.ent that may be bro'light 
about between the classes to mold a uniform brotherly society. Class 
by profession will always exist in a society but mental a.djustn:lent 
alone can get rid of social distinction between the high and low. Even 
according to the doctrine ofMarx and Engels, the classle!ls society~an 
only emerge when the proletariat assumes the dictatorship on •the 
conclusion of a perpetual struggle or even war against the bourgeois. 
But the "the taste of the pudding is in the eating ofit," and we have now 
seen the actual field trial operation of the Communist theory in :the 
Russian soviets, where for the last sixty-five years it is not the pro
letariat who is the dictator but someone else who has nothj.ng td do 
with the working class. ' 

Again, the so-called benefits of the dictatorship of the working 
class is evident in the English scene where even the government is 
powerless against the unilateral decisions to strike, which are made 



according to the whims of the trade union leaders, who go about in 
Rolls-Royces instigating the working class, asking for ~ore wages not 
for essential. needs but for drinking and gambling, thus making any
thing manuf.qctured in that country much more expensive than any
where else in the world and f.orcing factories like steel, autos and the 
]ike even in state-owned corporations-which once were noted for cost 
effectiveness, discipline and efficient work-to clooe down due to losses, 
making millions of "\\1-orkers jobless and leaving their families hard 
pressed and poor. 

' It was a pity indeed that while formulating the so-called potion of 
theoretical Mandst Communi.<tt:Q, Marx and Engels could not. com
prehend any better solutions for littainm.ent of the ideal welfare state 
than the only one involving the entire humanity in a perpetual confron
tation and class war with the objective of a party caucus, not necessarily 
from the real peasants and w.orking class but a coterie of inl:!lllectuals . 
from outside the proletariat, sitting in judgment as directing dictators 
with the cal(:U].ated intentioiJ. of keeping one class of the society under 
perpetual subjugation and suppression of the other. Educated and in
telligent as they no doubt were, they could also have certainly formu
lated the better alternative leading ~.the:. attainment of. the. same 
wel:fare state on the basis of proviiUng equal opportunity to all clas'ses 
of the society to prog-,:e~ together, solidly resting on the foundati~;~ns 
of human love, justice and. universal brotherhood, each class contribut
ing and supplementing. the. best to the ·overall proSperitY devoid.of any 
oppression at all and cutting out altogether any possibility of setting 
one class ag~ another. Alas, the Marxist theory having been worked 
out under limited comprehension and background of its authors, natur
ally it could not visualize the real implications of what L. Marlov of 
the later. Menshevik group that opposed ,Lenin feared. in 1903. It .is 
human: nature .that even after the "Victory of the so-ciilled proletariat, 
many a contender will come up with the hope of rising to the prime 
seats of power and the dictator may thus "transform the party of the 
workers into a party over them," as was demonstrated even dming the 
last days of Lenin, when Stalin had acumulated so much power for 
himself that Lenin himself found it impossible to reverse. Thus, the 
never ending chain of oppression as has been happening under the 
communist regimes, the latest being in Poland, must continue forever. 

Friedrich Engels 

With Karl Marx, this socialist was the co-founder of theoretiCal 
Marxist Communism. He had been working behind Marx. evo~ving 
theories of Marxist socialism and Communism as his close associate 



with the objective of promoting the socialist movement in Europe. In 
Bremen, he wrote the treatise The Condition of the Working Class in 
England, based on his experience earlier, and The German Ideology. 
Later he lived between Brussels, Paris and London. It was Engels that, 
in 1847, helped in London to transform the secret socialist society of 
the League of the Just into the Communist League. The Second Com
munist Congress, held in London, which authorized Marx: and Engels 
to draft a statement of CommUnist Principles and policies led to the 
writing of Communist Manifesto of 1848, jointly by Mane and Engles. 
After the failure of the German Revolution of 1848, Marx. and Engels 
went back to London to reorganize the Communist League, where they 
drafted, in vain, the technical directives for the Communists in the 
hope of ai).Other revolution taking place in Germany. 

For economic reasons, Engels soon rejoined his father's firm in 
Manchester as an employee, eventually becoming a partner. While 
working for the promotion of the Communist ideology along with Marx 
on the one h~ it is irony and a demomtration of the hypocritical 
double life, that Engels continue<t"to live aa a capitalist, operat~gJ:ris 
firm profitably. He continued to assist Marx financially an~ finally 
selling his interest in the cotton firm in Manchester, he obtained enough 
money not only to live well for the rest of his life but 8lso to provide 
reasonable annuity and expenses to ~s friend and associate. In fact, 
Engels had been the adviser to Marx on questions of economics, busii::tess 
practices, industrial operations, nationalitY, military matters, interna
tional affairs and sciences. While Marx remained a theoretician, Engels 
had been the salesman of their ideas through his writings. Engels was 
responsible for implanting the idea among the Com.rnunists that Das 
Ka.pital of Marx was the "Bible" of Marxism. After the death of Marx 
in 1883, Engels remained the foremost authority on Marx and MBrxism 
and naturally, too. He also completed the unfinished notes of Marx 
and added further volumes to Das Kapital and other works. He died 
of cancer in London in 1895. 

Lenin 

Vladimir llich ffiyanovwas born at Simbirsk in 1870, was renamed 
"ffiyanovask," and adopted the pseudonym "Lenin,. in 1901 after his 
exile in Siberia for clandestine party work. He had leanings toward 
atheism as early as the age of sixteen. One of the five sons of a liberal
minded school inspector, he as well as his brothers, who were all well
educated, joined the revolutionary movement of the time because even 
the highly educated and cultured intelligentsia were usually denied 



the elementary civil and political rights in the Tsarist Russia of the 
time and even Lenin's father was threatened with premature retire
ment shottly before ~ untimely death, as the civil administration of 
the Tsars feared the consequences of the spread of education among 
the masses. His eldest brother, a university student, was hanged for 
conspiracy in a terrorist group that plotted to assassinate Emperor Ale
xander ill ofRussia. Lenin, naturally, had begun to react to the politcal 
setUp of his time, even at the early age of seventeen. lie studied in St. 
Petersburg and the Imperial Kazmi. universities. However, during his 
forced idleness (due to denial of readmission in the latter university 
for the reason ofhaving been expelled earlier from the universities for 
participating in illegal student ·assembly) he associated with exiled 
revolutionaries and the similar n:iinded older generation in Kazan and 
elsewhere. HavingreadDas Kapital ofKarl Marx, he became a Mar.rist 
in the year 1889. On being permitted to take the university examjnation 
in 1891, he passed the law examination, taking first in all subjects. In 
1892, having been admitted to the bar, he practiced law for a year or 
two on behalf of the poor peasants and artisans. O_n shifting to Lenin
grad in 1893, he practiced law as a public defender and there he ma,de 
contacts with. revolutionary MarXists. who, delegated him. in 1895. to; 
make contacts with· Ruaeian exiles in Western Europe in general and 
with the leading·.Mar.xist·thinker, Gregory Pleklianov, in particular. 
On his return the· same·y~, L. Martov·(who later became the leader 
of the Mensheviks' who: opposed the Bolsheviks led by Lenin) and other 
Ma:i"XistS succeeded-in u.nif.ying the Marxist ranks to form The Union 
f(Jl' the Struggle for the Liberation of the Working Class, which issued 
pamphlets and proclamations on behalf of the workers and suppolted 
workers" strikes after infiltrating into the working classes. in order to 
·educate: them.· on Marxism. In 1895 Lenin was imprisoned and exiled 
. to Sibe:da. On his return in 1900, he went to Mllllich where, with 
.comrades Plekhanov and Martov, he 'edited a :newspaper, Iskara (The 
_Spark), in the hope of unifying all the socialist and Marxist groups in 
Europe under one cohesive Social Democratic Party with a coromon · 
revolutionary objective. · 

Ear~er. Lenin had produced some literature encouraging the work
ers to strike ·and to shake their traiti.ti.onal veneration to the ruling 
Tsars becaUse the imperial power had been assisting the capitalists to 
make the life of the workers more difficult. At the same. time, he had 
also been attacking the Social Democrats and others who concentrated 
their e:lforts only in obtaining be:tf;er wages and lesser hours of work 
for the workers, leaving the· political struggle to the bourgeois. He also 
had bls thoughts directed towards tlie problems of the peasants. Until 



1890, Lenin had held the view of Plekhanov that the peasants and 
workers should first bring about a bourgeois revolution in Ru~ia, 
establishing a democratic republic and a strong capitalism of the pro
letp:riat ushering in the full socialism o~y on attainment of a high 
degree of political organization, socialist consciousness and culture 
among the proletariat. However, from 1894 onwards, he differed f.i:'om 
his earlier vjew because he felt that even after all the farms in RuBBia 
were divided among the communes, socialism could not be established 
because of the fact that the produce and sales markets would yet be 
in the hands of the capitalists in a free market. For the purpos~ of 
self-interest,.some of the communes, he feared, would favor the growth 
pf minicapitalists and therefore even the communists would become 
''petty bourgeois democrats." Thus, he ~li~ved that unless the entire 
private ownership, means of production and market system werel all 
abolished and run on the basis of a collective state ()wnership, real 
socialism could not be attained. Lenin's ideas did not, however, find 
favor with the majority of the Marxist leaders at their first congr~. 
held at Minsk in 1898. Jn the second congress, held in 1993 at Brusa\:lls, 
which due to police interference was shifted to London. Lenin's·idea 
as contained in his 1902 pamphlet on party organisation, that "be~'UBe 
the-work-ers-while--unif.ying-1lS-the-proletariat-aga:insL Ute capitallist 
may compromise on .wages and duty hours, only a party formed witbbut 
by dedicated, conscious, honest and clisciplined believers in Mandsm 
should direct the proletariat on how to bring about the revolutiol). of 
workers against the capitalists and continue to discharge the duty'· for 
a long time even after attainment of the power by the proletariat so 
that any tendency either on the part of the capitalists or lthe 
minieapitalists again to raise their heads may be ruthlessly destroyed 
until the real socialism becomes a password with the entire society, 
first at home and later in the world". was also defeated by the grbup 
under the Pelkhanov-Martov-Leon Trotsky leadership forth!'! ree!Bon 

. that ''this would convert the party of the proletariat to a distator8hip 
over the proletariat." However, as an initial conciliatory first step, 
under the cloak of need, "a party of a nevy type," which while gulded 
by a "democratic centralism" or absolute party discipline on the basis 
of a highly centmlized body organized l:!fQ\llld a small, ideologiclilly 
homogenous hardened core of experieJ).ced and professional l re
volutionaries elected to the central committee was led by a grass rtlots 
heirarchy of lower party organizations that enjoyed the support and 
sympathy of the proletariat and all groups opposed tp Tsarism was 
evolved. Nevertheless, subsequently Lenin saw that the rival group 
under Pelkhanov, Marlov and Trotsky charged that this proposal Was 



also conducive to·a dictatorship over the proletariat and indicted that 
rather than this being a party of the proletariat, this system too may 
lead to the ultimate e.stabishment of a one-man dictatorshlp later on . 
.Although defeated, the "Bundt' group dominated by Jewish Social 
:Pemocrats having walked out of the second congress, Lenin was .left 
with a slight working majority for his group in the party and thus he 
started work henceforth with the new Russian Social Democratic 
Workers Party. The two groups went on fighting Within the party until 
1912, when Lenin made the epoch-making final split at the Prague 
conference, separating his Bolshevik Party (Majoritarians) from the 
Mensheviks (Minoritarians). 

After the abortive revolution of 1905, Lenin was forced into exile 
up to the year 1917, one of the main reasons for the defeat of the 
revolution being the split betWeen Lenin and Plekhanov. The defeat 
of the revolution, however, also saw a combination of repression and 
a little reform introduced by ·the .Tsarist administration, .;hich ap
peared to seal the fate of any future revolution, as a result of controver
sies ha-ving developed within bOth groups over tactics and philosophy. 
In the year 1914, ~:o~ent to the outbreak of the First Wor1d.War, 
everywhere in ~urope the socialists had begun to .help-the war efforts .. 
of the imperialists on either side, ignoring their pledge. made at the 
second congress·to fight-the· capitalists. Lenin therefore denounced his 
fellow socialists who.w~ h~pingthewar efforts as ccsocial chauvinists" 
who had betrayed the- Becond Communist International. With very 
little backing however,- he managed to cross into neutral SwitzEtrland, 
wherein 1914ihe metwith.some like-minded BolsheVik and Menshevik 
emigrant workers. In the -co~erences of the antiwar socialists held in 
Switzerland in 1915 and l9la, Lenin did not succeed in his appeal "to 
transform the imperiiilists' war_ in~- a civil war.'" The conference in
stead adopted. the slogan, ''An immediate peace Without aDD.exation or 
indemnities and the right :of-the peoples for self determination." How
ever, witl;L the undwin~ing hopes and vigor, Lenin continued to work 
for educating the public opinion through pamphlets such as Im
perialism: The ·Highest Stage- of Capitalism (1917), where h.e em
. phasized aru;l proved that the war was a result of the "Insatiable expan
sionist character of imperialism which .was .a product of·monopoly fi
nance corporation." The Capitalist banks, having brought the world 
economy under their direct or indirect control with the help of the 
respective imperialists, had amassedfabulous wealth from the colonies, 
creating rivahy between the colonial imperialist powers for possession 
of the colonies, which was certainly a corred inference of what bad been 
happening in the world of conquests. 



In 1917 luck at last dawned on the fate of Lenin. Early that year, 
the starving,freezing and disgruntled soldiers of the Petrograd garrison 
having suceeeded in deposing the Tsar with the help of the Germans, 
Lenin and his comrades managed to cross into Russia via Sweden. A 
month later, the Tsar was forced to abdicate. A provisional government 
ha.d been fonned in PetrOgrad by a group of leaders of the bourgeois 
liberal parties with the assent of the Petro grad Soviet, a council of the 
deputies of workers elected in the factories of the capital, and similar 
soviets of worker's deputies as well aa soviets of deputies of soldiers 
and peasants had. sprung up in other cities and towns in the country. 
The soviet of the capital having turned over its power to the provisional 
government of the capital composed of Menshevik and socialist re
volutionary leaders of peasant parties who regarded the revolution as 
bourgeois, they believed that the new regime should be headed by the 
leaders of the bourgeois parties. Lenin put new life into hiB Bolshevik 
comrades· who accepted the authority of the liew ·provisional govern
ment, although he considered it as also imperialist· and rion9ocialist 
according to his Bolshevik philosophy because it could not satisfy the 
immediate desires of the workers, soldiers and pe~ants to divide-and . 
place the land and the factories among them. As a real Soviet govem
.ment....a.lone..could-do....:this....great-Job,.-Lenin....m::ied, "All power to the 
Soviets." Until 1917, the Bolsheviks of Lenin remained a minority in 
the soviets; however, due to war weariness and a breakdown of the 
economy, the overtaxed peasants, workers and soldiers demanded· a 
change and the moderate sociali:rt leader Aleksander Kerensky had 
been losing his popular support. But as Lenin suggested that Kerensky 
still had the ability to complete the revolution, the latter contended 
that only a free constituent assembly elected after the return of order 
alone would have the power to decid~ Russia's political future. However, 
the demand of the Lenin group for immediate peace, land and bread 
without delay had been receiving increased support among the workers, 
peaso.nts and soldiers. Lenin himselfren:iained underground since mi.d.-
1917, having·been accused by the Kerensky government as being a 
German agent, until the Bolshevik majority was voted into the Petro
grad soviet in late.1917. Lenin believed that a "dictatorship of the pro
letariat," or the direct rule of the armed peasants, workers and soldiers, 
alone could rid the Soviet society of capitalism and imperialism and 
that in·due time this armed rule would eventually build into a "non
coercive, classless, stateless communist society"' in the whole world, as 
expounded in his pamphlet State B!ld Revolution~ which was written 
during his time of hiding, a philosophy that history has proven during 
an expensive sixty-five year period to be merely ''Utopian." hi the 



meantime, Lenin had also peen preparing the Bolsheviks to sQrrt the 
revolution in due time with a full armed t~eover of power in th~ whole 
country by enlisting soldiera, peasants3. sailors and Bolsh,.e.vik workers 
into a "workers' militia," training them under the guise of•'Red guards" 
fr>r the self defenee of the PQtrog;t:&d Soviet, with the collaboration of 
Trotsky. wlw wa~:~ the new Bolshevik chairman of the soviet. On 
November 7 an~ 8 of 1917 2 the lted G"Uards, Bolshevik soldiers and 
sailors deposed wi1;hout major resistance the provisional goverpment, 
proclaiming that the power had passed into the banda of the Soviets. 
By now the Bolsheviks had obta.lned a majority in the All-Russian 
Congress of t~ &viets and the delega~ therefore had no difficulty 
in electing the forty-seven-year-old Lenin as the ru-St chairman of the 
"People's Commissars:' the new Soviet government that approved his 
decrees on pe~ce and land. Lenin steered the government towards con-
solidation of its power and negotiations for peace. ~· 

In 1918, the freely elected constjtuent assembly of Soviets met and 
when the Mensheviks and socialist revolutionaries who constituted the 
l'Jlajority rejected Lenin~s Sovietism, he dismissed the assembly and 
negotiated peace, a humiliating one indeed, whereby a large part of 
the Westem Russian etnpire W.!JS to be .diSlllembel"ed .. Although..his. 
opponents and commUDists refused to agree, after all, Le:ttbi was able 
to win ·the support of the .central committee to accept the Treaty of 
B:rest Litovsk, guaranteeing peace, as Russia was no longer able to 
fight :a war. · ·· · · 

Soon after, when Len:ilt.s.government c;lecided to repudiate.foreign. 
loans taken by the Tsarists and the provisional govermnenb; as. well 
as to nationalize foreign properties· in Rl;lasia without compensation, 
civil war erupted. the rivals being determined to bring down the gov
ernment. The civil war of 191~1920~ during which 'the Bolshevik alt
thority was reestablished by Lenin, was fought nithlessly at the cost 
qfmillions oflives. untold destruction and human sufferings. Attemp~ 
were made on the life of Lenin. from which he Qscaped death. In spite 
of active assistance in money, support troops and material from the 
q~.pitalist allies of the opponents (the .Wh:i,tes). consisting of former 
Tsarist generals, admirals and their supporters, LeDin was able to Sllp
press the uprisings. ruthlessly with the help of. the Red lllm.y .under 
the conunand. ofBolahe'Vik Leon Tto~. The ne:J:t step for Stalin was 
to pro'Vide food for the workers; due to a lack of money he started forced 
requisitioning of surplus food grains from the peaaants without pay
ment. After the final defeat of the Whites~ due to resistance from the 
peasants themselves who threatened mass rebellio~ Lenin was forced 
to retrace his steps for a time towards capitalism, announcing the new 



economic policy not only stopping the forced requisition of grains but 
also permitting the sale of surplus food grains by the peasants on the 
open market. Another success of Lenin came on the international polit
ical front, when in 1921 he won recognition of his new Soviet govern
ment by all major imperialist and capitalist powers except the United 
States of America. Lenin, however, failed in hopes of forging ahead 
united proletarian revolutions abroad on the pattern of a world socialist 
movement as originally envisaged by him when he had such an Utopian 
idea. in his view. This was mainly because, with a dangerous P'recedimt 
of totally repudiating international economic agreements and unilat
eral nationalization of foreign propertites in Russia, even at the embryo 
stage of the first model communist pattern of politico-economics, the 
capitalist world had already encircled the U.S.S.R., isolating it to such 
an extent that it became almost impossible for the Bolsheviks to· at
tempt any immediate export of the proletarian revolution to other 
countries for creating similar chaos as existed in Russia. However; the 
fear of the capitalist world ofimporting ac!;i.ve communism if they inter- . 
feted actively in Bolshevik politics of the U.S.S.R., forced the former 
also to keep their hands off from meddling in the internal aft'iilis of 
the government of Lenin. While this kept th.e·U.S.S.R. isolated from 
-thnapitali:st-world,--it-gue ai:mm.thing-sp-w:l:rforLenln to consoliffiite 
the Bolshevik power in Russia. Notwithstanding the above, in order 
to break his isolation, Lenin· e:xhorted. all the revolutionaries. of the 
world to form parties all over the world that could emulate the only 
proletarian revolution in the world-the Bolshevik revolution o£ the 
Soviets. Earlier, to mark and highlight his break with the BeeOnd 
Internatioilal of 1903, Lenin had also formed the third Conununist 
International of l~n9, which areepted affiliation only of parties that 
had accepted the decisions of his party as binding, imposed strict dis
cipline in the party and broke clearly from the viewpoints of the sect>nd 
International. Prior to this, in 1918, he had also renamed his pa:ctj- as 
the Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks). The program of the THird 
International had some creditable effects on the ~olonial world in &ia 
and Africa and particularly in the Indian subcontinent, which, talcing 
the clue from the Russian revolution and its own local ideas, started 
its own national movement soon after the end of the First World War 
demanding independence from British Colonial rule, gaining gnrlmd 
slowly and steadily until the country became independent in 1947, 
creating two sovereign states of India and Pakistan. After the SecOnd 
World War, which ended with the defeat of Germany, Italy and Jaj,an 
by the Allies, which included the Communist Russia under Stalin and 
the capitalist powers, mainly England (and its empire), France and 



the United States of America, the Russian Bolshevik Communism had 
been emulated by all countries of Eastern Europe, namely Albania, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary. East Germany, Poland, Yugoslavia and 
Romania. This was followed in Mainland China, known as the "Peoples 
China," North Korea, Manchuria and Vietnam in the east and· Cuba 
in the Americas, which put together have today a total population of 
over a tlrird of the world. 

Towards the last days of Lenin, when he was still the party chair
man, he himself had come to realize that his utopia of a one world 
socialist (Communist) society was never to be realized. By about the 
year 1922, within only five years of the installation of a Boishevik 
dictatorship in the name of the proletarian revolution presided over 
by himself, inefficiency ·arid corruption had already set in to the Soviet 
government. And soon after the appointment of Stalin as the general 
secretary of the Soviet Communist Party, Lenin himself~had to see 
helpleasly that Stalin had started accumulating and concentrating too 
much power into his own hands. No doubt, Lerrln must hav~ become 
totally disillusioned and even must have had his deathbed nightmares 
over what his old opponents, the Mensheviks, 1;1nde,r the Plekanov-Mar-

. tov leadership, had forewarned. and feared as early as 1903 at the 
Second ·London congress:.. that the party dictatorship that Lenin had 
been preaching. with. dedicatiop. would ultimately make the ']tarty of 
the proletariat a party af a dictator over them." Although Lenin even 
desired to replace Stalin, .. time had already run. out, leaving. the 
paralyzed Lenin to see ·the sounding of the death knell of his lifelong 
utopian hope of a world socialist community ever springing up at the 
hands of the dictator Stalin, who had gained all the power necessary 
. to steer clear of any conspiracy .to .replace him. Thus; much aga.iilst his 
own will to continue in power in. thiS wb:tld; m 1924 he had ultimately 
to bow down to the final decree of the eve:r- watchful and Supreme God 
whose very existence had been demed by Lenin and his comrades and 
take .his exit ·to face the consequences of his apostasy and rebellion 
with his. Creator, whether he liked it or not, not as a healthy person 
but an unfit paralytic! · 

His SQ.Ccessar, Stalin, as stated earlier, accumulated too much dic
tatorial power for himself and in fact ruled as a dictator over the party 
and the proletariat in accordance with the doctrine ofLenin, ruthlessly 
supptessin.g and purging any opposition. He even nursed what was 
known as "Stalinism.'' which in tarn saw its enemies during the rule 
ofhis successor. Nikita Khrushchev. How the East European countries 
were brought under the heels of the Moac<iw leadership is· well known 
to history and today how in Poland the fearful p.t;ophecy ofPlekhanov 



and Martov of the MenBheviks opposed to Lenin, that party dictatorship 
by the professionals may ultimately convert it from a "party of the 
proletariat to one over them," has in fact been fulfilled through repres
sion of the free workers trade unions by the Communist dictatorship 
at home under active support from Mo·scow with the help of the army. 

With a shortage of almost everything including food grains, fifty 
tons of which need to be imported every year, the model utopian com
munist state of plenty of the socialist thlnkers, given shape as a pilot 
project at the cost of hundreds of thou.Sands of human Iiv~s. time and 
money in Russia over a span of sixty-five years, ha.S remained a field 
trial and nothing but a failure today. The Communist bloc has been 
able to develop satisfactorily to an extent of self-sufficiency nothing 
other than formidable military power to suppress freedom of nationals 
as well as to wage a destructive war over all these six and a half 
decades. A triaf of a theory might have been good but once the theory 
has been proven as impracticable in· spite of dedicated direction by a 
dictatorship of professionals, militarists, · politicians~ ~nomists, 
philosophers, scientists and what not for over sixty-five years, is it ·not 
a pity and disgrace that the totalitarian Cominunist leadership is· still 
bent upon WSBting the valuable life of the hUlll8li. race of this scientific 
and technological age to further whip the de&.d horse that had been 
kept·alive as the result of a mythical hope of attainmerit.of a welfare 
state, rathe:rthail bowingtheirh~ds to natural foundations and accept~ 
ing defeat honorably at last? But who will bell the cat? Has man yet 
learned from the past history? . . 

As Stalin, Ni:kita Kbrushchev and Brezh.D.ev have all treaded .on 
the dictatorial foomteps of Lenin as ·totalitarian rulers, without much 
doctrinal contributions to the utopian Comm.llD.iat and socialist theories 
from themselves, we leave them to history as political dictators not 
much different from Kaisers or Tsars. 

Mao Tse-Tung 

Mao Tse--:Tung, or Mao Ze-dong, the Chineserevolutionarythinker 
and nndisputed leader of nearly a billion Chinese people prior to his 
death, was the prime architect of the New China Mao was born in 1893 
in Hunan province of China in a poor family. His father had become 
rich as a grain dealer. Attending a village school at the age of eight. 
Mao studied the Confucian classics. At thirteen he had to leave school 
to work in his fanri.ly farm at the insistence of his father. As he disliked 
the traditional work of the family, as a rebel against.his parents, he 



left; to study in a neighboring higher primary school, later joining the 
high school in Changsha, the provincial capital. It was here that Mao 
go1; himself exposed to Western· ideas of revolutionary reformers such 
as Sun Yat-sen and Liang Ch'i-chao. Soon, the revolution of October 
1911 that had broken out against the Manchu rulers spread to 

· Changsha too. Leaving studies, Mao, who admired the warrior em
perors, Napoleon and George Washington, enrolled in the Hunan re
volutionary army. Six months later. the new Chinese Republic was 
born and this ended 114ao's military serVice. For a yea:r, he went drifting 
from a police school, a law school, a soap-making institute, a business 
school and a high sChool Due to a sudden changeover from. eastern to 
western methods in the schools, the young generation had difficulty 
in deciding the best line for preparing them for a good ca:re~;~r and the 
young Mao had also the same problem. In 1918, however, he graduated 
at a level higher than secondary from the Changsha norQ;tal school m 
Chinese history, literature, western. ideas and philosophy. At school 
Mao had taken part in the activites of studentorgani2oations and, mnong 
others, he had foimed in 1917-1918 the "New Peoples' Study Society" 
with some. friends who followed his leade~p- through to the Com
munist victory of 1919. Thereaifer,·Ma.o-:cantinued his studies at .tll,e 
university of Peking where he was influenced by Li Ta.-chao and Chen 
'fu-hsiu, who were· the ·two main figures in the Chinese Communist 
movement. His joining the university coincided with the start of the 
May Fourth Movement of 1919, a vigorous student movement protest-

. ing against ·the decisio115 of· the Paris Peace Conference to. hand over 
the former German possessions in Shangtung to Japan rather than 
return them to their natural owners; the Chinese. Chinese radicals 
had therefore no support for the western liberaliBtll, favoring Marxism 
and Leninism as a solution for the problems of Chin!".. Tlrls led to the 
founding of the ChineSe Communist Party in the year 1921. ~everthe
less, the May Fourth Movement, which was initiated by Chen 'fu-hsiu, 
soon bec8me one in which the Chinese studentS actively participated. 
While at the university, Mao was responsible for bringing together 
students, workers and merchants through various organizationB aimed 
at forcing the government to oppose Japan. Fleeing from Hunan to 
Peking after l~ading a campaign· agains;t its military·:mler, Mao, who 
had been an admirer of the Russian Revolution became a full-fledged 
Communist in 1919/20, having become convinced of "the Mat'Xist in
terpretation ofbistory." In 1920 he became th~ principal of the primary 
school of his native province in Changb_sa,. where ~e organized a Com
muni~ group. In 1921 he .attended a meeting of representatives from 
the other Communist groups in Cb:ina, which was also attended by two 



representatives of the Moscow-based Communist International {Com
intern) and assisted in the founding of the Chinese Communist Party 
mentioned earlier. This was followed by the formation of an alliance 
between the Young Communist Party and the Nationalist Party 
(Kuomintang) of Sun Yat-sen to fight the oorrupt, oppressive and inef- · 
fieient government of Peking. AB a conseqqence of tb,is, Mao left his 
teacJring job to become a professional revolutionary and politician: In 
192~l925, while resting in his native village of Shaoshan, having 
seen the great tempest of the peasant demonstration that pro~ted 
the 1926 shooting of several persons by foreign police in Shanghai, 
M;aQ started organizing a network of peasant associations by ch~el
ling their spontaneous protest movem.ents. Mao was soon forced to flee 
from Hunan, purpued by the military ~vemor, and thereafter he lived 
in Canton, which was the base of the Kuomintang of Sun Yat-sen. :on 
th,e death of Sun, the Kuomintang leadership passed on· to Chamg 
Kai-shek. After becoming the editor of the Kuomintang publication 
the Political Weekly, and attending the second KU9lllintang congteas 
in 1926, Mtt.o alBo served as the principal of the sixth Kuomin~ng 
Peasants Training Course at Canton. Although Chiang Kai-shek...re
xnained committed to the "Communist World Revolution" and desired 
R:ussian economic and other aids, in ordm:...:to__be his o:w.n-mastei-he 

. cle!lllSOO the Kuomintang. of the Communiats, particularly those who 
l®ked towards the. Russian ICadersbip of the Communist world. 
Nev~rtheless, Mao, who too was a Communist, continued to enjoy ·the 
confidence of Chiang and the Kumnintang with the result that. a 
number of peasants who had been trained by Mao at Canton became 
handy for him· to strengthen Communism within the Kuomintkng 
ag~inst the policy of Chiang Kai-shek, its leader. ; 

In 1927, although Mao expected a spontaneous Commv.nist revolu
tion with millions of peasants partaking, as the result of the keen:fl.ess 
of Chiang for alliance with the property owners in the cities (he h.il:$el£ 
having been responsible for the massacre of the very workers of Shang
hai who had made the city over to him during hls expedition ailned 
at unifying Chlna under his leadership after overthrowing the coniipt, 
oppressive and inefficient Peking government) the Communist move
ment suffered a great setback through the annihilation of Commurlists. 
in the cities and fragmentation of those in the countryside. Moreo~er. 
the strategy of Stalin for carrying out the Chinese revolution in allifince 
with Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang also collapsed. Undeterred· by 
this major reverse, Mao collected a few hundred peasants and embarked 
on a new type of revolutionary warfare in the countryside from a base 
in the Ching-Kang mountains, hoping that the Red Army would play 



the central role .. In fact, when the revolutionary civil war did actually 
erupt, with the help of :millions of Chinese peasants in the countryside: 
who sympathised with the Mao movement, he was able to encircle the 
cities7 defeating Chiang Kai-shek and winning the civii war. 

It took twenty-two yea,rs for Mao Tse-tung and Chu Teh, tbe army 
commander in chief, to gam control of till: government of China. Begun 
in 1927, as a guerilla wax from the countryside, when the central 
Kuomintang committee in Shanghai ordEJred the Red Army to occupy 
seyeral major cities in south and central China in the hope of starting 
a mE\ior workers' revolution; Mao disobeyed the orders-and withdrew 
:in 1930 to his base in southern.Ki~gsi, abandoning~ battle as he 
feared costly loss of lives. This was followed by formation in-1931 of a 
Chinese Soviet Republic in part of Kinagsi province with bim5elf as 
the chairman. ffis Red Army with a strength of200,000 men had then 
been controlling an area of several million people. However, although 
Mao was able to defeat Chiang's forces in four of the m~or battles, he 
could not stand the assault of another battle in which Cbian~s special 
militia WaS to be pitched against the Red Army. Therefore in 1934, 
Mao decided to withdraw along with his pregnant wife and the Red 
Army· to northwest China, abandoning_his Kiangsj. base,.~e operation 
being known as the "Long March." The few thouaand"troops who sur
vived the rigors of. this fatal march anived in northwest China in the 
autumn of1935~.In.August 1935 the Comin~. at its seventh. Moscow 
congress, and the Chinese Communists, on one of their "Long March" 
halts, $eed· on the. fo:rmation of a united front against the fascists. 
The folloWing .year saw the. Chinese COIIllD.unists agreeing to accept 
the Nationalist Party under the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek. as a 
constituent of the "United Front." In December 1936 the kidnapping 
of Chiang himself by the military leadership of northeastern China. 
which wanted to fight Japan for the recovery of that part of China· 
under their occupation rather. than the Chlnese.Co~unists, hastened 
the unity between the Kuo:mintang and the Communists. When in 
1937 Japan had started her attempt to annex the whole of China. the 
Kuom.intang-Coll1Inunist reconciliation pact to oppose .T~pan had al
ready been concluded in ~ptember of 1936. The Chinese army had 
been mobilised to reach between hl;llf and. one million men by the time 
the Japanese surrender was brought about With the active cooperation 
of the Chinese army and the Chinese peasants, working hand in hand. 
By then the communist ideology bad penetrated among the vast popu
lation of rural workers and peasants 

Between 1936 and 1940 Mao produced a number of bookS SIJd 
pamphlets, such as On Practice, On Con'f:radiction; Strategy Problems 



of China's RevolutioDBry War, On Protracted War, On the New Stage, 
The Chinese Revolution and the Chinese Communist Pary, and On 
New Democracy. The Socialist High Tide, in three volumes edited by 
Mao himself, came out in 1955-1956 . 

. While Mao Tse:. Tung also believed that the emergence of Chinese 
revolution was a parl of the international proletarian revolution 
against imperialism and capitalism, he differed from the Moscow at;.. 
titude in that every country had the right to be ruled on the basis of 
a system best suited to the local conditions rather than being only 
along the lines dictated by a Moscow-based and centralized, Comintern, 
MarxiSt pattern. As far as China was concerned, he felt that internally 
the country should be ni1ed by a ·~oint dictatorship of several parties" 
belonging to the anti-Japanese front. He believed also that hle cooper
ation with the Kuonrlntang in the joiilt "United Front" was only a . 
temporary phase and that as long as the aims of the Communist party 
coincided with those of the Kuoinintang, the communists should not 
try to rush through to socialism and disrupt the Front. However, he 
also had no doubt in his mind of the necessity to assume full power by · 
the Communists ultimately, but in due time, in order to progress to 
full socialism. Mao had to struggle within the United Front against 
the Kuomintang as well ~ within the CommJmiet parly.itself-against 
his rivals, the Moecow-trained Wang Ming and Chang Kuo-Tao who, 
at first, did not reconcile to the politicaJ. and military leadership of 
Mao. Nevertheless, after the 1938 "Signifi!!fltion" campaign, whereby 
Mao advocated adoption of Marxism not only to the Chinese conditionS 
but also to the Chinese mentality aa well as to the cultural tradition 
of the Chinese people, he ultimately emerged a.s the acknowledged 
leader of the Chinese Communist Party_ · 

Mao d:i,d not have a firsthand knowledge of the working of Russian 
&viet Communism, nor the ability to. read the works of Marx and 

·Lenin, which advantage his colleagues possessed. Nevertheless, he 
claimed to know and understand well China and her people. In 1942, 
therefore, during·th.e "Ratification Campaign," while the writings of 
Marx, Lenin, Stalin and other European Marxist Communist leaders 
were being studied, Mao insisted the party W()rkers eliminate all 
"foreign dogmatism," which he termed the blind imitation of the experi
ence of Soviet Russia and Russian directives on Communism. WhilB 
the Russian leadership denounced this as an attempt to purge· the 
Chinese Communist Party of what the former called "Proletarian inter
nationalism," or jn other words, "devotion to the directives from Mos
cow," the rift between Moscow and Peking widened, culminating in 
the lack of enthusiasm on the part of Stalin when Maoists emerged 



victorious in the civil war agamst the Kuomintang, which at the cliinax 
of the Sino-Russian rift in 1962, Mao condeiniled as an "attempt on 
the part of Stalin ~ 1945 to block the Chinese Revolution." 
N.othwi~tan«Ung the rift, sqon after the Communist victory, when 
1\fao became the chairman of the Chinese Peoples Republic in December 
1949~ he visited Moscow wher~ he and Stalin concluded the treaty of 
mut:ual ~sist;,mce and limited economic aid after a deliberation of two 
months. Shortly after this, with Russian assistance and centra.I:ized 
planning despite a lack of expertise in large economic development for 
. themselves; the Chinese embarked on installing heavy industries, forg
ing ahead with land reform, collective farming and other matters, 
largely following the Russian methods subject to certain local adjust
ments. However, on 31 July 1955, Mao decided to ·accelerate formation 
of the agricultural cooperatives by exhorting the Chinese people· to 
implement his own pi~ and policies even though hls own CQmrades 
often opposed them. In 1956, soon after Nikita Khrushchev su~ded 
Stalin a8 the- party secretary in Russia and· denounced the lattezis 
purgeJ; of the Soviet Co:IJUnunist Party in Russia since 1934, Mao de
clared his policy of letting the people express ideas freely or .. letting 
a hundred flowers to bloom" in order to prevent development in China 
of any oppressive era similar to that of Stalin. Although this was also 
an atte111pt to seek the cooperation of intellectuals and experts with 
Maoss.. policies, it worked· otherwise pecause its CJ:itics now questioned 
the very leadership of the.- cotmtry remaining with the Comm,unist 
Party.· Having received scant cooperati.Qn from the. intellectuals. and 
experts, in 1957 Mao set. himself on the road to the "Great Leap For
ward," which concentrated on the economic development of the ~untry 
through labOr-mterurlve·sm.all units of production enterprises requiring 
a good degree of local iilitiative as againstthe earlier capital-intensive 
heavy industries. In 1958, his new policies based on "people's com
munes'j were set in motion and these spread.quickly to the countryside. 
In contrast to Lenin's R'DBSian mo4~1 of the intellectuals and specialists 
leading the workers anQ. the workers-leading the-peasants, who were 
traditionally supposed to be backward,.Mao handed over control ofboth 
political and economic affairs to party· secretaries at the comm~e 
levels who were mostly_ peasants themselve$. Unfortunately for Mao-, 
hiS new policy backfired as the industrial ~roduction suffered due to 
the hasty introduction of the coi;nmunes in the coUJ;ltryside as ·this 
system was not field tested earlier in Chines;e environments. Natural 
calamities also played a part in poor P.roduction of grains leading to 
food shortages. As opposition to his policie~ mounted, Mao was forced 
to adopt conventional solutions to overcome. economic problems includ· 
ing Centralized planning and providing material incentives. 



What has been happening in China since the death of Mao Tse-Tung 
is probably a realtzation of the truth of life. The Chinese Communist 
leadership has at lea.Bt, probably, realized in haroly thirty-tlnee years 
of costly trial at home that it is not in the abolishment of private 
property alone that the principle of socialistic society can develop. 
Unfortunately, the Russian Communist leadership has not yet realized 
this basic fact even after sixty-five year8. Further, elsewhere in the 
world there are many instances that have landed a whole prosperous, 
hardworking and serioUB people in a dwindling economy, idleness and 
a "don't caxe .. attitude due to the replacement of the capitalist rule 
(bourgeois) by the working class (proletariat) rule. What in fact has 
happened ni these and communist models is that the switch has been 
made from 'the "private" to the "socialist" channel.- the totalitarian, 
despotic and cruel a~tration of the capitalist having been taken 
over by what is called the "Communist" administration, whereby even 
freedom for the expression. of ideas freely and criticism of the bad 
methods of the administration by the individual, which had been aVail
able with the former, bas been made punishable crimes by the latter. 
If man is forced to work and live against his own nature, how· ·can he 
succeed in his mission? Selfishness being a quality built into the specifi
c-atian-of-man, eentrol-of-bis-selfishil-ess-w:i.tbin:<recepta:ble-,ro'tis:lievels 
by the state and providing incentives for the individual to puttini his 
best in every sphere of work are two of the important natural metHods 
of attaining a welfare state of contentn:i.ent and prosperity. ' 

The very concept of Marxism and Communism is based on a pro
longed class war in which the proletariat class would eventually come 
out victorious over the bourgeois class and then the latter has t6 be 
kept suppressed from raising its head on the principle of "the ~n.d 
justifies any means." Whereas moral values guided by spiritual ton
cepts do not permit the human being to res'ort to any foul means lis a 
principle with the theist, the atheist who· believes that every crea~on 
is its own master cannot even appreciate such a principle. It is only 
love that can bind the millions of human beings into one world frdter
nity, and love is due to selfishness alone. A feeling of "somethin'g is 
mine, I love it" alone may tempt one to live and this is selfishnesS. no 
doubt. Without it, no matter, father, children, wife, family, friehds, 
human fraternity will not suririvel The same principle is true aJ far 
as property is ooncemed. If something is mine, I' work for it and otner
wise not. If this feeling· of ownership is removed, who will care·'for 
anything? But the human society limits the arena of operation oHhis 
selfishness in quantity and value so that the rest ofthe.huma.n frater-
nity too enjoys life to some reasonable extent. !~ 

There is nothing more needed, perhaps, than an example that 



"Co~unism" is not the panacea for the political, economic and soeiaJ 
illness ofhuman being: A tot.alitari~ party rule. which while ignoring 
the individual has tried t~;t create a Communist society in Russia under 
the strict guidance of dedicated specialist te~ ofideologists, planD~s. 
militarists., scientists, economists, technicians, administrators and the 
secret service men all working in a regimented unision for sixty-five 
years suppressing public .opinion and without caring for spiritual 
values, has today brought the communist Soviet Russia and her camp 
followers hito an unfortunate situation. Apart from other consumer 
goods, even in the field of food productiOn they have to depend upon 
the capitalist world for millions of tons of food grains to feed their 
population, which is only S.bout a third of the total world population. 
In what are they self-suffici~nt except war materials and destructive 
weapons? 

Sixty-five years is almost more than the useful life span-of a man 
of today and how much more time is to be wasted in this sort of futile 
trials when the utopian socialistic welfare state of Marxists and Com,
munists is yet far far away beyo:Q.d the horizon? 



Chapter5 
Confucianism. 

Not a cult or religion in the striet sense of the terms, Confucianism 
may be called a cultural movement with an unde~lying philosophy to 
order the lives of a people and was the product of the thoughts of a 
teacher named Confucius of China, who lived between, probably, 651 
and 497 B.C.E. Called "Ju," in Chinese meaning, "weaklings/' the fol
lowers of this cult were or~ginally specialists in ceremonies, music, 
archery, charioteering, history and numbers. Confucius was, probably, 
the first in China to teach the six arts to all including the aristocrats 
and the common man as well as to apply them to govenunent and 
social development. His followers, the Ju, were so called becalise of 
-tlreir ml!ekn-eBB:-ConfuciW!, who was t'he founder of.a branch. of this· 
school,infact wanted to convert the "weak" Ju into a group of moderates, 
if not very strong, for which reason his movement was lalln.ched. His 
teachings are summarized in the Chinese word "Jen," which means 
love of hmnanity, human-heartedness and goodness. The essence of 
the teachings of Confucius ia in two part.s: one is to be true to one's 
own morals and the other is to treat others as one treats oneself. After 
the death of Confucius, the cult broke. up into two divergent groups; 
"The Great Learnin~,'' which was social and political, and "The Doc-. 
trine of the Mean." which was religious and metaphysical. The first 
group concentrated on "manifesting one's clear character, renovating 
the people and doing the highest good" through the eight steps of 
investigation; extension of knowledge, sincerity of the will, setting the 
heart right, cultivation of the self, family harmony, natural order and 
world peace. The second group, probably initiated by the grandson of 
Confucius (483-402 B.C.E.), defines it as "The Central Harmony," by 
which it is understood that one's central self or moral being is considered 
as "The Great Basis of Existence," and the harmony or order as ''The 
Universal Law in the World;" realization of both results in the concep· 
tion of the universe becoming a cosmos, leading to attainment of full 
growth and development by everything therein. The basis of this con· 
cept is absolute, intelligent and indestructible realness, sincerity or 
truth. Only those whose selves are real can fulfil their own nature, the 



nature of others. the nature of things and thus partake in the creative 
work of heaven and earth. 

During the third and fourth centuries B.C.E., further developments 
took place whereby one group under Mencius taught "nourishing the 
mind and exerting the mind to the utmost/' while the other group 
under. Hsun Tzu taught discipline through· ceremonies, music, religious 
rites, law and rectification of names. Heun Tzu was naturalistic, nearly 
on the lines of Taoism. SubSequent years saw a shift from Taosim to 
Confucianism with the Yin-Yang philosophy of negative cosmic force 
(Yin) and positive cosmic force (Yang), resulting in the development 
of'l\mg"s Theory of correspondence between nature and man in which 
every human event is supposed to have its counterpart in nature and 
vice versa. In this scheme, the ruler corresponded to heaven, both being 
YANG, the father and husband becoming the standard but the mother 
and wife becoming the subordinates_ 

In 186 B.C.E-, the Han rule proclaimed Confucianism as the state 
doCtrine and due to the state patronage, the cult dominated Chinese 
ethics, education, government,. and became, to a certain extent, the 
religion ofChina. Howe'ler, during the ninth century c_E., when Taoism 
and Buddhism threatened CQnfucianism, the Confucian Han Yu perse
cuted the follawers of the two rival cults, which have shown a decline 
e-ver since~ By then.-Buddhist:and Taoist philosophies and ways which 
remained PQpular had alreadypenetrated deep into the Confucian cult 
as well as the ways of life. As a reaU!t, a neo-Confucianiinn dominated 
Chlnese life- during the M:ing. period (1368-1644 c_E.), which em
phasised practical application of knowledge and the use of scientific 
methods. Continued modifications and synthesis with the Western log
ical concepts have continued~ particularly through the efforts of the 
nineteenth and twentieth century philosophersiike SUn Yair sen, Liang 
Shu~Ming, Fung Yu-Lan and Hsiung Shih~Li. Thus, teachings of Con
fucius still p:re'lail in Chinese _society today. 

· The central thBID.e of Confucianism is Jen, meaning love, human
ity, hum.an-heartedness, benevolence and so on which, in other words, 
is tantamount to "Perfect Virtue," particularly the three Confucian UDi
versal virtues of wisdom, love and courage and the five constant virtues 
of love, righteousness, propriety, wisdom and .good faith, the general 
virtue being the source and foundation of all goodness. In sho~ "Jen 
is that by which a man is a :q:um. in the original goodness of his nature, 
or it means love, affection and universal love," as Mencius puts it. Love 
is considered as man's native virtue because it is.inherent in his natural 
goodness, which is endowed by heaven. The great characteris.tic of 
heaven and earth acordingto Confucianism is to produce and reproduce, 



an expression of love, and in partaking in the process, man inherits 
this virtue. In other worcls, the philosophical expression of "Heaven is 
my father, earth is my mother, all people are my brothers and sister~ 
and things are my companfons" of the neo-Confucianist Chang Tsai in 
fact explains the ethical goal of Confucianism to form one harmonious 
whole with heaven and earth. In the sphere of day to day living, ·the 
Confucian ethics concentrate on moral obligations inh~rent in the re
lationship between the ruler, the minister, father and son, elder and 
younger brothers, husband and wife as well as friend and friend. The 
virtue of:fi.lia.l'peity is particularly respected and all these virtues and 
obligations are considered on a reciprocal basis. 

Confucius avoided discussion on spirits and life after dea:th. Al
though be taught men to respect spirits, he advised to keep them at a 
distance. He used to pray to the heaven, and therefore he apparently 
believed in the power of Heaven and its mandate. Thus resulted. the 
worship of Heaven, honoring of the imcestors and comineinoration of 
the great men by Confucians. Ancestoral rites are performed sincerely, 
not because ancestors will give them.iewarda and punishment in return 
for good or evil, but to continue the h1.ima.n ·relation, which should not 
be terminated on death, so as m proVide a foundation for the moral 
life as well aa to remember the origin of our life, because filial peity . 
is the first of their virtues. Temples were built for great men -and 
sea.scinal rites also performed for them, not as gOds, but only to honor 
them. Confucius too, is honored accordingly aJ; the great perfection, 
ultimate sage and foremost teacher, but never deified. 

Confucius neither claimed for himself any prophethood, nor men
tioned God. Confucianism has no scriptUre, church, clergy or creed and 
therefore is not an institutional religion in the sense generally con
ceived of religions. 

As Confucianism is a way of life aimed at virtuous living and a 
society maintaining tranquility within the community, nation and the 
world, it is devoid of what is called the spiritual aspect of life ·-and 
therefore the entire concept of the society is modelled on the p~ttem 
of a complete family life, in which the state is equated to a family• and 
headed by a sovereign comparable to a father. The government should 
be benevolent, aimlllg at the welfare of the people, who are more impor
tant to the state than the ruler or the territqry. The sovereign does 
not rule, but reigns by the mandate of Heaven and whether this is so 
is to be judged from whether or not the people are happy and people 
abroad are attracted towards theeountry. A ruler failing in the mandate 
should therefore abdicate in favor of a virtuous man or be overthrown 
by revolution, if need be. The ruler sbould be kind and the subjects 



loyal Moral examples and not force should remain as the clrlefins~
ment of the government. The laws should be made by good men and 
governmental laws should be few and the punishments light. In othm
words, the government should be in the hands of educated and virtuous 
men. In the old Confucian sOciety, therefore, selection to the civil service 
was through· cOlD.petitive examination and tlie military officials weTe 
subordinated to the civil service. Like a family, the state is a single 
indivisible unit and as a whole, the moral aspect of Con:fuciams:m is 
thus apparent. 

Confucius himself never mentioned God, nor the life after death, 
nor the rewards and punishments after death, nor redemption of the 
soul, nor God's pardon, and for the reSBOn that there is no divine 
scripture associated with him, the way of life shown by him is not a 
religion as a matter of fact. Nevertheless, it served. as a great force ih 
ordering the home, society, institution ofthe state and human "behavior 
on the basis· of high inorals and, of course, for elimination of the 
anjmimistic and pagan worship of the different objects of nature 
through a unique concept of the prayers directed to the Heaven, which 
was very necessary for the ordering of the vas~ people of his era. 



Chapter 6 
Hinduism 

Hinduism, in its present various forms, with a large following of people 
in India and a good minority in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Malaysia and 
Indonesia, can easily claim a total world population of over 600 million. 
It may be considered as a way of life and culture predominated by a 
mixture of the manY. forms of worship of dift'erent objects of nature, 
known and unknown, in· the shape of deities; it was practiced by the 
inhabitants of the countries mentioned above and modulated by the 
Vedic cults that were originally brought into the Indo-Ganges plains 
of India by the migrating Aryans during their trek from Centra] Asia 
to the east through 'furkistan, Iran and Mghanistan, 3000-4000 years 
.ago. During the early_y..edic..andEpic.periods,..the...llindu-life.of...the-two 
highest castes or echelons of the society, under scriptural sanction, had 
been divided into four distinct stages called Ashramas, namely, 
Brabmacharyam, Grahastbam, Vanaprastham and Sanyaaam.. Hin
duism seems to have spread from India to the Far East and Sri I .anka 
during ancient times. 

Evolution of Hindu Religion 

Although the exact dates cannot be determined, the evolution of 
Hinduism may be categorized, perhaps, into the following three broad 
divisions: 

The Vedic period 
The Epic period 
The period of the six systems 

1,500 B.C.E. to 600 B.C.E. 

600 B.C.E. to 200 B.C.E. 

200 C.E. 

The Vedic Period and Literature 

The Vedic literature consists of: 

Theltb"im'1li.M'' . · ,;if~a(:' B4mltl',and£41'ab .. ":l",.. of which the most 
im~gt"is :fi;t~~ritaiDi~g h=~~~lls and prayers ad
dressed to gods as well as many directives to the devotees; 



The Brahmanas, which are the ritual treatises; 
The Aranyakas, which are the fol'9st treatises; and 
The Upanishads, which are the :religio-philoaophieal texts, other

wise known as the V edantha, which are the sacred doctines. 

It appears that the Vedic literature is a collection of different strata 
of thoughts of successive generations of thinkers of the old past. It is 
considered by Hindus as etemal, not created or revealed by God1 to 
profilote the inspi:tation of gifted men known as "Rshis" (Sages) to 
enable them to see the eternal truth directly without the earthly senses 
through recitation of "Mantras" (Secret Chantings), considered as an 
effective means of coming in contact with the unseen. It is safe to 

· assume that much on the same lines of the f'mt thoughts of the prophet 
Abraham about the Creator, the early Aryan too must have thought 
about. the mighty and awe-inspiring objects of the earth and the heavens 
but, unlike Abraham's deep rooted monotheism in the Only One Om
nipotent, Omnipresent and Omniscient God, only polytheism and pan
theism developed in him. Accordingly, deities were assigned to eaeh 

·mighty object and phenomena of nature such as wind, thunder, seas, 
lightning, rivers, mountains1 stones, fire, sun, moon, planets and so on 
and they were worshipped. However, gods such as Indra and Varona 
(the lords of physical and moral order), who appear to have no connec
tion with objects of nature as such, also existed. Later on1 deities such 
as PnQapatbi (the lord of creatures), Sradha (faith) and Manyu (wrath) 
also appear. As time went on, the cluster of gods and goddesses became 
confusing whereby the Supreme God is identified at times with 
Prajapatbi, sometimes with Hiranyagarbha and at other times with 
Bi-ahaspathi. Thus, there was a great need for unification and therefore, 
in later verses of the Bg Veda, the idea is evolved that "the Real One 
the learned· call by various names; priests and poets with words make 
iuto ma.DY, the Hidden Reality; which is but Onel" 

The cosmology of the Rg Veda fluct~tes between two theories as 
far as the creation of the universe is concerned, one being that it is 
the work of a great architect and the other being that it is the result of 
natural generation. Aceording to the first theory, the expanse of earth 
and the dome of heaveDS were made by Indra by measuring out six 
regions. He and other gods built a cosmic house of timber framed on 
posts, but raftless (why the sky does not fall is a mystery). The earth 
having been made fast with the hands ofSavithri, Vishnu fixed it with 
pegs and Brahaspathi supported it at its ends. In a frame, Indra 
fixed the air; the morning light enters by the portals of the east, and 
so on. However, according to the second theory of natural generation, 



dawn (Ushas) born of night generates the sun and the morning sacrifice. 
Heaven and earth, containing all, are the universal parents, the sky 
being the father, the earth the mother and the dawn the daughter; 
Vayu (the wind) fathers the storm gods, Soma the plants and Saraawathi 
the rivers; gods are sons of immortality and skill. Agni is the son of 
night, Pusan of freedom, Indra of truth. In the latter part of the Rg 
Veda, the world is depicted as a giant from whose memben sprang up 
the universe. From his mouth lmira and Agni (the fire), which .also 
became Brahmana (the priest class); from his arms Rajanya (the ~ar
rior or Kshatriya class); from his thighs the Vaishya (traders, artisans 
and agriculturists); his head became the sky, his navel the air, and 
hie· feet, which also produced the Shudra (the menial and untouchable 
workers), the earth. All gods, particularly Varuna, are moral, undeceit
ful and friendly to honesty and righteousness. The Rg Veda also says, 
elsewhere, the PunuJba, the primal man, was fused from the figure of 
Narayana {scion of man) with Prajapathi, who is the lord of beings and 
the patron of procreation. For the ritualist Hindu, therefore, Prajapathi 
was in the forefront ae the highest god of creation and was even the 
father of all gods .. As the eol:Dplex one whole, Prajapatbi wae therefore 
identified with the highest of gods. Ali per the Rg Veda again,: by 
.dividing-him.selLup,...&.ajapathi~eated -the-univ.erse.....as~l....asLJill 
beings and then he became disintegrated and differentiated as "ALL" 
of the phenomenal world, exhausting himself t{) prepare for a new 
phue of creativity by means of a rite of sacrifice where he was identified 
as the rite itself. Thus, by identifying himself with the rite, a sacrificer 
may, temporarily, reintegrate within himself Prajapatbi through a 
restoration of oneness and totality between himse1f and the universe, 
which is the essential spiritual theme behind the sacrificial rite of a 
Hindu. In general, the Vedic gods lack individuality .and clearnesi of 
outline even casually, not to speak of appeal to reasoning. The Rg Veda 
identifies more than thirty-three gods, but the figure also goesi.-on 
increasing later. Vagueness and coDfused overlapping of jur'J.Sdictfuns 
exists in the definition ofVedic gods. While all gods have some common 
attributes, none has any absolute monopoly, however. Side by aide with 
gods, goddesses also exist. The Rg Veda implies a life after ~th 
available only for penitents, heroes and donors of sacrifices. Though 
the earlier hymns mention the burial of the dead, cremation is prefe:Jired 
Tbeeause the soul can ascend to the heaven with the smoke. b 

Vedas, which may be translated as ''knowledge," are, according to 
some Hindu philosophers, the earliest documents of the human mind 
that we poaseas. Of the four Hindu Vedaa, the Rg Veda, far from being 
an expression of primitive or unsophisticated religion, contains some 



fine pieces of poetry supposed to have been composed by priestly as 
well as princely poets and patrons. A collection of poems, mostly hymns 
of praise and prayer addressed both to a .specific god and groups of 
gods, it contains over a thousand pieces in ten books. Rather than 
detailed narrations, they contain allusions to myths, such as th~ victory 
of some gods over dragons and evil forces. Most of the hymns are to 
serve sacrificial rituals without specifying the type of rites concerned. 
In the Rg Veda all gods are general, there being no tribal o:r local 
deities. The Sam.a Veda is exclusively a collection to serve the public 
worshlp and rituals and contains prose as well as poetry. Although 
much of it is found in the Rg Veda also, these and even the independent 
hymns of the Sama Veda provide no lessons of their own except that 
they are so arranged as to be sung at sacrifices. In the Yqjr Veda, both 
prose and poetry are arranged in the order in which they are to be made 
use of at the sacrifice and they serve no purpose other than ritualism. 
The At.barva Veda is a collection of independent contents ancf· from the 
Spirit of accommodation that is found in it in respect of new gods, 
demons and spirits who were worshipped by the original inhabitants 
ofthe Indo-Ganges plains and the northem parts of India that Aryans 
invaded, it appeal'$ that this Veda is a product of a later Indian era of 
the Aryans. 

Some knowledgeable Hindu.S as well as others have stated that 
the hymns of the Rg Veda are neither the product of single-handed 
efforts nor even the compositions of peoples of the same age, but that 
they were handed down by mouth over generations until sometime 
perhaps prioJ: to 1600·s.c~:E. they were compiled, edited and recorded 
into the present form1 again by many hands. Hindu philosophers like 
Dayanand Saraswatbi, Ram Mohan Roy. Arobindo Ghosh, Dr. Radhak
ri:ahnan, as weU as others. who had made a deep study into the Vedic 
literature, have stated that the early .AryamJ of the Rg Veda era had 
possessed monotheism, however ~e and primitive it might have 
been; that the diffeNnt views·Gll-tbe·spirit-o:Hhe Vedi: hymns ·u held 
by competent schol81'8 who have made these old scriptures their life 
study is that the Vedic gods are the allegorical representations of the 
vast attributes of the supreme Deity; that.the hymns of the % Veda 
are "the sacrificial compositions of a primitive race; that 1:)le Vedas are 
replete with suggestions of secret doctrines as well as mystic 
philosophies, the depiction of gods in them being mere symbols of 
j:lsychological functions, and so on. Nevertheless, one cannot close his 
eyes to the final conclusion that after a thorough study of them these 
philosophical interpretations on themes of bygone authOI'S are unwar
ranted because the Vedic ooncepts appear as contradictory expressions 



of confused minds relying on the powers of a multiplicity of gods who 
are believed to have specific prerogatives that may be evoked by the 
devotees through recital of hymns of praise, devotion, propitiations, 
sacrifices and·so on without the need of the Supreme God at all. This 
is certainly .a concept of a primitive race that had not been blessed at 
all by any divine revelation through a prophet of God. It is baffiing 
indeed because, in Yoga, like mesmerism, when the highest order of 
concentration may be achieved with or without any object to be concen
trated upon physically, why could the Vedic man not evoke through 
meditation the Transcendent God directly without there being a de· 
niigod in between? The question becomes hopeless when even the mod
ern man of perfected intelligence and science consjders that the absolute 
power and prerogative of the Transcendent God is delegated at the will 
of the devotee to any mythical being represented by even a idol that 
cannot help itself, whatever be the reason assigned to this process! 

Each ¥~~contains three parts: 1Mantras, BrBhmanas and '''O'p
anishad£;, ()f which the .Mantras are also called the Samhlttas. The 
Br&:hmanas include the 'precepts and religious duties ·and the Up-. 
anishads the philosophical aspects. 
· One important aspect of belief that is not found in 

pr•~o1mina'ted. ever The 
fact that Buddha was d.eified by the Hindus as the ninth Avathar of 
Vishnu long after his death, gives a certain clue that this concept as 
well as the transmigration doctrine were introduced along with the 
concepts of the Rama-Krshna Avathars into the Hindu philosophy dur
ing the compilation of the Epics .and Upanishacls-perhaps at the time 
of the decline of Buddhism in India-particularly because history has 
no conclusive record of the exact period and authors of the Epics as 
well as the Upanishads nor even the Six Systems. 

The Hindu Vedic Worship 

On the authority of the Vedic scriptures and the Upanishad hymns, 
it is a practice with the Hindu devotee that he not only worships the 
vario,us gods, but also their wives and children. Even their legendary 
carrier vehicles are either held sacred or worshipped. The Supreme 
God in the form of Bhagwan, Vasudevan, Brahman and many other 
concepts, along with his two main manife!itations ofVishnu (the creator 
and sustainer aspect) and Shlva (the destroyer aspect). are the prime 



objects of worship. There are acores of other gods, goddesses, demigods, 
animals and otheY objects such as Bhadra Kali, Bhagwathi, Chandi, 
Durga, Chamundi, Ganapathi (elephant form), Ganesha, Hanuma.n 
(monkey), Kali, Krsbna, Lakshmi, Lingam (male organ of procreation), 
Pa.rvathi, Skanda, Pashupatbi, Rudra, the cow, the eagle, peacock, 
snake, certain rivers, mountains, trees, plants, and so on which are 
either worshipped or held sacred by the Hindus. 

Vishnavites and Shivites are the two main Hindu religious sects 
that appear to have been evolved as the result of the fusion ofHarappa 
cults of Phallus and Pushupati, which are the Vedic cults ofRudra and 
Shiva, as well as many a post-Vedic Shiva cult from different parts of 
India known under ctifferent regional names. The worship of Vishnu 
goes back. to Vedic times and that ofShiva to even earlier. As evidenced 
by the Lingam and Pashupathi -excavations, Harappa cUlture is found 
~ be associated with Shiva worship in procreation and lo~ of cow 
aspects respectively dating back tQ pre-Vedic times, as Shiva does not 
:find a place in the early Vedas. The Rg Veda prominently mentions 
nature gods such as the thunder god, Rudra. Shiva is mentioned only 
subsequently. The Rg Veda mentions Vishnu as a minor diety but only 
as an aspect of the sun god. The important Vedic g~ Mitra. Varuna, 
Radra, Indra, Agni, Pr~pathi and- Savidar· gl-adually loose· their im-'' 
portanee while some others Uke Vishnu and Varuna later change their 
character altogether. FiDally, the trinity ofBrahma, Vishnu and Shiva 
replace the rest. Bra,hma, •ho does not occur in the Vedas, seems to 
have been taken to by the Brahmans and Kshatriya upper classes of 
the four-e~e Hindu system. This notwithstanding, presently even 
Brahma has lost importance, leaving Shiva. and Vishnu as the two 
important.deties, aloDg with the other popular pds and goddesses. such 
as Parvatbi, Ganesha;Skanda, Krslma,lakshmi,Hanuman, Ganapathi 
and others. However, there had been attempts to unify the various 
godhoods into one and the result was the final emergence of one three
headed 'I'ritnoorthi in order to bridge .the ·in.tanss sacta..-ian Shiv& ·an.-1 
Vishnu cult differences as well as rivalries. Still, it is an interesting 
phenomena that out of the only two Visbnu incarnations in human 
form, namely Rama and Krshna who are the central figures of the 
Hindu epics Ramayana and Mahabharatha, only the latter is usually 
worshipped as a deity. 

The nature worship manifested through the Vedas was superceded 
gradually by the philosophy of the Upanishads (the Sacred Doctrines), 
which preoccupy in themes like the nature of the universe and the 
destiny of the human soul. When the identity of Atuian and Brahma 
was established by the Upanishads, the true knowledge of the se1f and 



realization of this identity through meditation was substituted for the 
Vedic ritual methods. In the Upanishads, although there is a dominat
ing bias on the pantheistic explanation of the universe, theistic as well 
as dualistic ideas find expression in them. Incarnation of Brahma in 
Vishnu aspect as Avathars from time to tiltle as mentioned in Vedic 
and other scriptures is conceded by the Bha.gavat Geetha. However, 
the Geetha does not spell out any incarnation other than Krshna. The 
later writings, such asNarayaniya andMok8haDharma which followed 
Bhagllvs.ta Geetha, add the doctrine of Vyuha (expansion), according 
to which Vishnu exists in four forms during his ascension to Brahama. 
Vishnu, identified with primeval matter, was drawn from the womb 
of his mother and placed in Rohini. Vasudeva is identified with Krshna. 
While Narayaniya also mentions tenAvathars of Vishnu, another writ
ing, Anugeetha, spell out only six. 

The Upanishads 

Developed about the fifth century B.C.E.in the Indo-Ganges val;l~ys 
by the Kshatriyas, who occupy the second caste in the Hindu ~ciBl 
ladder-after-tbe--Brahnmna:r,the-tJpmrislmrlBithlrlm-md documentA) 
introduce the two symbols t~· 

l'P-li~iri.lh_ which is also the basic 
objective of the Buddhist Samadhi. There are a number of Upanishads 
such as: Aithereya, Brahadaranyaka, Chandogya, Isba. Jaiminiya, 
Katha, Kena,· Maitrayani, Maitri, Mandukya, Mundak.a, Prashna, 
Radha,,.Svedasvatara, Taittiriya and others. 

Another· cOmpilation of laws and penalities on social, political, 
economic and religious ethics as well as morals ezijoying as much im· 
pori;anee as Vedas, Upanishads, Geetha, and Brahma Sutra is the Manu 
Smrithi' of the sage Manu, although the second, third and fourth of 
these, called the Prasthana-thraya (the triple canon), cany almost 
equal authority. Some of the Upanishads written by various thinkers 
are extinct, however. 

The Epic Literature 

The· :H.amay.ma and. the J~~;~~t~"::are .. the two religious 
epics consitieWaifs""the ~lt'll~1!\'0f~d~~Pfi"~ii!'While Ramsyana 
deals with the life of R8lii'~· the Aryan Kshatriya king of India who is 



considered one of ~he incarnations (Avatb.ars) of the Vishnu god in 
human form, Msha-Bhsratba is a narration of the .Axya-Vartha in 
northern India during the period about 400 B.C.E. concentrating on the 
life of Krshna, considered by the Hindus as the moat complete human 
form of the ten incarnations of Vishnu. The Bhagavat:Geetha, some
times considered as a separate scripture is, in fact, a part of Maha
Bbaratha and is considered as the personal utterances of Krahna him
self and therefore is greatly valued as the divine scripture ofHindus. 

The Bb.a11avat Geeths 

Believed to have originated about the fourth century B.C.E., this 
Hindu epic strengthens the Hindu four-caste social system distributed 
according to the inbom nature of persons; the doctrine of divine incar
nation in whichKrsbn~is the mo$$j~po'd:ant1Ul~COD1,pl~.uicamation 
in':htunan form; and the IW'ma "r:eeyclmg proeess'otthe soUl through 
SsnoS81'8. (transmigration of soul from one body to a new one after 
death) until the absolutely pure and saltless soul attains N:J:r:Vana (com
plete. Union. with tbe .• Qi\Vble.,Abs,olute,.,~~g•'!Olf;J~~~I".sbirl:hS); 
w'bich:'were an advocated1JY.the:~ujaillihaaidtr.Ef:stitea.'~m..:Geetha in. 
a much more philosophical, refined and accommodative manner. Al
though the · Bliagavat Geetba. tries to highlight the doctrine of 
monotheisin., It falls· much short of the objective by getting mixed up 
with the polytheistic beliefs contained in the Vedas and Upanishads, 
Samkbya and the doctrin£ of divine incarnation, leading to worship 
and devotion of all such incarnations, directly or indirectly as God 
Himself in addition· to scores. of other Vedic gods, goddesses and de
migods, which ia the act of animists and polytheists. Further, ·the 
Geetba condones the worship of gods other than Brahma, the Supreme 
God, by directing Atjuna :to worship the Krshna incamation through 
the term. "Worship me" and the laxity given to worship gods other than 
himself, as in Chap. IX: 20, 21, 23, 26, and others. However, on a 
concentrated and close study of the Geetl:Ja., no one can miss the one 
important message conveyed by it that no one, other than the Only 
One Supreme God who is the Creator and Sustaiuer of the entire uni
verse, shall be worshipped. and loved as the Deity, although the writer 
and the poet who compiled the literature has portrayed Krsbna as an 
incamation of God in human form for which, being contained in the 
closed well ofV edic learning and thoughts, he cannot be blamed singly 
because even a slight glimpse into the lofty concept of One God must 
have been too difficult in the era of acute polytheism. However, if 
Krshna of the Bhagavat Geetha is considered as a prophet in the chain 



of the innumerable prophets whom God has been sending to the world 
ever since the creation of man, and the Geetba is taken as the message 
of God to the world, the prophet only conveying it in the first person 
of Gild, then the incarnation aspect disappears entirely, the concept of 
incarnation being considered as a schism created by the overenthusias
tic followers who continued to .remain in the halo of polytheism as in 
the case of the followers who deified Christ (peace be on him) after his 
death more or less on the same basis through the Trinity. According 
to the Geetba, devotion, worship and sacrifice.are to be made toKrshna, 
who'-il3''th~~~c·~~~P:Q of~~d.jn ~util;n form. The four caste system 
as well as tlie"worsli:ip'o{gGas:'twice"bOm, teachers and the wise ap
proved in the Vedas are confirmed by the Geetha too. The animal 
sacrifice e~oined by the Vedas is, however, toned down in the Geetha 
to sacrifice only to Krshna. The Geetha declares that there is no crea
ture either on earth or again among the gods in heaven free from the 
three modes b()m of nature, that the activities are distinguished in 
aa:ordance with the qualities born of their nature and that the duties 
ofBrahmana, Kshatriya, V aishya and Shudra are all born ofthenatur.e 
of each. It also says tha,t worship of God through perfonnance of one.'s: 
own duty enables a person to attain perfection and elevation to the 
Brahmana. Although the Geetha does not compartmentalise the Vedic 
doctrine of the four castes as such, it leaves the whole thing wide open 
without any contest. As much may be said on either aspect, the Vemc
sponeored caste system still remained with firmer impregnable barriers 
between the four as sanctioned or at least as approved by the Geeths 
too, there being no practical mechanics BUggested by the Geetha as 
how to get a Shudra elevated to the Vaishya, Kshatriya and Brahma 
orders of the society. 

That the Geetha is definitely an improvement on the Vedic concept 
of a plurality of gods and goddesses who had to be· adored, worshipped 
and satisfied by animal sacrifices befitting the jurlsdiction of each, is 
ampiy proven from the firm instruction in it that the best way of getting 
salvation, as stated in Chap. IX: 34, is to "Fill the mind with thoughts 
of Me, be devoted to Me, give Me thy offerings, bow do~ unto Me 
having united the soul thus, taking Me as the supreme goal so that 
you shall come to Me alone ... The Geetha suggests that the best way 
to a~ union with the Supreme God is to do ,one's duty without 
attachment, ego and desire, leaving the result tO God, and continuously 
striving for the attainment of wisdom so as to know the Lord God of 
all worlds through faithful meditation (Yogam) with the inner self 
merged in God. No doubt such a dispensation clearly gives a demarca
tion between the realm of God and that of man contrary to the conten-



tion of the Hindu philosophers and sages that the Geetha. teaches that 
man is a part of God Himself. Seeking redemption from the mortal 
world of desire, ego, pleasu,re, sorrow, jealousy, sin and so on to abide 
forever in peace under the eternal pleasure of the kind and merciful 
God is also something entirely different from the above metaphysics. 

There is no mention in the Geetha in confirmation of the Vedic 
necessity that everyone must go through the four ~es of life CAah
rams}-Bralima.charam, Gr~astham,. Vanaprastham and San
yasam-eJ:Uoined by the Vedas. The Geetha stresses the necessity of 
Yoga (ren~cjatio~) for obtaining wisdom, knowledge about God, 
enlightenment and for getting a disciplined control of one's own nrlnd 
and self fo:r which how to concentrate has also been indicated. It is 
stated that one who has attained the ultimate wisdom through Yoga 
and has become a Yogi does not bother about law or work, meaning 
that he goes into the state of a super ascetic who, for all human purpose, 
shoul[J look nothing different than a lunatic, who behaves and works 
without any purpose or objective, a miserable situation indeedt The 
question of transmigration of 8ouls of the dead into several further 
lives through rebirths, one after. another. Jllltll comp._etely purified by 
the Karma cycle is stressed by the Geetba··while.pointing-out.that.evel). 
a fallen Yogi -gets reborn. into a Yogi family. This as well as what is 
stated in IV:ta of·the Geetba, ''The fourfold order (hom of the nature) 
was created- by me. according to the divisions of quality and work. 
Tb.ougb I am its creator,,Jmow me illcapabl~ of action or change," and 
"But the Yogi who strives with assiduity. cleansed of sins, perfectiJ:Jg 
bimself.tbrougb. JJUUJJ'liVes, the man of wisdom resorts to me, knowing 
that Vasudeva· (the Supreme) is all that :is" (Vl:46; VIII:19), clearly 
show that there is no possibility, even. for the Supreme God, to pardon 
any· devotee on the b4sis of sincere repentance as. well as Karma. There
fore, the only course open even to a Yogi is.:to undergo transmigration 
of soul to live out to the very end ef repeated life cycles und~rgoing 
.continuous agony and sWf&m.gUD.til everybitofths-past-si:ns ·ia washed 
oft' through .counteraction .. Neverthele~. unless the person or thing 
against which sin was committed is also alive in time and space as 
well as-in eft"~ along .with the doer. himself, how and when the D day 
of the final redemption would be at hand is a: big question that nobody 
can answer. But as the Gestha itself points out, "Such a great yogi 
soul is very difficult to find" (V11:19) and therefore, how even a reason
able cross section of the large ID.&joritY: amonir the. human race may 
obtain ultimate solace in the kingdom of GQd knowing that, after all, 
man has to live in this world subject to his inherent nature that is 
built into his specification by God alone, is not answered by Geetba, 



which is claimed by Hindus as the personal utterances of the supreme 
incarnation of the Supreme and Absolute God. 

Although the Geetha confirms the Vedic doctrine of incarnation 
(Avathar) of God in human and other forms, there appears to be a 
probability to suspect that the Vedic concept of ten Avathars including 
Krshna and Buddha was a later adaption in favour of Krshna worship 
introduced after Buddha. Otherwise, it is not explainable why Buddh
ism, which was introduced ;n India by Bnddha Avthar who cmae after 
the Krshna era, was not opted for by the HindUB in place of Hinduism, 
if Buddha had already been designated as an incarnation in the pre-
Krshna Vedic period. · 

l~)~se:s, is consj
equal authority 

being known 
as the cano.n compilation of a discourse, 
highly philosophical in nature, between iftShml., who is considered by 

the latter in a chariot on their way to 
the battlefield for the epic war of succession between Pandavas headed· 
by Ar,juna and· Kauravas led by Duryodhana. It i&belleved that the 
Geetba was compiled about the year 400 B.C.E. by Veda Vyasa, to wholll 
is also attributed compilation of the longest religious epic, the .Mah.s
Bh.a.ratka., in which is included the eighteen.-chapter Geetha as chap
ters 23 to 40 under Bhishmaparva. The Geetha tries to reconcile ·with 
many contradicting aspects of the contemporary Hindu philosophy a:tld 
ways of life such as the Vedic·eults of worship of and sacrifice to innum
erable gods, goddesses and demigods, and the Upanishad concept of 
the transcendent Brahman God, the theistic devotion of the 
Bhagavatha Cult, the Samkhya dualism and so on. .To a limited degree, 
the Geetba may be said to lay down the basis towa."fis monotheism, 
although not fully and strictly, by emphasising the worship of the 
Abaolute One ·God through total dependence of the devotee on Kl'Bhna 
Avathar alone. in preference to the Vedic gods. Therefore, the Hindu 
philosophers consider the Geetba as an inevitable bridge for the evolu
tion of a common spiritual bond and consolidation of a common way 
of life for the variety of people and cultures of the vast Indian subcon
tinent so as to include in its folds a very large multiracial society of 
individuals in the name of one single religion. However, as the Geetha 
too strengthens the earlier Vedic concept of the social classification of 
people by born nature into four diBtinct classes. namely, the 
Brahmanas, the Kshatriyas, the Vaishyas and Sudras, naturally, based 
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on the pre-Geethaic doctrinal literatures like the Manusmritbi which 
lay down strict rules of religious and social conduct of the Hindu society 
as well as drastic penalities for contravention of them, the cursed in
stitution of untouchability continued to thrive with more vigor as 
sanctioned by the Geetha too, despite the fact that it states that through 
Dharma, Jnana (knowledge), Karma (work) and Bhaktb.i (devotion) 
the highest goal of redemption, subject to ·the law of Samsara, may be 
reached also by the lowly born women, Vaishyas as well as Sudras, 
although it is easier for the Brahmanas and devoted royal saints from 
Kahatriyas. Thus, the ideas contained in the Geetha, while being highly 
philosophical in nature and tending towards limited monotheism, are 
so very flexible in nature that their spiritual interpretations have been 
adapted to suit divergent 'views of the leaders of many a school ofHindu 
philosophical thought. 

Thus, Shankara's (788-820 c.E.) views on the Geetha, as ~veloped 
later by Anandagiri (thirteenth century), Sreedhara (fourteenth cen
ti,Jry) and Madhusudhana (sixteenth century) and others, are that ac
tion is e&sential as the means for the purification of mind, but when 
wisdom is attained, action falls away; that Vedic rites are meant for 
those who are lost in ignorance and: d.~e; that thQ aspirants to salva;. 
tion should renounce the performance. of .ritual deeds.·and. 8o on .. On. 
the other hand; Ramanuja's (eleventh century C.E.) commentary on the 
Geetb.a, refuting. the. doctrine· of um-eality of the world as well as the 
path of~nunciation ofac:tion,.'col;lcludes that the Brahman is the highest 
reality of spirit with attributes.of self-consciousness, knowledge ofhim
self and a conscious will. to create the world as· well as to salvage his 
creatures. According to him, the Vedic gods are the servants ofBrahman 
appointed in places to perform specific ordained duties. Madbava (1199-
1276 C.E.), however, inw@rets the ~tha on the lines of dual:istic 
(dvaitha) philosophy and contends that the Supreme and the soul are 
two entities dHf'erant from eacl;l other~ partial or entire UDity.between 
them being untenable. He sees devotion as the main theme emphasized 
in the Geetha. Nambarka (1162), however, observes the dual-nondual 
(dvaida dvaitha) doctrine predominating the Geetba and therefore, in 
his Brahma Sutra, he holds the view that though the soul, the world 
and God are different from each other, the existance and activity of 
the .former two ~pend on the will of God. He also emphasizes the 
devotional aspect of the Geetbs. Vallabha (1479) develops the theory 
of pre-nondualism (Shudha dvaitha), which consid8l'B that pure soul 
blinded byillusions.andBrahman are one and thereforethattherelease 
of soul that is a particle of God cannOt be obtained except through the 
grace of God, the Supreme, attainable through devotion alQne. There 



are many other commentaries of the Geetba like thoee ofM. K. Gandhi, 
Arobindo, B. K. Tilak, S. Radhakrishnan and others, each of whom 
had drawn his own conclusion from the Geetha to support the 
philosophy of each. Notwithstanding, one thing conunon to all these 
different schools of thought is the consensus that the main theme of 
the Bhagavs.t Geetha is devotion to the Supreme God through the 
exclusive worhsip of the Krshna Avathar. 

To one who goes through the Bhagsvat Geetha intently, it should 
be quite clear that the author wanted to convey the message that ex
cluaive devotioi). to Krshna, recitation of the Geetha and meditation of 
Krshna considering him as the personal god can alone provide ultimate 
attainment of wisdom and enlightenment whereby union with the Su
preme God may be attained, getting rid of the endless Samsara cycle. 
One cannot but suspect that this was an attempt of the author of the 
Geetha and the Mahs-Bharata to advance the cult of Krshna worship 
exclusively. However, the contradiction between the various discourses 
in the Geeths makes it a philosophical document to be. interpreted in 
many different ways. On the theme of Karma (work) it has two ide~, 
one opposing the other, namely, that after attainment of enlightenment 
and wisdom the need for work ceases although one may work for work's 
sake only and also that work is better than renunciation. Generally 
speaking, therefore, there appears to be a lot of confusion in the concept 
of the immutable God, personal gods, lswara, Keshava, karma, soul, 
jive., state of enlightenment, life after death &Xld so on because of the 
fact that the idea conveyed about each is ditferent on different occasions 
as well as interrelated at others. The Geetb.s even goes to the extent 
of saying that "For the yogi who has become accomplished as the result 
of having drunk the nectar of wisdom, no further duty remains; if any 
remains, he is not a real knower of truth." Such philosophies are dif
ficult for the. world dwellers to understand.lfwork ceases altogether, 
then will not the end of the world have come? 

The idea behind the concept of God and his Avathars as enunciated 
in Geeths are: 

"Tho11gh unborn, and myself unperishable, though the Lord of 
all creatures, yet establishing myself in my own nature, I come 
into being through my power" {IV:6). ' 

"Whenever there is decline of righteousness and rise of un
righteoumess, then I send forth myself' (IV:7). 

''For the protection of the good. for the destruction of the 
wicked and for the establishment of righteousness, I come into 
being from age to age" (IV:8). 



Although ten Avathars {incarnations) of Vishnu have been spelled out 
in the Vedic and other scriptures, the Geetha does not specifically 
mention any others than Krslma whom·::alone it sponsors as the exclu
sive incarnation of the Supreme God Himself~ and not Vishnu, to whom 
complete devotion for redemption is due. At the same time, it is a point 
not to be lost sight of that although there are both the Vishnu and 
Shiva aspects of Brahman as sponsored by the Vedic and other litera
ture, no Shiva incarnation is ever mentioned although the incarnations 
all arrived for the destruction of evil forces. And even so, although 
Rama also is considered as an incarnation of Vishnu in human form, 
:usually he is not worshipped except in very, very rare cases. Further, 
Rama is not m~tioned in the Geetba even once by name. The big 
question that still worries one is, for destruction of evil forces and 
restontion of order, should the Almighty God Himself incarnate at 
all? Can't he just order things so that they come "into being !B nuatural 
events and finish the job? 

The Six Systems 

Evolved by the Hindu philosophers after the year 200 C.E., the Six 
Systems was an endeavour to bring the ideas in the Vedic and epic 
literature in line with a metaphysical approach and consists of: 

the Jnanam (knowledge), which goes through the process of experi
ence, .induction, causation, comparison and metaphysics;. 

the Vyseshika (particularity), which is the sixfold classification of 
objects; 

the Samkhya; 
the Yogam.; 
Purva Meemamsam; and 
the Vedantha (Sacred doctrines and Upanishads). 

Through the SiX Systems, perhaps, it was the endeavour of the 
philosophers ·of Hindu ways of-thought to develop a platform on which 
the many conflicting faiths, beliefs, devotions; worships, social norms 
and views could be·defended··and·explained to some degree of cohesion 
and reasonableness so as to show them all at least not opposing each 
other and sensible through a step by step process of arriving at One 
Supreme· God eapecially in the light of the teacbings of the various 
new religious movements such as Buddhism, Jainism and Christianity, 
which had been established from: about 600 B.C.E. oiiwardB.\The process 
of the Six Systeins has continued ever since through the unl.iring efforts 
of so many Hindu thinkers such as Shanksra, Raman1Va, Dayanand, 



Ram Mohan Roy, Anne Besant, Arobindo, Til~, Tagore, Ram.anand, 
Radha Krishnan, Gandhi and many others, particularly since the 
seventh century C.E. when the full effect of the two dynamic religions, 
Ch..-istianity and Islam, with belief in One and Only G<Jd and universal 
brotherhood, squ:ted making inroads into the polytheistic and caste-rid
den Hindu society oflndia. Nevertheless, by and large, faith in personal 
deities and plurality of gods and goddesses for varying purpose!! has 
remained so attractive among the masses and even educated cl~ses 
of Hinduism that it is unthinkable that a Hindu can ever remain 
without having installed in his mind the efficacy of at least a couple 
of gods and goddesses who are believed to preside over material aspects 
such as life, safety, wealth and fortune, disaBter, knowledge and so on 
in addition to the Supreme Narayana, Keshava, Brahman, Krshna, 
Paramathma or Bhagwan as may suit him, as well as the great Vishnu 
and Shiva. No temple can be found in the large length and breadth of 
India that has not at least one presiding idol of a god or goddess or 
even both, which is personally propitiated and taken refuge in, in the 
heart ofhearts in times of happiness or sorrow by both the uneducated 
as well as the enlightened ofthe masses. 

The Hindu Cosmology an~ llelief 

The Hindu Supreme God, the attributeless Brahman, is manifested 
through the two powerful rival gods Vishnu and Shiva, who are the 
gods of creation as well as maintenance and des$ruction respectively. 
These, as well aa scores of other gods and goddesses with wives and 
children are worshipped as deities for specific ends. The Hindu devotees 
are essentially categorized into either Vishnavites or Sbivites who feud 
on the question of faith as to which of their deities is more powerful . 
.Again, on the question of faith, some of the followers Qf Hinduism are 
so much opposed to each other tha.t they do not even believe in ~orne. 
of the basic concepts of Hinduism like Karma, as in the case of the 
Lingayats of south India, nor do they COIUfider the Vedas as anything 
sacred in nature, being nonrevelatory, and others, such as the hedonistic 
and almost atheistic Chakravas, reject many traditional Hindu doc
trines like Dharma. The modern· Hindu society has since long been 
forced by necessity of circumstances and impracticability, so to say, of 
the Hindu Dharma and codes to acquire such laxities as the eating of 
fish, eggs, and onions (by even a section ofBrahmanas in Bengal) that 
are forbidden to those elsewhere and the eating of beef, which is the 
meat of the "Mother Cow" not only held as sacred but even worshipped 
by them. There is hardly any highly educated Hindu profesaional or 



businessman who must not have gone overseas or taken to eating beef 
in spite of the penalty imlJOSed on a Hindu of excommunicatiOn. from 
the Hindu fold, as prescribed in the scriptures. 

In Hindu cosmology, every m!!l,jor deity has several forms of man
ifestation. For example, Shiva is also Gangadhara, Mahadeva, Jswara, 
Neelankanta, Natraja and so on. Similarly, Vishnu has several incar
nated as well as other forms, each referring to a mythical incident in 
which the particular farm or quality plays the part. This is because 
HindUism has a bias towards pantheism, at the root necessitating the 
worship and propitiation of countless deities. Puranas, which are old 
Sanskrit verses considered sacred and which detail the various Hindu 
religiouS rites, extol each deity as the greatest, at convenience. 

In Vedic and other scriptural literature, while Brahma or "Iswara" 
is the one supreme· Hindu God, Vishnu is also the god and pillar of the 
universe, identified with sacrifice and in whose "three footsteps or 
strides all things and beings are said to dwell, his abod.ec-being the 
realm ofbeaven in the third stride beyond the mortal reach and knowl
edge." He is also associated with the ten incarnations of god of whom 
Krshna, and very rarely Rama, the two incarnations in human form, 
is worshipped and adored along with his consort "Sri," mainly by the 
VaisbnaVites as the supreme Qod :liiinSelf':However, Svetasvatai:a UP
anishad (about 400 B.C.E.). started the Shiva cult, developed in the 
name of '1tudra" of. the. Vedas who also is described as the god of 
creation~ preservation.anddestruction of the universe, parallel with 
the then prevailing Krshna· personal god cultured by the Bbsgavat 
Geetba in the name ofVishnu. However, theBbagavat Geetba emphat- · 
ically declares that attainment of the pleasure of Brahman is easier 
through the worship of the Krehna incarnation of Vishnu. These and 
other directives of many other scriptures for the adoration and worship 
of scores of other gods and goddesses, have also developed into strong 
traditions ·with scriptural sanction over thousands of ye&l'9 with the 
same solemnity and devotion due to the One Supreme God. hi fact, 
these have provided to the Hindu ample scriptural authority as well 
as incentive to substitute any convenient object in the name ofpenional 
gods for every possible ocCasion ·in the place of the Supreme GGd. 
· During the fourth to the eighth centuries C.E., duriDg the Gupta 

rule of India, the 'nmtric as well as the Shakti devotional rites and 
cults as well as the compilation of ancient ~tories called "Puranas" 
came into being. The Tantric ~d Shakti. cults, described in more detail 
later, were easentially associated with the Shiva cult. Th\,18 a strong 
riva1ry between the Vishnu cult and the·Shiva cult, each claiming to 
represent the worship and adoration of the Supreme God, came to stay 



in Hinduism, there being perhaps no worship directed towards the 
Brahman One God without intermediaTies. 

Kinds of Hinduism 

Vedism was the religion of the earliest Aryan settlers of the Indo
Ganges plains about 2000 years B.C.E., their original religious texts 
being known as Vedas. Later on Brahmanism was evolved out of, or 
perhaps, as a part and parcel ofVedism itself, with a priestly elite from 
both Al'yan and Indian stocks (remnants of the Aryan stock may still 
be identified in ''Nambudiris'' ofKerala and perhaps, others elsewhere 
tol)) to vouchsafe the interests of the ruling class called the "Kshat
riyas!' The priestly order, generally known as "Brahmanas," originally 
worshipped most probably, the One Supreme God Brahma and the 
similarity in the two designations is of great interest. It is quite possible 
that the nomadic migrating Aryans, on their way to the Indo-Ganges 
plains ultimately, must have had their sojourn in the southern Caspian 
area of Iran and Iraq where they must have gotten exposed to the 
teachings of Prophet Abraham ('peace be on him) and his divine book 
and, later, to the teachings of others such as Zoroaster, thereby acquir
ing a variety....2f.P-hilosoP-hies P-revalent in those areas Tbe similar.ity 
between the words of Abraham (peace be on him), Brahman and 
Brabmana is worth noting in this connection. It was, however, in the 
Indian subcontinent that the two main doctrinal categories ofthe Vish
navites BDd Sbivites worshipping Vishnu and Shiva respectively as 
supreme gods for a11 intents and purposes without the least thought 
about the Brahman Supreme One God during the worship had de
veloped. Here the Vedic Hindui!Sm which too had enough legacy of the 
'Worship of the _gods and goddesses sup~d to personify the various 
·celestial bodies became interwoven with the animistic and pagan con
cepts of worshipping anything and everything that is either awe-inspir
ing or believed to be capable of benefitting the human being or warding 
o:ff evils from him, a practice acquired from the middle east as well as 
locally. Today there are many groups among Hindus each consisting 
·of many hundreds of thousands of people worshipping a variety of 
objects on the earth and the heavens as gods and goddesses who are. 
believed by the respective suppliants as infallible and capable of 
answering their prayers apart from the Only One Brahms or Iswara. 
Among them are the Tantra, Shakti and Bhakti cultists concentrating 
on esoteric, magical and devotional aspects of worship as well as rituals 
connected with both Vishnu and Shiva. Finally, the folk Hinduism of 
:the masses, being a mixture of the above cults with local folk beliefs 



81'\d practices but always centering round·a particular demigod Ol' god
de~s, considered as personal deity, family deity, 19CQ1 community deity 
and so on coexists, particularly among the two lower castes ofHiudus. 

Thus, although it is impossible to define Hinduism within any 
rigid framework because there are no beliefs and institutions that are 
firmly COIDmO:tl to all Hindus, yet it is PQSBible to identify a Hindu from 
others. Notwithstanding, some institutions such as Karma; Dharma; 
the four impregnable caste systems and associated untouchability; the 
Sathi ritual (immolation of the widow in the funeral pyre of the dead 
husband); the Brahman One God with the two rival deities Vishnu 
and Shiva, whose worship has perpetrated acute sect rivalry between 
the two factions of Hindu devotees; the worship of multifarious qther 
gods and goddesses also as deities bo~ in homes and temples and the 
offering of sacr,i:fices to them as propitiation for gains and w8,l'dil\g off 
evils; and unquestionable belief in astrological forecasts as well as 
si(JlS (shagunams) as portending good or bad omens for acts are some 
of the ideas and institutions identifying a Hindu. The :i:Ilost important 
characteristics of a Hindu, however, are that he wo;ships a pltlrality 
of gods and god~esses, treats a cow as a sacred animal, regards certain 
rivers, plants, mountains, and animals.as holy, ~pta the Brahman a 
cless as infallible and holy and adheres with.re~ct.to theimprepable 
caste system. ~ose who abstain from the above are not in fact Hindus, 
but JP:e without a religion of their own ttnd believe in a lax and tree 
life, having gotten exposed to so many-environmental .factors sueh as 
other superior kinlf! of beliefs, philosophies, {ree society or even Com
munism The bill tribes of India, such as the Santhals, Bhi1s, Gondas, 
Nayadis and the original Nagas and others who follow the oldest forms 
of pre-Vedic animist religions, although taken as the untouchable Sud
ras for religious reasons, they are, however, categorized as bill tribes 
and scheduled castes, otherwise 8lld politically too. 

Vishnu is believed to have .descended as avathar (incarnation) 
identifying with certain mythological, quasihistorical and historical 
figures. As has already been stated earlier, however, the Geetb.a 
specifies that the avathars and particularly Krshna are incarnations 
of the Supreme God and not of Vishnu as the rest of the scriptures 
bring out. Acoordi~g to the Vedic li•ature too, Vishno incarnates in 
various forms to restore peace and order in the world at times when 
these have been destroyed by evil forces and ten such avatbars have 
been mentioned. These are; the fish, the tortoise, the bear, the monster 
who was haJf-man and half-lion, a dwarf, Rama, Ramasonof Amadgini, 
Krshna, Buddha and Kallti. Th~ tenth, Kalki, which is a white winged 
horse, is believed yet to arrive. · 



It may safely be said that the Hindu culture is a way of life rather 
than a religion because one cannot find an easy way to become a Hindu 
through proselytization as in the case of Christianity or Islam, which 
have certain prescribed ways to do so that remain the same whoever 
wants to enter the folds of these religions. Due to the four-caste system 
there appears to be no specific entry point for a non-Hindu to join 
Hinduism because as no one would want to have the pleasure of joining 
the rank of the untouchables, and the higher castes, particularly the 
Brahmanas, being of the sacred "Twice Born," are barred to the new 
entrant. -Therefore, in order to consolidate as well as to attract any 
new entrant to the folds of Hinduism. the abominable caste system has 
to get abolished. Perhaps, it was due to the impact of Islam during the 
rule of India by Muslims that toward the close of the fifteenth century 
c.E. a proselytizing adaption of Hinduism called Sikhism was 
evolved. Guru Nanak, a Hindu material reformist from the Punjab in 
India, prescribed a standard method of conversion to his casteless cult 
with certain distinguishing signB and dogmas and with a particularly 
martial spirit to not only rival Christianity and Islam, but also to 
prevent the two new religions from making inroads into the Hind~ 
'cultural life on account of them being more rational, particularlY'" in 
-the-field-ef-ereati<m-Of"1H:iSBsless-90Ci-ety;-'fhe-Bikh-TenaiBSBm:e-muve-=-
ment appeared to attract, for a short time, considerable Hindus to its 
fold from the two lower castes for the reason that they had been groan
ing for centuries under the acute social discrimination imposed on them 
by the Hindu caste system backed by the scriptures. Nevertheless, the 
very fact of history that during the period of five centuries the cult· has 
not attracted more than fifteen million Hindus, mostly from the two 
lower castes, to its fold out of the vast 600 million Hindu population 
of India proves that even this new effort was not able to emancipate 
the downtrodden hundreds of millions of lower caste Hindus of India, 
particularly of the Shudra class. 

UnleBS one goes through the four Vedas, the Upanishads, the two 
epics and. other scriptural literature such as the Manll811lrithi, one may 
not be able to get a complete picture of the ahn.ost rigid and imp~egnable 
cultural barriers posed by the Hindu caste sytem sanctioned and main
tained by scriptural penal codes against their contravention, especially 
by the lower castes, as well as the elaborate purification rituals to be 
undertaken scrupulously by the higher castes aa·a result of pollution 
by the lower castes. The punitive scriptural law goes to the extent of 
even laying down the punishment of pouring molten lead into the ears 
of a Shudra who happens to steal into hearing when Vedas are recited 
by the Brahmanas. Under the circumstances remaining ignorant, how 



a Shudra may attain "the highest goal'' of redemption through Dhanna 
and Kanna as e~oined by the Bhagavat Geetba appears to be a mirage 
indeed. Thus, it is nothing but a statement of fact that the Indian 
culture as seen today, built up over tens of centuries through the cults 
of worship of scores of gods and goddesses as deities, modulated by the 
Aryan four-caste system, refmed from time to time to the best of ability 
through the ceaseless efforts of patriot reformers who had been proud 
and zealous of maintaining their own national identity has continued 
to remain a way of life evolved through assimilation of a variety of 
cultures rather than a religion. 

The Bin.du Form of Worship 

·From what has been brought out in the foregoing pages, it should 
be clear that the concept of basic worship and devotion ~-the Hindu 
way 9f life is through a god or goddess called a deity who is adored 
and extolled for one or a couple of the many aspects of the Almighty 
God but from whom all sorts of bounties are sought by the devotee. 
Sacrifices and devotion are also. oft'er.ed ·~ this.deit,]z :!15 t9. the Almighty
God Himself, there being different deities for. different tribes, com
munities.or. even different persons in the same family and for different 
p1Up0Bes. Nowhere in India, Bangladesh, Sri Lauka, Malaysia, Sing~
pore, Indonesia and elsewhere in the world where Hindu culture exists 
can. one find one single house or temple of worship where anything 
other than a demigod in the shape c,f either an idol or a illuminated 
picture is worshipped, the worship of the Absolute and formless One 
God being totally a myth. Even theconeeptofthe supreme Brahman or 
Bhagwan supposed to be installed in the mind of a believer in the 
Bhagavat Geetha has been sized up to measure to the extent ofKrshna 
by the script!•n itself, and. that too always as· an idol or i~ge suggest
ing that the personal god worship is better than the wonhip of the 
Absolute formless God. Even according to the Vyuha doctrine, de
veloped in ·the .. Narayamya and·. Moksha .Dbar:ma which followed 
Bhagavat Geetba, to reach at the Brahman through the Krahna incar
nation is again. a five-tier.climh-impossible-'exc:ept to a very few yogis 
only who are difficult to find even according to the Geetb.a. Ironically, 
even the Geetha states that a large liUQority ofyogis also fall oft' without 
reaching their goal to be rebom, perhaps in a yogi family or in the 
house of such as are '"pure and prosperous.', · 

Nevertheless, the Hindu religion, as is understood from its scrip
tures by the large m~ority ofthe masses in India and elsewhere today, 



finds expression in the strict observance of the caete system through 
rules of pollution and purity to be practiced by one and all scrupuJously, 
in performing prayers and offerings as well as sacrifices to specific but 
mostly different deities as required by the family caste tradition; in 
partial fasting; propiation to the dead ancestors and personal or family 
deities as the case may be through offerings of food and sacrifices; 
listening to public readings of Harikatha epics and the scriptures and 
going on pilgrimage under vows to temples and shrines of famous 
deities everywhere as well as for bathing in sacred rivers. A13 essential 
as the above are the consulting of an astrologer and seeking the pleasure 
of the local or family deity through appropriate prayers, offerings and 
sacrifices prior to the commencement of specific important acts or dur· 
ing crises. For the commencement of each act of import, the moat 
appropriate and auspicious time is watched by a Hindu through signs 
(Shaguna) of approval and nothing is undertaken against signs that 
are considered as opposing. In the course of day to day life, certain 
animals, particularly the cow, plants like Tulsi, reptiles like the snake 
and birds like peacocks and eagles are always held sacred and never 
'4armed. The intellectuals concentrate on reading the Upanishads, the 
Bhagavat Geetha and the writings of the great teachers (Aehai:Yasr 
wbile also foRowing the -daily deity worship BB weU a:s th-e cmtoms of 
the general masses of the people, almost all of which have strong 
scriptural sanctions. Sathi practice has, however, disappeared from the 
Hindu society altogether consequent on its ·ban a long time ago by the 
British Indian government, but the widow remains unmarried. 

The Hindu Caste System 

It is impossible to detatch the caste system from Hinduism, whether 
one likes it or not, whatever argument the modernist may try to put 
forward. In fact, the argument that the~ is no caste distinction as 
advocated by the Hindu scriptures is one of ignorance of the scriptureJ;. 
The Manusmrithi, attributed to the sage Manu who, according to the 
Geetba, had been so. wise that "the imperishable yoga was proclaimed 
to him by the Lord through Vivasvan" (IV:l), and is the main canon 
of social laws, morals and punishments of Hindu religio~ is emphatic 
on the question of strict class segregation because the classes were 
"hom of nature" and the Hindu high castes were twice born, whereas 
the Shudras were by birth as well as profession unclean and, therefore, 
untouchables. Strict corporal pnni shments to the Shudras for approach
ing within an unsafe social distance, even having their shadows felling 



on the Brahmans and for stealing a hearing into the reading of Vedas 
by Bralunaruis are provided in the Mllllusmritbi, while drastic purifica
tion ceremonies to be performed by the higher castes to reinstate the 
purity of the desecrated person and the holy place have also been 
indicated. Under the circumstances, the argument of the modern refor
mist Hindu that Hinduism does not advocate caste distinction and 
untouchability is tantamount to an act of apostacy. In fact, it has been 
an endeavour to counteract the superiority that Christianity and Islam 
have over Hinduism on the matter of extreme equality between brother 
and brother on the one hand and sister and sister on the other irrespec
tive of race, colour, birth, family or profession. Going into more details, 
it is seen from the Rg Vedic hymn "Purusha Sukhtha, .. that the four 
castes (Vamas) or orders formed the limbs of the prim.aeval man 
(Purusba)t who was a victim in the divine sacrlfice that produced the 
Cosmos. '!'he Brahmana emerged from his mouth, the Ksq!ltbriya from 
his arms, the Vaishya from his thighs and the Shudras from his feet. 
Thus, the impregnable four-caste system, acute untouchability, refusal 
of the higher castes even to permit the low castes to worship in temples· 
and to take baths in public ri~rs and tanks, not to speak of eating 
together and free social mixing, have all become accepted. and deep
rooted social evils in the Hindu· society. against which the lifelong fight 
of Gandhi and,Vonobe ·Bqave did not bear much fruits during this 
century. ThiS was because of the fact that the supremacy ofthe Vedas 
having been taken for granted by the Hindu masses, they are resigned 
to the inevitable fate governed by the scriptural Karma-Samsara cycle 
through which they are morally afraid of getting reborn and reborn 
as lower classes or even creations to face the cousequenees of scriptural 
sins such as breaking·ofthe fiim caste barrier. So, nothing can be done 
by anyone about "it unless the lower castes convert to another religion 
that promises them equality between man and man as well as a 
philosophy.that frees them from the Samsara doctrine altogether. 

New Dimensions of Hindu Philosophy 

. Since the eighth. century., c.E., a. number of Hindu philosophers 
have distinguished themselves in giving new dimensions to Hindu 
thoughts and ways of life, as the result of having been exposed to the 
impacts of science and technology on the society on the one hand and 
of the two important religions of modem times, namely Christianity 
and Islam, on the other, b<tlih religions having some common points of 
advantage over Hinduism, particularly in the areas of unity af God, 
salvation and internationalism. While Hinduism became stagnated 



after having placed the society in the grips of :pant.heistic polytheism, 
the impregnable caste system and the Karma-Dharma oriented Sam
sara (tr.e.usmigration of soul) rebirth cycle, the two new movements 
had quite a lot to offer to mankind in the field of salvation through 
good work as well as the pardon of the just, kind and. merciful One 
God, in the fields of social equality and equal opportunity in all spheres. 
Naturally, the two religions had great appeal to the followers of Hin
duism. Therefore, primarily to safeguard Hinduism from erosion by 
the two new religions, as well as to remove some basic inconsistencies, 
quite a lot of efforts involving reinterpretations and reequations .of the 
various contradictory and outdated doctrines existing in -the Vedic, 
Upanishad and epic scriptures which had hitherto been consider~ 
uncQntestable became a dire necessity of t:ircumstance. Th.is w.as flrst 
prov1aed through what are called the ''Shakti" (energy) and "Bhakti" 
{devotional) cults. 

The Shakti Cult 

. Although a revitalising movement aimed actively at impla;ntipg 
the Vedic doctrines, this provided the much-needed ~ction {)f the Hindu 
devotees to ·exhibit their acute devotion to the Vedic gods. In effect, 
the Shakti cult is the worship of the female personifice,tiot:t principle 
in the creation of the univ.erse. Instead of the usu.al worship of the 
deity, the worship of Parvathi, the wife of Shiva, takes precedence in 
the Shakti cult by w.orshipping with great pomp and show in some of 
her manifestations such as Devi, Jagan Matha, Durga, Kali, 
Bhagawathi and Chamundi. However, worship on the s8Ule lines of 
Lakshmi, who as the consort ofVishnu is rare, altho:ugh she is worship
ped as the goddess of wealth by all Hindus both in homes and temples. 
The Bhakti cult is elaborated in the 7hntras, believed to have been 
written during the sjxth and .seventh centuries C.E. The cult ;bas gone 
as far as the worship of Parvathi in her different forms with five Ms 
prescribed in the 7hntras, namely Mamsa (flesh), Matsya (fish), Msdy.a 
(wine), Maidhuna (copulation) and Mudra (mystical finger signs) .ac
companied by the sacrifice of animals and sometimes even human 
beings among some .of the extreme hill tribes of the Vamachari branch 
ofthe cult. 

Bhakthi Cult 

The Bhakthi cult is one of the important modern phllosophies of 
Hindus mainly in the N~rth of India. Based on the Vishnavite de
votionalism of the Panchathanthra school of the twelfth century C.E., 



the Ramanuja version of the cult is derived from the qualified monism 
(Visbishta Daita). While it is associated in northern India with Vishnu, 
particularly in Krshna incarnation, in the south oflndia it is associated 
with both Vishnu and Shiva. Even Shankara (78S-820 C.E.) who was 
the exponent ofextreme monism (Kevala Dvaita} is believed to be the 
author of some devotional verses sung in honor of Devi, Shiva and 
Vishnu. The basic Vedic cults worshipping a variety of gods and goddes· 
ses· have, however, been sized down through the various revitalizing 
movements to the minimal trinity {Brahma, Vishnu and Shlva) accom· 
panied by the worship of Vishnu represented by the Krshna incarna
tion, Sh;i.va, the wives of the deities as well as some of their progeny 
gods and goddesses. 

Subsequently, as the result of contacts with Arab Muslim traders 
fll'St, followed by both Christian and Muslim evangelists and in later 
years as a result of Muslim Arab, Mgban and Moghul as well as 
Christian conquerors from the western areas oflndia, similar cleaning
up Hindu movements had taken shape in India spearheaded by 
philosophers such as Madhava and Ramanand (fourteenth century 
C.E.), Arya Samaj of Dayanand Saraswathi, Brahma Samaj of Ram 
Mohan Roy and the Theoso~cal Society. of New Yorlt Ci'tY. • .f9UDded 
by Helena Blavatasky of Ruesia. .and.1ater sl:Ufted' to Iiidia· b~ be suc
ceeded by· Madame·Anne Besant (nineteenth century), Ramakrishna 
and Vivekanand8lld many others to give new dimensions to the Hindu 
pbllosophy with the objective ·of consoJidating the Hindu society from 
the onslaughts of the more .dynamic religions of Christianity Slld Islam 
in particular and, as much as possible, to bring about integration and 
toleration among the three prime religions of India. Although the 
Hindu intelligentsia, mainly from the upper castes Qf Hindu .society, 
was generally enthusiastic ·about these new movements, the lower 
Hindu castes, particularly the Shudras, found nothing much attractive 
in them because the irrevokable Hindu -caste system had .grass.J."'Ots 
in the masses and society with fears of rebirth as the result of scriptural 
Samsara doctrine implanted. in their minds. Therefore, the only solution 
for emancipation of society and the individual soul from the age-old 
bandages could be achieved only through entering the folds of either 
Christianity or Islam. Thus, by and large, the occasional Hindu renais
sance movements did not become as fruitful 8s they were intended to 
be. The untiring efforts of the Arya Samej through the Shuddi (cleaning 
up) movement to induce soeial, cultural and economic incentives as 
well as advantages to the depressed and scheduled castes on the one 
hand and vigorous private and public exhortations to the higher castes 
to refrain from the abominable caste distinction as well as untouchabil-



ity, sometimes under martial pressures that have many a time led to 
communal clashes in India have, however, not proven too successful 
exc::ept for very short periods. The tendency to convert is still a cherished 
hope and characteristic of most of the downtrodden members of the 
Hindu lower castes and generally it has been finding realization very 
frequently in all parts oflndia whenever a favorable atmosphere occurs. 
There was a time in the living memory of the present older generation 
when the Hari.jans, as the untouchables are usually called in India, 
under the leadership of Ambedkar, who had mustered the following of 
over six million such miBerable people, having threatened to convert 
to Christianity and Islam, were prevented from doing so by the Indian 
Hindu nationalist leader M. K. Gandhi who tried all he could, including 
a fast unto death, to coerce the Savarnas (the upper castes) not only to 
abstain from the practice of untouchability and discrimination between 
themselves and the Avarnas (the lower castes), but also to throw open 
all public institutions such as bathing places, temples, schools and so 
on to the Avam.as, unconditionally. 'l'h.e movement, of course, had some 
effect but soon the tempo djminish.ed and today, again, a similar situ
ation has, in fact, come to threaten the Hindu society of IndiL Since 
the independence of India in 1947, the earlier efforts of the ;British 
gov-emmeB:t-invelving-educationaHncentives;jolropportu:nities,-speciai 
colonisation scheiDes and intervention of the civil administration to 
quell unreasonable oppression of the Avarnas by the Savarnas were 
reinforced by declaring the practice of any kind of social discrimination 
unlawful. The laws now offer equal opportunity and even incentives 
to the lower castes as well as the scheduled castes in all spheres of 
life. Nevertheless, the social problem of religious discrimination, which 
has its root in scriptural sanction under the spiritual threat of getting 
involved in the Karma-Dharma-Samsara vicious circle always haunts 
the searching minds of all four castes of Hindu society, making it 
impossible to root out this abominable social evil in its entirety. 

The Hindu Philosophy 

Accommodation of any philosophical viewpoint that suits any oc
casion in the form of a personal god, if need be through suitable interpre
tation, has been the underlying feature belrind the survival ofHinduism 
in spite of the undeniable facts that it is a way oflife built on polytheism 
with perhaps many thousands of gods, goddesses and demigods who, 
along with the souls of ancestors, are revered and worshipped as deities 
for specific advantages and salvation from the effects of evil forces and 



in spite of acute social discrimination practiced on the basis of work 
and birth. There is no redemption from sin except through living nut 
in full through several life cycles based on the. doetrine of Karma and 
transmigration of soul from one dead body into another until such time 
that the bad fruits of the entire sins are tasted in this world itself and 
then one attains union with the Absolute God thtough yoga so as to 
get rid of the rebirth cycle for good. That even the Absolute God is not 
able to alter the course of events of the ordained law is amply proven 
from the utterances of Krsbna in the Bhagsvat Geetha with the result 
that the Supreme God has no compassion so far as Dharma aud Karma 
are concerned. Thus for a Hindu there is no prayer for the pardon from 
sins. The Hindu religion does not have any institution called a prophet 
or a messenger of God. Instead, it believes in the doctrine of incarnation 
of God in the form of a creature, who may be man, anima}. or both as 
the occasion demands so as to destroy a particular evil or injumce and 
to restore order in the world. There are ten such incarnations mentioned 
in the scriptures (enlarged to twenty~two in the tenth century C.E.), 
two of which were in human form with a full span of h~ Ji(e and 
the last, a white horse, yet to come. The doctrine of incarnation as well 
as the Samsara (transmigration of souls)-have ¥edic as--well as Geethaic.. 
authority and the Hindu cannot have meilt.al solace on-aecount·of the 
Dharm.a·Karma&msan.=concept advocated by the scriptures. Thus, 
the entire process- of·evolution.as well as the life cycle, according to 
the Hindu phllosophy, is based on this trio cycle. The Dharma (duty) 
of any person is identified with his caste in the society and thus the 
criterion ofw~rk is dift'erent.for different classes, the best having been 
alloted by nature and birth to the twice born and all toils to the people 
of the two lower castes. 

Some. of the important aspects ·of. Hindu philOSQphy that are as
sociated with day to• day .human.life are the endless rebirths through 
the· doctrine of trau:Wption of .SOt.!la as ·different kinds of ~atures 
in relation to Karma (work) performed during the previous life; the 
abominable caste system, which is so impregnable that even God. cannot 
alter it; abstention from ·.consumption of certain foods only by the 
Brabmauas; desigD.Jltion of.one class.oftbe society, the Brahmanar; as 
·the priestly class, the Kshatriyas ·as the-ruling and fiJhting class and 
the exclusive allocation of agriculture, trade and artisanship to the 
Vaishya, and Shudra untouchable class; worship of many thousands of 
deities as well as souls of dead ancestors and their timely propitiation 
for prOfit; attribution of powers of creation, sustenance and destruction 
t.o rival gods; denial of acquisition of higher knowledge to the Shudra 
class; prohi'bition from going overseas under threat of expulsion from 



the society (Bhrisht); canonical belief on astrological forecasts about 
the unknown future through dice throwing and estimating the position 
of planets as well as the scrupulous adherence to the conclusions arrived 
thereat; and most of all, the firm belief that the deity worshipped as 
god or goddess must help the devotee to attain the desired objective. 

It is thus evident that for modern developed mankind that aspires 
to get material emancipation by entering an era of plenty, prosperity 
and social justice for all human beings, irrespective of color, race or 
profession and to get salvation of the soul through work and mercy of 
God, the Hindu philosophy and ways punctuated by social injustice 
and primitive polytheist and mythical concepts regarding G1ld and 
redemption does not fit into the scheme as such for adoption as a 
meaningful international way of life providing social, moral and 
spiritual satisfaction to the large J»asses of people inhabiting this world 
(which is approaching five billion mark). It is quite likely that it was 
in realization of this fact that as early as the sixth and fifth century 
B.C.E. two new religions, Buddhism and J ainism, with some :nrinor 
deviations from Hinduism but not much in deeper details, were evolved 
in the north of India; these too, after thriving for a couple of centuries 
under royal patronage from Kings Asoka and Katrlshka, faded. away, 
only-the-fel'Dler-seek:ing-new-pasbt1res-iD.-8ri-I::anka.--Burmli--anll:-the 
Far East, without leaving much of their heritage in their birthplace 
of India except archeological monuments and a short but glorious past 
history. 

An attempt, therefore, was J»ade again during the fifteenth century 
C.E. by a Hindu reformist by the name of Guru Nanak to make improve
ments to the spiritual, moral and social aspects ofHinduism by founding 
the Sikh way of life in the Punjab area of northern India. Although 
known as a separate religion with an enti.ty distinct from its mother 
Hindu religion; ·Sikhism bas been considered, by far, as an adaption 
of Hinduism. 

As has been explained earlier, in spite of repeated attempts on the 
part of several Hindu philosophers and reformists since the eighth 
century C.E. onwards to give new dimensions to the Hindu scriptural 
philosophy firstly by tryjng to interpret the polytheistic and pantheistic 
worship of innumerable idols supposed to represent demigods a1 ... d god
desses of Hindu scriptures as nothing but another way leading to 
monotheism, and secondly by arguing that the caste sy.stem advo a.ted 
by the Hindu scriptures rather than being discriminating is on y a 
classification of people for the convenience of the social life; the abolition 
of the scripturally ordained Sathi ritual of self-immolation of women 
in the funeral pyre of the dead husband by the British Indian govern-



ment ahout two centuries ago on the· one hand and more recently the 
action of the government of the independent India in forbidding obser
vance of the scripturally ordained untouchability and segregation, 
making it unlawful to prevent the lower castes ·from worshipping in 
temples or eating in restaurants or bathing in community rivers and 
lakes along with the high castes and so on, on the other, by way of 
copying such innovations from the other dynamic sister religions·with 
advantages aimed at social emancipation of the scripturally downtrod~ 
den lower castes; these, however, have not enabled the contradicting 
and mythical Hindu philosophy and irrational way of life of the religion 
of the Vedas, Epics and Vedantha to reconcile with science, logic and 
reason of the fully developed mankind of today. 



Chapter 7 
Islam 
The Religion 

Islam, with about a billion followers today, and generally spoken of by 
non-Muslims as "Mohammedanism" due to their ignorance, is in fact 
the religion of "Peace" as the very word in Arabie denotes--peace for 
oneself, peace for the society, peace for the entire world and peace 
during the life after death. To put the matter straight, Islam is not the 
religion evolved by its prophet, Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and 
peace be on him) either as an invention or as an innovation of his own, 
but "It is the religi0n With Allah," as declared in "Al-Quraan," which 
·is the holy scripture of Muslims believed to have been revealed to the 
-pr-ephet-by--AUah--through-the--archangel-''Jibi'Qi•'"ifiiiOnel). 'Ib call
Islam "Mohammedanism" is to call the religion propagated by the 
Torah and the prophet Moses (peace be on him) "Mosaism.." Islam rec
ognises the "Sole One" planner, designer, creator, sustainer and dis
poser ofthe entire Universe as well as everything_ in it and beyond by 
the unique and irreplaceable "Quraanic" tenn of "'Allah," a concept 
perhaps like the unique Torahic concept of 11Yahweh."' For the simple 
reason that the term "'God," with whatever sanctity and respectit may 
be used to denote the "One Lord'• of the Universe, because this may 
be also used to represent plurality, femininity and to· designate crea~ 
tiona of the "Only One Lord of the Universe," it cannot be used by 
Muslims to replace o:r ev-en to represent the unique concept of Allah 
whatsoever. It is thus a unique proper nome and even in pronouns 
referring to Allah, the words are written with an initial capital letter, 
as in the case of a proper noun. No pronouns other than singular ones 
such as He, Ye, Thou, are used while referring to Allah. However, in 
the Holy Quraan, Allah addresses Himself as both "T' and "We," the 
latter to represent His all-embracing sovereigntY, majesty and power 
but not in the plural sense. The Qmaan declares that "tb.e religion 
before Allah is Islam" (3:19) and that "You (Muslims) are the beet of 
people evolved for mankind enjoining what is right and forbidding 
what is wron and believin in Allah" (3:110). Thus, Islam is "Submis-



sion of one's whole self to the will of Allah" (3:83) and '"Belief in Allah 
and what is revealed by Him to (the last of the prophets) Muhammad 

· (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him), as well as what was revealed 
to prophets Abraham, Ismail, Iaaae, Jacob and the Tribes nnd in books 
given to Moses, Jesus and prophets (peace be on them) from their Lord" 
(3:84). 

The Holy Prophet of Islam 

Muhammad, the unlettered and orphan prophet oflslam (Blessings 
of Allah and peace be on him) who had been known as "Al-Ameen," 
meaning "'The Truthful," or 'arhe Trustworthy," and through whose 
dedicated mission Allah completed and perfected the religion to be a 
guide for the whole of developed mankind, was hom in Makkah (Mecca) 
in the Hijaai area., some seventy-four kilometers to the east dfthe port 
city of Jed.dah in the present kingdom of Saudi Arabia. His father was 
the most loved of all the chlldren of Abdul Muthalib, the chief of the 
prestigious Qureish clan ofMakkah, and his mother, Aminah, was the 
daughter otAbdul Manaaf, the chief ofth~ Zuhrah tribe. Abdullah had 
died at Madinah during a busiliess trip when· A:iniii8li ·had -not. yet 
deli-vered a baby, who was .named "MUhaminad'~ (the ·praiSed); a 
name not usually found among men then in Makkah. The exact year, 
month, elate or time of the birth of the baby is not known because of 
the varying r8ports a-vailable on this information. However, it is gen
erally belieyed tb:at he was bom on the twelfth ofRabiulAwwal, the 
third month of the lunar calendar of the year 570 C.E., which was 
known as the year of the elephant because it was in that year that the 
Abyssinian go'Verner of Yemen, Abraha, went to demolish the bouse 
of God m Makkah known as the "Ka'abah," which is believed to have 
been built by the prophets Ibrahim (Abraham) and his son1(Ismail) 
(peace be on them) for the worship of the One Lord of the univerSe 
about 2~000 B.C.E. and which had been~DBide..-..ed-ho!y-ever.since even 
by the pagan Arabs of Makkah as well as of areas far around it. As 
per the custom of the Qureish, the baby was looked after in the desert 
by a wet nurse by the name of Haleemah of Banu Sa'd tribe for the 
first two years until weaning, but a8 the lady Haleemah and her people 
had developed exceptional affection for the radiant baby, and perhaps 
also due to superstition, becausehewasthought to have brought fortune 
to the family, she volunteered to look after him up tc> his fifth year. 
Thereafter, until his mother's visit along with him to relatives -in 
Madinah where the mother died, he had been living with his grand
father Abdul Mutbalib. The orphan boy who had now lost his father 



as well as mother was looked aft;er by the grandfather as the apple of 
hie eye until he attained the age of eight. However, on the death of 
the grandfather, his uncle Abu Thalib took good care of the boy, and 
at the age of twelve he also took the boy, on his insistence, on a business 
trip to Syria. It is reported that while in Syria, the boy was spotted by 
a Christian monk by the name of Baheerah, who advised Abu Thalib 
to protect the child from Jews, as he had found signs of the coming 
prophet in the child and the Jews may, therefore, try to harm him. 
Except for this and some other minor incidents that are not corroborated 
unanimously, the young M'Q.hanunad (Blessings of Allah and peace be 
on him) grew up among the pagan Arabs of Makkah. without any 
miracles being associated. either during his birth or during his early 
days. 

As a youth, Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) 
usually turned away from unwholesom~ recreatory pursuits of boys of 
his age. His ways and conduct were so perfect, just and honest that, 
rightly, he earned from the Makk.ans the unanimous title of"Al-.Ameen,'' 
meaning "The Trustworthy,'' or '"The Truthful." 

Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him). had the 
profession of herdsman of the family during his younger days and as 
.r.epolted1 he-used-to-Heellect-later, proudly-and-joyfully, "6ud-seuhn5 
prophet who was not a herdsman ... Moses and David were herdsmen 
and I too was commissioned as a prophet while I grazed my family 
cattle at Ajyad." At the age of twenty-five, young .Muhammad (lUes
sings of Allah and peace be on him) became an employee of a wealthy 
merchant lady by the name ofKhadeejah to become her agent for trade 
betw-een Makkah and Syria. The extraordinary business success of the 
youth resulted in his marriage to Khadeejah at her insistence, which 
turned out to be one of the happiest of mazried lives, in spite of the 
tlisparity of ages between the two, lady Khadeejah being forty and 
he only twenty-five at the time. Approval and respect that young 
Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) enjoyed among 
the Qureish, young and old, as well as the other tribes of Makkah., is 
demonstrated by the incident relating to the arbitration that he made 
when the rebuilding of the Ka'abah was being done soon after his 
marriage to lady Khadeejah. It is said that when the time came for 
placing the sacred black stone in its place in the eastern wall of the 
Ka'abah, each of the tribes insisted, some even at the cost ofbloodshed, 
that this great honour should go to them, and Muhammad (Blessings 
of Allah and peace be on him) was made the arbitrator unanimously. 
With great intelligence, political foresight and ability he arranged the 
stone to be lifted jointly by the representatives of the contesting tribes 



by placing it on a sheet of robe and then himself placing it in position 
on their behalf. to the unanimous approval of all and preventing any 
tribal rift and bloodshed. 

The First Revelation 

Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) had made 
it his routine to visit as often as he could 'a cave, Hira, on the top of 
Mount Noor, or ~Light,n a couple of kilometers on the outskirts of 
Makkab from where he could see the Ka1abah and its precincts in order 
to medita~pecefully, the cave being approachable by ,most with deter
Drination. About 610 c.E., when Muhammad (BleBSings of Allah and 
peace be on him) had attained the JDature age of forty, one day while 
be was meditating in the cave, an angel, who was later known to be 
the archangel Jibreel (Gabriel), appeared before him with a sheet and 
asked him to "Read." As he could not read and write, he asked, "What 
shall I read?" The angel then pressed him tight severely and repeated 
as before, "Readl" But he again asked, "What· shall I. read?"" The-angel 
reapplied the ~-pressure, thiS tUDe mol'e severely and: aSked. 
him to "Read~, but for the thi.i-d time he said with terrific fear, '"What 
shall I read when .I cannot read or write," expecting another harder 
squeeze. The angel then said; after a third and much harder squeeze, 
"Read in the name of your Lord,·the Creator, who created man of a 
c)l)t of blood. ReadJ. your LOrd is Most Gracious who taught lll8Jl by the 
pen what he did not knowr and Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and 
peace be on him) repeated. what the angel said and memorised it. Thus 
came to the prophet the first revelation as the sign Ofhis comuiiBSion. 

Fear-stricken, trembling, nOt knowiDg what it meant an~ what to 
do, Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) "hurried home 
to seek ·solace-from -his dear -wifei -Khadeedah. -ll..e was in bad.shape: 
down with high fever and rigor, and he asked Khadeejah to wrap him 
up in blankets. As he narrated the whole incident to her, she at once 
consoled him, saying that she bad the J;lopethat he would be the prophet 
of the Arab :nation. However, as·he went to sleep, she hurriedly con
sulted her learned Christian cousin Warqah Bin Nowfal, who assured 
her that he WI;UI con$ced of the fact that it must have been none other 
than the Great Spirit who had spoken tO Moses (peace be oli him), and 
that Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) must be the 
prophet of the Arab nation. ·On her return, she found that her @ar 
husband was again shivering, breathmg deeply and perspiring. When 
he opened his eyes, he could hear the angel say, "Oh, you who lie 



wrapped in your mantle! arise and warn. Glorify your Lord. Purify 
yourself. Shun uncleanliness. Give not in order to have more in return. 
For the sako of your Lord endure patiently." Again she consoled him, 
. narrating what her evangelist cousin had told her of the incident in 
the cave. She became the first believer in the prophet Muhammad 
(Blessings of Allah and peace be on him). Later, when Muhammad 
(Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) had gone for circambulation 
of the Ka'abah, Warqah Bin Nowfal, who was also there, personally 
assured his support to the former, declaring that the same spirit who 
had gone to Moses (peace be on him) had visited him also, that he was 
the prophet of the Arab nation and that the struggle ahead would be 
very hard. The revelation stopped after that for a while. However, the 
prophet had started on his mission of purification of self, reinforcing 
his belief in the only One Allah and eschewing the idols in the Ka'abah 
and elsewhere who could not see, hear, apeak or help themselves. It 
was after a considerable lapse of time when the prophet waa in the 
cave of Hira on the same "Mount of Light" that he received the next 
revelation of the ninety-thi!'d chapter of the Quraan, "The Morning 
Light" or the "Forenoon," a reassurance to him that ''Neither had.his 
Lord forsaken him nor had been displeased with him and that he .will 
be..well-pleased--With-the..bounty. of the. Lor.d •••• " Soon..Allab taught 
His prophet how to say his prayers and worship (Salat) his Lord, and 
on seeing him and lady Kbadeejah praying together, his nephew Ali 
Bin Abu Thalib, who became the fourth caliph later and was also living 
in the same house, embraced Islam while still a boy. This wu followed 
by Zaid Biri Harith, who was a slave bought by the prophet before the 
revelation and adopted as his son. However, the Makkan Qureish re
sisted the innovation of Muhammad {Blessings of Allah and peaee be 
on him) because it eschewed the traditional gods of their forefathers, 
360 or more of.them having been installed in the Ka'abah alone. Soon 
the first man from outside the house of the prophet to embrace Islam 
was 1-..is trusted friend, Abu Bakr, who beL:Bme the first caliph on. the 
former's demise twenty.three yelll"B later. Soon after Abu Bakr's public 
announcement of his conversion, he started inviting hls friends also 
to embrace Islam and quite a few from the clan of Qureish as well as 
others did join them, but for fear of enmity and antagonism of the clan 
leadership, many of them used to hide the fact of their conversion. 
They ueed to offer their prayers, therefore, outside the city of Mskksh. 
Revelation ofQuraan continued in the meanwhile unabated, however. 
It wSB three years after the first revelation that Allah commanded 
Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) to proclaim Islam 
among the relatives of the prophet and the masses openly (Al-Quraan 
26:214-216; 15:94). 



The Qureish, on their part, challenged him wb~m he took the initia~ 
tive of attacking their idols. They ridiculed hint in poems and asked 
him to show miracles sinrllar to what Moses and ·Jesus (peace be on 
them) had done before or to transform the mounts Safa and Marwa in 
Makkah to gold or to bring down the calamity of his God over them 
and so on and so forth. The prophet, however, remained solid as a rock, 
unmoved, telling them that he had been sent as a messenger to warn 
them by conveying the divine message and as a blessing to the universe 
rather than to be a diviner or invoker of curse and calamities. Although 
his uncle Abu Thalib had not become a Muslim, he continued to provide 
protection to his beloved nephew. Nevertheless, when the Querish fi~ 
nally showed their determinaticm. to harm his nephew, Abu Thalib was 
forced to tell Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) to 
save himself as he was not able anymore to bear the burden which he 
could not carry. In rEiply to this, after a serious pause, Mpammad 
(Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) replied to his uncle that even 
if they placed the sun in his right hand and the moon on his left, he 
was not prepared to renounce the cause of Allah and retrace his steps. 
Hearing this, the sympathy and love was aroused in.bis uncle, who 
blessed him in his mission and swore not to betr~.y him to .enemies, a 
promise which he upheld thereafter.. · · · 

Islam. being a scieutqicprocess and method based on intense inves
tigation. by observation, classification, comparison, aperimentation 
and drawing of sensibly logical conclusions from the :resWts, the call of 
Muhammad (Blessinp·of .Allah and peace b& on him), guided by reve
lations of Allah, the originator and sustainer of the universe, from 
time to time, was nothing but the call to get into harmony with the 
nature in all walks, of human thought and action and. be went on 
appealing to the Arab people. Their deep-rooted orthodoxy and 
paganism, although acute in the .beginning, began to be overpowered 
by the nucleus of exemplary and seJtless .society that. was being e~ 
lished-by selected few pe.."'1!0DS from .mAny tribes of Arabia under the 
banner ot Islam and leadership of M11hammad (Blessings of Allah and 
peace be on him). However., :the. :incorrigible pagans .under the leader~ 
ship of the Makkan Qureish stalwarts continued their oppression of 
Muslims, some of whom, being ,their ..slaves, were memilessly beaten 
and tortured as they r&fused to .retrace their steps to paganism .and 
leave Islam. When the persecution of Muslims increased. the prophet 
asked his followers to disperse to tbe rest of the world and on his advice, 
a small g'roup of them sought refuge in Abyssinia. Negus, the Abyssi
nian king, gave protection to the MUBlim emigrants until they returned 
to Makkah after a while, on hearing that Umar Bin Kha.ttab, who 



became the second caliph on the demise of Abu Bak.r in later years, 
had embraced Islam. But their calculation had gone wrong because on 
the conversion of the strong and passionate Umar, the Makkan Qureish 
had split into two powerful opposite camps, one under the Muslims 
Abu Bakr, Hamza and Umar, and the other under pagan Abu Lahab, 
another uncle of the prophet, the latter and his supporters having 
intensified their oppression and persecution ofMUBli.ma. Consequently, 
a group of about seventy Muslims again went back to Abyssinia, where 
they lived until the emigration (Hijrah) of the holy prophet and his 
companions to Yathrib (Medinah) later. The Makkan Qureish had even 
blc>ekaded the houses of the local Muslims altogether, some of whom 
had even to die of it. Later, however, a better sense of clanism prevailed 
due to the intervention of some wise pagans and the blockade was 
finally removed. It was soon after this incident that lady Khadeejah, 
the prophet's wife, and his protector uncle Abu Thalib passed away. 
The hostility against the prophet and Muslims increased after the 
demise of lady Khadeejah and Abu Thalib, both of whom were quite 
influential The Qureish even had resorted to throwing rubbish and 
fJlth on the prophet during his prayers. When the oppression became 
unbearable, the prophet undertook. a secret trip to the neighbouring 
city. ofTaif,_wbere t.he tribes not only rejected bjm hut.also stoned him 
severely, bleeding him. On hearing this news, the QureiBh became 
trigger happy and increased their oppression of the prophet and the 
companioll8 with more vigour. It was during this period that Muham
mad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) became engaged to 
Ayishah, the eight-year-old daughter of Abu Bakr, but the marriage 
was held in abeyance until the girl attained her maturity of twelve 
years. However, for the sake of a companion and solace during those 
days of intense trial, he married lady Sowdah, a widow of one of his 
companions who on his return from Abyssinia had died. 

Almost the same time, about 621 c.E., had taken place the epoch
making, great ,.Al-Mi'raj" or '1sra'a"' (.Ascensionj oitb.e hoiy prophet, 
a journey of a part of the night to reinforce his spiritualism and lmowl
edge of the unseen about which the Lord of the universe alone knows. 
The journey from the sacred mosque at Makkah (the Ka'abah) to the 
sacred mosque in Jerusalem {Masjidul Aqsaa) with a vision of the glory 
of Allah, the celestial beings, the beauty and splendour of the paradise 
promised to the faithful and meetings with the ·souls of the earlier 
prophets is unique in that the very belief in this narrative of the 
"Truthful" messenger of Allah provides the touchstone of the belief of 
the faithful. Without going into any discussion as to whether it was a 
vision, spiritual ascension or bodily ascension, which anyway does not 



provide any useful analysis on this only one unique phenomenon that 
neither happened to anyone before nor will happen to anyone in the 
future, it may only be said that thi3 was one of the greatest of miracles 
on which the faith and belief of Muslims in the greatness of the Lord 
of the universe, the greatneSs of the "Crown of Prophets" and. the 
certified honesty of this great prophet of Islam rest quite a lot. It was 
an incident that could not even be comprehended, by the pagans of 
Makkah, although they had blind faith in the powers of the innumer
able stone statues who could not see, hear, feel or even help themselves 
and were enshrined in not only the holy Ka'abah but everywhere to 
help the devotees in all eventualities! They were devoid of comprehen
sion beyond a camel ride through the barren desert from south of 
Arabia to the Syrian capital in the north, or a sailing voyage across 
the Red Sea lasting for weeks and months with no forecastable results. 
However, for the man of science of today, the very term "Buraq" evolved 
from .. Burq," meaning lightning, electricity or even electroD.ics and so 
on, which is used to denote the conveyance "QSed by the angel of Allah 
to carry the holy prophet from Makkah to Jerusalem by an- and the 
unk:o.own method representee! by a glitterillg ladder, so to say, which 
was the medium for ascending him to the sanctum sanctorum through 
the various stages of the heaven· in ·a few ho\irs during the silent part· 
of the· night and the fantastically long return trip should not pose any 
problem as far·· as ·understanding the technique is concemed. Even a 
young chlld of tOday does not get ::O.abbergasted when the newliflash. 
about a space probe directed toward space or the skylab flight lasting 
from a few days to aeveral years in space and back is given on the 
radio, television or news media. Decades have lapsed after nuclear 
submarines and'shipshave been put into the sea without being refuelled 
at all. Several millions .of kilometers are involved in each of these 
journeys, quite a ntunber of them, ·including returns being controlled 
by stations on the earthl The scientist of today is well aware of the 
law o£interoha:ngeability of material mass and enet"gy• From the view
point of science. through the process of conversion of matter into 
energy, it should be possible to attain the velocity of light, but how to 
attain it is the only problem. H man could place space probes in orbit 
and also retrieve them at will, will it .be difficult for .the Lord of the 
universe to perform such a miracle as the prQphet's asceDSion in body? 
If light, which is the threshold of the theory of relativity as far as 
mankind is concemed, may travel over a billion kilometers in an hour 
and nearly Dine billion kilometers in eight hours, can anyone even 
comprehend how far another super energy at super velocity at the 
control of the Lord of the universe much, much above the human 



threshold, may travel in as much time? Sitting in an armchair looking 
at the wonderful sky, cannot the comprehension of man travel right 
into the so-caJled "black hole" far beyond the Milky Way at the supposed 
"end of space" and also retum into his own vision in a split second? 
As far as the conversion from matter to energy and vice versa are 
concerned, this field in many cases is child's play for man today. Is it 
then anything at all for the Lord of the universe? Thus, the incident 
of the ascension of the prophet is nothing that can be considered as 
fiction in today's language of science. Therefore, whether it was a vision 
of comprehension or a physical act should not matter to the scientific 
man of today. After all, he was carried by an angel in a special vehicle 
so far unknown to man! The only question is whether one is prepared 
to believe or not the prophet who narrated it with his social background 
of unanimous approval as "The Truthful" by one and all of his time. 
The real believers all believed the prophet's statement and those who 
did not became apostates. It was as simple as that. Many followers too 
)eft the prophet after the incident of Ascension was disclosed by him. 
When the oppression of the Muslims by the enemies was stepped up 
and the desertion of some followers diminished the ranks of the oompan
ions, instruction was received by the prophet from Allah to emigrate 
to..:Y-athrib{Madina.thul-Munawwarah'), where he had cultivated enough 
sympathisers. It was the city of a number of his relatives as well. 
Moreover, a number of companions who bad already migrated to 
Madinah earlier had beeen impatiently awaiting the arrival of their 
leader. The prophet and Abu Bakr managed to slip away by night 
without the enemies ever knowing it, as the information was received 
by them that the enemies had made plans to assasinate the prophet. 
On arrival in Madinah, the prophet and Abu Bakr were received by 
the Madinites With brotherly warmth and affection. It was in Madinah 
that the foundations of the Islamic welfare society and state were )aid 
by Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) eft-..er winning 
a number of essential religious wars (Jihad), including the conquest 
ofMaJdtah; the home. These wars for survival ofMuslims were imposed 
on him by the Makkan Qureish, pagans, Jews and others in the Arabian 
peninsula. · 

Finally, after completion of revelation ofthe final book of Allah's 
guidance to mankind, the Quraan, laying down comprehensive princi· 
pies oflaw and practice for the evolution of an indiscriminating Muslim 
welfare society and state at all occasions, not only for the Arabs, but 
also for the entire world, at the age of sixty-three, Muhammad, the 
last and final prophet of Islam (Blessings of Allah and peace be on 
·him), breathed his last in the year 632 C.E. in Madinathul Munaw-



warah, leaving a philosophy and way of life that are a standard and 
ideal for developed mankind to follow until the last day of the human 
species on this earth. 

Muhammad, the Prophet (Blessings of Allah and peace ~eon him), 
being the la~t of prophets to appear before mankind on this earth. has 
demonstrated a complete inodellife for mankind as a boy, youth, hus
band, father, teacher, ruler, and a prophet, all in one, being himself 
nothing exceptional from any other human being except his special 
status of prophethood. He stressed the importance of good thoughts, 
words and deeds in all walks of life, always becoming a model and 
example for others to follow easily. 

The· Sources of Islam 

The Quraan and Hadeeth (the traditions of the Holy ProPhet) are 
the two main sources of the religion of Islam. · 

The Holy Qp.run 

The Ho)y.Quraan w~ revealed by Allah to His prophet :Muhammad 
(Blesaings.of Allah and peace be on him) through the archangelJibreel 
(Gabriel) over. a period of about twenty-three years, the first verses 
having been revealed ·"in the night of Power .. (97:1), "a blessed night'' 
(44:8), which DlOSt commentators consider as the last ten cblys of the 
sacred month of Ramadhan. That the Quraan is magnificent Arabic 
literature, 1lii8Uip8SS8d in beauty, content and without any eontracJic.; 
tiona is acknowledged by many non· Muslim writers. That the Quraan 
was preserved correctly to the letter and punctuation as in the revela
tion without pollution, has been .amply proven by the fact that the 
Quraan,· eince its day-to-day revelation to the prophet, ·had been faith-. 
fully committed to the memories of many a disciple as well as preserved 
in writings to such COITeCtn.ess and perfection that all over the world 
millions of copies of the Quraan have been existing over the ages until 
today without even a letter being dift'erent from one copy to another. 
The Janam. Sakhis (life stories) of'GuruN~ak, thefoUDderofthe Sikh 
religion, written by "gurus" like Guru Dangji and others within fifty 
to eighty years after the death of their leader, show that Gw:u Nanak 
had said, •'We have ~Y seen ·'lbrah, Zabur, 1Djil and Veda but for 
the world the code of complete guidance is only Quraan (page 147); ''If 
there is any book of faith, it is only Quraan (page 149).'' George Sale, 



in the preliminary discourse (seeti()n 3, P. 47-48) of his translation of 
the Quraan writes, "It (Quraan) is confessedly the standard of the 
Arabic ·tongue .... The Quraan is generally beautiful and fluent, espe
cially when it imitates the prophetic manner and scriptural phrases. 
It is ... enlivened with florid and sententious expressions, and in many 
places, especially where the majesty and attributes of God are described, 
sublime and magnificent." Again, in the translation of the Quaraan, 
J. M. Rodwell (p. 15) says, "It must be acknowledged too, that Quraan 
deserves the highest praise for its conceptions of the divine nature in 
reference to the attributes of power, knowledge and universal provi
dence and unity; that its belief and trust in one God of heaven and 
earth is deep and fel'Vent; and though it contains fantastic legends and 
visions, teaches a childish ceremonial, and justifies bloodshedding, per
secution, slavery and polygamy, yet at the same time it embodies much 
of a noble deep moral ~arneatness and sententious oracular wisdom, 
and has proved that here are elements in it on which mighty nations, 
and conquering, though not, perhaps, durable, empires can be built." 
Further, Sir Hamilton Gibb says in his Mohammadanism (p. 49-60, 
second edition, 1967), "It seems reasonably well established that no 
material changes were introduced (in Quraan) and that the original 
fonn and contents of Mohammad•s (peace.be-on-him)-diaooUl'Ses-were 
preserved with scrupulous precision." It is also ofinterest to know that 
in.his History ofReligioiUI (volume TI, 1950, p. 386), George Foot Moore 
writes, "Islam is the most recent of the great religions, and its rise and 
early progress lie more fully than any other in the daylight of history. 
'the revelations of the prophet during the twenty years, more or less, 
of his career were collected in Quraan within the next years after his 
death, and of the authenticity of its contents there has been never any 
substantial question." In the Life Publication of The World~s Greatest 
BeligioiJB (110-123) is found, "It is not certain that Mohammad (Bles
sings of Allah and peace be on him) could read or write, but almost 
from the start his followers took down wltat he recited using scraps of 
parchments ofleather, tablets of stoneB, ribs, pieces oflH:Iard &lld breasts 
of men. Soon after Mohanunad's (Blessings of Allah and peace be on 
him) death in 682 A.D., these fragments were collected and the Quraan 
was assembled." 

·In his book The Bible, the QurM and Science. Dr. Maurice Bucaille 
examines the holy scriptures in the light of modern scientific knowl
edge. He has proven conclusively, not only that the only holy scripture 
that does not provide any contradictions to the modern concepts of 
science is the Quraan, but also that the insights provided by this scrip
ture into the secrets of creation, life, and the universe are actually in 



accordance with the scientific facts of this century. This would be incon
ceivable if the Quraan were. the work of a single man or were copied 
from earlier scriptures, particularly the Bible. 

As per the collSElnsus of the disciples, based on the discourse ofthe 
holy prophet Muhm:nmad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him), 
himself being illiterate, he. was unable to read the revelation from 
Allah when. it was first conveyed to him by the archangel Jibreel. It 
contained the famous Quraanic verses 1 to 5 of chapter 96, "Read in 
the name of your Lord who created, created the man from a clot of 
congealed blood; Read and thy Lord is most bountiful who taught the 
use of the pen, taught man what he knew not." It is said that when 
the prophet replied to the angel that he could not read and write, the 
latter embraced him, pressing hiin tightly, and the resulting miracle 
was that he could read. Subsequent revelations of the magnificent 
Quraan in parts large and small, m all6,666 verses and ®mprising 
823,760 words, all occurred during his vision of the angel whom no 
one other than himself saw, the revelations being instructions given 
from time to time according to the need of the particular occasions 
during the entire prophetic period of about twenty-three years. During 
the first thirteen years of this period.,~t-in.Makkab, the revelations 
concentrated on proclamations, first in· secret· and later· in· public; 
against both ~egation of Allah (Kufr)n and "Assigning of partners to 
Allah (Shirk)~ as-well as strengthening the belief and concept of"Unity 
of Allah ('l'awheed.)." Open enmity of Makkans, which cnlminated. in 
oppression of.the believers.andtheir social boycott, forced the prophet 
and his followers to migrate (llijrah) to Madinah where the locals 
received the,prqphet and.his followers with open arms. Here the Mus
lims, under the able leadership of the prophet, established an Islamic 
society and later the foundations of the mOdel Islamic state. The rev
lations during the Madjnah period contained instructions on war and 
peace, captives, bounty of the war, treaties and agreements,1sdm;nis
tration of justice, moral upiift Of society, economic ·and· social devalop
ment, rights of the rulers and the ruled, men and women, parents and 
children, husband and wife, friends as well as neighbours and relations, 
citizens and foreigners, as well as orders regarding prayers, fasting, 
IUQj and Zakaat. Completing the revelations in the twenty-third year 
of the prophethood was the verse on the "Completion of the revelation 
and perfection of Islam." As is seen from the Quraan, the various 
religious orders were given in steps; the Salat (prayer) having been 
:fust ordained during nights only in the first year of the Makkan period 
because it was not safe to offer prajers during daytime among enemies 
who used to ridicule, try to hamstring and molest Muslims, including 



the prophet, during prayers. Later, the morning and the evening 
prayers were enjoined, completing instructions on offering of the five 
compulsory prayers after the Mj'raj (Ascension) which, however, was 
still being offered secretly in valleys until the conversion of the great 
Omar Bin Khattab, who became the second caliph later, when offering 
of prayers in public was commenced. Fasting, saying the prayer call 
(Adhan) and payment of Za.kaat too were started during the Medinah 
period. Turning to Makkah to face Ka'abah (the house of Allah built 
originally by the prophet Abraham-peace be on him) tor the daily 
prayers instead of to Jerusalem was also instructed in Madinah. All 
these acts were as a result of Quraanic revelations' of Allah to the holy 
prophet delivered from time to time by Jibreel, the archangel. 

Not only were the revelations of the Quraan memorised by several · 
of the followers of the holy prophet as soon as each portion was revealed, 
but they were alao recorded in writing on leather, bones, stones and 
even on the chests of some of the followers, after being read over to 
the prophet to prevent mistakes in order that nothing of the original 
was omitted, nor lost later. Even sequence and the serial of each verse 
and chapter of the entire revelation had been indicated by the· holy 
prophet and, thus, the Quraan in its natural order liad been availab)e 
not only in memorised form but also in recorded documentary form 
with several disciples of the prophet. However, when during the 
caliphate of Abubakr, the first caliph, he found several disciples who 
had memorised the Quraan (Haffaz) had been martyred in the wars, 
he decided to get more authentic copies of the Quraan prepared· and 
distributed to all cities ofthe state. Later, during the time ofthe second 
Caliph, Omar, as reported by Ibne-Hisham, as many copies as 100,000 
in "'Khattal-Amiri" (Amiri script) were available in various parts of 
the Islamic state. During the time of the third caliph, Othman, a board 
of twelve famous disciples of the holy prophet was commissioned to 
prepare the Qnraan according to the "'Quresh'' accent and send it to 
Makkah, Madinah, Basra, Kufa, Yemen, Syria and Bahrain. During 
the reign of the fourth caliph, Ali, Abul Aswad, a trusted disciple, put 
the phonetic marks to the Quraan text in order to make it readable 
correctly even by nonArab Muslims and to maintain uniformly correct 
reading of the verses (Qir'at). The Quraan also has remained a current 
literature of freshness throughout the ages until this day through its 
recitation by Qaariyoon and Haffaz during offering of daily prayenJ 
and particularly during the optional Tarawih prayers of the fasting 
month of Ramadhan when the entire Quraan is recited several times 
during the month. During every era of the past 1400 years after the 
revelation of the Quraan, there existed and exist even today hundreds 



of tho\1Sands of such Haffaz who have memorised the whole of the 
Quraan a~d reproduced it from memory daily. Thus, the genuineness 
and exactness of the Quraan has been kept alive over the years without 
even its punctuation and phonetics altering at all. There is no other 
religiotiB scripture or Book revealed by Allah, including the Torah or 
Injeel, that can claim such acute authenticity, n,onpollution and correct
ness. Further, the Qir'at competition, wherein Qaariyoon from all over 
the Muslim world take part in recitation of the Quraan correctly, has 
also continued to exist all over the past centuries as it does today. This 
is in fact what has been guaranteed by A11ah in the Quraan, "Surely, 
We have revealed it (Quraan) and surely, We are its Guardian" (15:9). 

Allah Himself declares in the Quraan: Quraan is truth (2:91), clear 
(24:46), manifest (2:99,12:1), plain (41:3), light (42:52; 64:8), wisdom 
(17:39; 10:1; 81:2; 36:8;-15:1), guidance (27:2; 45:20; 31:3), full of bles
sings (6:156). It verifies and c:onfiims ~vious books of Gocl (2:41, 89, 
91, 97; 3:3; 4:47; 5:48; 35:31; 46:30); Bani Israel knew it as it was 
mentioned in their Holy Books (26:196); It makes no discrimination 
between the prophets of .Allah (2:136, 285; 4:152); -the purpose of this 
Book is to bring forth men from darkness into light (14:1, 52); It is a 
message for the people that theY. may know that He iS On~ Allah and 
tha~ men of understanding may uifud.(1~:52;:17:41t .. ·. · · • ·. · ~ ·· 

The Qtiraan has.repeatedly challenged the highly literate critics 
as well as enemies of the "Unlettered Prophet of Islam" and the unbe
lieverS to pr.)duce, by themselves, ten Suras (Chapt.s), or one Sura or 
even a recital like it joilitly with their witnesses and helpers, if' they 
believed that the Qura.an ·was not a miracle of Allah, that it was a 
forgery and that it was. a fabrication, or it was never correc:t: at all 
(2:23; 10:38; 11:13; 52:88,34). Therefore, Allah rightly confirms also in 
the Quraan that nobody could produce its like even if all men and Jinn 
were to help each other (17:88). This challenge which remained uncon
tested during the lifet:iJne of the holy. prophet has also relhained so 
throughOut the past 1,400 years or more as it will continue to remain 
so foJ" all time. Further, the recent computer-aided mathematical re
search has revealed that the holy Quraan, the iufallible words of Allah, 
has been guarded from tampering and corruption by means of a won
derful mathematical interl~g system by which there is an almost 
im~ible--one in six hundred and twenty-six septillions (626 x 
10U}--ehance of producing a similar total document by any creation 
from the point of nUIQ.ericallocking alone! 

The Quraan reveals that in truth it is the Book confirming what 
went before it ·as Allah's guidance to the human beings from time to 
time sucb as 'the Torah or the Law ·or Moses (peace be on him}, the 



Zaboor or the Psalms of David (peace be on him), the Injeel or the 
Gospel of Jesua Christ (peace be on him) and the books as well as 
revelations sent to many other prophets before Muhammad (Blessings 
of Allah and peace be on him) (3:3); that Allah sent inspiration to 
Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) aa he had sent 
it to Noah and other messengers of Allah after him such as Ibrahim 
(Abraham), Ismail, Ishaq (Isaac), Yacoob (Jacob), and the Tribes, 
Isa (Jesus), Ayoub (Job), Haroon (Aaron), Sulaiman (Solomon), Dawood 
(David) and Moosa (Moses) (peace be on them) from time to time ( 4: 163). 
It also states that divine Book was revealed to Ibrahim (87:19). 
However, the specific Books of past prophets mentioned by name in 
the Quraan are the Torah ofMoosa, Zaboor (Psalms} ofDawood, Injeel 
(Gospels) of Isa and Quraan of Muhammad (peace be on them). Thus, 
while confirming·and testifying the earlier step by step divine gui
dances through Books and criteria between right and wrong that were 
revealed by Allah to the various prophets, the Quraan makes it compul
sory for all Muslims to have faith in them (2:4, 136, 285; 3:3, 84; 
5:49-51; 6:92-93) because all messengers of Allah were bearers of good 
news and warnings (4:163; 6:85-87; 19:53; 21:86). It also says, 'Teace. 
be to Noah. Ibrahim, Moosa and Haroon,Elias and all prophets, (37:79, 
120, 1"30, 1"81) and declares that Ibrahim, lsbaq, Yacoob, Noah, Dawood, 
Sulaiman, Ayoob, Yousuf, Moosa, Haroon, Zakariya, Yahya, Isa, Dyas, 
Ismail, AI-Yasa'a, Younus, Loot (peace be on them) were all amongst 
the benefactors, righteous and exalted ones who were given the Book, 
authority and prophethood (6:84-87j 6:89). Thus, the stmid of the Qu
raan is that all the prophets of Allah, their divine Books and revelations 
all proclaimed and preached the same Islam that was highlighted by 
Mnha"'mad (peace be on him) and the Quraan. However, as shown 
under the chapters of Christianity and Judaism, as the earlier revela
tions and books of Allah had become either polluted, lost or become 
insufficient to cover the total life pattern. of the fully developed hwnan 
beings of the enlightened modern age, t.~e Quraan was reve&led as the 
fmal revelation for the believers as the final book containing previous 
revelations and as the total and final guide for the human beings 
forever. This is the exact positions of the Quraan and the mission of 
the last of the prophets. 

The Traditions of the Holy Prophet oiadeeth) 

It is an act of belief with Muslims that in accordance with the 
commandment of the holy Quraan, it is essential also to follow the 
directives and advice given by the holy prophet Muhammad (Blessings 



of Allah and peace be on him) as well as emulating his great way of 
life, especially because all his directives and advice as well as his way 
of life had revelational background and, in many instances; they had 
explained in detail the contents and meani11g of the many verses of 
the glorious Quraan which generally only refer to quite a few essential 
matters. Thus, for example, about the compulsory five time prayers 
and how they should be offered, while the Quraan only gives the fun~ 
damental idea, the minutest details had been demonstrated by the holy 
prophet during his prophetic period as a continuous explanation. So 
much so, unless the prophet's way of life is taken as an essential sup
plement, the way of offering of daily prayers cannot be detailed. On 
most of the aspects of Islamic philosophy, thoughts, beliefs, faith, law 
and conduct, thus, the traditions of the holy prophet, comprised of 
sayings as well as actions, occupy an integral relationship with the 
holy Quraan. · 

Also, for the clarifications of any minor differences, the Muslims 
refer to the various actions and ways adopted by the first four ealiphs, 
Abubakr, Omar. Othman and. Ali, who are considered as the au
thorities on Islamic jurisprudence, administration, Shariah and the 
social welfare state, because these four had the elos_est association :with 
the holy prophet, Muhammad (Blessiiig's o£Al1illi and peace be on. him). 
and umestricted approach to him during his lifetime. As far as the 
traditions (lladeeth) of the holy prophet are concerned there are 
thousands of them covering almost all aspeets of human thought and 
life to guide MllSlims to the right course of Allah within the framework 
of the glorious Quraan. Several great Muslim scholars, well versed in 
religioua jurisprudence, have dorie lifelong research to sift the most 
authentic traditions, tracing them back to either his honest wives or 
the 1110st trusted disciples of the holy prophet or both. Having become 
fully· satisfied with their undisputed reliability as a result of corrobora
tion by more than one source they have provided compilations'ofthese 
"'correct and strong traditions," wlrlcb are not oliiyreieiTed to as author
ity and also recited by the Muslims but even committed to memory just 
as is the holy Quraan. The proven traditions had been thus compiled 
by six dift"erent scholars of the ninth century C.E.-Bukabri, Muslim, 
Abu DawoOd, T.irmidhi~ Nasai arid Ibn MaBja-which are the accepted 
references in the field. · 

Two other d,ynamic :inatitutions that existed durmg the second 
century H:ijri (eighth century c.E.). were .lj:ma' and Jjtihaad. 

In order to overcome individual and regional differences of opinion 
that could have occurred later, the legal theory an4 practice of Islamic 
Shariah (path) were standardised by the consensus of eminent Ulemas 



(religious scholars) referred to as "Mqjtahidoon" of the first few gcner· 
ations after the demise of prophet Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and 
peace be on him), strictly within the guidelines provided by the Quraan 
and Hadeeth. Having thus covered almost all important aspects of the 
Shariah through [jma', this institution was considered as closed. There
fore, after the close of that century, questioning of any of the concerned 
decisions, already arrived at on the basis ofthe Quraan and Hadeeth, 
became prohibited ever since. 

:{jtihaad, meaning, "to endeavour" or "to exert oneself," is the 
means of obtaining a solution, legally and doctrinally, to new problems 
on a new consensus on the basis ofindividual opinions (Ra'y) of eminent 
Muslim scholars. In the second century Hijri, Ijtihaad was replaced by 
Qiyas (reasoning by strict analogy) based on Quraan and Hadeeth 
texts. Although acceptanee of a definite body of Hadeeth on most of 
the day to day problems appears to have ended after the J]ma' period, 

later Muslim scholars of great stature and universal MusHm accep-· 
tance, such as Al-Gazzali (twelfth century), Shah Waliullah (eighteenth 
century) and others, having held that Ijtihaad could still vest with the 
consensus of the eminent religious scholars of the Muslim nation .. in 

respect of problems not covered earlier, which may confrDnt Muslims 
of the modem era, tbe institution of IjtTh.aad still is avallable to the 
Muslim nation if a need for it arises in future, strictly based on the 
Quraan and Hadeeth. 

The Philosophy of Islam 

i. The Concept of Belief arid Faith 

The Islamic faith is based on the firm belief that Allah, being the 
Sole and Only One supreme Planner, Designer, Creator, Sustainer and 
Disposer of the entire universe and everything in it and beyond, He 
alone is worthy of devotion, worship and seeking spiritual help; that 
Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) was the last 
prophet of Islam in the chain of many similar prophets who preceded 
him and that the last prophet wa.S strengthened by Allah with guidance 
through revelations including the holy Quraan through the archangel 
Jibreel (Gabriel) thro~ghout the former's twenty-three year prophetic 
mission. Muslims have been repeatedly warned, like the children of 
Israel, against worshipping idols, denying Allah in any physical or 
other form, attributing any temporal characteristic such as passion, or 
·family, and attributing any share of His powers to any kind of creation 



whatsoever. In short, like the Jews, Muslims have also been directed 
by Allah to be strict monotheists with belief in Him alone. 

The Quraan has made cleaF 

-that Islam, •'The Religion Before Allah,'' had been revealed to 
human beings from the eariiest of times when man had com
menced his life on earth, in a step. by step process, through His 
prophets of Allah through the ages had been essentially: to be
with holy revelations, miracles· and b"ooks in due measure as 
was needed for guiding people of each respective &lire; 

-that the same Islam that was preached by all the earlier prophets, 
SQlbe of whom are named, md many who are not named, in the 
'Thrah and Quraan, who were sent to preach over specific com
munities and nations in order that none was deprived of gui~ 
d.aDce, was also preached in its complete and perfect flfrm by the 
last of prophets, Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be 
·on him), who was reinforced with divine relevations as well as 
the final book of Allah~s criterion and guidance, the Quraan; 

-that the essence oflslam.as preached and followed by :the various 
prophets of Allah through ~~f!. ag~a.h&d. biM!~ essentially;, to be
lieve in the Only One Allah who is the Sole Planner, Designer, 
Creator, ·Sustainer. and· Disposer of the universe; to obey Him 
alone aDd to rely on His sole guidance and protection; not to 

· worship. any other than Him; not to attribute any partner whom
soever to the sole power, authority and .majesty of Allah; and to 
be just and truej 

-that the revelatory process and assignment of prophets came to 
a close With the advent of prophet Muhammad (Blessings of 
Allah BDd peace be. on him)) as the last of the prophets and the 

-revelation of the _Quraan as the ·anal.criterion. and guide for ~ · 
time and perfecting u·well as completing the religion,oflslam 
through -this last p!'f,lJJhet and t.he Quraan; and 

-that the foDowers of this perfeeted religion of Islam have been 
made "'the best of people evolved for the . mankind, enjoining 
what is right,forbidc:ting.what is wrong and believing in Allah." 

ii. Creation of the Universe 

The Qu:raan states that the universe consisting of "seven firma
menta and the earth" was created in six days (7:54) of which four were 
for the. earth and two for the firmaments evolved from ••smoke" 
(41:10,11), a day in the reckoning of Allah being thousands of human 
years (70:4), the earth having been prepared for the habitation of man 



from an unknown time when the latter's creation in due time had been 
contemplated by Allah. Further, in the shapes of guiding hints to the 
human beings in this regard, the Quraan alBo states: "Do not the 
unbelievers see that the heavenB and the earth were joined together 
(aa one writ of creation) before We doved them as\IDder? We made from 
water every living thing: will they not then believe? And We have set 
on the earth mountajns standing firm lest it should shake with 
them(21:30,31). 

iii. The C:reation of Man 

The events that preceded. and followed the cre;;~.tion of the irrst man 
and woman as given in the Quraan compare with what is given in 
Genesis of the Bible except in some fundamental aspects. AB. stated in 
the Quraan, when Allah disclosed to the angels his intention to create 
man, a new creatiQn to be His "viceregent on earth" (2:30) from "the 
best of moulds" (95:4) and gifted with certain facultiee, (90:Eh10) over 
them and Jinns (a species created earli.er from smokelesa fire of scm•cli- · · 
ing wind as mentioned in the Quraan at 15:27 and 55:16}, they were' 
of-the-view-th:at·wh~n-th-ey wel'e already there to celebrate His pi'31Se 
find t;) glorify Him, there was no need of creating the new species, 
which would make mischief and shed blood on earth. However, _Allah 
ovenuled them, saying that Be knew what they did not (2:30). Thua, 
Allah created Adam, the first man, from sounding clay, moulded him 
into shape (15:26; 65:14), put life into him and taught him names of 
all things, and directed the angels to name the things. ThiB they could 

. n()t do for the reason, as they said, that they did not know beyond what 
. was taught·to them by Allah (2:31,32). Then Allah asked Adam to name 
them which he readily did, and then Allah ordered them to honour 
Adam by prostrating to him. This was obeyed by all except Iblis, the 
leader of Jinns, who had, earlier, been elevated to the company of 

· angels due to his knowledge, wisdom ap,d devotion to Allah.lblis argued 
that, having been created from smokeless fire, he was superior to Adam, 
who was created from clay, and therefore he could not prostrate before 
Ada,m. (2:33,34). For the pride, disobeclience and rebellion on the part 
of Iblis, he was exiled by Allah from the company of angels, and desig
nated as "Shaitan" {Satan) the despised (7:13). The first woman, Haw
wah (Eve), was also created by Allah as a companion for Adam and 
both were provided an abode in Paradise with permission to eat and 
enjoy everything but only to refrain from committing the transgression 
or approaching a ·~articular tree" (2:35,7:19). Earlier, rather than 



realising his own fault of rebellion against Allah, repenting and seeking 
His pardon and grace, Ib1is had chosen to seek permission of Allah to 
let him have reSpite as well a.s power to seek revenge on Adam and 
his progeny until the "last day" (15:36}, as he had the idea that his 
own fall was brought about because of the creation of Adam and not, 
alas, due to hls own pride, haughtiness, disobedienee and rebellion 
against Allah! This request was granted with the warning that he and 
those who followed his wrong and devilish ways would certainly be 
subjected to eternal punishment in the "Hell," a dangerous abode of 
burning fire (7:14-18). Thus. while Adam and Eve had been passing 
their temporary period of dwelling in Paradise, lblis, having vowed to 
take revenge on them at the fust possible instance, prompted them to 
eat of the forbidden tree, swearing to them that Allah had restrained 
them from approachlng the tree because, in such an event, •~fuey should 
become angels or such beings as would live forever" (7:20) . .Adam and 
Hawwah, having succumbSd to the temptation of lblis, am oftbe ttee 
in contravention of the earlier explicit command of Allah and as an 
immediate result, "hav.ing their shame become manifest to them" 
(7:22), both regretted and repented their disobedience .to Allah, 
which was accepted and pardo~ However,.Paradise was no. long~ 
fit to be their abode in the overall plan of Allah. Along. with Iblis, both 
Adam and Hawwah were thus sent out of Paradise to live on earth 
until the "Iasi wi.y,"· multiplying their respective progeny as eDemies 
of each other. Allah in His kindness, however, promised to Adam that 
his progeny would b"e blessed··with divine guidance from tiiQe to time 
through selected prophets and apostles among themselves, so that by 
leading a clean and de-voted life shown by them, eschewing the evil 
promptings and ways of lblis and his henchmen, the eternal but lost 
paradise could be regained by the human beings (2:3fHJ9; 7:.23-25). 

iv. Concept of Prophets in Islam 

According to the philosophy of Islam, this promise of Allah became 
fulfilled. through various prophets and apostles from Adam (peace be 
on him), who was first, down to Muhammad (Blessings and peace of 
Allah be on him), who was the last in the continuous chain of known 
as well as unknown prophets and apostles (messengers) of Allah, some 
of whom-such as Noah, Ibrahim (Abraham), Lot, IBID8il, 
Ishak,(lsaac),Dyas (Elias); Zakariah, Younus (Johan), Yahya (John}, 
Yacob, Yousuf {Joseph), Moosa {Moses), Haroon (Aaron), Dawood 
(David), Sulaiman (Solomon), ldrees, Dulki:tl, AI Yasaa. and several 
others-who have been mentioned in the Torah revealed to Moosa 



(peace be on him) and the Quraan revealed to Muhammad (Blessings 
of Allah and peace be on them) (Al-Quraan 4:163-165; 5:21; 6:84-90; 
23:23-50; 57:26--27). That these prophets and apostles were men of 
supreme character, nominated and designated as such by Allah to 
guide certain people, tribes and communities of each respective age, 
duly reinforced with Allah's revelations and divine books that con
tained the laws and guidelines necesaary for leading a balanced 
spiritual and social life fit for the emancipation of the human beings 
and aimed at the prime objective of regaining the lost eternal paradise; 
that each of these prophets preached the same religion of Islam fit for 
their own times with emphasis on fair play, justice, and belief of as 
well as devotion to the only One Allah who is the Sole Planner, De
signer, Creator, Sustainer and Disposer of the entire universe and 
everything in it (42:13); that all these prophets had been assigned to 
their respective ages with limited jurisdictions to lead and guide only 
a section of people except the last prophet and messenger, Muhammad 
(Blessings of Allah and peace be on him), who alone had been assigned 
by Allah as the final prophet to propagate the completed form of Islam 
with the finally revealed divine book, Al-Quraan, which is the ''words 
of Allah" and guaranteed ·from any tampering& until the "last daY' 'as 
weH-as-revelations-with-self-suftieient~es to-serve-as-the-ultimate· 
guide for the spiritual emancipation of the fully developed human 
beings as a whole by leading a balanced social life in the world until 
the "last day" (2:87i 4:82; 5:92; 6:19,92; 9:6; 15:9; 27:6; 45:2; 56:77,78)
these are among the cornerstones of Islamic faith and belief. 

The position of prophets in Islam, as testified in the Quraan, is 
that all messengers of God were bearers of good news and warnings 
(57:26; 11:25). Adam, Noah, and descendants of Ibrahim and Imran 
were chosen by God (3:32). Ibrahim was made a leader of men, selected 
in this world and righteous in the next and a model of virtue, truthful 
and a prophet (2:124,130; 16:129). Ismail was truthful in promise and 
a prophet (19:54). Moosa was one purified and a prophet (19:66). It 
declares that Ibrahim, Ishaq, Yacob, Noah, Dawood, Sulaiman, Ayub, 
Yusuf, Moosa, Haroon, Zakariya, Yahya, lsa, Elias, Ismail, AI Yasaa, 
Younus, and Lootb. were all among the benefactors, righteous and 
ex~ted ones (6:84----87) and that they were given the Book, authority 
and prophethood. (6:89). 

Thus, Muslims must believe in the three books-The Zaboor 
(Psalms), The Tbrah (Old Testament) and The Injeel (the Gospels}-that 
were revealed by Allah to the respective apostles and prophets
Dawood {David), Moosa (Moses) and Isa (Jesus) Peace be on them),
prior to the advent of Al-Quraan, which was revealed as the final guide 



to the last and final of the prophets, Muhammad (Blessings of Allah 
and peace be on him) (3:3; 4:136). Further~ Muslims dQ not dilferentiate 
between one prophet and another except in that the religion that was 
preached by the earliel' prophets on the basis of revelations sent to· 
them by Allah, though sufficient for their respective generatjons and! 
peoples, was not in the completed and final form preached by the last 
of prophets, .Muh8DliDad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him}, who 
was sent aa the .. seal of prophets" reinforced by revelations and the 
final divine book of guidance, Al-Quraan, perfecting and completing 
Islam for the fully developed mankind (4:150,152).. It is therefore that 
the Quraan has permitqd Muslims to eat of the clean foods and to 
marry the women of Jews and Christiana, who have been designated 
as ''the people of the book", and becaQ.ae they also believe basically in 
the only One God as required in their divine scriptures. 

v. Belief, Faith and Action in Islam 

The six canonical beliefs of a Muslim are: 

-Beli¢ in the only One (}cjd {Allah); .. 
-Belief in .1\llah's angels-
-B~ef in 4llah's prophets; 
-Belief in Allah's reveald books; 
-Belief in· the 'T.Iie last judgement day" of this universe; and 
-Belief in the pbeonomena that good and bad are all from Allah 

alone (in conformity with the overall plan of Allah aceording to 
His.will). 

Similarly, the :five.pillars of the religion of Islam are: 

-Believe and say, 1-rhere is no god except Allah and Muhammad 
ia the (last} prophet and messenger of Allah"; 

-Perform the five canonical prayers daily at the appointed times; 
-Keep fast from dawn to dusk during the whole lui.ar month of 

Ba:madban,-abstaining from food and drink as well as from Wl
desirable thoughts, words~ aiJ.d actions; 

-Pay with pleasure Zakaat (the sharing of legitimately earned 
wealth among the poor and other deserving sections of the soci
ety) on products, assets, trade and cash reserve; 

-Perform one& in a lifetime the sacred pilgrimage to the "House 
of Allah" at Makkab to perform the HeJj rites, if one is fit to do 
so physically and financially. 



vi. lslaJnic Ethics 

Apart from the aspects ofbelief, faith and actions as detailed above 
that have been enjoined on Muslims in order to establish a just, clean 
and prospe1ous society directed towards the ultimate aim of regaining 
the lost eternal paradise, the Muslims have been directed through the 
Quraan and other revelations of Allah to the prophet to inculcate moral 
values of the highest order to make them the best of the peoples, and 
to practice honesty in all walks of life (33:35; 4:69); to be just in all 
dealings (as one would expectjustice to oneself) 4:58; 4:135; 7:29; 16:90; 
57:25); to be extremely patient, oathk.eeping, benevolent and consider
ate to fellow beings, particularly towards the parents, the poor, the 
needy, the orphans, the wayfarers and to be just to the orphans at all 
costs {2:83, 177 ,215;;4:2,3,6,8,10,36; 17:34); to be tolerant and protectors 
of adherents of other religions as long as they remain law-abiding 
citizens and do not obstruct Muslims from practicing their own religion 
(22:40); to keep one's body clean by taking a bath, particularly after 
sexual engagements, performing ablution by washing all exposed parts 
of the body prior to sayfug the five time daily prayers (5:6); to keep 
one's mouth clean by frequent brushing of the teeth; to dress up cleanly, 
preferably in white robes; not to commit theft (5:38); not to say falsehood 
or conceal evidence (39:3; 40:28; 52:11; 24:7; 2:283; 70:33);nottoindulge 
in lending on interest (2:275,276,278-281); not to engage in gambling 
and use of intoxicants (2:219; 6:90,91); not to even approach prostitution 
or adultery both of which are shameful and evils leading to other evils 
(17:32; 24:2,3); not to take a life except for just cause or slay such life 
as Allah has made sacred (17:33; 26:68); to refrain from committing 
either suicide or self-torture (4:29); to refrain from eating pork, blood, 
dead meat, any animal that has been killed without slaughtering it in 
the name of Allah with blood ftowing out freely, or any food given as 
a sacred offering to any gods (5:3; 6:145; 16:115), and so on. It is also 
stressed that there should be no compulsion in religion and belief 
(2:266; 10:99), whereby nonMuslims are free to follow the religion of 
their own choice as long as Muslims are not obstructed from following 
their own. This, however, is not applicable to a Muslim, who has to 
follow Islam, having accepted it on his free will. Wasting anything that 
tttay be of use to others is prohibited and taking a middle course by 
avoiding spendthriftness on the one hand and miserliness on the other 
in all walks of life is enjoined (17:27 ,29). Prostitution and adultery 
have been condemned (17:32) and made punishable drastically (24:2), 
as they are vices that not only disrupt and endanger the social life of 
the people but also become a source of evil leading to other evils, such 



as perpetual hatred, and the cause of fights between even relatives 
and friends. However, in exceptional cases where it becomes necessary 
either due to fear of committing prostitution or adultery or i.Jijustiee 
to the orphans (and never for lust alone), permission has been given 
as a very special case to marcy up to four wives, only when one may 
remain reasonably just to all·of them (4:3). Nevertheless, practice of 
patience or self-restraint in these matters is recommended (4:25). Di
vorce is made legal for both men and women on questions of incompati
bility and proven immorality, but reunion between the divorced hus
band and wife is permitted after not more than two divorces. However, 
after the third divorce, the same couple may not remarry unless the 
divorced woman marries a $Scond husband and is also divorced by him 
naturally (2:229,230). The object of providing two chances for reconcili
ation with a waiting period between the estranged couple through the 
e:fforts of themselves, social elders and relatives is in order to avoid, 
as far as possible, a total and final break of the sacred marria~ ties, 
endangering the future welfa,re of themselves, and the children in 
particular, if any. The divorced men and women may, however, remarry 
any" others freely as they choose, after expiration of the ordtrlned waiting 
period (2:232). On the occ:asioli. flf ~~ding. _tli~ .. husband mlist. P.Y. a 
suitable present to the wife according to his" status and H.bility before 
he lays.his hands on her,. and this present may not be taken back at 
the time of divorce.(4:4,.19; 20, 21). · 

In the field of work, Islam expects everyone not only to perform 
his duty with objectivity, sincerity, patience and as beSt one can leaving 
the reSult to flower as destined by Allah, but. also not to indulge in 
dishonesty nor begging. Belief of a Muslim in "destiny" is often ridiculed 
by nonMuslims. In fact, this is the only course left to man when we 
collSider .that the. net result .of any action e&DllOt confine strictly only 
to the. immediate physical, chemical and converted reactio:qs in time 
but, in abstract terms, to the total reaction in terms of the effects of 
the action :in all its totai aspects :inciuding the vast indeterminable 
consequences that are.attri'hutable to the. purpose, intent and objective 
in mind as well as later ~onic-like" aftereffects, in future time 
and spac:e all.put ~gether .All must.be considered in full depth. There
fore, with what intention, to what perfection and with what all-known 
and hidden purposes in mind each d:ift'erent action of a human being 
is performed and what resultant :final effects accrue theretQ in what 
space and time are known only to.Allah, who is the only "all-knowing 
plaJm.er, designer, creator, sustainer and disposer of all matter and 
energy ereated in the universe." Rightly, the Quraan states; "And of 
surety, your Lord (Allah) will pay back to all (in full recompense) of 



their deeds: for He knoweth well all that ye do" (11:11). Nevertheless, 
the Quraan also states; "Allah does not change the state of a people 
unless they themselves have a will to change it" (13:11) and that Allah 
is absolutely just and kind to all His creatures, letting His laws of 
nature act evenly on all, but with advantage to the raithful who seek 
good ways, and normally on the unfaithful. Finally, it is assured in 
the Quraan that "Allah does not let the good deeds of any person go 
without reward" (2:62). Allah is so kind aa to let even the vicious have 
respite until the "last day" (14:142)unlesa almost all of a people continue 
to create mischief or practice repression and oppression, in which event 
He checks one section of the people. with another for the good of the 
human beings (22:40). As in the caae of the peoples of prophets Noah, 
Hud, Shoaib. and Salih, versus persons like Firaon (Pharoah), Haman 
and Qaroon(Korah)-mentioned in the Quraan-Allah destroyed an 
entire bad people who repeatedly erred knowingly, saving the good 
among them, to serve as a lesson for posterity. Assures the Quraan; 
"Nor will thy Lord (Allah) be the one to destroy communities for a 
single wrongdoing, if its members were likely to mend .. (11:117). 
Through these and other advices as well as directives almost ev.ery 
problem confronting the society of the developed human beings that 
has something to do with their spiritual emancipation directly or indi
rectly has been solved by the Quraan and the prophet's teachings in 
just manner for all times. 

vii. Islamic Economy 

On the economic front, Islam advocates a just and natural 
socialism. While owning of private property by both men and women 
through right imd just efforts has been legalised on the one hand, 
payment of the compulsory Zakaat to its rightful recipients, such as 
the poor, the needy, the indebted, the orphans, and the social reformers 
among Muslims, and payment of charity (sadaqah) in addition, and as 
much as possible for the uplift of the less aftluent in the society has 
been stressed on the other, at several places in the Quraan. The Zakaat 
has been so designed that if the accumulated earnings of a person are 
kept idle without getting circulated in business and investments, they 
get reduced to half in about twenty-five years and to nothing in less 
than fifty years, which is not even a lifetime. Therefore one is indirectly 
encouraged to keep his wealth in productive circulation, a prerequisite 

,for economical progress of the people at large. Zakaat, which is a com-
pulsory religious tax payable on wealth, capital, trade, cattle, and 



·produce such as agriculture, crops, mined wealth and others, varies 
from two and a half tO twenty per cent according to each kind. For the 
cattle it is assessed in the form of numbers. ThiB is a means for prevent
ing poverty on the one hand and accumulation of much fabulous wealth 
on the other among the,yarious sections oflslamic society, as well as 
for meeting the day to day, expenses of the Islamic state. Naturally, 
neither the masses suffering from acute poverty nor millionaires with 
excessive ~;~Dd hoarded cash stock may thus develop in a society that 
rightly follows the Quraanic instruction. In trade, making excessive 
profit on essential items of necessity is forbidden. Even hoarding of 
food grains and items of basic essential goods required fol' the masses, 
either by creating shortage or with the intention of selling them later 
at ~gher profiUI is also forbidden. All contracts and agreements have 
to be ho:nomed scrupulously. 

While all legitimate kinds of trade devoid of excessive pJ.Ofitma.king 
is pe:rurltted, lending money on· interest has been totally prohibited in 
Isl1iUJl. This again may be found as a means for preventing the wealthy 
class froin. m:Uoying a steady income without getting exposed to any 
kind of risk that is UDJiatural an~ from keeping their valuable time 
idle. or engaged in undesirable pursuits that· often· persons with big 
wealth.and income· are often tempted:ta indulge in:· However, partner
ship investment, which· exposes itself to both profit and loss alike, is 
encouraged. This,· again; keeps the parl;ners engaged in fruitful busi
ness activities-;...a must for economic and social progress; In all kinds 
of business, whether trade, ·agriculture, industry or any othel:' activity 
where employer-employee relationship occurs, a fair and reasonable 
wage to the worker on the one hand and a similarly just return to the 
investor or employer on the other,· in coDSideration of all aspects of the 
business whereby both-sections are benefitted on the basis ofbrotherly 
·feelings and cooperation avoiding confrontation of any kind is ordained. 
'lhus the Islamic economic system is a natural one in wbidh even the 
thought of class war or exploitation between the bourgeOise and the 
proletariat is overcome, .being unnecessary. What is left over after 
payment of Zakaat on produces, assets and reserves on the one hand 
and govenmient taxes on the other is cme's own private property, sacred 
and pure, to which no one has any cbiim; even· the· govemment. Islam, 
rightly having taken into account the most important ·nature of the 
human being that incentive is needed for work, has therefore also 
granted this right of owning clean·wealth badly needed for acquiring 
the means for leacl:illg a comfortable life. However, no Muslim who is 
aware of the directives af the QUraan can have peace of mind unless 
he also spends freely in sadaqah (eharity) out of his wealth in order to 



ameliorate the condition of the less affluent of the neigb,bors-m-phans, 
widows, the old and th.ose who groan under the burden of debt. 'I'h.ls, 
although a voluntary institution, is generally and devoutly practiced 
by not only most of the wealthy and middle-class people among Muslims 
but also even by the less a:ffiuent secthm of the brotherhood, mostly in 
secret, as the Quraan and the holy prophet have commended those 
charities that "are given away by the right hand without the left hand 
even knowing about it." 

The business of the s~ate on the economic front is to be confined 
to administration of the ~tate affairs, of welfare schemes and of the 
religious common trust properties such as mosques, orphanages, 
schools, hospitals, poor homes and the like, apart from ensuring that 
~o one in the state goes hungry and destitu.te on a.ccount of an inability 
to earn either due to health hazards or lack of work. The ownership of 
private property by confiscation as in a communist state is not the 
duty of the government because the duty of the state is not to act as 
a capitalist, owning the property that peopl~ must possess. As far as 
Islamic outlook is concerned, if any property becomes an impediment 
~ the state, in the act of dischat'ging its most important duty of uen
couraging virtues and discouraging evil," the state has the right of 
,P-unishing the owner of the concerned p...mpertyaCJ:Drding to Islamic 
Shariah Laws. Further, if the state finds that any particular wealth 
has been amassed by illegal means, the state machinery has the means 
to recover its dues from the owner as well as to ensure that the portion 
of the wealth belonging to others is also returned to the rightful owners 
without resorting to unque harassment and witch-hunting. Such ac· 
tiona may be instituted only after due evidence according to Islamic 
law is obtained-in favour or against as the case may be. Exparte deci· 
sions without proving any charge against the citizen is also forbidden. 

"Y-lli. Crime and Punishment 

A Muslim is supposed to be the model for others to follow, as is 
testified by the·Quraan (3:110), if the course chalked out by it and the 
teachings of the holy prophet Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace 
be upon him) are followed. liowever, the human being, as its nature 
is, is acutely selfish as well as pleasure-seeking and is under the bad 
influence of Shaitan, who tries his best to deflect every person from 
the right course in accordance with his vow that he had' made in 
ParadiBe to seek revenge on Adam and his progeny until the last day 
and the respite that was given to him by Allah at the time of his 



expulsion from there. Therefore, a Muslim too may lose his guard at 
times and commi.t certain crimes that Allah has directed him to refrain 
from. Further, in any society there can be bad elements who may try 
to disturb the peace by indulging in crimes forbidden under the Shariah 
of Islam. Morally, while every person will have to answer to Allah on 
the judgment day for all the actions committed by oneself, for the 
reasc;tn that the relevant bad acts committed by ~he individuals may 
have far-reaching adverse effects on the society, due worldy punish
ments also have been prescribed in the Quraan to be meted out to the 
offenders involved in certain specific crimes. For the reason that such 
punishments have been prescribed by Allah Himself, who knows all 
·His creations thoroughly, the state authorities entrusted with carrying 
out the relevant punishments, having no discretion in the matter, have 
also been directed by the Quraan to administer such pnnisbments 
without showing any sympathy so as to serve as deterrents for others. 
Like the laws of the Torah, these ate on the principle of'•an eye for an 
eye, tooth for a tooth and life for a life," except for crimes like drinking 
in public, theft and adultery, for which respective~y, stripes, cutting of 
the hand and stripes or stoning have been prescribed. 

:ix. Status of Women in Islam·· 

This is aquestiongenerallyco:mmented upon adversely byDonMus
Jims and cruelly, too,·without appreciatin.g its Islamic implli:aticms. That 
woman has·been ereated as a· partner for man mainly with the sex and 
reproductive ·process· in· view; as with any other animal, is accepted by 
all. Man, being the most·refined of the animal species, has also to act 
as such. Complete freedom to associate in sex has akeady created chaos 
in the society of today. That the relationship between man and woman 
has to be regulated is an essential necessity of the _civilized. society~ A 
socially acceptable union termed "marriage" is thus accepted by all 
religions and societies in the world because without this institution, 
the family, the society all go into chaos. If any man is permitted to 
have sex with any· woman and vice·versa, the organised norms of social 
life must crumble, leaving an abnosphere of intense jealoWJY, fighting 
and even elass wars; ..Islam has.;reeognised. the ·fundamental need to 
put the social order as a whole on a correct footing where jealousy, 
fighting and class wars may be abolished altogether. As has been done 
in the case of economy and wealth, Islam has also placed the relation
ship between man and woman on a realistic footing in view of the 
emotional qualities of the human being. As jealousy breeds hatred and 
war, and one of the causes of jealousy is sexual desire, the most impor-



tant cause that produces sexual desire being free mixing of sexes with· 
out restrictions, has been. forbidden in Islam. The Islamic law has 
specified the categories of woman who cannot be taken as a wife, such 
as mother, sisters, daughters, daughters of sisters and brothers, 
mothers-in-law, two sisters simultaneously, wives of sons and so on 
mostly being near blood relations and those who, by marital relations, 
have become so in status. Free mixing of men and women who do not 
fall in this group is discouraged in the interest of a clean society. This 
is so because, by and large, men and women are attracted to each other 
due to sexual desire. It is only due to this reason that man, generally, 
likes the company of women and vice versa. Socially, morality ~eeds 
that this be discouraged. Marriage being a license to have sex beween 
man and woman with the sacred objective of creating progeny, it must 
be considered as a great moral institution of any society where the law 
of acute possession must prevail. Therefore, the necessity of having 
freedom for any man to have close association with any woman other 
than the blood relations or own wife ahould not arise. H such an unre
stricted freedom is available, familiarity usually develops into love 
followed by sex, which is dangerous for an organised society because 
apart from the development of jealousy and hatred even between blood 
relations, the question of genetics may come into dispute. If one woman 
has sex with more than one man, even the woman ·may not always be 
able to identify the father of the child and this failure may dismantle 
the very organisation of the family and society. Therefore, prohibition 
in Islam on free mixing of men and women in general-and women not 
being pennitted to marry more than one man at the same time, unlike 
men, may be justly explained. 

The horrible degradation of moral values as far as sex is conc::erned 
in Western countries in general and the social problems this has created 
for most nations in particular need not be repeated here, as the world 
has become aware of this acute problem with no solution at this stage 
except adopting the social norms in this regard as provided by Islam. 
At the same time, Islam has granted a certain amount of freedom and 
respect to women with full realisation of the natural status of women, 
which they themselves generally. accept BB the "weaker sex." In the 
Western as well as Eastern countries, while separate state laws had 
tO be evolved to provide equality to women with men in specific fields, 
Islam has however granted this privilege to them·1400 years ago when 
even women were not so enlightened as to even appreciate that they 
needed such a status. The Quraan declares: "Men are the protectors of 
women" (4:34). This along with the explicit Quraanic inBtructioos that 
not only the wife must be elevated to the economic status of the husband 



before hE lays his bands on her, but that such dowry (Mabr} remains 
the property of the wife not to be taken back even ·in the event of a 
divorce; that the woman has the right to own wealth and properties of 
her own as well as to inherit property of deceased n~latives~ that the 
wife must be treated with kindness and understanding and that the 
woman has al.!!O the right of divorce in certain cases, have all made 
the position, social as well as economic, of a woman secure in lslam, 
whieh right no other religion has given to her. Naturally, such rights 
and protection oblige her also to beeome subordinate to man in some 
respects that have great moral-and social bearings. Complete equality 
is a mirage only when we realise that even nature has created the 
woman with such terrible inequality against her as conception, mater
nity and the reariDg of children, pangs that have to be borne with 
patience and fortitude by the woman only and never by the man. 

An important~ oflslamic sexual morality is that iti'Sf»gnises 
the nature or man as generally being biologically superior to woman, 
not or;Uy in tbinking, but in the power of taking decisions, actions and 
responsibilicy. Man seldom wavers, whereas it is a trait WIU8l with 
woman. Further, the· strength of a man, except in very rare cases, is 
n;tuch superior to that of a wonum •. Sexually too, man expresses his 
passion much more vivitlJ.y than womeil • .E.ven in the area ofprosijtu
tion, which is a -social evil, -the woman serves as a means of satisfying 
the man's passions and very seldom vice versa. A woman normally 
keeps her excessive passions dormant, if there be any, whereas man 
generally does not do so-. 'fh~, if a reasonably large number of men 
'biologically need more ~ rather than permitting the antisocial and 
illegal ways of prostitution and adultery, lsi~ has given man the 
license to DJal'1'Ying more than one wife provided he can afford it, 
keeping all the wives reasonably alike sociallY and economically as 
well In fact, during a period of war when either woman prisoners are 
captured in large numbers or ~rphan girls are left behind due to lieaths, 
or when. the ratio of women to- men in a society goe-s up, such an 
exceptional provision becomes a blessing. The altemative or allowing 
those women to go into prostitution or adultery, as has legally or illeg
ally existed in many parts of the world, has remained a social problem 
for which no solution has yet ·been forlhc:oming except through provi
siODS like those that exist in Islanl. Even this license has been restrieted. 
so as not to be used. loosely by limiting the maxjmum number permis
sible at any·time to no more than four, so that the progeny of wedlock 
may live as honourable citizens ef\ioying respect and hereditary legal 
rights and not as despi~d bastards in shame, as is the case now in 
modem world societies. 



x. Personal, Social and Commumty Life 

On the social front, Islam gives great importance to the universal 
brotherhood firstly by declaring that 'Muslims are but a single brother
hood" (49:10), and as the prophet said "A Muslim is forbidden from 
eating while his neighbor is starving." Great stress is placed on caring 
for the comforts and inconveniences of others as well as avoiding undue 
annoyance to others. Cleanliness and straightforwardness in every 
dealing, remaining steadfast on keeping words, agreements, promises 
and refraining from committing social crimes such as cheating, uttering 
lies or falsehoods, concealing evidence, practicing deception, thefts and 
so on are enjoined on Muslims. While guarding one's own chastity, 
undue exhibition of one's own personal beauty, which may attract an 
unconcerned person and even engagement in unnecessary talks with 
strangers, have been prohibited for women, and men have been warned 
not to stare at or remain in the company of unconnected women, alone, 
for an undue time for any reason whatsoever. While the women are 
not only permitted but also encouraged to shoulder their respon
sibilities towards the society, segregation between the sexes is recom
mended. These are to discourage the man and woman from becOming 
too familiar w;ith or appl!eci.ati¥G .of each ~tb.er,-wh.iGh-may--~=esW.Wn 
development of passion or sexual desire between them. Far from being 
a directive baaed· on suspicion against men and women, this is with 
the motive of preventing any possible corruption in society. No sensible 
and understanding person can deny the fact that this is a necessity for 
development of a clean and balanced society in Bl1Y age. The prime 
cause for the breakdown of many a maniage between happy couples 
today, not only in the Western society but also elsewhere· in the world, 
may be rightly traced to the source of illicit relationships between men 
and women other than their own married partners, developed first in 
offices! public functions, parties and dances followed later by secret 
meetings, and all due to unrestricted exposure to each other. In fact, 
as long as one knows of the beauty and traits of one's own husband or 
wife only, one remains attracted and devoted exclusively to him or her. 
But the moment one is exposed to the beauty and traits of anyone else 
l,)fth.e opposite sex, by and large, consideration of these qualities in his 
or her partner does become relative whereby, in many a case, one is 
inclined to feel that others are more attractive, ·graceful, talented and 
what not than one's own spouse, a nature prompting the human being 
to acquire or possess what it considers better, rightly or wrongly. Every 
intelligent person understands this grave problem that has been ever 
co:ofconting the human society. Therefore, Islam has taken adequate 



steps to prevent this social evil from even trying to raise its head by 
permitting unreatricted association between specified women and men 
only and prohibiting the re~?t for good. 

I have ah;·eady discussed the economic structure of Islamic 
philosophy and way of life earlier, claxifying how Islam has shown the 
right way to develop a balanced economy for the individual, the society, 
the state and ·the world community as a whole under the umbrella of 
Islam, each being complementary to the other, absolutely free from 
eploitation, confrontation and class war whatsoever. After all, in any 
system right or wrong, adequate exhortation, guidallce, policing and 
deterrent punishments are necessities for keeping the individual as 
well as the society at large on the standard track and Islam is no 
exception. This function which is an essential aspect of the Islamic 
way of life is performed by the two living institutions known as the 
"Shariah Laws" and "Enjoining what is right and forbiddiDg what is 
Evil." 
Performance of the five compulsory prayers daily by all men in congre
gation, shoulder joined to shoulder, the first to come occupying the 
forward positions devoid of .any reservations based on social or colour 
distinctions; performance ofthe H&Jj;pilgrima~rites duringthe~ual 
gathering at Makkah and its suburbs during the second week of the 
lunar moDth of ZilhBiijah every year, as well as the lesser pilgrimage 
rites ofUmrah at the saered.Mosque, also at Makkah round the year 
in devotion and total·submis'sion to the call of Allah by all people with 
health and means. from all over the world as equal brothers and sisters 
without any social, racial or colour discrimination whatsoever (all men 
dre.ased in the same symbolic, unique and simple attire of a pair of 
two-metre-long pieces of cloth and all ladies dressed in simple but 
modest clothes; eating by sharing the ·same kinds of foods available 
there for the ·millions of people in plenty; sleeping in the open or in 
tents -aposed-to the ext!'eme weather and enviromnent of the desert 
land, wry seldom comfortable), remind the Muslim peoples of the ab· 
solute equality .that Islam advocates among all Muslims. During the 
pilgrimage rites, the women, however, shall be present in full dress, 
exposing Qnly the face· and forearms, with a view toward modesty. 

In Islam there is no specific and compUlsory religious rest day 
(Sabb~tb.) like the Saturday of the Jews and the Sunday of the Chris
tians when no work is permitted. In Hebrew as well as Arabic the word 
"Sabbath" denotes Saturday. However, it is compulsory for all able
bodied Muslims to attend the midday prayer every Friday in congrega· 
tion, and preferably, at the local mosque of each area wh~ prior to 
the saYing of prayers, a sermon is delivered from the pulpit by the 



Imam (leader) of the congregation on important topics connected with 
religious and social matters concerning tqe brotherhood as well as the 
need for strengthening the faith of the believers in the only One Al
mighty Allah. After this Friday prayer is over, the people may seek 
their professions as usual. Ladies may also attend this congregation, 
if they like, as in the case of other daily prayers for which separate 
areas are usually allocated in many mosques. The instructions to offer 
all daily prayers as much as possible in mosques and in congregation 
at the appointed times aa well as to perfonn the mandatory Friday 
congregational prayer, in the local prime mosque preferably, by all 
able-bodied men, have deep social meaning attached to them because 
not only do they provide opportunity to make the brotherly bonds 
between each other firmer but also to know of the social and economic 
conditions of each other, whereby brotherly assistance may be provided 
to the distressed and the needy voluntarily. 

The instruction on the neceBSity of performing compulsory prayers 
five times a day at the specified times, preferably in congregation and 
in mosques, all facing the Ka'abah at Makkah from anywhere in the 
world-a symbol considered as the first bouse on the face of earth 
built by the prophet Ibrahim (Abraham) for the worship of the "Only 
Ontr'AilBh~A-is-a:im'Bli"'lt;it"appears;rem-emberingHimeveJ'Y-daymany 
times as well as thanking Him for His unlimited kindness as well as 
guidance to every individual, apart from being an exercise to inculcate 
the essential qualities of strict punctuality, uniformity and equality 
among all Muslims. Washing of all exposed parts of the body (ablution) 
before saying prayers, brushing of the teeth as many times as 
possible and wearing clean clothes, preferably white, are directed to
wards inculcation of the habit of clean living. Taking a bath after 
sexual intercourse for all and for women after the monthly cycle of 
menses is made essential because the body gets exhausted after these 
events and, therefore, in order to tone it up as well as to keep it hygienic, 
there is nothing like a good, clean bath. It does not in any way mean 
that this instruction-to have a bath after legal sexual intercourse-is 
beeause it is considered an unclean act, as some critics of Islam have 
painted it. It is known that the medical profession is in no doubt that 
d~g the menstrual cycle and during the delivery of babies quite a 
lot of dirty blood and other matter are cleansed oft' the bodies of women 
and to clean their bodies a bath is the only means. Similarly. it is also 
accepted by the medical profession that excretions of the digestive and 
circulatory systems--feces and urin~f all animal species, including 
the human being, are unhygienic and unclean. Therefore, and rightly 
too, in the Islamic hygienic code both these excretions of the human 



beings; as well ~,..those of other animals and birds, have been considered 
unclean, requiring the excreting parts of the human body as well as 
any part of the human body or dress that comes in contact with these 
wet excretions to be washed thoroughly with clean water. 

On the social front, giving away charity (sadaqah) to the poor and 
the needy by identifying them has been enjoined by Islam on all Mus
lims frequently. In addition, the payment of the compulsory Zakaat 
(the sharing of prosperity with the deserving less-aftluents in the soci
ety) compulsory fasting for the whole of the twenty-Dine or thirty days, 
as the case may be, during the lunar month of Ramadhan every year 
through complete abstention from all kinds of food, drinks and smoking 
from dawn to dusk has also been prescribed for all able-bodied men 
and women. This latter experience must naturally bring to the mind 
of every person the extreme hardship and misery that a hungry person 
must undergo, day in and day out, thereby prompting the eol!l.ety as a 
whole to ensure that no .one really goes around hungry forwent of food 
and water, the most essential tbings to sustain life, after air. 

Thus, socially, every Musli:in is expected to be absolutely dean, in 
body, mind, speech, behaviour and actions as best as possible and eager 
to assist one another, ahariDg each other's prosperity and woe so that 
the society progresses. as. a. whole like a single body that feels as a 
whole the agony or:comfor:t'Caused to any part of the limbs of the social 
body. Naturally,- it is no-·wonder that remaining clean and loving 
brothers, concerned about the well-being ofthe other brothers, Muslims 
are much concerned about their coreligionists abroad beyond the other
wise normally accepted. nationality limitations. All should eat from 
the B&JDe plate as. well. as drink from the same cup, as expected by 
Islam. This is the social ideal projected by Islam to evolve a just model 
society·not only for.a group, a society, .. a country alone, but for;a state 
and even for the whole world. 

The Holy War and Treatment of NonMuslhns 

Fighting the vicious enemy for rightful self-preservation, in self-de
fence ·and for the preservation ··of· Islam on ·the orders of Imam (the 
leader of .Muslims), when the infidel enemy continues religious oppres
sion, is an act of faith ~oined on every Muslim by Allah through the 
Quraan and by the holy prophet, for which the reward is martyrdom, 
immortality and eterDal paradise. A Muslim mUst fight until death 
for the cause of Islam or· until he is free to practice his faith. A just 
truce is acceptable, and only as long as the enemy too upholds the 



tenns of the t:reaty and then no more war is pennitted. The Quraan 
declares; "And say not of those who are slain in the way of Allah 'they 
are dead'-nay, they are living, ye perceive it not," and "Thlnk not of 
those are slain in the way of Allah as dead. Nay, they live finding their 
sustenance in the presence of their Lord. They rejoice 'in bounty pro
vided by Allah. And with regard to thos~ left behind who have not yet 
joined them (in their bliss) the martyr's glory is that on them is ·no 
fear, nor have they (cause to) grieve" (2:164; 3:169,170). Even according 
to the human law, the dead in the cause of defending freedom are 
termed 'fmartyrs" who in fact, are not only ever rememberd, but their 
dependents are also well provided for. Islam is no exception in holding 
this view in respect of a person who dies in the way of Allah. When a 
Muslim has to love Allah and his faith more than anything elE.e, it is 
only just that he too be prepared to die in the battlefield for the sake 
of his principles. On the offer of a just truce by the enemy, with guaran
tees to refrain from tumult and oppression, the W8l' must be stopped, 
honouring agreements and truce terms as long as the enemy too abides 
by them. Keeping of words as well as solemn promises and fulfillment 
of contracts are also enjoined on Muslims. 

In Islam, there is no ban on loyal nonMuslims occupying adminis
trative and other positions of the state that do not entitle them to the 
administration of either Islamic Shariah laws or enjoining what is 
right and forbidding what is wrong in Islam. This is a logical sequence 
on account of the fact that in an Islamic State consisting (If a population 
that is predominantly Muslim, a nonMuslim can neither be expected 
nor ordered to propagate Islamic values and law. For the same reason 
a nonMuslim cannot become the head of state of an Islamic state. Just 
as Muslims pay Zakaat, part of which is spent on maintaining an 
Islamic army and security forces, the nonMuslime who do not pay 
Zakaat are expected to pay a security tax called "'Jizya" (in token of 
having accepted the supremacy of the state as a loyal citizen), whereby 
he is also guaranteed security ofthe state (9:29). Further, in an Islamic 
state, no law repugnant to the injunctions of the Quraan may be 
enacted. Subject to these few conditionst any nonMuslim citizen who 
does not openly oppose the Islamic values and faith has the same 
freedom including worship as any Muslim. In this regard, the Quraan 
states clearly: 

Fight in the cause of Allah those who fight you, but do not 
transgress limits: For Allah does not like transgressors; and slay 
them wherever you catch them, and turn them out from wheTe 
they have turned you out; for tumult and oppression are worse 



than manslaughter: but fight them not at the Sacred Mosque 
(Kaabah at Makkah) unless they first fight you there: But if they 
fight you, slay them: Such is the reward of those who suppl'ess 
faith. But if they cease Allah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful 
And fight them until there is no tumult or oppression and there 
prevail justice and faith in Allah; but if they cease, let there be 
no hostility except to those who practice oppresaion(2:19{}-193); 

·To those against whom war is made1 permission is given 
because they are wronged; and verily, Allah is most powerful 
for their aid; they are those who have been expelled from their 
homes in defiance of right for (no cause other) than that they 
say fQur Lord is Allah.' Did not Allah check one set of people 
by another, surely they would have pulled down monasteries, 
churches, synagogues and mosques in which the D8JD.e of Allah 
is commemorated in abundant m~ure ... (22:39,40); 

Let ~ere be no eompulsion in religion: Truth stands ~t 
from error; whomsoever ~ Evil and believes in Allah has 
grasped the most trustworthy h&Ddhold that never breaks; and 
Allah heareth and knoweth all things (2:256). 

The above passages from the Quraan have been quoted for dispel
ling o~ce and for all the grave mistaken notions-in respect·of'religious' 
toleration, religious war and propagation of Islam that, unfortunately, 
have become· embedded in the minds ofnoDMusJims for no fault of this 
great religion and its sincere ·followers during the lifetime of prophet 
Muhammad (Bles~p of Allah and peace be on him) as well as ever 
since his death 1400 years ago. 

Faith and Belief on Life :in This World and Life after Death 
I 

It is a faith and belief with Muslims that the human being is 
accountable for all his actions. All the human beings who were dead 
will be resurrected to face the final judgment of Allah on the •'last day' 
of this universe, the day when "the stars become dim, when the heaven 
is cleft asunder, when the mountaiDs are scattered as dust" (79:~10) 
"and when the earth is tlattened.out and casts forth what is within it 
and becomes empty" (84:3,4), and the judgment will be delivered justly 
on the basis of a balance sheet of all deeds, good im.d bad, performed 
by each individual during his only one lifetime in this world. This is 
so because human beiDgs have been bestowed with discriminatoey and 
thinking faculties to judge for themselves what is good and bad in 
relation to the guidance provided to them at all ages through the 



prc>phets among them. The choosing of either good or bad lay squarely 
on their own individual shoulders, just the same way that the laws of 
a country also operate. 'I'he Quraan is very clear on this point, as is 
stated at 11:115; "And be steadfast in patience for surely Allah will 
not suffer the reward of the righteous to suffer," "And then on that 
(judgment) day, not a soul will be wronged in the least and ye shall 
be repaid the meeds of your past deeds" (36:54). It is said in the Quraan 
that the deeds of each and every person are recorded in a Book of Deeds, 
exclusively for each person, by two dedicated angels, one for recording 
the good deeds and the other for recording the bad deeds (50:16,17;18), 
and that on the judgment day the Book of Deeds of each person, which 
"leaves out nothing small or great but takes account thereof," shall be 
produced before him as concrete proof in this connection as evidence 
for and against each deed (8:49). That keeping a dedicated record of 
each person's actions is possible even for the developed man with the 
help of computer can give a clear idea to us how Allah, the Creator of 
the very man who invented the computer, as well as the rest of the 
universe, may get any document He needs by much more superior and 
efficient means as He likes, and therefore there should be nothing 
unimaginable or wonderful in tJrls issue. It is clearly stated in the 
Quraan that on the "last judgment day :• each and every person shall 
be dealt with justly on the basis of his own Book of Deeds and that no 
excuse or intercession by anyone else without the specific permission 
of Allah shall be accepted. 

Concept of Heaven and Hell 

The rewards and punishments are but two only; either an eternal 
life in paradise, er:ijoying and subjecting oneself to everything good and 
wholesome at one's own command under the blessing and in the pre
sence of Allah, or an eternal life in hell, presented as burning fire with. 
dirt, tilth and everythlng horrible and terrible. As far as what kind of 
existence man shall face in paradise is not revealed in the Quraan, 
except that it will be entirely different from man's worldly existence, 
on a different plane altogether where care, wor;ry, death or need may 
not crop up. On the contrary, a garden of plenty where everything one 
desires shall be within the easy reach of all and nothing but peace, 
bliss and tranquility in the glorious presence of Allah and in the midst 
of none but good people punctuated by prophets, martyrs, honest and 
pious people, all living for ever. After the complete disintegration of 



the existing universe, what comes next is within the exclusive realm 
of Allah, the Abst>lute and Super Planner, Designer, and Creator of 
everything. 

The Divine Guidance Provided to Every Human Being 

The "conscience'• within every individual is the "divine guidance" 
from Allah that prompts him to do what is good and to refrain from 
evil thoughts as well as actions. Nevertheless, the selfishneSB of the 
human self reinforced by the promptings of the evil forces of Shaitan 
(Satan) wins over his conscience so that one falls prey to the promptings 
of Satan. Only thUs does a human being fall into the trap and commit 
evil deeds, himselfbeingwholly and totally responsible and accountable 
for each and every action brought into motion due to his ou..her own 
choice, Allah being never partial to any creature except to the extent 
that .He blesses all good actions. The consequences of each action, 
whether good or bad, is attributable to the laws of Allah. However, 
their causation is the result of the decision and follow4 up of the human 
being.·ln o:iderto aid the children of Adani, however, Aliahhas provided 
guidance through the books and revelations·sent-to His-prophets and 
finally through the promptings of one's own "conscience,. which all 
tend to·put them on the course ofvirtues, whereas, the promptings of 
Satam to elect the evil courses tend to deviate them from the rightful 
thoughts and actions. The result whether good ·or bad is, thus, exclu
sively as a result of the decision taken by the human beings only for 
which they are to be answerable. themselves. 

Politics and Law 

Man being the •'viceregent" of Allah on earth, the absolute al
legiance and sovereignty of ·man also must be to Alliih aione. The 
Muslim therefore is the caretaker for administration of the laws of 
Allah among the people. Subject to this basic principle, the best person 
among Muslims is to be seleeted .to be the ~eader ofMnsHms and this 
leader is responsible for the well-being of the people in all walks of 
spiritual, political, economic, and social life. On all matters oflsla.mic 
law, including the law on crime and punishment, the Imam is to follow 
the law of the Quraan. and tlie teachings of prophet M-u}u!mmad (Bles-
sings and. peace of Allah be on him.)" and any aspect of public life which 
is not covered by the above two principles is to be decided on the basis 
of consensua ofhis advisers selected from the "good" and knowledgeable 



Muslims, but no such decision that goes against or ignores either any 
specific injunction of the Quraan or any specific teaching of the prophet 
in this regard may be amended by such consensus even by the doctors 
of religious jurisprudence. Thus, just because the rest of the world has 
accepted any particular system conflicting with the law given by Allah 
through the Quraan-say, for example, the case of punishment of 
killing the murderer which according to the modern consensus is that 
instead of executing the killer to death, he should be sent to jail for 
changing his mental outlook-cannot be adopted also by Muslims for 
the reasons that it is against the specific directive of the Quraan, which 
has prescribed the law of "equality" (Qisas), whereby the punishment 
to the killer is death, unlees the aggrieved party is prepared to accept 
"blood money" of its choice. The "canonical" punishment prescribed by 
the Islamic Shariah laws based on the Quraan and the examples set 
oy the holy prophet must be administered by the rulers without showing 
any mercy. That this is the only d~terrent for minimising crime has 
been totally proven in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, where the Islamic 
Sbariah law, with its drastic punishments ordered by Allah, has suc
cessfully operated among Muslims as well as on expatriate nonMuslimB 
for the last four decades or ao, making this the unique country in·the 
-world-whm:e-erime-r-ate8-8l'fl-the-lowest-:-lt-e.J..s~t-be-forgotten-tihet 
even now there is a clamor from the people, particularly in the United 
States and the United Kingdom, to reintroduce the death penalty to 
the killers and rapists because these kinds of crime have recorded an 
increase, puttin~ the safety and honour of people in jeopardy. 

There is a misunderstanding that Islam has prescribed only a 
democratic government and therefore a so-called king is not acceptable. 
Such an idea is contrary to Islam. Islam has kept this open for the 
people to decide. In fact the Quraan states that both Dawood (David) 
and Sulaiman (Solomon) (peace be on them} were kings as well as 
prophets. The acceptance of the ntler by the people is what is essential. 
A benevolent ruler (leader of good morals who leaves no stone unturned 
to keep all sections of the people happy and satisfied as far as· security 
and honour of the individual, availability of essential needs of life at 
prices one can afford, social welfare and equal opportunity to rise in 
any ·field on natural merit to all in the state are concerned), should 
therefore be acceptable to Musli.mB provided that he is acceptable to 
them on due merits irrespective of the fact whether he be elected, 
self-appointed, one person, a few persons or a group of people. It should 
not be forgotten that even in democratic as well as communist ways 
of government, a strong minority of people, at times quite large but 
only a little less than half the total population of a democratic country 



and even a majority of people in a communist country, is forced to obey 
the decisions qf the ruling party although the opposition, supposed to 
be also representing many tens of million.., of people, dQes not agree 
with the essential policies and ways of the ruling party. In fact, the 
finest examples set by the first caliphs of Islam provide insight into 
how Imam of Muslims should be. Abubakr on his election as the first 
caliph in 11 A.H., after the demise of the holy prophet in Madinah, had 
exhoned tile people to obey him only as long as he obeyed Allah and 
the prophet, and about Omar TI (Bin Abdul Azeez, 99-101 A.B. ), who 
is considered as the :fifth legal caliph, it is said, he was found weeping, 
pleading to Allah for a show of mercy on him, because he did not know 
what reply he could give on the "last day'' if it was found that people 
were starving under his leadership! All first caliphs used to work for 
their own living and obtained only meagre compensations from the 
government treasury for their expenses and in most occasions, nothing . .., 
The first four caliphs used to consult their few advisers only in certain 
cases, because the Quraan and the Sunnah (the ways) of the holy 
prophet were what they were guided by. 

Islamic system, thus; has paved the way for a total welfare state 
for the progress of the Muslim as .well as other peoples politically, 
socially, morally, spiritually, economically.and in ather worldly affairs. 
that nourish hwnan :knowledge, body, mind and the hwnan society. 
Every act of Islam is· totally devoted to meet the end, encouraging the 
)1:Dban being to lead a clean personal as well as ~allife, nationally 
as well as internationally in accordance with natural laws and environ
ments on the basis of the directives of Allah and the last of the prophets. 
AnonMuslim:may be surprised by tae fact thattheholyprophetadvised 
his people 1400 years ·ago to go even to China in search of knowledge, 
knowing full well that the knowledge available there then was ·any-
thing other than the study of Islam. · 

Islam also requires that, subject· to the ultimate sovereignty and 
allegiance of "the self to Allah alone and ~bservance· of Islamic tenets, 
a Muslim must obey all rightful laws of any ruler who rules over. his 
domain. He may resist and fight only when ·either· he or the Muslim 
community is prevented from practicing the tenets of his own religion. 
Such a doctrine, in-faet; permits a Muslim to exist ·peacefully not only 
in an Islamic state, but even in a nonlslamic state-a realistic approach 
to worldly affairs indeed. The Quraan suggests to a Muslim that 
he has full freedom to seek the rightful bounties of this world as well 
as to gain knowledge through investigation of one's own body, and 
environments as well as the vast fumaments .around him to discover 
the bounties, wonders and the functioning of the wrl.verse as a whole, 
which are more wonderful than himself, in order to have a firm concep-



tion of the greatness and powers of Allah who alone has planned and 
created them all to function hannoniously within the specified limits 
and order allocated to each. Thus, Islam encourages the faithful to go 
in pursuit of research, science and technology that may enrich body, 
mind and the environment. 

Philosophy of Life in Islam 

The Quraan states, "Not for (idle) sport did we create heavens and 
the earth and all that is between" (21:16); that Islam is the religion. 
before Allah (3:19), that "the Jinns and mankind have been created 
only for serving Allah•' (51:56); that "Muslims are the best of people 
evolved for mankind e~oining what is l"ight and forbidding what is 
wrong and believing in Allah" (3:110); and "that man is to be created 
again a.fter death in new fonns of which be does not know" (56:60,61), 
"the earth and heavens being changed to different ones on· the last 
marshalling day" (14:48). It is also understood from the Quraan that 
the life of man on. earth is a very small portion as compared to his 
eternal life after death, which he must live ever a,fter, either enjoying 
the bliss of the paradise or the tribulations of the hell as the case-may 
be, justly in accordance with the balance sheet ofhis "Book of Deeds," 
opened before him on the judgment day after resurrection. "Thus, the 
choice of paradise and hell is with the human being alone. Allah, being 
absolutely just all the time, guides the human being during his only 
one life on earth to the right path without forcing him against his own 
will either way as a test of his intelligence and finally compensating 
him on the merits of his own worldly deeds with either paradise or 
hell as the case may be. In his magnanimity as the "Super Force," and 
out of compassion and love, particularly to the human being, Allah 
bas not only covenanted to pardon any human being who, being in 
the wrong path. duly repents for his past actions by due amenda in all 
respects, vowing to be in the right course of Islam without having 
further recourse willingly to wrong thoughts, speech and deeds, but 
also to assist him through divine guidance, enabling him to remain in 
the prescribed right course if he has the will to do so. Such pardons 
Allah has promised again and again, provided the person has been 
sincere in his approach and not a bypocr:ite. It is quite clear from the 
Quraan that ·Allah provides such an opportunity to the human being 
throughout his life on earth, but it also warns that having indulged 
in lifelong wickedness, viciousness and negation of Allah's guidance, 
if one repents only either at .the deathbed with little good deeds to his 
credit or on the "last day" when all shall face their due judgments on 



the basis of their "Books of Deeds," such repentance shall riot be ac
cepted by Allah. Such a person shall not be given one more chance by 
Allah to live in the world or elsewhere for making amends either. 

Islam does not tolerate either taking any partners in the powers 
of Allah or His worship or adoration, or paying absolute sovereignty 
to anything other than Allah, to whom no demigods, sons. wives, rela
tions, proxies or agents may also be attributed whatsoever. He is only 
One, without beginning, end, limitations of time or space and is All 
knowing, All powerful. When He decides to set into motion His absolute 
will, He only says "Be", and ~t is There." He is Omnipotent, Omnis
cient, Omnipresent, limitless and transcindent. Sole planner, designer, 
creator, sustainer and disposer of what is in the universe and beyond. 
Allah· is just, beneficient, benevolent and kind to all His Creations. 
This is the acute faith. of the Muslims. All the above shows that the 
universe and the human beingB have all been created withsome..definite 
purpose in view which Allah, the only ereator, alone knows! 

Conclusion 

As seen from the preceding detailed analysis, it should be cjuite 
clear that all the guidelines ·and laws of Islam on the total life of the 
human beings are objective BJid rational, aimed at the development of 
a regulated society mainly on the basis of spiritually-based moral 
values and love; to evolve a welfare state for all where "Milk and 
Honey" could flow, not by. compulsion,. but as the result ofhoneat en
deavours of each member of the society according to the needs and 
with mutual consideration, usbrlng in an era of plenty and content
ment. In such a society, everything would be produced out of~ve and 
without compulsion at all in such plenty that rather than need, things 
will set distributed according to requirement. -See ·how contrasting this 
approach to human life is with a life consisting of eternal war between 
classes and mutWil confrontation assuined by m.Srimade ways of life, 
sueh as Communism. Alas, due to ignorance of the great practical 
religion oflslam, whiCh was ·evolved by A1l8l:i. for the·totat emancipation 
of mankind, some of the nineteenth centurY philosophers concocted 
new theories and practices such as "Communism'' out of the small and 
very limited knowledge they had of the potential and behaviour of the 
human being, the nature arwnd him and the larger harmonic universe 
with a false hope of creating an era of satisfaction. During the e&J"lY 
twentieth century, .the orgaDisation of the Bolsheviks brought into 



existence the "Communist State" as a supposed euphoric panacea for 
ina~guration of the "socialist era of plenty" by merciless repressions 
and killings of the bourgeoise as well as the proletariat on the principle 
of "the end justifies the means," on the crude notion that the sacred 
human life is basically one of intense class war and confrontation 
between the bourgeoise and the proletariat, and on the fallacy that the 
socialist welfare state of their conception could be brought into real 
existence on the basis of confrontation, class war, hatred and killings, 
but not with love. However, today, after sixty·five years, the Com
munist brotherhoood and international that originally had been 
evolved as a party of the proletariats still functions as a party over 
them yet continuing its harping on the so-called destruction of the 
bourgeoise! The net result of the new trial has been that the world 
and, perhaps, the Communist leadership itself, iB fmding to its utter 
dismay that the Communist system ushered into Russia is just another 
''Utopian concept" for the simple reason that, after the practice of the 
concept under all-round vigil of expe~, specialists and party men for 
over six decades, the Communist state has still to live with a huge 
shortage of even food grains required to feed its people, not to speak 

of other items comprising the essential necessities of modem life! Has 
the human l:iemg of tllls Sputnik age so much time to waste any more 
in trying such "pet theories" one after another? Having drastically 
failed in the "Communist Welfare State Theory," then why not as a 
whole revert to the practical and convincing philosophy advocated by 
Islam? At least we have concrete historical evidence that when tried 
sincerely more than once in the past, Ialam has been able to establish 
a classless and contented social order unsurpassed so far by any other 
system because of no reason other than it is based on the sovereignty 
of Allah, the guidance of the Quraan and the teachings of the holy 
prophet. It is, after all, a fully tried concept dictated by the Creator 
and BUSta:iner of mankind as well ae the rest of the unive..'"'Se. 

Thus, if the holy Quraan and the life of the last prophet of Islam, 
·Muhammad (blessings of Allah and peace be on him), are studied closely 
as well as dispassionately, one cannot but be convinced that Islam is 
''The Religion" that is in resonanee with nature and the only 
way of life that has been designed for the fully developed mankind not 
only to attain the just goal of a total welfare state in this world but 
also to emancipate the soul through his truthful effort as well as the 
mercy of the Lord of the universe for attainment of a blissful eternal 
life after death. After all, the finite human being must also continue 
to exist after his death in some other unknown state or form because 
nothing, particularly the soul, can be destroyed for good, and, for the 



logical reasons detailed earlier, it cannot be assumed to merge into 
Godhood. In fact, Islam, the religion aseigned by Allah,' who is the sole 
creator of the universe, as the religion for the entire mankind explains 
this very natural law by providing soine logical and convincing c;.Iues 
to know the hitherto unlmown shape of things that await men after 
death. No doubt, those convincing explanations on the goal for the 
human soul after death have been made. by Allah so that mankind 
may work relentlessly for the attainment of the promised rewsrd-a 
real, bountiful paradise where one will not find missing the good things 
he likes and everything will be at his own command. 

Thus All~ who is the planner, creator, sustainer and disposer of 
the universe and who knows fully of the matter, pattern of behaviour 
and the specification of each and every creation, big or small, hBB also 
declared rightly that Islam is "the religion with Allah'' and that Mus
lims are "the best of peoples for mankind, enjoining wha1: is right, 
forbidding what is wrong, and believing in Allah .... (3:110}. With 
a complete code of life covering the thought, contemplation, speech, 
action, behaviour and what not of the individual, the home, the society 
and intemational relations applicable to all times as laid down by the 
creator, Islam is the only religion and way of life that is appealing to 
logic, reason, conscience, science and in harmony with the nature lead
ing to the emancipation of the soul through a meaningful life in this 
world followed by a blissful etemallife after death with the mercy of 
the Lord ¢ the Universe. For the logical reason that Godhood and 
creation do stand out as two distinct entities on two entirely different 
levels, one being the Absolute and ultimate muter of the otb.er, the 
very thought of bOth merging with one another at any time appears 
to be nothing but an illusion. Further, if everything of the billions of 
creations between the :infinite past to the infinite future is considered 
as the integral part of one Godhead in action, to be united or merged 
with each other sometime or other as some religious philosophies tend 
to explain, will anything other than the Godhood remain ultimately? 
The very thought of this ultimate catastrophe is revolting to reason, 
Iogie and science. Creative activity of God must, instead, continue 
ad infiDitum, and at least one practical and realistic state of acquired 
salvation for the souls of many large numbers of good ones among the 
human beings, enabling them to e)\joy. the fruits of their continuous 
toil all their lives on earth, must be available to them after the last 
hour. The era of human ~e OD the earth muat end one day when 
the earth as well as its enviromnents and the universe may ~ve to 
rea<ljust to the new gravitational and other changes bappeDing due 
to the dying out of a number of major and minor existing eelestial 



bodies after exhaustion of their designed normal spans of life. 

Thus, how wonderful indeed it is that the final laws and guidelines 
given by Allah to the fully developed mankind 1,400 years ago through 
the Quraanic revelation and the model life demonstrated by the last 
of the prophets, Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him), 
a man much like any other throughout his life in general and during 
his twenty-three-year prophethood in particular, have remained unpol
luted and fit for application to all peoples of yesterday, today and. all 
tomorrows for evolution of a total welfare state for all peoples on earth 
and emancipation of the soul after death! Seek, it shall be found; ask, 

it shall be given! 



Chapter8 
Jainis:m 

Introduced about the sixtiLcentury_:a..a.E. by Vardhamana Mahavira, 
Jainism, which probably appears to have been adhered to by dissenters 
from Hinduism, is almost as old as :Buddhism. Referred to in the Buddh
ist canon as the religion of the rival sect of the 'Nigaranthas" (ftee 
from bonds), it has a strong monastic order. Numbering less than two 
mlllion people, inhabiting mainly the northern areas of •. the Indian 
west coast, the wealth of the Jains has given them greater influence 
than their small number in a country whose population is about 800 
million. 

The Jam traditions claim that Mahavira was the descendant of a 
line of twenty-three earlier saints or prophets (Thirthakas) called 
"Jamas» (conquerors or leaders), who had all attained redemption (blir
vena), the first o£ them being the mythical Rishabha (the golden bull) 
and the twenty-third being Parshva (blue snake), who lived 260 years 
before Mahavira. Thirtanakaras (saints) are worshipped as gods 
(devas). Nemi(blaclt conch), who is supposed to be Parshva's predecessor 
and related to Krsbna of the Hindu Bbags.vatGeetba, is worshipped in 
many Jain temples. Like all his predecessors, Mahavira is said to have 
been a Kshatriya by caste, belonging to Vaishali, a place in the Indian 
state of Behar. Brought up a Jain, he became a monk who discarded 
his clothes and, after ·getting a following of eleven disciples, died at 
the age of seventy-two ·about 477 B.C.E. The religious centres of the 
sect are Mount Abu in Rajputa.Da, Gerar, Santru:Djaya and Ellora, all 
in India. 

The Jain tradition states that :Mahavira, a contemporary ofBuddha 
but slightly older, was the twenty-fourth Jaina (saint or prophet) of 
the cult whose predecessor ·was ·Par-shva (Blue Snake), who lived two 
and "" half centuries earlier, and tliat Mahavira. preached his code of 
ethics without knowing that the ~lame was preached by his predeeessor 
earli~r. The code of conduct of Jainism. as preached by both are: 

~ -· Not to kill li-,ing beings; 

-Not to tell a lie; 



-Not to take articles of use unless they are given; 
Ol.-1 ~ 

-Not to haAie woddly possessions except clothes; and 

-To live the life of celebacy by not taking a wife. 

The only notable difference between the followers of the two schools 
of thought is tiiat whlle the Mahavira J ains put on simple white gar
ments, the Parshva J ains tried to go naked as o~ as t~uld, 
showing that even during the short lapse of two and a half eentUtie.a, 
as much civilisation had been acquired by the people of the area as to 
put on clothes, 2,500 years ago. The very fact that the two new religions, 
Jainism and Buddhism, had appeared as contemporary adaptions of 
Hinduism-both trying to get rid of, 8lllong others, the two big social 
evils of pantheism, which required worship of too many gods, and social 
discrimination on the basis of birth and profession, both with sanction, 
nay, directives, from the Vedic scripture-shows that Vedas had really 
become outdated at Jea~t 2,600 years ago. F'Uither, was not.tlie 
emergence of the two new religions in ancient India with some 
similarities and a few differences between themselves and Hinduism 
after Krshna Avathar himself had shown the yoga way to attain .. Nir
vana" through Geetha a demonstration that the Veda and Geetha ways 
were insufficient to attain the dellired goal of Nirvana? The two new 
movements, Jamism and Buddhism, therefore, attempted to show dif
ferent ways for the same ends especially because Buddha, at least, was 
since considered as the avathar too. 

J ains say that theirs is not a purely ethical system alone, but also 
a philosophy based on the docbine of possibilities lmown as" Anek.anta" 
or "Syadvada," which is basically the doctrine of many possibilities, 
looking at the two aspects of anything, the "eternal" and "noneternal." 
The migration of .souls,(also of the Hindu philosophy) is according to 
good or bad deeds. ~the Jain philosophy regards that the Jiva so~l 
exists in everything. no soul is to b8 ~ured at all. In order· to enable 
the soul to be free from Samsar.a,_it_sbOUld be kept pure by practicing 
restraint for which one must acquire rjght faith._tigb_Um~_l!nd 
ri.,Bht conduct. Wbile Mahavira chose the path of self-mortification ~d 
Buddha the doctrine of the middle path, the result perhaps was the 
same-that is, ''blowing out through Samadhi" under great physical 
and mental suffering until death. 

The order of Jain monks eschews ownership of anything mundane, 
even garments, which the Digambara ascetics do still as often as pos
sible. About 317 B.C.E. or so, under Bhadrabahu, Jainism expanded 



vigorously in northern India. Inscriptions also show that during the 
second century B.C.E. the J ains were powerful in the part oflndia called 
Orissa in the northeast. Later, as the result of schism, the lax new sect 
of Ardhapbalakas appeared during the time ofBhadrabahu, which by 
about the year 80 c.E. had developed into the white-robed Swatham
baras. The conversion of the powerful Sidharaja of Gujrat gave J ai..ns 
their first royal patron, under whom and some of his succesaorsJainism 
acquired a strong position in the west of India. The Digambaras possess 
the older Sanskrit religious literature and the Swathambaras, the 
canon. 

The J ainist cult has no absolute godhead. Sharing the theoretical 
pessimism of the Buddhist, Samkhya and yoga philosophies, Jainism 
aims at the liberation from the. transmigration of souls (Samsara) of 
the Hindu doctrine. While matter exists as something, it may become 
anything; being infinite is complex. All substances are divided into 
lifeless ones and souls or lives (jiva),. the former becoming anything 
and in the realm of the lowest stage of development, the elements being 
bodies of souls. Although souls are subs~s. they are not matter; 
yet they are capable of expansion, indestructible and characterised by 
intelligence that cannot be destroyed. Souls are of two kinds-mundane 

· and liberated, the former subjected to the trausmigration cycJe and ·the 
latter being disembodied. for ever, just the same as in the Hindu 
philosophical doctrine. Into the mundane soul is poured suitable matter, 
ready to be transformed into kenna of eight kinds, and combining with 
the soui it forms a subtle body determining its state and lot; having 
done its wo:rk. every karma is purged off the soul until it is light enough 
to ascend to the top ofthe universe. However, in the actual life, fresh 
karma tends to replace those elimina:ted and the souls must enter a 
new body at the time of death. The soul has six transcendental colours
three good and three bad indicating its character and the so~ itself 
may enter various stages according to whether the karma is neut
ralised, -annihUated or-peri!y.oneor the other. The first of the many 
vows is not to kill, observance of whiCh demands a remarkable care to 
preserve all living things and for the strict practice of which the mouth 
should be kept covered with a cloth lest the life in the air be either 
i.Djured or even polluted. Vermin may be removed, but not injured or 
killed, and the home should be kept sCrupulously clean. Enforcement 
of intense monastic discipline consisting ofbodily restraints, chastity, 
abstinence from alcohol, meat, honey and roots, as well as the mainte
nance ofmental discipline, purity of thought, contemplation, confession 
and repentance are the essential aspects of Jainism, which denies at
tainment of Nirvana (ultimate redemption) by women. 



There is no doubt that like other derivations of Hinduism like 
Buddhism and Sikhism, the evolution of Jainism too was the inevitable 
result of the utter confusion caused by the innumerable deities, caste 
system and the impossible Karm.a-Dharma-Samsara. oriented redemp
tion process, among other things, with the objective of evolving a sound, 
logical and practical philosophy, basically from the known Hindu way 
of thought and life, ensuring equality among men and attainment of 
redemption from rebirths. Nevertheless, as proved by history, none of 
these newer movements did actually succeed to align even a reasonable 
number of the bulk of the masses of Hindu India behind them except 
for a very short time. As compared to Buddhism, which emphasised 
complete renunciation of the world for the attainment ofNirvana (com
plete redemption by union with the Supreme essence) of the soul 
through Samadhi (blowing out), due to the association of a limited laity 
~the renunciation doctrine through.permission granted by Jainism 
to carry on with secular pursuits by the devotee, made it more attractive 
to the dissidents from Hinduism, making Jainism thrive with royal 
patronage for some time in limited areas of India. A laym~, thus, 
tnay make vows of renunciation after he has made sufficient pJ;Ogress 
without actually entering the monastic order or taking full obligations 
on him. This is the reason why-there are many persons of aftluence 
and.fortune found among Jains in India as compared to the rest, con
aidering their insignificant total population. While suicide is a sin, 
both ascetics and laymen may hasten death by voluntary starvation. 
though to the latter this is permissible during old age only. The real 
disadvantage of Jainism is that it is essentially a creed of a cultivated 
and affiuent class from which, naturally, the bulk of the masses is 
excluded. As schism developed in the sect, which had gone too far, in 
the fifteenth century C.E. Longa Sha, the Jain, denounced idol worship 
and founded Dhundia (Searchers) or Shanakavasi sect, which in tum 
further split up into several subsects. 

Although believed to be vast, very few of the Jain literature have 
been published. The Digambaras say that most of the older ones are 
lost and the Swatambaras have preserved only a part of theirs. Books 
are, however, strictly safeguarded and even zealously concealed. In 
architecture Jains have excelled, and although Buddhist models were 
adopted in stupas and cave temples, they carried the art of carving in 
stone to a very high degree of precision and beauty. Jain temples 
display a mixture of their own and Moghul features and archltectnre. 

As is seen from the foregoing, Jainism is an order and creed fit 
for the affluent class of the dissident Hindu society which, after getting 
rich, may go into strict monastic discipline after taking vows to uphold 



chastity and renunciation of everything mundane with the aim of 
liberating the soul from transmigrationthroughattainmentofNirvana, 
which, however, is denied to women. The creed usually excludes the 
common mass of the people from j.ts ranks. Whereas Hinduism has the 
main trinity godhead of Trimoorthi and thousands. of other gods and 
goddesses to worship as deities for specific purposes, Jainism does not 
believe in Gi:ld, although the souls can reach a divine status, the soul 
and the world being self-existent and eternal. The chief aim of Nirvana 
is the perfonnance of austerities by which one may destroy the old 
Karma and prevent the formation of the new by subjecting oneself to 
the right faith, right knowlege and right conduct at all time. 



Chapter 9 
Jud~ism 

Judaism, Jews and the Children of Israel 

Judaism is the religion and way oflife of the ethnic community ofthe 
twelve tribes of the children oflsrael, known generally as Jews. Based 
on rifp.dly strict. monotheism, shunning idols and images, the Jews 
worship the Only One God and have a set of basic beliefs and values 
concentrating on actions, social order, culture, statement and concepts 
of the individual as well as community which are preferential to the 
people belonging to the twelve children of the patriarch Jacob (peace 
be upon him), who was redesignated by God as Israel. Siddour, the 
prayer book of Jews, emphasises that God is One. Shima, the Jewish 
confession of faith, states that Gorl. who is the_er.eator otthe :nnW.er-se 
and who bas chosen Israel in love by giving the the 'lbrah (teaching, 
guidance, direction, or simply "The Law''), is "One" and that His love 
is to be reciprocated by Israel through obeying the Torah, for which 
they will be rewarded and the rebellious punished. · 

AB found from the Hebrew scriptures and traditions, foundation 
of the Israeli religion was laid after the exodus from ~gypt, about the 
thirteenth to fifteenth century B.C.E. when the only One God of prophets 
Abraham, Isaac, Ishmail and Jacob (peare be upon them), in His love, 
liberated the children of Israel from Egypt under the able leadership 
of prophet Moses (peace be upon him}, punishing their oppressors, 
consisting of Pharoah and his men with piagues and other calamities, 
with final drowning at the sea. At Sinai, God spoke to the children of 
Israel through Moses (peace be on him), made them His selected people 
and gave them His covenant regarding their conduct towards Him as 
well as with each other and the rest of men so as·to make them a holy 
nation for the purpose of leading the rest of the people for the first 
time in the history of the children of Adam (peace be on him) on the 
earth. After sustaining them miraculously with a supply of heavenly 
food during their forty years of nomadic life in the wilderness of the 
Sinai, as a punishment for their first rebellious diaobedience-particu
larl the worshi of the cow and refusal to occu y the land to the north 



promised earlier .by G<ld to their patriarch forefathel's, ultimately God 
enabled them to live in the same land, which is the present land of 
Palestine. Essential to thesa events were God's apostles Moses and his 
brother Aaron (peace be on them), who were commissioned by God to 
lead the children of Israel out of Egypt, mediate God's covenant to 
them and bring them toward Canaan. The main institutions of the 
Jews are the priesthood, the sacred-shrine, the Covenant, as well as 
its rules and administrative tribal coWlcil. Though Moses and Aaron 
(peace be upon them) are compared to prophets, the Pentateuch (the 
five books of Moses) does not mention them as such. 

The Jews claim that the history of the children oflsrael dates back 
4000 years, which is roughly 2000 years before Christ (peace be upon 

· him). However, the distinctive features of Judaism appear only with 
Moses (paace be upon him). The name of the God of Israel is said to 
have been revealed and interprete4 to Moses (peace be upon him) in 
Sinai as ''YHWH," a mystic divine phrase that is not qt.lite clear, 
purported to mean, "I am what I am," or 'II will be what I will be." 
Perhaps it means the Omnipotent, Omnipresent and Omniscient Only 
One Living God connected with the Hebrew term "Hayah," or "to be." 
The covenant detailing the obligations of Israelites iB stated to have 
been received directly by Moses (~ce. be upon ~m) during his. medi
ation with YHWH at the Sinai mountain as the head of the people 
of Israel. It is seen from the Old Testament of the Christian Bible, 
which contains the Pentateuch as well as other scriptures of Heb~ws, 
that the larger as well as the smaller covenant codes in Exodus, 
Leviticus, Numbers and the Ten Commandments of the Law as well 
as the ordinances in the Book of the Covenant of Deuteronomy, are 
the expressions of God's sovereign and unilateral will given tbrough 
His personal utterances to Moses (peace be upon him) at Sinai. These 
are explicitly addressed, directly, to the people of Israel as a whole, 
the prophet merely acting as an intermediary to convey the message. 
The Covenant holds the entire children of Israel as responsible for the 
strict observance of the rules and laws contained in it. The liberation 
of the Israeli p99ple :by . YHWH from long captivity under slavery of 
Pharaoh made them .obliged to have untinged loyalty to YHWH as 
well as to worship Him exclusively without any images,-graven, mol
ten or otherw:lse--eschewing all other gods. 

The Jewish Scriptures 

The 'lbrah, the Talmud and Midrash are the three essential religi
_ous books of the Jews. Of these the Torah. _is coiiSidered as the scr1pture 
and contains three parts the Law (the Pentateuch or five books), the 



Nabiim (the Prophets), and the Kitabim (the BoQks). The Torah is 
found in the Holy Bible ofGhristian faith known as the Old Testament. 
The Pentateuch, containing G-enesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and 
Deuteronomy of the Old Testament, traditionally called the five books 
of Moees (peace be upon him), is the most revered of all the religious 
books of the Jews. It is the main canon of Jewish faith, morals, worship, 
sacrifice_, and questions of la.1v. and con dud. !n fact, Torah being God's 
revelations to Moses, (peace be upon hirn)..these five books only ..should 
have .been considered as "Torah." The Nibiim (Prophets), a collection 
of eight books according to the Jewa but shO.wing in twenty-nne chapters 
in the__Old Testament orchristians, ia ascribed to ~or and minor 
prophets of Israel after Moses (peace be upon him) as well aB to several 
others describing the history and contexts of the eras of the different 
prophets. The remaining, called "Hegiagraph" or sacred writings 
(Kitabim) contain psalms, proverbs, songs and the like constituting 
poetic literature of the Old Testament. 

The Mishna (the Rabbinic Law) appears to have been compiled 
and uaed as a standard royal version by Prince Judah sometime be
tween 220 and 175 B.C.E. from the thEm existing practices and the 
Mirdashim of the various recognised schools of Jewish thought. Because 
the Mishna did not give enough freedom to the Jewish rabbiB to further 
mterpret the Law as tradition demanded, it soon came into disfavour 
with the clerical intelligentsia, and therefore became semicanonical. 
Therefore, the Mirdashims on the Pentateuch was compiled and 
brought into use. About the same period, the Talmud (Teachings), con
taining the Mishna, commentaries and other matters based on the 
Palestinian and Babylonian collections, was also compiled. The main 
law of Jews has been based on Deuteronomy, which in the Bible is 
seen as the fifth book of Moses (peace be llpon him). Aa stated at the 
outset of this narrative book, these are the words that Moses spoke to 
all Israel beyond the Jordan in the wilderness but not referred to as 
the words of God given to the children of Israel through Mose6 (peace 
be upon him). However, in the four books of the Law ofthe Covenant in 
the Pentateuch considerable material appears in the first person com
mands of God to the Israeli people, although the first book, Exodus, is 
mostly third person narrative. 

Jewish Law and Ethics 

The Jewish scripture the Torah, which is believed by the Jews to 
be the Law of God given to the children oflsrael through Moses (peace 
be upon hlm), apart from requiring them to worship and seek the Only 
One God, protects the value of life, 1imb, labour, social solidarity, rela-



tions between men within and without their own clans, and rights as 
well as obligations of the individual. However, the laws do discriminate 
between the clriiclren of Israel and others, being preferential tQ the 
children of Israel. ~t orders the performance of sacrifice by .Tcws of 
oxen, ra.JJLS and cereals, as well as burnt offerings exclusively to the 
Only One God at the appointed altars only as a tribute or way of 
expressio11 of gratitude, thanksgiving or as a guilt offering. It abolishes 
involuntary perpetual slavery of Hebrews and a seven year limit is set 
on such bondage. However, the selli~g of one's own daughters is not 
forbidden (Exod. 21:7-11) under ce~ conditions. One who beats his 
slave to death is also to face death and one who maims his slave must 
set him free. Asylum is denied to a murderer, who may not ransom 
h.imself from death. For injuries done intentionally to the limbs of 
another's body, justice on "an eye. for an eye" principle is ordained and 
monetary punisbm~ts are provided for ha.rining properties and com
mitting theft. Priesthood js reserved for the sone of Aaron, th;· brother 
of Mo8es (peace be upon them), the family of Levi ElBSisting as the 
ministers at rites of the altara and none·else. Death is the punislupent 
for tilking gods other than the Only One God, homosexuality, cursing 
of parents, adultery, and p~g as mediums or wizards. However, in 
the event of committing adultery with a slave woman betrothed to 
another man. "a guilt offering at the altar" may grant pardon to the 
ct.ilprit. Maniage ·between near blood relatioD.B is prohibited, the pen· 
alty imposed for contravention being death. For committing indecen~ 
cies, such as seeing the nakedness ofblood relations or of a third woman, 
punishment of either cutting off from their people or divine punishment 
of dying childless or bearing a sin or inequity is mentioned. The buying 
and selling of slaves from nonlsraelite stock is permitted and they may 
be kept for life as one's own property. Strict observance of the sacred 
calendar and holy times as well as cil'cumcision and the weekly sabbath 
on every Saturday, on which work of any kind is forbidden~ on the 
grounds that after creatiD.g the wQrld in six days even God rested on 
the seventh day and hallowed it (Gen. 2:1-3), are ordained. Theft, 
telling lies, swearing falsely on God, eating blood or dead meat or meat 
of certain specified creatures, which includes swine, camel, roek badger, 
hare and carnivorous animals and birds, are forbidden. Usury is prohi
bited among Israeli brethren, but is permitted while len<ling to nonls
raelites. The TorAA permits polygamy CDeut. 21:15) as well as divorce 
for indecency. However, a bill of divorce is to be given: to the woman 
who, while not prevented from marrying another person, may not be 
remarried J>y the divorcing man even after divorce by another. The 
elaborate rituals as specified in Exodus, chapters 36 and 36, of the Old 



Testament-such as the assembly in the tent of the meeting housing 
the tabernacle and containing the Ark, the Co·venant, the mercy seat, 
the lampstead. the incense, the anointing oil, the altars of sacrifice as 
well as burning, the garments of the priests, the specification of the 
animals to be sacrificed how, when and where, and how the meat and 
blood of the sacrificed animals are to be disposed of and so on-have 
become the symbol of Jewish priesthood. 

The Early Life of the Children of Israel 

. In the early days, the goal of the Israelite people for many centuries 
being conquest and retention of the land promised to their forefather 
patriachs by God, their religion too had a warlike feature. The religion 
was therefore confined to the children of Israel alone, as eo was it 
intended by YHWH too. As seen from E.xod. 12:14, the Israeli people 
finally organised as an army called hosts of YHWEH and encamped 
in a protective square around their palladium, which was a tent housing 
the tabernacle and its paraphernalia, of which the most important 
constituent being the Ark housing the stone tablets containing God's 
Covenant to the children of Israel. While travelling, the sacred things 

-were catried and guarded by th-e Levites, the Aarom"'tes having tne 
absolute monopoly of the priesthood God-YHWH, sometimes called 
"The Warrior" -:-marched with the Israeli army B.nd, in ware, part of 
the booty waa delivered to the ministers, the priests and Levites. After 
conquest of Canaan, during the tlme of Joshua soon after the death of 
Moses (peace be upon him), the Israelites started life along with the 
older Hebrews there who were already settled tribes down from the 
patriarchal times. Israel's eastern and western neighbours appeared 
now as new enemies and the period of"Judges" or leaders, champions, 
began. 

Rise and Fall of Faith, Apostasy and Punishment 

Soon after the death of Joshua, who had succeeded to lead the 
children of Israel after the death of Moses (peace be upon him), they 
had taken to worship of Baal and Ashtroth and many other inequities 
acquired from the local communities, which was in contravention of 
the Law of the Covenant. The second Book of the Old Testament, 
Exodus, states that rebellion and apostasy of the children of Israel had 
started even during the lifetime of Moses (peace be upon him) when, 
soon after God spoke and gave the Covenant to them, they had taken 



to cow woi'Ship for which they were punished with the death of all 
those who were reSponsible for this act of apostasy. Repeated cycles of 
apostasy, demigod worship and oppression punctuated by Divine 
punishments and subsequent appeals to God followed. God in His infi
nite mercy had been so kind to the people that in spite of their blas
phemies their appeals had been responded to through God-sent cham
pions such as Ot.hneil, Ehud, Debora,h, Gideon, Samson and others 
mentioned in the Book of Judges, whereby through miraculous rescue 
operations the faith of the Israeli people in God had been kept alive. 
The Book of Judges states that they had gone after the worship of gods 
of Canaanites (Baal and Ashtaroth) the gods of Syrians, (Moab), Am
monites, Philistines, Sidon and others, many a time in succession. As 
per the Book of Samuel, Gideon refused to found a dynasty on the plea 
that the popular demand for a king was tantamount to a rejeetion of 
the Kingdom of God. Arrival of a number of inspired saviollrS through 
J erubaal, Bedan and J ephtah to Samuel followed. However, on the 
plea of Samuel that monarchy is a gift of God designed to rescue the 
people from the Philistines, contradicting the views of Gideon, Saul 
was made the ·King through divine election and popular acclamation 
soon after his victory over the .Anlmorites, and·thus dawned the·era of 
Kings. During the reign. of the prophet King David (peace be upon 
him), the Ark was redee:,ned and installed in the City of David in 
Jerusalem about 900-1000 B.C.E. again in a tent as during the post
Mosaic period. It was during the reign of the prophet King Solomon 
(peace be upon him) that·the temple of God was built in Jetusalem 
and worship inaugurated in.it with all th~ grandeur it deserved, in 
accordance with.the plan ofhis father, David (peace be upon him). It 
is stated that 153,600 people were engaged for twenty years in building 
the temple. · 

The Proven Records of Crime 

On the authority of the old Testament, the children of Israel, at 
various times in their long history starting from the days of prophet 
Moses (peace be upon him), had not only gone away from the Covenant 
of God (peace be on him), to the extent of deviating from faith in and 
worship of the Only One God of which, as is repeatedly said in the Old 
Testament, they "did what was evil in the sight of God," but also had 
persecuted several prophets of God (I Kings 19:14; Jer. 2:30; Matt. 
24:34) and even tried to kill some of them as is said in the GospeJs by 
Jesus himself (peace be upon him). The action of the learned children 



of Israei of not only hating Jesus Christ (peace be on him), the prophet 
of God (peace be on him), but also of going to the extent of collabornting 
with the Roman heathens t;() kni him has been detailed as a pathetic 
horror story in the Bible. All the GospelB of the New Testament state 
that the Jews even preferred the murderer Barabbas to be pardoned 
tJum Jesus ChriBt (peace be on him), the messenger of God (peace be 
on him), whose supposed ucrime," in fact, was that he preached among 
the Jews to repent, obey God and seek the right path of the law and 
the prophets shown by his Gospels from none other than the God of 
their own for-efathers. It is thus a safe conclusion that the final dispersal 
of the children of Israel all over the world after the final destmction 
of the Jewish state of Palestine during the lstterpartofthe :first century 
C.E. until the new Zionist state of Israel was established in 1948 c.E., 
and the earlier mass conviction of Jews to concentration camps as well 
as the murder of millions of them by firing squads and in gas chambers 
under the orders of HitJer during the ten-year Nazi rule prior to the 
defeat of the Ax:iB Powers in the Second World War cannot but be 
considered as a link in the chain of punishments ·inflicted by God on 
the children of Israel for doing what was evil in the eyes of God. their 
Lord. It cannot also be lost sight of that even after the creation of the 
Zionist state of larael, it seems BB though it haS remained in a state 
·orsei.ge from the Arab nations around because,· established in a land 
rightly belonging to Arabs, the questi.o:n of rehabilitation of millions 
of Palestinian Arabs who were displaced from. the new state of Israel 
has still remained a burning question over three decades since. The 
repercussions of this tragedy have not only affected the good relation
ship between all the nations of the world, but have also kept the Arab 
countries and the Zionist state in perpetual confrontation, re.sulting in 
wars of attrition between the two more than once during the last thirty 
or more years. Even today the foundations of the holy state of the 
children of Israel does not appear to be on strong ground because as 
all know, the three million of them concentrated in the holy land have 
had to be in state of war readiness, wasting billions of dollars on war 
materials since the founding of the state thirty-five years ago. 

Nevertheless, what all the children of Israel have been doing since 
the creation of their new state under a halo of ;religious obligation and 
duty may appear to them as necessary acts for regaining and consolidat
ing the holy land that their forefathers had lost by way of divine 
punishment tens of hundreds of years ago due to their own misdeeds 
after it was given to them by the extreme mercy of YHWH. as stated 
in the Old Testament. However, looking at it dispassionately from the 
viewpoint of the fully developed modern man of today, it cannot but 
be said that they have been personally responsible not only for the 



eviction of millions of native Arabs including women, children and the 
old from their ancestrally owned homes and lands forcing the~ almost 
as many as the Jews of Israel itself; to liv~ as abject refugees and 
beggars f'or decades with no end in sight for teTmin.ation of their suffer
ing, many of whom having been maimed and tortured or killed during 
the hostilities. The irony is that this has been happening against a 
people who axe also believers in the same One Ckld of tho children of 
Israel. Will not histOry then repeat as before, yet again, for these acts 
of the children of Israel for doing "what is evil in the eyes of God," to 
repeat what is oft repeated in the Old Testament? The world has yet 
to see! 

The Story of the Ark, Tablets and Torah 
(The Book of the Covenant) 

It is stated that when "The Ark" was placed by Solomon (peace be 
upon him) in the new temple, there was nothing in it except the two 
tablets on which the words of the covenant, the Ten Commandments 
(Exod.. 34:28) that Moses (peace be upon him) had put there at Horeb 
where the Lord made the Covenant with the people of Israel when they 
came out ofEept (Ii Chron. 5:10). This proves that the law that Moses 
(peace be upon him) is supposed to have completed, writing down in 
his own hand just before his death, and what was required to be kept 
by the side of the Ark to be a witness against them (Deut. 31:24-27), 
had been lost" altogether, as is meant by the expression, "there was 
nothing in it except the two tablets." n Chron. 34:14 also states that 
during the reign of Josiah, about 600-700 B.C.E., while they were bring
ing outmoneythathad been brought into the house of the Lord, Hilkiah. 
the priest, found ~e Book of the Lord given through Moses." Further, 
it is said that a prophetess by name ofHuldah, who intervened between 
God.and tbe.k:ing and found the contents of the ''Book of Law., to be 
true. Thus it Was read out to the inhabitants, Levites as well as priests. 
and that thereaft;er the Covenant was renewed and acted upon (ll 
Chron. 34:22-33) as if prior to thiB incident there was no one among 
the Levites and the learned who knew what the lost original a:Book of 
Law" had containedl. Nevertheless, again during the reigns of 
Jehoiakim and Zedkiah, who "did what was evil in the eyes of the 
Lord, their God, and because the children of Israel kept mocking the 
messengers of God, despising His worda and scoffing at his prophets, 
Nebuchadnezzar, the Chaldean king, was sent againBt them." While 
in the first round the Chaldeans bound King Jehoiakim in chains and 
took him to Babylon, carrying also part of the vessela of the house of 



the Lord, in the aecond round "they slew their young men with sword 
in the house of th~ir sanctuary and had no rom passion en young man 
or virgin, old man or aged. He gave them all into his hand. And all 
the vessels of the house of the Lord, and all the treasures of the king 
and of his princes, all these he brought tv Babylon. And they burned 
the house of God, and broke doWJl the wall of Jerusalem and burned 
all its places with fire and destroyed all ita precious vessels. He took 
into exile in Babylon those wht;> had escaped from the sword, and they 
became the servants to hjm and to his sons until the establishment of 
the Kingdom of Persia, to fu)fill the word of the Lord, through the 
mouth of Jeremiah, until the land had enjoyed its Sabbaths. All the 
days it lay desolate it kept Sabbath, to fulfill se-venty years" (ll Kings 
24:9--17; II Cbron. 36:17-21; and Jer. 25:11-12). The BabyloQian 
captivity of the Jews is stated to have lasted for nearly two cen~ea. 

History and Authenticity of ·the Torah and Jewish Scriptures 

The Old Testament says that the Ten Commandments i.nscribed 
on the stone tablets were delivered by God to Moses (peace be on him) 
when the fonner spoke to the latter at the Sinai mountain as the head 
of the Children of Israel. Then, "when Moses had finiahed writing the 
words of this law in a book, to the very end," he com.mancled the Levites 
who carried the ark of the Covenan~ of the Lord: "Take tpis h9ok of 
the law, and put it by the side of the ark of the covenant of the Lord, 
your God, that it may be there for a witness against you: For I know 
how rebellious and stubborn you are; behold, while I am yet alive with 
you, today you have been rebellious against the Lord; how much more 
after my death!" (Deut. 31:24-27), and "At the end of every seven years, 
at the set time of relea,se, at the feast ofbpoths ·when all Israel appear 
before the Lord ynur God at ~e pla~ He will choose, you shall read 
thiB law before all Israel in their hearing ... " (Deut. 31:9-13). The 
law .must have been revealed to Moses (peace be on him) during the 
period of his ministry which probably was conferred on him at the ag~ 
of 40 years or so of his reported life of one-hundred twenty years. The 
style of the writing of at least the first five books attributed to Moses 
(peace oo on him) four of which contain the law, does not appear to be 
BB originally revealed by God to Moses (peace be on him). The whole 
book of the Bible appears like a narrative or story, only quoting some 
words of QQd and the prophets here and there. A holy book from God 
must ~main completely in the first person of God as given through 
his specific spokesmen, the prophets. It therefore seems that after losing 
the original holy tablets and the wordB of God's law written by Moses 



{peace be on bini), in a book written in.the p.rpphet's own hand in later 
years, some scribes compiled the books as 'they appear today from 
hearsay, all of which may not be correct reproductionS of the originals 
of even Ezra. The original stone tablets supposed to have been given 
to Moses (peace be on him) and the Ark as well as the book written 
by Moses (peace be on him) which were all required to be preserved 
as witnesses had been certainly lost altogether by the children ofisrael 
long before the advent of Jesus (peace be on him) because these are 
not available anywhere today. 

Go~g back to Biblical history itself, the oldest translation of the 
Old Testament from the Hebrew original seems to have been the Sep
tuagint of the third centuzy B.C.E. which was in the Greek language. 
Prior to that, the literature remajned a Hebrew document. It is seen 
from verses 36:14-21 of the Chronicles of the Old Testament that "all 
the leading priests and the people likewise of Israel were etceedingly 
unfaithful following all abominations of the nations and they polluted 
the house of the Lord whlch he had hallowed in Jerusalem ... they 
kept mocking the messengers of God,· despising His words, and scoffing 
at His prophets till the wrath of the Lord rose against His people till 
there was no remedy. Therefore, He brought against them .the. king of 
Chaldeans who slew their young men with the sword in the house of 
their sanctuary and had no compassion on young man or virgin, old 
man or aged; He gave them all into his hands .... And they broke 
down the wall of Jerusalem and burned all its places with fire .... He 
took into exile in Babylon those who had es<:aped from the &word and 
they became servants to him ·and to his sons until the establishment 
of the Kingdom of Persia .... AU the days that it lay desolate it kept 
Sabbath, to full seventy years." It was during the rule of Cyrus about 
500-600 B.C.E. that the Israelites numbering 'then less thaD 50,000, 
were let off from Babylonian captivity and allowed to return to Pales
tine. It was a few years later and after the rebuilding of the destroyed 
temple in Jerusalem by the Israelites that the Persi8li. king Artaxerxes 
ordered the Jewish· scribe Ezra under a royal charter "to set his heart 
to study the law of the Lord and to do it and to teach his statutes and 
ordinances in Israel"' (Ezra .7:10). It is thus the only.conclusion that 
with the destruction of the temple of Jerusalem by fire and the killing 
of all young old and old men of even the slightest knowledge and 
importance, not a bit of the original law, the Ark and the stone tablets 
including "the written word of this law in a book to the very end," 
which Moses (peace be on him) himself having \Vritten, was entrusted 
to the Levites "to be put by the side of the ark of the covenant of the 
Lord, your God, that it -may be there for a witness against you." and 



kept in the temple at Jerusalem (Deut. 31:24-29), could have escaped 
tota1 destruction by fire. Seventy years of desolation of Jerusalem and 
two centuries of captivity of the Israelites under heathens in Babylon 
as slaves following the holocaust and total destruction iB a very long 
period indeed. It is therefore quite unreasonable to expect that any 
authentic version of the original Torah could have ever survived even 
orally among the lesB important Israelites who survived the genocide 
in Jerusalem and were taken to Babylon as captives of the heathens. 
Further, "as Jerusalem lay desolate celebrating Sabbath for full eeven 
decades of the captivity," as is stated in the Old Testament, clearly 
ahows that no Israelites were ever left behind there for the whole 
period. In the circmnstance, it was left to Ezra the scribe to collect 
from hearsay whatever bits and pieces of folklore that remained with 
the Israelite community polluted by the Babylonian heathen culture, 
faiths and worship over their two hundred year captivity, and produce 
a new compilation of the lost Mosaic Law that had. long before the 
Babylonian holocaust of Jerusalem, become corrupted due to "all the 
leading pri~sts and people likewise (of Israel) being unfaithful following 
all abominations of the nations" (Cbron. 36:14). In this extremely dif
ficult situation, it is not at all surprising that the new 'Ibrah-conaisting 
uf the "supposed-to-be.lt....five books of-Moses (Pentateuch) and the sub
sequent nine chapters up to Ezra compiled, perhaps, by Ezra himself 
(and others) abo~t 499-500 B.C.E. and later ~ntains too many repe
titions as should be normally expected in any such compilations froltl 
corrupted oral traditions that through error· transmisaion by mouth 
from decade to decade became polluted by heathen superstitions and 
cultures predominated by worship of a plurality of gods and goddesses 
in societies like the ones where the Israelis were forced to live as abject 
slaves for twenty decades, away from any possibility of getting moral 
and spiritual guidance on the lines of the original Law. A particular 
example is the first book of Genesis, which cannot, from any spiritual 
cansideration, be expected to have emanated from a learned Rabbi, 
Ezra himself or anyone else, not to speak of from All Knowing and 
Exalted God .Almighty. This is for the reason that Genesis and Exodus 
and the prophets of the Old Testament in particular are full of expres
sions damaging the mighty position of the Almighty God, his pure 
angels and prophets of exemplary character, such as to wit a few as 
below: 

God telling a lie to Adam and Eve that "In the day you eat of it 
you shall die" (Gen. 2:17); G:ld resting on the seventh day, having 
finished with the creation in six days as if he was tired or had nothing 
to do (Gen. 2:2); Adam and Eve hearing the sound of the Lord God 



walking in the garden on.. a cool day (Gen. 3:8). "The sons of God saw 
that ths daughters of men were fair and they took to wife such of them 
as they chose ... when the sons of God came into the dnughters Qf men 
and they bore children to them" (Gen. 6:2-4). ''When the Lord Qod 
smelled the pleasing odour" (Gen. 8:21); t'and the Lord came down to 
'ee the city and tower which the sons of man had built" (Gen. 11:15} . 
.\.braham the prophet (peace be on him) said to his wife, Sarah, to say 
·a lie) that she was his sister" (Gen. 12:12). The Lord GOO said. "I will 
~ down to see whether they have done altogether according to the 
,utcry which has come to me, and if not I will know'' (Gen. 18:21). 
llfhe Angels ate the leavened bread offered to th~m by Abraham" (Gen. 
19:4). "Lot (the prophet) said to his people, 'Behold, I have twoW.ughters 
who have not known man ... do them as you pl9ase' " (Gen. 19:8). Lot!s 
daughters made their father drink wine at night and lay with him in ... 
·tum to preserve offspring through him and thus sons were borri. to both 
ofthem(Gen.l9:32-36). "Abimelch. thekingofGerar, tookSarah, the 
wife of Ab~am (the prophet) (peace be on him) to sleep with him 
because Abrah@ID. (peace be on him) said she was his sister ... but as 
a reEiult of a dreaD) when the kiDg knew that Sarah. was the wife of 
prophet Abraham (peace be on him), tbe fprmer admonished Abraham 
(peace be on him) in the momiDg Baying that he had brought a sin to 
the ~g and the kingdom" (Gen. 20:1-11). Regarding Aaron, who was 
not only made eo-prophet with his prophet brother Moses (peace be on 
theru.), but whose sons were made priests forever by God, there is an 
allegaQon ~gainst him of ina king the golden calf and hiS a.ssociation 
with its worship also, alopg with the children of Israel (Exod. 32:2--6). 
Regarding the prophet King David (peace be on him), there is an al
legation that whenhe saw a beautiful gul taking a bath while he was 
walking on the root of the king's ~, inspite of knowing that she 
was the wife of another neighbour, David (peace be on him) took: her 
and lay with her (this apostate act against the Ten Commandment 
having been called the purification of -the woman); she conceived a 
child as the result and after her husband was arranged to be killed by 
Joab, David (peace be on him) married her; but this act of David (peace 
be on him) displeased God (II Sam.-11:2-27). About the prophet king 
Solomon (peace be on him), it is stated that he had 700 wives and 
princesses, and 300 concubines and that when he was old his wives 
turned away his heart after other gods SD.d that his heart was not 
perfect with his God as was the heart of his fa:ther, David (peace be on 
him), because of having gone after Ashtoreth; the goddess of Zidonians 
and after Milcom the abomination the Ammonites. Solomon (peace be 
on him) is also stated to have not only built high palaoos for Chsmosh, 
the abomination ofMoab, in the bill before Jerusalem and for Molech, 



the abomination of the children of Ammon, but also palaces for his 
foreign wives that burnt incenses and sacrificed to their gods, and 
therefore God was angry with Solomon (peace be on him). Because his 
heart was turned away from the Lord God of Israel, who appeared to 
him twice and bad commanded concerning this thing that he should 
not go after other gods, he did not keep what the Lord commanded (l 
Kings 11:1-11}. And the list goes on. 

It is also not known whether the hooks written by Ezra were in 
the Hebrew or Aramaic languages that were spoken by the Jews, by 
and large, on their return from captivity. Ezra's version was that the 
very large majority of the Rabbis were fond ofkeeping what knowledge 
and books each had as a well-guarded secret, and it is no wonder that 
the originals of the compilatiollfl of Ezra are not now available. It is 
said that Ezra had dictated ninety-fotir books but all but twenty-four 
of them were kept secret! Further, Ezra himself is reported to have 
lamented ·that "the world is shrouded in darkness, and its inhabitants 
are without light; for your Law was destroyed in the fire" (2 Esdras 
14:20-22), confirming that the original Torah had been totally lost 
earlier. There is also not a single version of even Ezra's Torah available 
in the original because tOO.ay not a single agreed version of the Old 
Testament in Hebrew or Aramaic that may be traced back to Ezra is 
available. However, from the history of'1low the Bible came to us," as 
shown in the revised standard version of the Bible edited by John 
Stirling in 1952, it is seen that the earliest (}reek Bible (Old Testament} 
was of tbe third century B.C.E.and that before that the Bible remained 
as the Hebrew version, copied by the scribes on scrolls down the cen
turies. But from which authorised Hebrew Ver8ion this was translated 
into Greek is not known. The legend sa:ys that the Septuagint, so-called 
because it was composed by seventy or more scribes, was produced as 
a result of the intense work of many hands over a period of more than 
a century. However. for the reason that the text of the Septuagint is 
chaotic and the confusion created as the result of misreading the Heb
rew text, as is evident in some of its pBBBages, complicates the problem 
when it is used as a guide to understand the Hebrew text, quite many 
scholars doubt its reliability. Even as early as the destruction of 
Jerusalem in 70 C.E. due to the difference both in Canon and text from 
the accepted Hebrew versions, the Septuagint was unacceptable to the 
conservative rabbis. Thus about 140 C.E., even among the Greek • .'ews, 
the more liberal translation of Acquila had, to some extent, reph ced 
the Septuagint. Two Latin translations of the Bible, one made for Italian 
use and another for North African use, became popular during the 
second and third centuries C.E. Having become displeased with the 
confusion created by the two Latin versions as well as others availar'e 



than, Pope Damasus I authorised Saint Jerome in the fourth century 
to edit a new authorised version of the Bible to be known as "The 
Vulgate," which took nearly two decades to complete. It was published 
in 404 c.E. Despite the endorsement of Saint Augustine and others, 
the Vulgate and the Latin versions did not receive immediate support 
of all, mainly because of differences between the Vulgate and Latin 
versioilB. The council of Trent, however, adopted the Vulgate as the 
standard Latin version of the Bible. lts new edition, prepared in 1590, 
was revised and issued in 1592. As the result of its re-edition by an 
international commission ordered by Pope Pius X in 1907, the first 
volume of the "New Vulgate" appeared in 1926. The first English version 
of the whole Bible, however, had been published by Miles Coverdale 
in the year 1535. The New Testament alone had been published earlier 
in English in the year 1626 by William Tyndale. The Great Bible that 
the official commission prepared was adopted by leaders of tl,e state 
and church and published in 1539, to be enforced as the only official 
and permissible version of the scripture. However, as other versions 
still remained popular, another revised version of the Great Bible under 
the title of the "Bishop's Bible" was published in 1568; this too could 
not become popular. It was in 1611 that- another. authoriBed English__ 
translation known as the "King James Bible" was published. This 
again had to be revised as the result of criticism and yet another new 
version of it was issued about 1885, follO-wed by the American Standard 
Version of 1901. The American Standard Version too was more drasti· 
cally revised in the standard version of the New Testament in 1946, 
the Old Teatament in'l952 and the Apocrypha in 1957 C.E. Later, the 
entirely new translation of the New Testament that appeared in 1961 
C.E., as well as the Old Testament and the Apocrypha that appeared 
in 1970, were the product of the work of a commission-ofscholars from 
Great Britain who started the work in the yearl947. Thus, from the 
history of the Bible, both the Old and the New Testaments, it ~ppears 
that during the last twenty centmies or so not even one ofthe transla
tions has been able to receive unanlmous approval of all sections of 
the churches. AP. far as the original Old Testament is concerned. it has 
already been seen that the Torah had been lost much earlier than the 
era of David (peace be upon) and what was relied upon la1;er to be the 
lost Book of the Law was the one that was supposed to have been found 
in the temple at Jerusalem by Hilldah the priest about 600 to 700 
B.C.E. during the reign of Josiah and confirmed as the words of God by 
a prophetess through mediation with God! Since then, even this was 
lost in the fire during the destruction spree of the Chaldeans in 
Jerusalem under the orders of their king. Thus the new 'Thrah of Ezra 



prepared two centuries or so later had practically no authentic connec
tion with even this "Book of the Law" found by Hilkiah. There is no 
trace of the nr,w Torah compiled by Ezra about thil fifth century B.C.E. 

Finally, it is not only surprising but unbelievable how so many apostate 
and unholy attributions to the majesty of Gi)d and his guided holy 
prophets and angels such as the ones detailed eB.l'lier in this chapter 
happened to be authenticated and accepted as canonical and holy by 
the brain trusts who have revised the scripture many times in the past. 

From what has been stated in the foregoing analysis, there is no 
difficulty in appreciating that "Th~ Law' and Judaism have been in
tended solely for a very small section of the world population called 
the twelve tribes of the children of Israel and their progeny and not 
for the people of the whole world, and that even "The Law' or the 
Torah available with them is not, as a whole, the real words of God as 
given originally to them through the prophet Moses (peace be upon 
him). No wonder that quite a lot of inconsistencies and unwholesome 
references to God, his pure apostles and angels have therefore crept 
into it due to the long associations of the Israelites with idol worshipping 
and superstitious heathens over the last 3000 years. Nevertheless, it 
may also not be categorically stated that nothing of the original 'Ibr.ah_ 
and the revelations of God sent to the many prophets after Moses (peace 
be on them) is contained in the existing Old Testament, particularly 
because it is absolutely firm at least in one important aspect ofhuman 
conduct that nowhere does it tolerate any god other than the Only One 
Gild, the Lord of the universe, a fundamental belief of devotion that is 
universal in concept and common to all the three sister religions, 
namely Judaism, Christianity and Islam. 



Chapter 10 
Shintoism 

It appears that Shintoism in Japan is at least as old as Christianity
about twenty centuries. Shinto is the Sino-Japanese reading ofKami
.no--Michi, meaning "The Way of the Kami"' or "The Way of the Gods." 
It is the way of life that has developed around the beliefs and ceremonies 
associated with the worship. or the old, indigenous deities of Japan. 
The name bas probably come into use consequent with the introduction 
of Buddhism into Japan about the sixth century C,E. in order to distin
gw.sh the indigenous eult from Buddhism. In J~pan the "Affairs of 
Worship" (Matsuri·goto) had been in vogue from ancient times to indi
cate festivals and ceremonies dedicated to Japanese· deities. ·Culture 
and reli~on being the same for the people, ceremonies before the gods 
as well as w cover matters of state were the same. After the resto
ration of the emperor in the year 1868 C.E. this ancient union of culture 
and state was particularlY revived and in this context the shrines of 
Shinto were prqj~ as the prime agencies for dramatising, celebrat
ing and supporting the ~or interests of the national life in Japan. 

Existence of Shinto today is in two forms: Shrine shinto (J~a 
Shinto), formerly State Shinto (Kokka shinto), and a peoples' Shinto 
(Shuha Shinto), consisting of over one-hundred sects. Whlle the former 
has shrines called Jbija, varying in size from small wayside temples 
dedicated to guardian spirits of local fields and families to large ones 
commemorating rulers and heroes who died for the state or the 
sovereign, the Shuba temples (Kyokai) of the latter are just small and 
ordinary places of sectarian worship. 

Although Japan has no state religion today, all religions being 
treated equally, from 1940 onwards as a result of placing all Shinto 
shrines under the bureau of shrines of the Japanese government, the 
state Shinto shrines had .received some amount of state patronage. 
The sectarian Shinto· consists of soine with the Confucian influ.ence, 
others with the pure Shi.Jlto beliefs and ceremonies, and some with 
either extraordinary emphasia on purification rites or with the cults 
of mountain worship or faith~ healing. Mount Fuji,. which is known as 
Fu "i ama to the world, is respected and revered by all Japanese not 



only as a divine object but as a national and state symbol of Japan 
because of the reciprocity between the state and the national culture. 
Since the Second World War things have changed drastically with no 
state support to Shintoism by the total renunciation of divllrity by the 
.Tapaneae emperor in the year 1946. Earlier, there were roughly forty
eight mHlion adherents of Shiptoism confined to Japan alone who be
lieved that their emperor was hQ•Y, being the descendant of the sun god. 

Starting with nature worship by the agriculturists, there is no 
limit to the number and type of deities in the Shinto cult. "The Kamiah 
are the dlvine personages of the world of nature worshipped as deities, 
gods and goddesses, which includea anything such as the sky, the earth, 
the sun, the moon, the storm~ the trees, the springs, the rivers, the 
seas, the rocks, the mountains, growth, fertility, the stars, the planets, 
any mysterious appearance, and so on. In the older Shinto eras it is 
said that there were "Yao-yoi'Qdzu-No-Kami," with meant ''the eight 
hundred myriads of gods." In modem times, during the post-World War 
eras, in order to foster the sentiment of reverence to the imperial family 
aa a basis for national unificaQon, the world of the gods of Shinto was 
further enlarged to include the spirits of k::inge as well as heroes and 
warriors who died in wars and military service of the sovereign and 

_ the...ro.untry,...BS exhibited..by..the national Yasuk.uni shrine on theKun
dan Hill in Tokyo pwported to give sanctuary to the spirits of those 
who lost their lives during the rece"Qt wars and who are supposd to 
have been rewarded with elevation to the ranks of the immortal hosts 
from the world of spirits who are believed by the Shinto to be guarding 
the destiny of the nation. 

With the threat of erosion of the Shinto culture by Buddhism, a 
Japanese revival of Shintoism on more solid and active foundations 
became necessary for the strengthening of the national and cultural 
unity of the Japanese people. Accordingly, during the period of the 
Tokugawa dynasty, the scholars of the sixteenth to the eighteenth 
centuries C.E.developed a theory that "the sun goddess Ameta-rassu
Omi-Kami was the first founder of the Japanese imperial genealogy, 
that_ the divinely established sovereignty thus rests in the imperial 
succession unbroken from the ancient ages destined to rule Japan et
ernally, and that because of this emotional identification with the 
Great Kami of the ancient age of the gods, the Japanese is braver, 
more virtuous, and more intelligent than all other races." Thus, they 
developed the doctrine that the emperor descended from the gods is 
also ordained by the will of the gods to extend his sway over the entire 
world and that the Japanese race is divinely endowed to do :what is 
morally right without the need of any external precepts that the less 



favoured peoples are obliged to depend upon. Until the defeat of the 
Japanese in the Second World War, this doctrine prevailed in Japan. 
This doctrine based on a racial psychology, believed to be divine·, had 
become acceptable to the Japanese people as a national faith and it 
guided the sentiments, institutions, rituals, system of morals, thoughts 
and outlooks of the race as a whole having been projected as "Yamato 
Damasbii .. (The Yamato Soul) and "Bushido" (The Way of the Warrior}, 
and expressed in the current literature as "The Nippon·Seshin" or "The 
Japanese Spirit." This notion of ''The Japanese Spirit" and firm belief 
in the doctrine that as children of gods with the oldest imperial line 
begun from the ancient time of gods, still unbroken, the Japanese race 
was assigned with a divine mission to save the rest of the world backed 
and reassured by intense government propaganda, was respo:nsible to 
make the Japanese people a powerful military state and war machine 
with extraordinary courage and de\'otion in battle, orderliness, discip
line and loyalty, in active colls.boration with the Nazis who too had a 
similar notion of Aryan race superiority. 

However, the defeat of the Japanese and the Nazis in the Second 
World War helped to remove the above myth from their minds for the 
good of themselves as well as the rest of the world. Consequently, the 
Shinto ideology transformed into internationalism not only to win the 
support of the world society, bu.t also to make it a religion of good will. 
Accordingly, the unified rituals that were prepared by the National 
Shrine Association of Japan in the year 1946 for use in all Shinto 
Shrines contained prayers for world peace and brotherhood. Naturally 
too, the vast msjority of the Japanese people subscribed to this new 
idea, which is still respected by them. Simultaneously, the prominence 
of the sun goddess and the associated grand shrine of Ise (Amaterasu
Omi-Kami) was preserved as the Japanese god, again according to the 
Japanese tradition, to continue the links that the Japanese ~pie had 
since older times when the same Shintoism with different ideology 
from the present had been the state religion. of Japan. 



Chapter 11 
Sikhism 

Jaidev, the composer of Geetha Govind, a Hindu philosopher and 
thinker, had taught in the eleventh century C.E. that the practice of 
Hindu yoga was use1ess as a replacement of the worship ·of God in 
thoughts and words. Later, influenced by Islam, the religion of the 
Moghul ru]ers of India, Kabir, the Indian mystic poet philosopher 
(1440-1518) had also denounced the idolatry and ritualism advQCated 
by the Hindu scriptural philosophy where by worship of , and offering 
to, thoUBands of gods and goddesses had become synonymous with the 
very way of Hindu life of his times. At the close of the same century 
Ramanand also had tried to free his followers from the curse of the 
Hindu caste system. As has been al~dy pointed out earlier under 
Hinduism, many a similar renaissance and confirmation movements 
had been started by many Hindu thinkers and philosophers since 
the seventh century c.E., which had not been a matter of simple coin
cidence of events only. In fact, this was the century when the religion 
oflslam was introduced tA:l the world as a complete way oflife confirming 
the earlier monotheistic religions of Judaism and Christianity as the 
forerunners establisbjng the supremacy of the only One God as well 
as the undeniable internationaHsm of man wherever he be in the world. 

Earlier. Christianity had already been introduced into Hindu India 
and now OD account of the rational as wellBBlofty views of Christianity 
and Islam on God, man and the universe as well as through the life 
styles of the evangelists of the two religions they had already started 
to make their impacts on the religious and cultural life oflndia through 
large-scale conversions from Hinduism to the two new religions. Natur
ally, not knowing any better philosophy than the one highlighted 
through the Dravidian-Aryan cultures developed over many thousands 
of years based on the Vedic as well as subsequent literature, the strategy 
of the Hindu thinkers and philosophers had to soon change from their 
earlier efforts of strengthening the belief of the Hindu devotee through 
intense ritualisms such as Shakti, Bhakti and other cults that concen
trated on exhibition of the mythical strength and prowess of the con· 
cemed Hindu god to a cleansing campaign, and the Shudhi Movement, 



aimed at not only preventing Hindm from converting to other creeds
but also to lure those Hindus who had already converted to other 
religions back intQ the folds of Hinduism itself at all costs. Still, the 
rupture of the dam could not be mended because the v43locity of the 
current of the n:ew movements, particularly that of !slam, was too great 
to be stopped. Together with the stresses and strains introduced during 
the Muslim conquests oflndia, when Islam had become a strong minor
ity religion of India with large-scale conversions taking ·place 
everywhere, it became very essential in· the interest of at least making 
Hindu culture not obsolete altogether, ro interpret its philosophy to 
suit the changed situtation. But this was not easy becaua~ ·Hindu 
philosophies of the scriptures had made a deep impression on the cul
tural life of the masses on the one hand tmd the cuatodi811S o( the 
scripture, the upper castes, parti~ly the Bl'Shmanas, were in no 
mood to make any concession on the other. Therefore, at the close of 
the fifteenth century c. E., yet another reformer, Guru N anak, a""lli:ndu, 
introd:uced his new :religion of Sikhism so as to rid Hinduism of not 
only the vested priesthood, but also of its centuries-old disadvantages 
such as belief in plurality of gods, ido1 worship,:ritualism, caste distinc
tion, rebirth cycle and so on, in the name of introducing a neo-religion, 
which, according to its founder, was based on a mixture of the best of 
the two philosophies ·of Islam and Hinduism with the idea of bringing 
the two. religions together. 

"Guru Nanak., the founder of the Sikh cult· and a contemporary of 
Martin Luther, hom in the year 1469 c.E., was a stem monotheist. The· 
Sikh tradition, in the eentext of the strong hold of Hindu philosophy 
even on this faith, attributes that he was a reincarnation of the Hindu 
Upanishad patron Kshatriya King Janak& ofVideha.S. Born a Hindu, 
but bro'llgb.t up under close association with Muslims; Guru (teacher) 
Nanak was influenced by the teachings of Kabir and other Muslim 
Soofis. Having got fed up with .the concepts of the numerous gods and 
tl:ie .caste system advO"'..ated. by Hinduism .on the one. haud and the 
rivalrY as well as the acute misunderstanding between the opposing 
Hindu polytheiBm and Muslim monotheism on the other, Nanak 
launched his new religion, which was monotheistic in concept with the 
best ofintentions,·perhaps. ,Accordingly., he taught to.his followers. the 
worthlessnes of some of the important vestments of the Hindu faith 
such as idol worship, renunciation, ostentatious prayers to gods and 
deities in preference to the One God, penances, pilgrimages, caste sys
tem and the like. He brought down· the impregnable wall of caste 
segragation enjoined by the Hindu VedBB and scriptures by declaring 
that all men being equal before God, everyone had the right to seek 



lmowledge, irrespective of the caste he was born to by the act of nature. 
His creed was thus kept open to persons of all denominations without 
any caste distinction being practiced. There is no doubt that the two 
main factors that might have contributed to his new approach were 
that while born and brought up in a segregated Hindu caste environ
ment and worship of idols, he lived his early life, in direct contrast, with 
his MW!lim benefactors whereby he must have been impressed by the 
loftier ideas and practices that were found in Islam on these and many 
other aspects of life. 

It has already been said before that in approach Guru Nanak had 
the basic fervour to reform HinduiBm in an era when it had come into 
direct confrontation with the much more appealing philosophy oflslam. 
that had been introduced into the Punjab area of India by the Moghul 
and Mghan Muslim rulers. However, later his thoughts got realigned 
also towards bringing about a rapproachment between the two reli
gions. However. the course of hietory in India has amply proven how 
much his idea8 did miss the marks from the facts that soon the followers 
of the Sikh cult turned against not only Muslims but also against 
Hindus themselves during recent years. 

Belief in One God eachewing idols; leading a clean life; prayers 
through mediation of God through chanting His name {Nam) for en
abling the soul to pass_through different life cycles until it unites with 
God; a a¢;eless one society and abstention from intoxicants are the 
essentials of Guru Nanak's Sikh cult. Before his death in the year 
1539, Nanak had designated his successor, another kshatriya by the 
name Lehna, known as Guru Angad. The credit for the inception of 
the holy book of Sikhs, The Granth Sahib, goes to Guru Angad. The 
Granth Sahib is not a revelation of God, but a compilation of what 
Lehna had heard from the Guru, adding his own thoughts and reflec
tions to it. The invention of the Sikh language, Gurumukhi (teacher's 
language), with modified Sharada script to mark. the sacred character 
of the religious book is also credited to Guru Angad. Kshatriya Amar 
Das, who succeeded Guru Angad, further reformed the cult by separa
tion of The Udaai.Order founded by Guru Nanak's own son, Shri Chand, 
from laity, denunciation of Sati {ceremonial burning of one's wife in 
the funeral pyre of the dead husband) of the Hindus and by stressing 
Nanak's condemnation of the Hindu casta system by making all Sikhs 
eat together. Guru RamdruJ who succeeded Amar Das was responaible 
for building the Golden Temple at Amritsar in 1579 on the piece of 
land that was granted to Sikhs for the purpose by the Mogbul Muslim 
Emperor Akbar. 

During the seventeenth century C.E., the tenth and last Guru, 



G>vind Rai, or Govind Singh, further remodelled the Sikh cult under 
the aegis of the Sikh Organisation that was named ''The Khalsa" (pme}, 
introducing the Sikh initiation rite (Pahul) for admitt!mce into a milit
ant Sikh Order. Tha five symbols of the Sikh cult found today-which 
are Kesh (the unshorn hair), Katcha (the drawers up to the knee), 
Kada (the iron bangle), Kripan (the small dagger), and Kanga (the 
comb), known as the "Five Ks" -were also introduced as compulaory 
for all Sikhs thereafter. Although spiritual values are attributed to 
each ofthe five symbols, the fact-remains as accepted that these made 
the Sikhs a martial race with specific identity to fight at a moment's 
notice. As a corollary to these changes, meat and liquor were permitted 
to all Sikhs as for the warriors in contrast to the order of the founder, 
Nanak, while tobacco, being a narcotic, was prohibited, A communion 
(Kara Prasad) of flour mixed with butter and sugar eaten wgether 
irrespective of caste distinction was also instituted by Guru Govind 
Singh at congregations. ...... 

The effort of Govind Singh had been to evolve a politico--religious 
entity to fight agaiDat the Muslim (Moghul) power in India. Before his 
assassination in the year 1708, Govind Singh terminated the lineage · 
of Gurus, vesting the future Guruship in '"rhe Granth Sahib" as the 
representative of God on. earth to guide the Sikhs. Thenceforth, the 
Sikh cult was transformed into a militant theocracy. Growth of Sikh 
political power transforming this religious sect into a military organi
sation inspired with severe hatred towards Muslims, had started with 
the death of Emperor Akabar in the year 1605. Banda Bairagi, who 
had proclaimed himself as the eleventh Guru, of the Sikhs, bad even 
formed an army to ~ght the Moghuls and had been taking allegiance 
of Hindu Hill rulers UDtil his death in the early seventeenth century. 
By the year 1767, the Sikhs were in control of the large tract ofland 
between the rivera Indus and Jamuna. However, in-the year 1808, 
~it Singh annexed the entire Sikh tenitory, setting up a monarchy 
under him up to Peshawar, including the territory of Kashmir. After 
the death of Ranjit Singh in.the year 1839, lawlessness developed and 
the politic:al power passed to the army of the Sikh Khalsa. . 

In the 19th. centucy, although the. Sikhs .continued to maintain 
their separate identity, they ~ed, by and large, a collection of 
Hinduised sects. After the death of RaxVit Singh, the Sikhs fought a 
couple of times with the British. However, after their final defeat in 
Gqjrat, which led to their ultimate surrender in the year 1849, and in 
particular after the Indian Mutiny of 1857, Sikhism revived again as 
a religious force ratb.ei:-- than a militarist, stimulating anti-Muslim 
feelings. Thenceforth, the Granth Sahib again became their Guru. The 



book of common prayer, the Panch Granthi, including the five poems 
from the Granth, was recited daily by the Khalsa. Sikhs, the followers 
of Guru Govind Singh. However, the Sikh ascetiCB also used to make 
pilgrimages to the Hindu temples. The Khalsa College oi Amritsar 
wBB founded and the Khalsa Diwan started making grants to Sikh 
schools and Sikh societies. The laity also had started creeping into 
Sikh sects. In later years sectarian conflicts prevailed within the Sikh 
community, necessitating the intervention of the British authority in 
India as well as M.K. Gandhi for the reestablishment of order within 
the community. Thereafter, the Sikhs startedjoin:ingthe British Indian 
armed forces as well as the defence and the civil services of India in 
large numbers. During the partitioning of India into Bharat and Pakis
tan, the strong position of the Sikhs in the armed forces and civil 
service of India in general and in the Punjab in particular 8B well as 
the anti-Muslim feeling of the Sikh community were responsible for 
the unfortunate mass maasacres of MUBlims and Hindus in many a 
northern Indian city where the Sikhs as a whole aligned themselves 
apinst the MU8lima. 

Thus, although it may appear that the Sikh cult was an effort on 
the part of its founder to bring about a rapprochement between Hindus 
and Muslims of India, in fact it turned out to be a martial regrouping 
of thought and action of the Hindu society aimed at its political and 
social consolidation against erosion by more dynBIIlic religions ofindia, 
particularly Islam. With no concrete new philosophy regarding the 
life after death except the same aid Hindu doctrine of tranamigration 
of souls until the ultimate reunion with god, the new movement of 
Sikhism too did not fulfil the dynamic need of the modern man who is 
in search of a balanced, logical and meaningful philosophy as well as 
way of life blending his materialistic existence in the world with his 
]ife after death. 

How strange indeed it is that in epite of what is found in "Guru 
Janam Sakhi Kalan Bbai Bala,n having seen the Torah, Zabur, Injeel 
and Quraan carefully, Guru Nanak said that he had fDund the code of 
complete guidance for man in Quraan alone, that if there is any book 
of faith it is Quraan, and that, Quraan being the book of complete 
guidance, it should be believed and followed; however, he preferred to 
press forward his new Sikh religion rather than gracefully accept Islam, 
which is the religion advocated by the very Quraan itselfl 



Chapter 12 
Taoism 

Founded by Lao-Tzu in China, and more or less akin to Confucianism, 
Taoism, in two distinct movements, one with a philosophy called Tao
cbia (The Taoist School) and the other called 'fao..chiao (The Taoist 
Religion) has been part of the Chinese philosophy and life for over 
2000 years. The origin of "Tao-ie-ching," or the Tao philosophy, is 
obscure. 18o, meaning way in the Chinese language, is a key word in 
Confucianism tbo. It appears that the Taoist philosophy developed about 
th-e fourth century B.c.E. in two channels-Tao-te-cbing and ''Chuang
tzu." 

Tao-te-cbing 

The essence of TaQ<ote-ch.ing is naturalism through Wu-Wei (inac
. tion),. which me8llB taking no unnatural acticin. Everything should take 
place spontaneously, and one should· assist and support all things in 
their natural state and change spontaneously too. Without leaving 
anything undone, the Tao undertakes no activity for its own purpose. 
Actually, it shapes into production and rearing of things without taking 
possession of them and doing work without taking pride in itf:l perfor
JD8J1Ce. Truly, a government according to the Tao philosophy should 
function spontaneously without there being any law, regulations or 
ceremonies and the ·best government -therefore -should-be-one -that is 
not even noticed by the people. Thua, while Tao-te-chin strongly con
demns not only artificalities and formalities, but also war, taxation, 
p~iahment, supftficial knowledge and conventional mor&lity,· it also 
promotes_ the spirit of rebellion. 

·While emphasising nonbeing, it also states that before coming into 
existence, there is a state of nonbeing. Coming from the same source 
and appearing in different names, it confi.rms states of both eternal 
being and eternal nonbeing. Thus, the Tao is 'ltJle principle of existence," 
"the source of heaven and earth" and "the mother of all things." While 
producing all things, the Tao contains them in a harmonious whole. 



'Th know this harmony is called ''the eternal" and knowing "the eternal," 
is called ''insight." 

Comparison of the natural way is made with the ways of water, 
the female and the infant, the latter are CDilBidered as the weak. Water, 
although it is soft and weak, there is nothing better for attacking hard 
and strong things. While the weak has been glorified, 'simplicity is 
stressed. A simple life has been defined as one that discards profit, 
abandons cleverness, eliminates selflBhness and reduces desires. It is 
a life that iB bright as light, but does not dazzle, repays evil with 
kindllees, perfection that seeros to be incomplete, fullness that seems 
to be empty, unity, contentment, tranquility, constancy, enlightment, 
long life, and so on. 

Chuang-tzu 

According to this, nature is the state of ~cessant and spontaneous 
self-transformation without any Lord to direct it. ''The ideal pure man" 
is a companion of.nature, aiding it but not tryifig to replace its ways 
by his own, his goal being absolute spiritual freedom and peace to be 
achieved through Wu-wei (inaction), adopting his own true nature and 
_nourishing it with the__pr.oceaa ofnatnre,...ther.eby gaining "Great Wis
dom," which makes no distinctions, entertains no subjeetivity and 
abides by the universal. All being embraced in one, to the Taoist things 
aDd opinions are all equal because everything is relative and concerned 
mutually with each other. This unity makes him to "roam With the 
Creator," making friendship with life and death. There is some amount 
of mysticism, inaction and fatalism in the teaching, but the ultimate 
aim is the preservation of natural originality and absolute spiritual 
freedom of the individual. 

In the fourth and fifth centuries B.C.E., the cult of life preservation 
had become so strong in China that Yunchu, a Tao refonnist. would 
not even enter an endangered city or exchange even a bit of his own 
sacrifice for anything in return. The neo-Taoism that developed during 
the third and fourth centuries B.C.E. also con.tinued to remain influenced 
in one form or other by the basic doctrine of Wu-Wei. Nevertheless, 
with the advent of Buddhism into China, the two movements started 
to influence each other. Along with the introduction of Taoism in China, 
another movement aimed at making it a religious cUlt had also been 
started by priest-magicians offering divinatipn and magic for acquiring 
inward power, youth restoration, superhuman power and immortality 
on earth. During the time of Cha.ng-liu, ~ ~Jigious leader who was 
famous for healing the sick organised this, movement in about 143 C.E. 



by requiring every follower to donate a quantity of rice. Earlier, it had 
also advocated the philosophy of the cosmic positive and negative torces 
and assimilated some aspects of Confucianism to blend with Taoism 
for :providing a synthesis for prolonging life through the practice of 
alchemy by a so--called method ofhannoniaingthe positive and negative 
cosmic forces to concentrate the ''Vital Force" (Chi) of the universe on 
the human body. During the fifth century C.E. under the influence of 
Kouchien-chieh who regulated the Taoist ceremonies, fixing the names 
of deities and formulating its ideology, Taoism had become an organised 
religion with a firm theoretical foundation and elaborate ritural prac
tices. Thereafter, it became the sta~ religion with the royal patronage 
of the T'ang dynasty and remained the religion of the illiterate masses 
in general until the early twentieth century C.E. when new movements 
tried to make it more in line with the other developed contemporary 
religions, eschewing glaring eupe~tions. Search for earthly immor
tality still remained and, to promote internationalism, worship of the 
deities of other religions, promotion of moral culture and charity were 
added to the cult. The distinguishing features of Taoism today are, 
thus, a multiplicity of gods, there being a god for anything ~me may 
conceive of, the search for blessings and longevity, superstitions of 
every kind and sects. In the fields of devotion. and spiritualism, thus, 
stars, many animate and inanimate thiDgs, the whole as well as parts 
.of the human body, ancestors, historic beings as well as ideals, the 
Jade en:aperor, the three pure ones-----heavenly honoured ones with fonn.., 
without form and the Brahma form, the dipper Btar, the great unit, 
gods of literature, wealth, medicine, kitchen and the goddess o£ mercy 
are some of the many gods the Taoist worships, there being no concep
tion of an ODly One God and a life after death or spiritual values. 
Numerous immortals such as the ten heavenly Grottoes, and the thirty
six. subsidiary heavenly Grottoes as well as seventy-two blessed places 
where the immortals rule and await people to seek the "way, '":are also 
revered and worShipped. 

From what has been said above, it is seen that the devotion and 
piety in Taoism is absolutely.the worldy material happiness and well
being such as happiness of all sorts, health, wealt~ children and longev
ity. In order to realise the three original principles of Essence, Vital 
Force and Spirit, which according to Taoism is necessary for attaining 
the objective, elaborate system of practices 8ueh as breath control, 
baths, diet, mental concentration, sex: hygiene and physical exercise
ak:iri to yoga ofHindus-are specified for the Taoist d~votee. In addition, 
use of medicines, charms, and many potions aimed at changing the 
bodily form and even disappearance as well as to change mercury into 



gold are attempted and practiced by the Tao sQciety. Nevertheless, the 
process of alchemic investig&tions and development of medicines led 
to many scientific discoveries that did benefit contemporary Europe 
and the West. In the field of superstition, Taoist harbours many, such 
as geomancy, divination, fortune telling and the extensive use of 
charms and potiona for any purpose, 

The sects have their own temples, images of worship, clergy and 
even canonB. In North China, the Northern School called the "Complete 
Unity Sect" prevails around the pqme white temple of Peking as the 
chief shrine emphasising man's life-man' a vital force, which according 
to them may be prolonged with proper diet and medicine. Their priests 
renounce home, are vegetarians and live in temples. The Southern 
School, called the "True Unity Sect," emphasises man's natlll'e, which 
i.e his trn.e self or spirit, and use of charms as well as magic to preserve 
it. !!'heir priests marry, live at home and regard the Heavenly Teacher, 
who lived in the Dragon and Tiger Mountains in central China, as 
their head. · 

In practice, it is seen that the nrix-up of Confucianism, Buddhism, 
Shintoism and Taoism in one way or other has resulted in evolution 
of almost a common way of life for the peoples of the Chinese peninsula, 
the-F-ar-East and-Japan. 



Chapter 13 
Zoroastrianism 

History of the People 

Zarathustra in old Persian, Zartosh in new Persian and Zoroaster in 
Greek, was the founder of the religion of the people known as Zoroas~
rians, who had flourished in old Iran from about the seventh century 
B.C:E.tO about tenth century C.E., but now a small minority of people 
numbering about 200,000 and found mostly in the port cities ofBombay 
of India and Karachi of Pakistan, and called Panees, a named derived 
from their ancestral home, Persia. Ali amuent and peaceful people 
known for their well-kDii"community.life and:t:d'!ilmLhtUpy, exmbttied 
through their donations for building ·trust educatiOnal institutions, 
hospitals and public parks in· the two citie8, mainly during the British 
rule of India, which stand much more prominently than the small size 
of the community's population, Parsees had started their migration 
fiwnY.~_:~~~'called Gu]riitm the Bombsay state o"fwestern 
India during the lOth ce~ c.E. when Islam had become the pred.o
mi.nant religion.OlPersia replacing the two earlier ones of the country, 
_!lame})•, th~9}d Iranian polytheiStic CUltS and thedU81iSt cult ofZoroas-: 
j;er. Du.ring the early days of their miAtion to India, the Parsees had 
been· ~ agricultural and cattle breeding c.ommunity, 'but during the 
proCess of their initial social and economic :ixl.~gration with India, had 
taken to the local Hindu wa,ys of dressing. However, soon on attainment 
of prosperity, they concentrated their efforts 'pn commerce, industry 
and real estatti development in the two pn!JlE( port cities of Bombay 
and Karaehi. ~g_ the subsequent years ofBritish rule oflndia, they 
-~k to the English way of dreSSing. ·Duri.ng .. the early part Ortliis 
century. Parsees occupied ~rominent posltiOP@ a.s elites in commerce, 
industrY, real estate, lOcal self gove~ent as "i!ell as in establishing 
~haritable institutions in the two cities wh~ quite a number of schools, 
parks and hospitals may be seen today beam,:..g the name of their illus
trious ·P8.1'See donors. 



Zoroaster'il Life 

~r~~~J:" w~--~-o~ewher~ in the agricultural area, perha~s 
of northwest Iran, where animal hUBbandry and farming may have been 
the mam prof~l!~ti9.D_ of the people. Although the era of Zoroaster as 
well-...as__th~--~~~_Cl_pl_~e of his; birth are- obscure, ItlS COJU~cturally 
phced __ between 6.00 w;>.cl 700 RC_K The Paraee tradition states that he 
lived~ears before Aleiiaruier; the Persians locating him-totlieaays 
ofRystapes. Whether Hystapes was the father of Darius or some other 
is also not known from any records, although it is clear that Darius 
and his successors were Zoroastrians. Znma.ater, who is attributed to 
have been, ro ably, tbe.leg@dary founder of the "wisdom OfM&gic" 
an practices of occult science that prsvailed for Jiuite many centwies 
from3UOB.c.E.to 300 C.E. 1n the Milfdle East and Greece, is mentioned 
by Pluto as the soiiOflJI'Om.&Zdes. The early Christiana thought that 
Zoroaster was the prophet Ezekiel mentioned in the Jewish Torah. 
Different sclloiBrs; however, assign him to different regions as far as 
1iiS place of origin is concerned. The Avesta says that he,.was bOJ'ti at 
Alryanem Vaejo on the river Daitya, the old ucred country of gods. 
The Venda says that it was at his father's place on the river Dareja; 
in Bandahish it is at Airan Vej on the river DB.itya, and in Yasna it is 
at Ragha. The thirteenth chapter of Spend N ask devoted to Zoroaster's 
life, is, however; lost. Nevertheless, the seventh book ofDinkard. which 
is stated to have been written in the ninth century C.E., and containing 
biographies supposed to have been based on the lost thirteenth chapter 
ofAvesta., the Shahnama and the thirteenth century Zardusht-Nama 
speak of wonders, fabulous stories and e_ven miracles associated with 
the life of Zoroaster. 

Zardusht Nama says that Zoroaster was born Ian gbing, unlike the 
traditionally crying newborn children, that he lived in the jungle on 
cheese, that he watr supposed tc he.ve had communication v.ith the 
celestial beings and that he was an admirer of the Greek deity Zeus 
to such an extent that he disappeared into the forest, out of love for 
wisdom and righteousness, to live in solitude upon a mountain which, 
when ~t .ca~ht fire, he escaped unscathed to speak to the people. It is 
stated in the later Avesta that Zoroaster was a half-mythical person, 
the last in a series of East Iranian legendary heroes. However, in Gatbas 
he is depicted as a historical personage whose succeBB ie attributed to 
his power and good example and that he was the pioneer of the doctrine 
revealed by Ormazd. 

Born and brought up in a region of animal husbandry and fanning 



subjected to frequent attacks and looting by nomads, Zoroaster con
sidered such atrocities to be aggression by the "followers of the Lie." 
Zoroaster seemed to have been a priest of a certain Ahura with the 
name of ''Mazda" (wise}, whom he himself has mentioned along with 
Ahuras. Having received a vision from Ahura Mazda (the Wise Lord) 
appointing him to teach the truth, he did not drastically oppose the 
old Iranian polytheistic cults in the beginning. On the other hand, he 
gave prominence to Ahura Mazda as the head of the "kingdom ofjustice" 
that promised immortality and ultimate bliss. Still, the "followers of 
the Lie," the "Dregvant," as Zoroaster called the animists, polytheists 
and mischief mongers, were opposed to his doctrine. The later Avesta 
writings of Zoroastriana .speak of Zoroaster as a legendary light and a 
person endowed with supernatural powers. The Yasht arid Vendidad, 
in partieular, talk of nature rejoicing on his birth, of his conflicts with 
demons to get the earth rid of them, of Satan tempting him.:. to change 
his faith, and so on. Zo~aster is supposed to have started his mission 
at the age of forty and to have preached for thirty-seven years. It is 
seen that one of his daughters married a mi.Itieter of the court of King 
Vishtapa, wh9 is believed to have been a patron and disciple ofZoro~
ter. Finally, he is supposed to have lived in the co~ of the king and 
died there at the age of seventy-seven. The Greeks regarded him as a 
philosopher, a mathematician, astrologer, prophet, architect, skilled 
craftsman, healer and the originator of the Magician cult. Although 
Zoroaster appears to have made an original attempt at the unification 
of contemporary polytheistic religions and ways of life such as those 
of the Greeks, Aryans, Latins and other aninrlstic peoples under the 
umbrella of the worship of One Supreme God, Zoroasterism today is 
not so much a monotheistic religion as either Judaism or Islam . 

.The Zo:ro.astrian Scriptures 

~e m~ of Zoroa~;;:sm, con$sta of YaBilll, 
whic are :thas (Hymns) of Zoroaster, an seven other clla~, 
mainly prose, which are said to have been composed and added tO e 
text Bfter the founder. The Yasna is recited by the priests during-the 
sacrificiBl ceremony known also as Yasna. The Visp-Rat (All the 
Judges) is a modified version of Yasn.a with some additions that are 
supplications and offerings to the Lords (Ratus) of the various classes 
of beings. The Vendivdat (the law exposed to the Daevas), also called 
"Vendidad," consists of two sections, detailing how the law was given 
to man, followed by eighteen sectioDS of rules. While the Siroza details 



the deities presiding over the thirty days of the month, the- Ya.shts is 
a collection ofhymns that are supplications t-0 be addressed' by devotees 
to each of the tl'Jenty-onc deities_ sucb a_s_.Mithr..a._Anahita, or Verit
hrughna ~nd so on. 'l'he Hadho:xt Nask (sayings) describe the fate of 
the soul after death and the Khurda or small Avesta contains minor 
texts. The Denkart (the Acts of Religion) written in Pahlavi language 
of the Sasasin period of Zoroastrian renaissance during the ninth 
century C.K under the Muslim influence in Persia, cites a list of twenty
one books of the Nasks which were available then, but only one of 
which, found in Vendidad, survived the march of time. The Gathas (o1d 
hymns) are stated to have been the speech that Zoroaster himself had 
delivered to the people at the age of forty during and after the time 
he appeared to promulgate his new philosophy and religion at the court 
of King Vishtapa. The Gathas depict Zoroaster as a just man, firm in 
realism, relying and trusting in God alone under the protection of the 
angels. It appears as if he was upset not only by external opposition to 
his doctrine from the masses, but also on account of disbeliefs and 
insufficient support from his own adherents as well as, perhaps, his 
own misgivings as w the truth and ultimate victory of his doctrine. 
The Gathas contain .solemn prophesies, assertions and admonitions 
with hidden and doubtful meanings directed towards princes and one's 
own .disciples. These are in the form of dialogues with God and angels 
invoking them as witnesses with indirect nferences to one's own per
son. 

The Gathas emphasiaed in tenne of divine commands, devotion to 
Ormazd, good deeds and bad deeds, avoiding the ways of the devil, the 
protection of cows (maybe derived from the Aryan Vedic concept that 
later became an inseparable act of devotion of the Indian Hindu 
Brahman religion) and the purity of soul as well as the body, but no 
ceremonial worship. While it shows Zoroaster's convictions of the ulti
mate triumph of the good, it also contains revelations on the state of 
thingB to come in the future, of happine.ss or sorrow, of souls, rewards 
of the believers as weU as warnings to the unbelievers. As shown by 
the Gathas, Zoroaster believed that the arrival of a prophet was for a 
special cause and purpose and that the "Opportune time" and "The 
Kingdom of God" were both at hand. Further, the hymns visualise the 
ultimate victory of the faithful very .soon over the evil forces with the 
intervention of Ormazd, followed by a general ordeal and establishment 
under a unified world kingdom in the eternal fellowship of Onnazd 
and his angels, of a millenium where the sun will always. shine, all 
the faithful live happily without interference from any evil forces, each 
believer having been presented with the bounties of the Vohu Maro 
(good serue) and an inexhaustib)e cow. 



Almost every hymn of the Gathas has some mention or other of 
the fate awaiting man after death, which is depicted as a continui~ 
of the life ofth1s world. The soul passes over the bridge ofthe Requittd. 
(Cinvat), looked upon with fear and anxiety by every soul becaUBe, on 
passing ofjudgment by Ahura Mazda, the good only enter the everlast
ing kingdom of bliss and light (heaven) and the bad enter the everlast
ing regions of darkness and horror (he1l). Zoroaster, perhaps, was a 
dBvotee ofMazda (the Wise), one oftheAhuras, because of his mention 
of Mazda along with the Ahuras in one of his hymns in the Gatha~ 
Zoroaster used to invoke saviours who would come to the world like. 
the dawn of new days and he hoped himself to be one of them. Therefore 
after his death the belief in the arrival of saviours developed in Zoroas
trianism as well as the expectation of the return of Zoroaster, if n.:. . 
personally, then in the shape of his three sons every thousand year.s 
after his semen, the last of whom having been named "Astavat Erat· 
(the Justice Incarnate}, or the "Saoshyans" (The Saviour). ··· 

The Doctrine and Mythology 

. Ahura Mazda is the highest God who alone is worthy of worship 
whom the Gathas say iii.tbe-Cr&ator.ofth~s (the spiritual worlJ 
and the earth -(the material world), the source of the alternating day 
of light and night of darkness, the sovereign lawgiver, the originato1 
of the moral order, the absolute judge of the en til-e world and, in fa( 
the centre of the very nature. He is sonounded by half a d02en or more 
Amasha SpeJ:ttas (be~eficient immortals) whose names occur frequently 
in the Gatha hymns: 

.According to the Gatbas, Ahura Mazda is the father of ~(f\ 
Mainru (Holy Spirit), of Aha V ahishta (Justice or Truth), of Voli\.\, 
Manah (Righteous 'J'hinkin_g) and ofSparta Armaithi (Devotion). There 
are three other entities supposed to personify the qualities of Ahufq 
Mazda, namely Khahathra V airy a (desirable dominion), HaurvaL 
(wholeness) and Amret Amretat (Immortality). These qualities are t;,. 
be earned by both gods and men so that both are bound by the S8llle 

ethics. 
-----·According to Yasna, two spirits existed in the beg:iiming, one rep-
resenting the good and the other evil, and both posBeSSing creative 
power, one positive and th~ other negative. Ormazd, who :ia light m1J 
life, creates all that are pure and good in the ethical world oflaw, order
and truth. His opposite, Ahriman, is darkness and filth, having prod· 
duced all that axe evil in the world: ·The two spirits counterbalan~ 
but the triumph ofthe good spirit is what is demanded by the Zoroa!t-



rian ethics, through consciousness. The G;;J,tha projection is more biased 
towards the Ahura Mazda than to the evil spirit. 'l'o the good Zoroast
rian, ~n..z~ is the only God nnd Lord depicted as the icier~\ figvrc of 
a benevolent -Oricntalking-wltn-angers-artendirrg·an-hlm-bei:ng--the· 
personifications of ethical values, depict8rl as Amesha-Spent.as (Immor
tal Holy Ones), serving :1s creatures, instruments, attendants and ser
vants, which are: 

-Vohu Mana (good sense); 
-Ashern {the genius of tlllth, right, law and rule); 
-Khshathrem or Khshathrem Vairum (the power and kingdom 

of Onnazd which is yet to be manifested in all its majesty); 
-Annaiti (Due x-everence for the divine daughter of Ormazd, Ver-

ecundia, regarded~ having her abode somewhere on earth); 
-Haurvatat(Perfection); 
-Arneretat Urn-mortality); 
--Geush Urvan (the genius and defender of animals); and 
-Sarosha (the genius of obedience). 

___ The entire activity oftbe world is in fact_a fight between the two 
opposing forces of Ahri ura Mazda. Man having been createli 
by Oiinazd neutral, giving him freedom oJ' choice and action, and the 
soul being the object of this fight between good and bad, he naturally 
has to f~c~ the consequences of his actions before Ormazd either way_ 
True confession of faith, g'Lod deeds, words and thought, can keep man 
on the trac]Lof Ahur~ Mazda--whlle-the-opposi.te-..atta.ches._bi_rn totbe 
ways of Ahriman. --------

Monotheism and Dualism 

Ju; is known, Zoroaster:s philosophy was exclusively based on the 
cult of Ahlira Mazda. Although it had a strong bias towards 
monotheism, due to the close association with an age that had gone 
deep into the polytheism of the Persians themselves and of the Vedic 
pantheistic gods of the Aryans who, perhaps, lived in Persia for consid
erable time on their way in search of a better place to settle down, 
later in the east in the Indus-Ganges plains, as said in the very begin
ning, it appears from the scriptures that Zoroaster had to compromise 
quite a lot to win support to his doctrine. Otherwise, if monotheistic 
like Judaism or Islam, how could he have kept quiet on the Persian 
and Aryan-Persian Vedic god of Mithra (Vedic - Mitra associated with 
Varuna) is inexplicable. The very concept of the Supreme Ormazd as 



the_ only God, although depicting a desire for strong mantheism, hov. 
ever, not only dualism but pantheistic polytheism is also exhibited in 

1 the very doctrine of Zoroaster as depicted through Ahriruan, Ahura 
\ Mazda (both being of equal power) and Arne.C;ha Spentas. 
\.._ The old Iranian folk religion had some similarities between the 
Aryan Vedic religion. This was because of the fact that the Aryan 
invasion of the Indus-Ganges plains was preceded by a good period of 
sojourn by Aryans in Iran. Zoroaster's was a new religion that has 
come out of the old Iranian cults with some diversities. The evil spirit 
called "Daeva" in the Avesta of Zoroastrianism and "Div" in modern 
Persia, is the term used to represent a good spirit or one of the man~ 
gods in Vedic terminology. On the other hand, while the tenn .. Ashuroc 
is a Vedic tenn to represent an evil spirit in Vedic Hinduism, the 
corresponding term "Ahura," used in the old Iranian cult and in Zoroas
trianism, is used for a good- spirit. Zoroaster, however, elevated the 
term Ahura to denote "the concentrated whole of the one divine charac
ter;" designating it as Mazdao (the wise) and pulled down the concept 
of Daeva to represent devils or evil and malicious forces and spirit· 
To him,''the wise Lord." originally "Ahuro Mazdao," which later became 
"Ormazd," is the primeval spiritual being, "the all father who was 
existent before even the world arose, and from whom the world em · 
nated and whose courses are governed by his foreseeing eye!' His guid
ing spirit is thus the "Holy Spirit," which, though it wills the good, 
yet is not free7 being restricted in its temporal sphere of action by its 
own twin brother, the Evil Spirit" (Angromainush Ahriman), who, ' 
the beginning, was banished by the Good Spirit through the famou~ 
ban fQund in Y asna, and since then drags on his exjstence in the 
darkness ofhell. However, according to the outlook of the Gatbas, t~ 
Supreme Onnazd is above the ~od Spirit Mazda and the Evil Spi~~t
Ahriman, the latter two being the two opposing forces in the world 
Later, the Evil Spirit and the Surpreme Ormazd are made equivalent: 
to each other:, with the slogan, ''Here Ormazd and there Ahrimati 
The Daevas," who are heldin high esteem as the perfect and definil:t 
gods and worshipped as idols by the old popular Iranian cults, are 
however, not only considered by Zoroaster as the corrupted children 
Abriman, devils and enemies of mankind, but also as spurious a.nli 
their devotees, as idolators and misguided. 

Zoroastrianism after Zoroaster 

As shown by Yasna, Zoroaster considered that he bad been co~ 
sioned by Ahura .Mazda or Ormazd. to "purify religion from the gross· 
sensual elements of Daeva worship." Although his theory of the un.i.-



verse and the dualistic principle were focussed on monotheism, for the 
reason that his own concepts appear as dubious and obscure wjth con
tmdictions such ns the 3cceptance ofMithra, the several Ashura Speno 
tas considered as personifications of Ahura Mazda and the dualistic 
concept of the Good and Evil Spirit of the monotheistic God that sub
s~:quently becmne two powerful contesting gods, and so on, create such 
an uncongrous spiritual philosophy that no wonder that soon after him, 
polytheistic practices of deity devotion crept it:Jto the life ofhis followers. 

The philosophy contains two aspects, t..he life on the earth and the 
life after death, the latter being a continuation as the result of the 
former adjudged in the heaven by a court of :reckoning, "Aka," probably 
by Rashnu (the genius of justice) and Mithra on the basis of a "book 
oflife," the final judgment being dependent on the arithmetical balance 
sheet of good and evil actions committed in the worldly life by each 
individual. Although Zoroaster's philosophy had no mention of :redemp
tion from the sins, bad deeds or sins washed out as the result of repen
tance was included in the philosophy later. An accounting bridge, Cin
vato Pereto, lying on the way to heaven (Garo Daman.a) where aU 
arrive after death and where on being sorted out after the accounting, 
each goes either to heaven or hell forever, according to good or bad 
respectively on the basis of the final balance sheet. In the case of a tie, 
however, the soul is kept in an intermediary stage of existence called 
"Hamestakeans" for a final decision only at the last judgment_ The 
course of law may be reversed neither by sacrifice nor even by the 
grace of God_ 

The later Avesta initiation ofthe order ofpries~bood (Athravano), 
the fire temple and the deification of Mithra as well as the variety of 
angels such as victory, Verethraghna, Anahita, the goddess ofwater, 
Sirius and other planets and stars, which are invoked by ZoroBBtria.n 
for special purJ>oses, are all innovations introduced after Zoroaste:r. In 
the new Zoroastrian eschatology, the end of the world is expected 3000 
years after Zoroaster when a newSoshyant wil1 be born of the seed of 
Zoroaster, the ~ead brought to 1ife and the incorruptible world begun, 
the last of this eschatology being slightly at variance with the idea 
contained in the earlier philosopby on the disposal of the souls of the 
dead as soon as they reach the bridge of Requiter, explained earlier. 
Also, in the later Avesta, the gods that Zoroaster eschewed and even 
ignored, such as Mithra, Ab-yaman (a replacement of Sraosha), 
Analuta., Apam Napat, Verethraghna Vayu and so on, all reemerged 
in the cult. Thus the many gods under Supreme A):lura Mazda (Ahura 
Mazda) rule the post-Zoroaster creed_ Later, even the Bounteous Spirit 
got submerged in Aura Mazda; according to the Y asht, the t\vo spirits 
fought each other; according to the Videvdat, Ahura Mazda and the 



destructive spirit opposed each other creating the good and bad thing. 
respectively. Thus, on the face of so many inconsistencies in belief5 
Ahura Mazda could not be con~idered as the father of the twin spirits 
being faced as equals opposing each other, one being god and the other 
anti-god. This started the degeneration of Zoroastrianism by about t~ 
time of Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E. 

The Zoroastrian theory of the origin of the world according to 
Bundhshn is that Orrnazd (Ahura Mazda) and Ahriman were separated. 
by the void although both of them seem to have e:Osted since 
eter:pity. It was to defeat Ahriman that Ormazd created the world as 
a battlefield. He knew that this would be a limited fight extendin~ 
over 9000 years in accordance with an understanding between thel'll . 
In the first contest, Ormazd defeated Ahl'illlall through the AhWla 
Vairya prayer (which is the most sacred prayer of Pantees) and as:u 
result he lay prostrate for another 3000 years, the second· in a·fm 
round contest. At the end of this period he was stirred up by a prostitute, 
the primal woman, and he attacked again in the material universe. 
Killing first the Primo Bull, whose marrow gave birth to the plant: 
and wl)ose semen coll~d and puriijed in the moon, from which wer.ie 
produced the useful animals, Ahrim~ then killed Gayomart, the pri· 
mal man, whose body produced the :Qletals and from a part of wb0$'e. 
semen preserved and purified in the sun produced rhubab. from whirh 
the first human couple was born. The first human couple was perverted 
by Abriman and it was with the advent of Zoroaster that the 3000-year· 
old Ahriman supremacy ~ame to an end. From then on Ormazd anJ 
Ahriman fight on equal ~a until after 3000 years Ormazd wou11. 
ultimately triumph over Ahriman. Bundhshn also ilustrates the cos· 
mogony of man as a. miniature model world or microcosm, who is mortcA 
since the attack of the aggressor. However, he has five immortal part_p 
in him: Ahu (life), Daena (religion), Ba.odah (knowledge), Urvan (Soul), 
-and !i'mva.shi {pl"e-existent-eouls);-theJast being_perlJaps_symbolic of 
the Greek as well as Egyptian and Iranian concepts of the spirits ': 
heroes: 

.Mazdean orthodoxy says that when Orm.azd created the material 
world. he first produced from infinite light a form of fire out of which 
all ~gs were born. This form of fire is '~bite, bright, round anJ 
visible from afar ... Gayomart, the primal man, was also conceived as 
spherical in the image of the sky. According to the Pahlavi worli 
Manushchihr. "Ormazd, the Lord of all things, produced from infini* 
light a form of fire whose name WSJ:J that of Ormazd himself and whoSe 
light was that of fire... 1n spite of there being so much literature, 
scriptural as well as others. the entire cosmology and cosmogony ," 



the cult is so very complicated, obscure and dubious that quite a 1ot of 
the statements, philosophy and doctrines cannot be understoocl, being 
illogical and mythical. About the ninth century C.E., there appeared 
a short-lived renaissance movement when modifications to ward off 
some basic inconsistencies offaith weJ-e tried to be introuduced through 
Zurvanism, Manichaeism and others in the face of compeiiticn from 
oLher rational religions, particularly Islam. However, clue to the oppos
ition of the Mazdean orthodoxy itself these had to face natural cleaths, 
having been dubbed as heretical for the reason that they had upset 
the en tire earlier concepts of the religion. 

The Parsi Worship and Temple Rites 

Fire occupies the central position of the Zoroastrian faith, belief 
and rituals. Although initially Z<lroaster himself offered a monotheistic 
doctrine and philosophy, perhaps due to a spjrit of adjustment with 
contemporary old Iranian cults towards the end of his own life they 
becam-e so much diluted that the dualism as well as indirect polytheism 
could be seen even in the Gatha.s attributed to himself. In later times, 
with the advent of Avesta and further association with the Vedic as 
wel1 as 01~ Iranian polytheism, and initiation of ritualism centering 
around the fire altar and sacrifices that were rigidly developed and 
maintained by the clergy -class on the lines of the Jewish priests and 
Levites, even deities with male and female concepts got introduced 
into the religion. The Gathas do not mention ceremonial worship, or 
Haoma, or the protecting guardian angels attributed to the Farvashi 
(confession of faith) developed after Zoroaster. The later Avesta period 
made the order of priests, making them responsible.for .the systemisa
tion and organisation of the doctrines of the faith and worship by laying 
down the elaborate laws of the Vendidad relating to the variety of 
duties, personal as well as social, such as ablutions, baths, bodily 
punishments, truthfulness, good works, improvements, culture of trees, 
assistance to co-religionists, chastity, extending alma, land improve
ments, cattle farming, protection of useful animals like dogs, destruc· 
tion of harmful animals, prohibitions on burning of dead bodies and 
cremation, and so on. The dead body is left exposed to the sun to be 
eaten by vultures and animals at a specified place, usually a high tower 
{Dkakma). 



Zoroastrian Rites and Celebrations 

During the worship and sacrifice in the temple, drinking ofintoxi~ 
cants caHed "Hoama" (the same as the Soma plant juice referred to in 
the Hindu Bhagavatgeetha, which the Vedic Yogis also used to drin:K 
durjng yoga as well as sacrifices, and which-was in vogue in old Iranian . 
cults due to Aryan association) has much prominence. However, the 
Zorastrian temple, with no images to worship, centers on the Lora a:ru! 
burning of his fire forever on an altar installed at the centre of the 
temple, and hence the name of the Zoroastrian temple came to be "the 
fire temple." Various sacrifices and masses with offering of meat, milk, 
bread, fruits, flowers and sacred water are perfonned in the sanctuar~;~ 
of these temples, more or less on the lines followed by the Hebrew. 
priests at their tabernacle. The priestly order, like the sons of Aaron 
and the Levites of the Jews, perform the temple rites such as sacrifice$ 
penances, purification ceremonies, spiritual guardianshipanCl religiou 
care of the laymen. The new young believer is girt at the early age of 
seven to ten years with the holy lace (much like the holy thread of a 
Hindu Brahman) and new dress-a shirt (sadre) and a girdle (kusti)-' 
given to him, which he has to wear all his lifetime. 

The sacred fire is considered holy from many angles. of faith and 
is to be kept burning_ continuously, fed at least five times during tne 
day. The installation of a new fire is done with an elaborate ceremon~ . 
there being special rites for purification of the fire as well as for its 
regeneration. · 

Penance is making a finn resolve by a Zoroastrian not to commi~ 
sin again, after confession of sins is made to a priest, Dastour. "Patet" 
is recited during this ceremony. Yasna, sacrifice ofhaoma (the sacred 
liquor}, is done before the sacred fire with recitation of Avesta, makill'3 
offerings of bread, milk, meat and fat. 

Ther-e are three types of purifications. These are the Pan.dyab or 
ablUtio~ tlie:.Bare.mum a :fittiai performliD. at-specialplaces-with-th~ 
participation Of a dog whose left ear is to be touched and whose ga: • 
is supposed to put the e'Vil spirits to flight. It lasts for several days. 

After death a special dog with a spot above each of its two eyes i~ 
brought before the dead body. The rite is performed five times a da ~ 
After the first time, the fire is brought into the room where the corp.... 
lay where it is kept burning for three days after the removal of the 
corpse to the tower oi silence (Dhakma), where it is left naked. Tht;. 
the fire is removed during daytime. The interior of the tower of sile~~~ 
is built in three concentric circles, one each for men, women and chil.J 
dren. After vultures eat the flesh, the loose bones and other remai~ 



get dried on the tower and are disposed off by throwing them in the 
centrnl well. The mourning is on the fourth day when the soul is 
believed to have arrived at the otber world to appear before t.hcjudgc.s 
and is a very solemn occasion. 

'There r.re few seasonal festivals (gahanbars): the day ofremernbr
once of the dead ai the end of the year, Noruz, the new year festival 
in honour of Rapithwin, who is the personification of noonday and 
summer, and the festival of Mithra or Mehragan, which is celebrated 
with honour. Further, each day of the month and each month of the 
year is dedicated to a specific diety. 

Downfall of Zoroastrianism 

Apart from schisms, mainly accommodation of intense dualism 
and deities as well as priesthoods, Zoroastrianism lost its original ap
peal to the old adherents of Iranian cults, because of there being not 
much to be gained spiritually, particularly so after the Qadsiyah victory 
of the Muslims in the 635 C.E. over Persians underYezdergerdiDofthe 
Sasanid dynasty, when the Zoroastrian cult could not be a match to 
the absolute montheisrn....a well as dynsrnism_of Islam. Therefore the 
complete, rational, practical and dynamic philosophy offered by the 
new Islamic order having attracted the followers of Zoroastrianism aB 

well as other animist cults in Iran in large· numbers into the fold of 
the fonner, almost all those polytheist cults including Zoroa.aterianiam 
bad become uprooted from the religious scene of Iran by about 1000 
C.E. However, some of the conscientious objectors among the Zoroast
rians-numbering about a hundred thousand or more of those who had 
been left behind-found fit to migrate to the Indi~ subcontinent where 
the religion survived but remained almost stagnant since confining 
itself to the two port cities of Bombay and Karachi only, there having 
not much appeal to anyone otherthan~e-bom Zo:roastrianstoremain 
in the fold of the religion in India and Pakistan. 



Chapter 14 
Comparative Study 

The Criterion 

Human life consists essentially of three aspects: the physical body,~ 
mind and the soul. Wbile the body and mind may be defined ano 
identified as matter, the soul cannot be. It may be felt only as a w~~ 
to distinguish the living from the dead. The body and miiid exist 
such as long as the life is present in the shape of a contained soul alltl 
both become useless the moment the soul departs. The natural science 
inveatigate the body and mind as well as some kinetic and potent"l'll. 
aspects of soul that partake in the total life of the former two. Whll~ 
the scientific process postulates certain theories based on philosophi 
concepts on matter and cosmos and proves them through experime~~ 
producing uniform deductions, philosophical concepts regar~g st 
and the secret of creations have so far remained theories only, whic~ 
cannot be proved scientifically. Even in the case of scientific matt~n 
that bad been considered u absolute facts for a long time, these have 
been drastically modified subsequently as a result of gaining more aiJJ 
more knowledge. Thus, when the twentieth century scientist looks bacK 
to his nineteenth centurypred~essor, the laws and proofs, for exampiL 
on the structure of the atom, have changed so much that the atoo.. 
which was even quite. lately considered as indivisible, has not onlj 
-been shattered, hut _the :th~r;r of ~<lamental particles developed ~
cently has created a new dimension in the. structtire orri:iatter u:.ll 

together. Moreover. the old concept of transmutation of elements·~ 
the lately ridi~uled alchem:ists has in fact become a total reality tod~ 
Similarly, even the epochmaking theory of relativity of Einstein ~ 
been challenged and iD some aspects been almost proved to be incorre.t 
within a life time. However, the knowledge on thought, life and so11.l 
still remains as confidential as ever before even after the a'rl

thropologist's assessment of over a million years of human existen_i:e 
It is a fact that the soul cannot be identified or imprisoned afuv 

a specific but unforseeable duration, during which time it keeps ~e. 
body and mind a going concern, the motive force driving the body a· 



mind being the soul. The body has only one function, and that is to do 
substantive work on the orders ofLhe mind which has to talce decisions 
of its own, the soul remnining the force through which the agency of 
life enables both the mind and body to function of their own i.n Ryn
chronism. \Vhat is called "conscience'' appears to be an attribute of the 
sou1, t.rying t.o guide the mind through directives ca1Jco criterion--the 
permissible "rights" and the objectionable "wrongs." Here comes the 
question of what is 1·ight and what is wrong. A tangible definition of 
right could be anything that is universally good for the individual as 
well as the society and a similar definition of what is wrong could also 
be anything that is universally bad for the human being and the society. 

Thought, gratitude, anger, passion, love of everything that mnkes 
one's life comfortable or pleasant, fear of any phenomena that seem to 
possess powers far beyond one's own imagination and supposed to be 
capable of either causing benefit or harm, an acute sense of selfishness 
by which one covets as much wealth and other possessions as possible 
for one's own use, pride, accumulation of power and authority over 
others, and so on are some of the important traits of the human being. 
Of these, the faculty of thinking is the most important one by which,_ 
in nature, a person discovers through his intuition what in fact are 
the saf.e Jimits for the exercise of the various traits mentioned above, 
and even this discovery cannot surface unless one is brought up and 
continues to live in society guided by certain norms and limits accept
able to others. However, love, pride, selfishness and passion generally 
do not let him subjugate himseif easily to the dictates of others. History 
has ample proofs that such a situation developing in more than one 
individual has always given vent to wars and killing of fellow beings. 

But. then, what is good for one human being and certain society 
could be bad for another being and society according to the context 
facing each. However, for the evolution of a universal "one world soci
ety/' or in other words, a universal "one world welfare state," such a 
disparity could he dangerous. For instance, while any civilised society 
of today considers theft as bad on the one hand and assisting a fellow 
being as good on the other, a society of thieves and cruel people do not 
consider so. The question of morals thus depends solely on the environ
ments of each society. It )s thus clear that if the responsibility of law
making or evolution of the criterion between right and wrong is vested 
in the human society, unifonnity cannot be achieved. What is facing 
our present societies unfortunately in any part of the world is the same 
basic turmoil that haa existed over thousands of years in the past-the 
question of deciding what is naturally right and wrong for the human 
being. By a sheer random chance, it has often happened that while 



some criteria have coincided as far as several societies were concerned, 
many others have remained either wide apart or even opposing, some 
instances being the concept of so-called capitalism and socialism, certain 
ethics relatir1g to the relationship between man and woman, concept 
of (Tad, crime and punishment, and so on. 

The twentietp century has after aU found out that unifonnity is 
needed in as many aspects of life as possible and it was with this view 
that first the League of Nations, and then the United Nations were 
fonned with the participation of all nations of the world. In spite of so 
much scientific and techne>logical progress achieved by the modern 
man and woman, quite a lot of differences do still exist even on some 
essential aspects of international life, rmable to be bridged by sane 
discussion and consensus at the world forums. because all tbe decisions 
of each socjety are ba.sed on what each considen; right or wrong under 
specifice biases in their own way and therefore the views do not coindde. 
An internati.on~;Jl code devi~E!d by a Super Force that controls and knows 
everything about the body, mind and soul of each individual alone can, 

· therefore, decide what is good or bad for human beings as a whDle both 
in near and far spaces or"time. Therefore, if the criteria of right and 
wrong for hu.,nan beings S:nd societies are. laid down by such a Force, 
then alpne could: the entire human beings be persuaded to accept such 
criteria. Such a cri~r;is. shall·then be in· complete accordaiice with the 
nature and cosmos around. Let us then investigate whether such 
criteria did exist at .,1} in the p~ and whether they still exist. 

lrr~ctive of the fact whether the theory of "Evolution in Time 
and Space!' or 'Pfh.e Big· Ba~g" has been responsible for the billions of 
things w.e see around on earth and in the heavens, a human being 
invested· with a think,ing faculty cannot but conjecture and conclude 
without any hesitation t.hat, after all, without a creator nothing could 
come into being. Whether this creator is called nattire or God. it ·is not 
F..h~t matters initially bealuse we are now investigating, from the first 
princijles,·thlS :importantroowe:r-tbat provides credentials-to-life itself. 
No one can. there(ore d.i~ute that there has been and there is a Force 
that has full control ofthe universe in its entirety, ~eation, sustenance 
and end, and that this unique Foree must have existed without any 
change since the infinite past to the infinite future, or in other words, 
without a beginning nor an end in time and space. Fundamentally, 
even a small project that one may envisage- requires quite a ]~t of 
plannjng and designing Qefore creation. An essential prerequisite of 
this planning is the knowledge of the time and space that the creation 
has to survive. It is th~n only that all possible safeguards' can be built 
intQ. it to- ensure that, on the creation, the project in question will live 



its planned life under safeguards not only without disturbing other 
projf!cts in time, space and compatibility, but also in supplementary 
unison with ali other projects nround. Vrhat an extent ofsuperplanning, 
superdesigning aml superknowleclge of shape of things to come in the 
infinite future of time and sp:'tce must have gone into this tremendously 
fabulous creation of cosmos consisting of the skies or the lmiverse, of 
w!-:.ich our earth, although it occupies only a speck, has, however, con
siderable varieties of life far more complex that what we have disco
vered since the earth was inhabit.ied by human beings, for how many 
thousands of years, no one knows even to a near guess! 

Having thus come to realise thc greatness, superiority, all-power
fulness and knowledge of time and space that must have been at the 
command of this Supreme Planner of the universe, we can readily 
agree sensibly that none other than only One Super Power could have 
been the initiator of the universe as a going concern for the simple 
reason that coordination, hannony and perfedion to the minutest detail 
of everything we see around cannot have occurred if more than one 
Power had controlled them as a whole. No doubt, after creation to an 
overall plan, we may conceive that co~and as dictated by this Super 
Power is p<~ssible to be vested with many a ,!?Ubordinate. However, 
w.hile_we 8SSll1Ile this delegation. we cannot forget that the planning, 
designing, creation, sustenance and the end of everything lay at the 
personal command of the Supreme Power alone and none else. The 
activities of the subordinates are confined to pure delegations of specific 
jobs according to the pattern planned by the Supreme PoweF--alld not 
the delegate who has no power to alter any course as originally set by 
the creator in accordance with natural laws of the Supreme Power 
Himself. 1b make it clearer, it is like nature's DNA system in human, 
plant, and animal cells, or a human-engineered robot that perlonns 
wonderful tasks using its built-in sensors and computer memory stores, 
which contain vast information. The robot itself has no power what
soever to change the preassigned task.st which are perlonned strictly 
within the sphere of specific logic delegated by its maker_ Clearly, we 
would consider it a foolish fantasy if one were to think that this robot 
acquired its limited decisive powers and capabilities independently, 
without the help of its makers, who retain for themselves the absolute 
prerogative to alter the programmes in whatever manner they consider 
necessary. This concept has been acknowledged, fortunately, by all 
historic religitms. Thus we have the first point of common agreement 
between all religions ofto9ay. The second point of common agreement 
is that this Supreme Power is called God, the One, but known with 
different names in different language&-Allah, Brahman, Yahweh, 



Mazda, and so on. The third common point among all religions is that 
GOO, in His extreme mercy, has revealed His supreme guidance through 
selected human beings who did live short or long as human baings 
fortified by m)racles that no other contemporary could excel. Reports 
about the miracles may, however, differ, as one can understand. 

Thus, no one should find trouble in accepting that every religion 
that has a basic concept of Only One Super Power, God, as the Planner, 
Designer, Creator, Sustainer and Disposer of the entire universe, had 
been also revealed by God to the human beings of the respective ages 
through a man selected by Him out of the mortal human beings of the 
respective age. For the same reason, it is also quite reasonable to 
believe that each of the scriptures found with the adherents of the 
various religions and attributed to prophets, great men, sages, and so 
on also had their foundation in oral revelations or revealed books of God 
given to His prophetS. There is no difficulty in explaining their pollu
tions over the ages due to poetic exaggerations, unfaithful transmis
sions orally as well as through incomplete or unrealisable written 
records or even destruction. But. the very destruction or pollution of 
any original is in itself a conclusive proof that it was not intended by 
God to be a set of revelation.<~ that was anything but to last for a certain 
period and not for all time. This is proven from the scriptures ofZoroas
tra.nism, Hinduism, Judaism and Christianity. Parliculau:ly so, because 
while the mlo\iesty of the Supreme One God is preserved, the Law bas 
become successively modified from time to time through various 
:prophets and messengers in the case of the children of Israel from 
Moses to Jesus {peace be on him) and through various incarnations 
and sages in the case of Hinduism, otherwise known as "Brahmanism." 
Thus, we have at least the following two main common points as a 
basis for a comparative study of the major religions of today; 

-i.-Faith-in!heDnly One Got!,_!o;u~'!D- by different names in differ
ent languages as Allah, Brahman~ Yhweb,~MaZda-ana·so-on,
who is the ultimate and undisputed Supreme Power totally re
sponsible for the planning, design, creation, sustenance and end 
of all matter and energy known and unknown in the universe. 
ii. Continwty of God's guidance to the human beings through 
revelations sent to selected persons among them orally, through 
bookS, or both since this earth waa inhabited. 

To a close student of the various religions, it should appear that the 
root of all the revealed religions including Brahmanism lay in the wide 
area kncrwn as the Middle East, comprising the territory of present 
Greece, Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Iraq, the Arabian Peninsula, Egypt 



ancl western Iran adjat:ent Lo lruq. It is quite clear from the Old Testa
ment :md New Testament of the Bible as well as tl1e Qur:1an thai the 
various prophets from Adam to Mohnmmed, including Noah, Abraham, 
LDt, IssaHc, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, 1\arnn, David, Solomon, E!jj::~h, Jonah 
and .Jesus Christ (Peace he on them all) had all preached in this area 
and that t.hr.y all died in the same :1rea. It. is also known ihat the 
Aryans migrated from centrnl Asia and it is s<J.fc to assume Lhat when 
they had their temporury sojourn in Iraq and western Iran, they were 
exposed to some of the doctrines about the Supreme God of the prophet 
Abraham (peace be on him) who is mentioned in the Bible and Quraan 
as the forerunner of the religion of the children of Israel and the Mus
lims, whereby the very name of the custodians of the scriptures among 
these migrating Aryans were and are even today known as 
'Brahmanas," and their Supreme God as ••Brahman," which has no 
explanation other than their being derived from this great founder 
prophet Abraham, or Ibrahim (peace be upon him). It is stated in the 
early life story of this prophet that during his search for the God of 
the universe, he refused to accept stars and planets including the sun, 
and the variety of idols that his contemporaries in the present region 
of Iraq considered as gods of convenience because he found all the 
~celestial bodies rising and setting and the idols could not help them~ 
selves. Thus it is said that he came to the finn belief through reasoning 
that nothing other than the creator and sustainer of all creations could 
be the Lord of the entire universe. Perhaps the idol worship and the 
worship of various celestia1 bodies as well as objects that inspired awe 
and surprise in the human mind, such as mountains, rivers, the various 
powers of nature, and so on, was acquired by the migrating Aryans 
first from the same regions of Iraq and Iran through which either they 
passed on in which they made their temporary homes during their 
onward mttrch to the fertile lndusganges plainS of India, which had 
finally become their ultimate home. The religion of Hinduism, thus 
although having its root most probably in some of the ways of the 
propbet Aoraham or Ibrabim (peaceoe upon bim), glimpses oT which 
could still be found in Hindu Vedas, must have become polluted by 
worship of the nature, idols and celestial bodies that had been prevalent 
in the Middle East and India during olden times and retained as a 
traditional legacy up to the present day. It cannot also be ignored that 
among other things, some of the medieval and modern Hindu 
philosophers have also opined, perhaps rightly too, that the 
Brahmanism of the Vedas is devoid of caste distinction and idol worshlp, 
although in Hinduism as conceived and practiced by both Brahmans 
and the lower casts in India as a whole in the past as well as today, 
these two ingredients have been built into the Hindu way of life as 



integral parts, perhaps as a long time legacy of a traditional way of 
life and culture. 

Now, coming w the human life itself, it is accepted that R concept 
that does not cover the aspects of growth of the mind as well as the 
body with full cogn:izance of the salvation of soul cannot be a comple4 
one, indeed. The autonomy granted to the human being to conduct 
himself in this world satisfying the essential needs of mind and body 
with the objective of emancipating the soul or otherwise is undisputed 
by all prime religions. Most of the prime religions also base their 
philosophies and ways oflife on certain holy scriptures that are claimed 
to be the law and words of G9d. However, the only dispute is in hot-1 
to attain this goal. Let us see how the various religions of today vie\Al 
these aspects and how far their scriptures project theni.selves as th'~ 
real laws of God preserved over the ages. 

Buddhism and Hinduism 

The Hindu and Buddhist ways of life maintain that salvation of sol!l 
m~y be attained only through action (Karma) by whlch an individual 
has necessarily to face the consequences of all his actions square!-11 
without any element of the p~rdon of God ever intervening in tk 
ultimate redemption of the soul. Naturally, this brings in the concep't 
that the human being pas to undergo a cycle of several rebirths an_d 
deaths in this world itself until he washes off the results of all his past 
bad speech, deeds and thoughts by going through an indefinite number 
of life cycles, of which the :final one must be a hundred per cent pure 
life span. Although it may appear as a solution, when deeply analysed 
however, it gives no hope at all to the distressed human being create.! 
with dire limitations. The random chance rule as applied to the human 
-being1-ra:ther, always-w&l'ks--to-his-disadvantag~. -It-i:s!-lla-ver like -the 
gold getting purified more and more in every melting and cleaniD~ 
cycle. Even so, a physicist or chemist can well imagine the abn~t 
impossible physical possibility of obtaining a really one hundred per
cent purity of even this non-oxidising element. Even after then + lf~ 
cycle of purification, one may still expect some impurity to remain il\ 
the comme:rdal product, whereby obtaining the pure quality of go1d_ 

economically is practically impossible, although there is, theoretically 
a one in infinite chances to obtain this purity. When applied to tlle 
life of the human being, however, in spite of being extremely carefuL 
the chances are that people will falter more than once in each practical. 
life cycle of the world, with the result that instead of improving tl'le. 



score, one worsens it during each recycling process in almost all cases. 
The drill that has been prescribed by the Hindu philosophy for the 
improvement of one's perforrr::ance is, therefore, a forest life for good, 
until one tlies there selflesfi thrm1gh the final procer.s of solid p[:nance, 
the last two of the four stages in the }ife of~ human being, known 3S 

the "Vanaprastham" and "Sanya.sam," respectively. Even this formula 
gives n grim outlook on the process of redemption because the slightest 
impurity left behind in the sanyasi or yogi (penitent) may lead to his 
soul being rejected from union with the Supreme Essence, which is 
all pure, necessitating rebirth to further purify it. But, as revealed by 
the Bhagavatgeetha, "only extremely few yogis attain the goal of 
Mukthi (salvation)." If so, then what about the very large majority of 
the people at large? No salvation at all? On the other hand, taking for 
granted that the large majority of the human beings of any age go into 
such a forest life to become penitents for good, seeking redemption, 
how could the world continue as a living entity? It is thus clear that 
un]ess, firstly, an element ofmercy ofGod comes into play in the affairs 
of human beings and, secondly, God, the Kind and the Benevolent, 
undertakes to pardon the sins of every devotee in consequence of eamest 
repentance, amends and vows not to repeat sms in the future intention
any' it should-be p~cally impossible for anyone to attain the ultimate 
status of redemption through one's action (Karma). Then again, what 
is left as a reward for those rare few who may, theoretically, be consi
dered as having crossed successfully the thresbQld of redemption? The 
Hindu philosophy of the Geetha shows forth that the souls of such 
people get merged with Godhood either by attainil)g equivalence with 
it or, maybe, becoming part and parcel of God Himself (Geetha 5:24, 
25; 7:27; 8:5), ending the limitless cycle of rebirths (Geetha 8:16). How
ever, the Geetha abo confirms that the human beings are born of either 
"divine" or "demonaic" nature (16:1-20}-like the Ormuzd and Ahri
man concepts of Zoroastrian philosophy-that even the man of know 
ledge acts in. accordance ~th his natw-e beca\lse the bein.gs follow their 
nature, and that through abandonment of the threefold gateway of 
lust, anger, and greed by following the declared rules of scripture 
(Geetha 16:21-24) even the lowborn, women, Vaishyas and Shudras 
devoted to their own duty attain perfection and the highest goal (Geetha 
9:32; 18:45). 

Nevertheless, the contradiction that is contained in the two differ
ing views-that the person "born" with the demonic nature who is 
positively devoid of the natural blessings of God can attain perfection 
in the same way that one born with "dlvine" nature and with his own 
efforts against his born nature-appears to be a quite unrealistic 



philosophy. However, even if a few people do get identified with God 
as the result of redemption, getting dissolved in G<>dhood and leaving 
noth:!ng but God Himself, is it going to be any compliment to the 
majesty of God whose definition, even according to the G€etba is 
''Creator of life itself, ad infinitum?" If, on the other hand, such re
deemed souls continue to exist, having attained "equivalence" with 
God, how can this anomaly of more than one GiJd exist against the 
view of the Geetha itself that there is only One Supreme God? Else
where. what is suggested at 16:14 of the Geetha, the worship of gods, 
the twice born, of teachers and the wise, purity, uprightness, con
tinuance and nonviolen.ce are said to be the penance of the body, is, in 
fact, in opposition to the oft-repeated directive ofKrshna to worship and 
rely on him alone as the Supreme God even above the conventional 
Brahman, who too is designated as the Supreme one God of convenience 
(8:16), as pictured at chapter 13 of the same Geetha. 

Scientifi~y, too, it is not correct to assume that the matter and 
energy in human and other creations get destroyed when, if as projected 
in the philosophy of the Geetha that the redeemed souls get identified 
with Godhood without any addition to Godhood, because this a~p
tion is contrary to the scientific truths as conceived by the human 
beings that nothing gets either created or destroyed altogether, but a 
change in the state of existence only takes place. Nevertheless, even 
for the sake of argument, it is conceded for a moment that the redeemed 
souls get merged with Godhood, as is alleged, then Godhood must either 
have some "vacancy,"' so to say, to absorb the extras or, at least, Godhood 
should get enriched to some negligible extent in matter, energy, quan
tum and so on. But then is this a rational concept about God, who is 
considered by all religions including the Geetha philosophy as the Su
preme Complete Essence wanting in nothing? Thus it is seen that in 
Hindu philosophy, there appears to be no satisfactory explanation that 
is~:apable-of convincing the human.mind scientifically. logically and 
rationally-about---the-pUl'pOSe-of-and-objective-{)Uife,-the--Uili:veiSe,---the 
faro of the human soul after death and ultimate shape of things after 
the soul gets redeemed. The concepts on the important issues discnssed. 
above are almost the same as far aa Buddhism and Ja:inism are con
cerned, two o~hoots of Hinduism. 

The fantastic, unbelievable and varying stories of the creation of 
man and the universe aa detailed in the scriptural Vedas; the drills of 
paying divine homage ~ homes and temples of worship to inanimate 
images and idols of multifarious g()ds and goddesses supposed to repre
sent "incarnations" and manifestations of demigods who are considered 
as deputising for the Supreme One God in purpose and intent as well 



:.o innumerable creations of God such as human beings, birds, snakes, 
anLmals, mountajns, rivers, celestial bodies, powers of nature and so 
Oll either because they are awe-inspiring or are believed to be capable 
o\- causing benefit or harm or considered mythically as being connected 
""" ibh the various demigods; the irultitution of permane:p.t classification 
of the Hindu masses into four distinct castes or classes of society with 
impregnable barriers between, as authorised by the scripture and pre-

ed over by the Brahmana priestly class; the strict segregation be
tl.loon the high caste and low caste masses ordered to be maintained 
under scriptural authority to such a deplorable limit that even alisten
iv..g by the Shudra (lowest class) Hmdu into the reading of the scripture 

ily the higher castes (according to the Manusmrithi) shall be punishable 
.by pouring molten lea.d into the ears of the listener; the restrictions 
pl-aced on approach of the Shudras to the members of the higher castes, 
parlicularly to the Brahmanas, as well as to the temples of worship 
under segregation laws to such an extent that, in the event of their 
ci>ntravention, elaborate cleansing rites such as washing ceremonies 
or 'lhe desecrated areas and persons, shall be carried out as prescribed; 
th.e philosophy of the horrorful and infinite Kanna-rebirth-redempti.on 
cvcle with its preordained course, totally precluding mercy and pardon 
of-the lcind God frem ever altering it; the Sathi r-ites presct":ibed as a 
.. ty for a widow to burn herself to death in the funeral pyre of the 
deceased husband and many other similar scriptural aspects solidly 
\ n.'(:.egrated into its philosophy make the Hindu religion and way of life 
no~ only obsolete but also unsuitable for ordering the life of the cultured 
human society of today imd tomorrow, which is in search of a way and 
-pattern of life on the concept of international brotherhood based on 
c. o1nplete equality between all peoples iiTespecitve of colour, race, pro-

1. LSion, wealth, birth or position and a philosophy that reconciles with 
reason and the provinge of science giving a meaningful purpose to the 
tife in this -world -as well as hopes 1'or a reward to be won by the so til 
~~..4ier death in just proportion to the actions and deeds of the human 
being during his one life in this world under the aegis of the mercy 
and pardon of the ever kind God. Notwithstanding, the Bhagavatgeetha 

a wonderful compilation dealing with very deep and abstract 
J:h.ilosophy. Except for some portions that deal with the attributes of 
God purporting to convey a tint of polytheism along with monotheistic 
concepts; the redemption cycle of an innumerable number of rebirths 
~the same person until his soul is finally released through his Karma 

Alone; the incarnation philosophy by which All-powerful, Omnipotent, 
Omniscient and All-knowing God Himself is supposed to personally 
i11tervene on occasions to save and guide the human being on earth, 



living the life of a mortal man or another creature; the perm.isBion 
granted, although not as a directive, to worship gods and creatures 
other than tb.e One God; the sanction given to maintain the clas8es as 
hom in nature, and so on, has also indications in it not to reject it 
totally as a source of divine relevation. It iB perhaps as old as or even 
older than the Torah and the Gospels of Christ (peace be on him). 
Although both were divine revelations, they had also been found to 
have been polluted much from their possible originals due to the very 
long time factor as well as deficiencies of oral transmission, the real 
originals having been lost. The dialogue between Krahna and Arjuna 
appears in the Geetha as a third person narrative, the author quoting 
the two, several centuries later. sa if he had been present himself 
during the dialogue. It is an interesting literature on this score. There
fore, and for the reasons given earlier, Krshna and the Geetha stand 
on the same footing as Christ and the Gospels of Christianity, both 
being polluted as far as the unity of the Almighty God is concamed. 
In both cases the two leaders of the two scriptures claim oneness with 
the uncomparable majesty and power of the One God, one having been 
pictured as the God's incarnation and the other as the only son of GOO.. 

Judaism 

·It has been seen from the chapter on Judaism that this religion, 
as projected by the existing Torah, and which for all purposes is con
tained in the Old Testament of the Christian Bible, is a stringent life 
of conquests io gain the "promised land" of Palestine aild retention of 
the territory by the twelve tribes Of the "Children of Israel" and their 
descendants under the guidance of the only one God, Yhweh. In fact, 
the history oftb.e religion starts with··~ oppression ofthe.people who 
were-·tne-ciescenaou ofprophet-Jacol>idesignated-by-God-as-~ael") 
by the Egyptian Pharaoh and their rescue by prophet Moses, (Peace 
be upon him) through various acts ending with the drowning of the 
oppressor king and his henchmen in the sea. The people bad multiplied 
in Egypt earlier; from 'the time wheri Joseph, .. B~amin and their step
brothers along with their father' Jacob (Pea.ce be upon him), had settled 
down in Egypt when Joseph had been the next in command of the 
Egyptian king of his time. 

In the religion there is a streBB of great importance on the practice 
of undiluted monotheism. However, applicatiOJl of all laws on crime, 
punishment and moral values affecting social life is preferential to the 



l;"a..Lve tribes of the children of Israel. For example, when it comes to 
~he question of lending money, while the community is forbidden from 

ng so on interest, lending money on interest to the GBntiles (e. term 
u$J for non-Israelites) is permitted. Similarly, when a time limit of 
e\ .. m years exists for slavery of a Jew, a non-Jew may be kept as a 

sla.ve for a lifetime, and so on. The various prophets, champions, judges 
so on who are mentioned in the Old Testament had also been sent 

by God during the long period of thirteen centuries or so between Moses 
and Jesus (Peace be upon them) with the specific mandates of saving 

.J guiding the children of Israel back to the Law, when on each such 
·- LSion calami ties and destruction had visited them as punishment 
oi- oreaking the covenant that their forefathers had repeatedly made 
...,ith God to be acute monotheists andjust. An essentiala.apect of Jewish 
re.ligion is the strict cl.as.s distinction ordered to be maintained in soci-

etv. by which the order consisting of the sons of Aaron assisted by the 
!llembers of the Levite family axe tQ be priests exclusively over the 

·. of the masses of Jews to conduct all ceremonials of the temple 
w!.,.ere the most important of the religious functions ordained in the 
.aw centers around performance of sacrifices. 

Another important discriminating .factor in the.religion is that no 
other than those who can show documentary evidence of being a 

j)l'egeny of the twelve tribes of the children of Israel may either be 
~lmitted or may have a claim for admission to the community of Jews, 

the simple reason that the Law of the 'lbrah WllJ! intended to be 
~~lusively for them. According to the 'Thrah, the children of Israel are 
pTe~ferential people of God. It is for these reasons that in. spite of the 
claim of the Jews that their religious ancestry is forty centuries old, 
·- . ay they only constitute a society ofless than twenty million people, 
Uic!ud.ing a large number who, on the issue of persecution by the com
~~tuniat regime of Russia, spread out in the past as they are doing even 

. . V' to other countries including Israel with a claim to have belonged 
lA! .. his ethnic 1:0mmunity irrespective of whether they ~d uncontested 
tit.les to the claim on the basis of proven genealogy or not and got 

tributed all over the world in sm.~ groups. the largest concentration 
.. ong them being in the state of Israel, with about three million only, 
Elild about seven million~ over the United States. In effect, the Jewish 

'e is still a struggle for preservation of the race as well aB the prover-
! holy land that their forefathers possessed more than 2000 years 

a:QO. 
Su,rely, a religion thus restricted to one particular ethnic race 

:ounting for only a negligible 0.50 per cent or less of the world 
p11rpulation, excluding the huge 99.50 per cent or more of the rest of 



the humanity from entry into its fold cannot have any claim for becom
ing an international religion and the way of life for ali the :peoples of 
the world~ True, Judaism also does not claim so. 

Christianity 

We have found earlier from the chapter on Christianity that while 
the followers of Jesus Christ (peace be on him) claimed that the prophet 
had repealed the Laws of the Torah, introducing new ones, on a close 
scrutiny of the New Testament one cannot find any specific law at all, 
not to speak of any new law, on matters relating to the various aspects 
of social life of human beiD.ge. On the other hand, it is also agreed by 
them that the old Testament in the Bible is left intact. as part of the 
Christian scripture because it contains some good points governing the 
social life of man and woman. In fact, what is evident from these is 
that the architects of Christian faith, adopted as such many years after 
the ascension of Jesus Christ (peace be on him), having found no specific 
amended laws on social life in the Gospels to be considered as divine 
ones, they had been forced to keep the older Jewish la'Ws to govern the 
life of the· Christian. society they invented. 

On the matter of belief, although God in his essence is recognised 
by Christianity as only one, being the Planner, Designer, Sustai:ner, 
and Disposer of the universa and everything in it, the doctrine of the 
Trinity developed after Christ on the "Father, Son, Holy Spirit, tie up, 
ascribing divinity ta Jesus Christ and attributing to him the exclusive 
eonship of God, has ovel'Bhot the esseJ].tial objective (lf absolute 
monotheism. In latter years, the doctrlDe took such a dangerous shape 
that even God, the One, is sidetracked; Jesus, the son, and Mary, the 
mother, have eome into· prominence almost as deities of worship and 
pgdQJJ.._Tlle yery_be:.Uef"that w!latever sin a Christian believer commits, 
because of his faith in Jesus (peace be on hlm)-as not oi:ily the living 
son of God acting as and on· behalf of God but also as one with the 
preogative to pardon any believer on and behalf of God as the eternal 
living God··among men,- cannot·be-·considered as a belief any different 
from the Hindu concept of "Incarnation" of the supreme "Brahman» 
god in his Vishnu manifestation, particularly in the "Supreme Krshna 
incarnation" who lived on earth in human form to be seen, worahipped, 
emulated and to be sought as refuge for the redemption of soul by the 
huinan beings. It must not be forgotten that the schisms such as the 
assignment of divinity to Jesus Christ (peace be on him), the Virgin 
Mary, the Cross and saints based on the doctrine of the "Trinity" as 



well as the adoption of the name of"Christian" by the followers ofthe 
prc;>pbet had all happened, not under any directive from the master to 
do so during his life time, but long after his ascension on the basis of 
dreams, imaginations, halucinations and trance-visions of the "living 
god Jesus" as a result of what is lrnown as "certain disciples and follow
ers having been FILLED WITH THE HOLY SPffiiT," a term contin
ously used by the followers since the prophet left this mortal world. 
This, then looks as if there is a strange parallel system in existence 
whereby Jesus Christ sends revelations to certain selected followers 
called "saints" through the medium of the Holy Spirit, more or le88 in 
the same manner as God himself had been sending his revelations to 
His prophets through the archangel Gabriel. This very idea cannot be 
accepted as any different from blasphemy for the simple reason that 
what Jesus Christ (peace be on him), the son of Virgin Mary and the 
prophet of God, had taught and commanded under the guidance of God 
during hls short prophetic mission about God, faith and religion, no 
disciple or follower had the authority to modify on the pretext of "con
clusions drawn as the result of trance-revelations as a result of the 
disciples, apostles and followers having been filled with the Holy Spirit" 
as alluded to in .the New Testament records. Most important of all, it 
is rather beyond the imagination of an intelligent person that he should 
believe that Jesus Christ, the prophet of God (peace be on him) hom 
to a human mother, Virgin Mary, is the only son of God becaUBe of the 
fact that he was hom without a human father when the Genesis of the 
Old Testament, which forms the chapter of the very same Bible of the 
Christian faith, declares that the first man, Adam (peace be on him), 
was created by God Almighty "of dust from the ground" without there 
being the need of a father and mother at all; surely our Christian 
brethren do not believe that Adam was the first son of God and Jesus 
(peace be on him) the second! Instead, as clarified under the chapter 
on Christianity, the New Testament records prove clearly that Jesus 
Christ ipeace be on hin:r) -himself had on various occasions referred to 
his disciples and the audience about God as "your father and my father" 
in general.terms, which shows that in this respect he was no different 
from any other man. Further, there is no positive uncontested proof 
that Jesus Christ, (peace be on him) the prophet of God, had taken at 
any time the tenible risk of claiming for himself any divinity, not to 
speak of ascribing to himself the status of "the only son of God" and 
the prerogative of exercising tbe absolute power of God Himself to 
pardon "the original sin of man" or the sins committed by a person 
after believing in him. It iB an entirely different matter worthy ofbelief 
that the way of life preached by Jesus Christ (pea,ce be on him), the 



great pro:phet of God, was one that could lead to the attainment of 
redemption and forgiveness of sine committed by the followers if they 
repented of their past mistakes; this prophet of God heralded the theme, 
"Repent, for the kingdom of God is at hand!" The Goapde, as they exist 
today, but not the Acts, which are accounts of history after the ascension 
of Jesus (peace be on him), prove that Jesus Christ (peace be upon him) 
never repealed the "Old Laws" by a,ny "New Laws'' because there a:re 
no "New Laws" at all found in them. So also, the claim of Christians 
that Jesus Christ (peace be on him) "made all forbidden foods clean" 
is not substantiated by the Gospels. Can the existing laws of any coun
try, people or society that are in cold print be replaced by any new 
laws except by repealing them with specific new laws in lieu thereof, 
these also having been put into cold print? Where are then these new 
Laws that the Christian Church claims the Gospels to contain? The 
facts as testified by the reporting& (Mark 7:14-21, Acta 10:9-16", 44-48, 
and Acts:i1:1-18) of the New lfestament and other historical recOrds 
clearly show that declaring of all forbidden foods of the Torah as lawful 
to Christians, throwing open of the Chri~tian fold to the non~ Israeli 
Gentiles, exemption granted from circumcision to the Gentiles convert-. 
ing to Christianity, institution of church .and. congreptional worship 
in them, declaring. of. Sunday as the Sabbath instead of Saturday of 
the Jews, naming of the followet'S of Christ as Christians, the edicts 
on the acceptable versions of the GosPel as well as on the deification 
of Christ through the Trinity institution and many other things were 
certainly schisms adopted for promotion of vested interests after the 
ascension. It is also established by the various Epistles in the New 
Testament and other. historic records that the evolution of "Christian 
Virtues," asaignment of divinity to Mary as the "mother-of God" and 
the saints, conferment of the Christian Ecclesiastic and saintly 
hierachy by the Church on any selected follower, m,-king of confessions 
before the clergy followed by assurance of pardon and redemption on 
-behalf-of Cluist-(peace-be-on-himJ-on..the-basis_oL"thellol}'..Spirit in 
the Church," administration of the "Extreme.Unction".at the time of 
death by the clergy assuring atonement of sin through participation 
in the crucifixion of Christ (peace be.on him), and so on were all inno
vations introduced. without any authority whatsoever from Jesus Christ 
(peace be on him) under the able leadership of the anticbrist Greek 
Jew, a Roman national by name of Saul and later Paul or Saint Paul, 
who, on his way to Damascus during the fourth decade after the ascen
sion of Christ (peace be on him) converted as a follower of Jesus Christ 
(peace be on him) as the result of a vision of the prophet declaring in 
the synagogue that Jesus Christ (peace be on him) was "the son of 
God!,. However, circumstantial evidence provided by the Epistles. Gos-



pels of the New Testament as well as the historical r~oros and the 
prolonged researches of some eminent scholar writers prompt also an 
impartial observer t.o suspect, and logically too, that the rnytha of the 
crucifixion of Jesus (peace be on him), the subsequent deification of 
the prophet and the mother Mary, the s<rcalled supercesaion ofTorahic 
laws by the new laws of the Gt>apels (there being no new laws in fact), 
declaration of all foods forbidden by the Torah as clean f1>r Christiana, 
exemption from circumcision for ChriBtian converts from the Gentiles, 
adoption of the theory of "one in essence but three in the person of God 
in Father, Son and the Holy Spirit," naming the followers ofChriBt as 
Christians at Antioch, substitution of Sunday for Saturday u Sabbath, 
and on the top of them all, as if to add insult to injury, making the 
Old Testament (Pentateuch and the other divine books of the Jews) 
itself the first and integral part of the Christian Bible, were perhaps 
yet other acts of Jews pressed into service to discredit this last prophet 
of the Children of Israel in the chain of their often repeated crimes as 
mentioned in the Old TestamentBB well as the New Testament Gospels. 

Nevertheless, even the Gospels, projected by the Church aa the 
holy scripture that was given by God to Jesus (peace be on him) in fact 
as stated before, do not contain any specific "New Laws" on the lines 
of the "Old Law'' of the Old Testament aa found in the "Levicticus" 
"Numbers" and "'Deuteronomy" to replace the old LaWB. Even the Gos
pel according to Barnabas does not contain any specific law or clirective 
that may be a replacement of the 'Thrahic old laws. In the circums~e. 
it could also be a logical conclusion that for the purpose of the Law, 
the architects of the new schism named Christianity ~d no alternativ.e 
but to rely on the laws of the Old Testament only, after providing a 
few relaxations on food, (like making lawful all forbidden foods), on 
cinrumcision, Trinity and so on as they liked. There appears to be no 
other reason for making the Old Testament a part of the Christian 
Uihle in spite of the contention of the Christian church that the Old 
l..aws had been modified by the GospBls. On the whole, there is nothing 
in the New Testa.Dient to prove that the way of life that was actually 
:preached and shown by Jesus Christ (peace be on him) was not the 
same a.a was highlighted by his forerunner prophets of the cbildren of 
lsrael, such as Moses, David, Solomon and others (peace be on them). 
These having become corrupted through the ages at the hands of the 
Pharisees, the Scribes, kings and high-handed people among the Chil
dren of Israel, Jesus Christ (peace be on him) arrived with the Gospel 
to correct them. Unfortunate it is that even this original Gospel also 
appears to have been lost! 

The Christianity that was evolved by Paul as its main architect 
after the ascension of Jesus Christ (peace be on him) did get an impetus 



in the early fourth century C.E. during the rule of the Roman emperor 
Conatantine I, the Great, who, though not a Christian billl88lf, backed 
the movement as it suited hie politicru ambitions. It was thus that 
Christianity received his recognition and support. Acceptance of Chris
tianity by subsequent Roman emperors helped the founding of a general 
council as a means of adjudicating on controversies. During the era of 
"Doctrine and pjscipline," the classical Christian dogmas of"Trinity" 
and the •'pel'80n of God in Christ," which have been made the ruling 
criterion oftbe Christian Church ever since, were thus developed from 
the decisions of these general councils between the fourth and sixth 
centures C.E. 

The Christian doctrine evolved thereafter has its pivot in the con
viction and trust that God sent 'His son," Jesus Christ (peace be on 
him}, to earth to live a human life, suffering like a human, to die for 
human redemption from sins and to rise- qain, "gloriouslJ." Accord
ingly, the statements that "Christ, the eternal son of God, was equal 
with God • the Father," and that "God is One in essence, but three in 
persons--Father, Son and the Holy Spirit-the eternal 80n of God being 
truly God by virtue ofbeing truly a man, having been boni of the Virgin 
Mary,,. form essential parts of~e ~ and second classic coDfessions 
respectively of the Christian orthodoxy, at least· since the Nicaean· 
Council of325 C.E.t.when thePaulistswon the battle ofTrinity against 
the Unitarians. whose leaders were, among others, Barnabas whose 
version of the .Gospel which negated the divinity of Jesus Christ (peace 
be on him) which.became objectionable thereafter, not to be possessed 
by any Christian believer .. 

It is a fact of.bistory sUpported by clear proofs that the Bible had 
been edited and reedited by eminent scholars several times in the past 
and that additions, corrections, modifications and restorations of earlier 
materia.IB had been made in later versions. While the changes had been 

-at-tim.es-eonfined-Only-to-COI'l'eCtion o( ~~ al,o_n~, tber8 had been 
instances of making chaDges in the JD.atter of doctrines-alid 1:ilstory as 
well. 'Thday different versions of the .Bible are possessed by differ
ent sects of Christians, one not recognising the other versions at all 
Even in the four versions of the Gospel. accepted by the Christian 
ChUI'Ch, differences exist even ·on the genealogy of Jesus (peace be on 
him); which while Matthew has derived through twenty-five ancestors 
from David to J~ the carpenter (Matt.l:6-16), Luke ha,s traced 
back to David through forty ancestors, many with dift'erent names and 
in two d:iff'erent lists ofparentage,e. altogether (Luke 3:23-31), both the 
reporters supposed to have been inspired by God to write the Gospel! 
Nevertheless, it is an irony that neither has been able to connect the 



parentage of Jesus to Dayjd and Ibrahim (peace be on them) for the 
simple reason that genealogy is derived from the father and not the 
mother. In the case of Jesus (peace be on him), it. is accepted that he 
had no human father, and that Joseph was not his father at all for the 
reason that his miraculous conception thmugh the will of God had 
already taken place prior to the Virgin Mary's marriage to Joseph the 
carpenter. Thus strictly speaking as per the Gi>spels, Jesus (peace be 
on him) was not of the paternal stock of the Children oflsrael, although 
Joseph was. These and many other similllT discrepancies and contradic
tions in the Bible, which have already been high1ighted earlier in the 
chapters on Christianity and Judaism, must, no doubt, have shaken 
whatever faith had remained with the European and other Christians, 
particularly of the eighteenth ceniury and after, in the Bible and the 
Christian doctines of the Church. 

Finally, on the big question of the life after death, the Gospels of 
the Bible leave nothing even by way of contemplation. There is not 
even a hint in the four Gospels that there is a redemption for the 
human soul and what this redemption is like. It was, perhaps, to satisfy 
the hlUllan appetite to know of this burning question of a philosophy 
that the architects of Christianity bad to evolve the theme of "Jesus 
pardon" and consequent state. of redemption of the soul. But it just 
stops at that without .giving any more information on this matter of 
the greBtest importance to the inquiring human intelligence. It is so 
important a question that the. toiling human b~ing who tries his best 
to do only what is good, subjecting himself to all difficulties and refrain
ing ftom all posSible temptations, would like to be sin-e of whether or 
not all his efforts are of any real consequence to win a better redemption 
in his favour as compared to another fellow being who had been alwaya 
succumbing to temptations and doing very little good deeds. Alas! The 
redemption doctnne in Christianity is so vague that one is led to believe 
that to do good only is not of any consequence because, in any case, 
anyone who just "believes in Jesus Christ (peace be on hlm) is assured 
the redemption irrespective of his deeds for the reason that as the 
Christian doctrine on the subject teaches, "believe in Jesus and you 
are redeemed" from the so-called "original sin" as well as your own 
sins committed until death. Thus, to a Christian believer in Christ 
(peace be on hlm), as the doctrine states, it is for the Christ Ct-~eace be 
on him) to answer or be responsible for the sins committed by the 
former and not he himself, If this be the case really, then what moral 
incentive is there for a person to be honest, kind, considerate, compas
sionate, loving and so on, not generally easy on the one hand, and for 
another to refrain from evils and sins on the other? However, the 



Gospels also say that Jesus (peace be on him) instead had besn insisting 
that his followers do good and refrain from evil. How did this discre
pancy and cmitradiction come up a.t all? The framel-s of the Ch:ristian 
doctrine have so far :cot explained this grave matter as to why Jesus 
(peace ba on him) himself had been requiring his followers to refrain 
from committing sins if the blanket pardon and redemption had been 
promised by him to every believer in him? Strange, indee4. 'This is 
another important reason for concluding that the ·real Gospel of God 
that was given to His prophet Jesus Christ (peace be on him) has not 
been handed down in all its ORIGINAL form and content. 

Naturally, the masses of the people had been steadily losing the 
spiritual appeal of Christianity, as it fell too short of the requirements 
of the fully developed human being for leading a commendable social 
life in the world now as well as in the future-that is, it lacks a faith 
that does not contradict human reasoning, and a philosoplly on the 
redemption of the soul agreeable to human logic. It is abo an undeniable 
fact that all efforts of the human beings must be aimed at specific 
objectives if they -are not to go waste. Therefore, if the faith and way 
of life of the human being .are not aimed at the attainment of the two 
objectives of life referrred to above; it is a: foregone conclwrion that the 
lifelong efforts are wasted. What Happens tO the humazdlefu:g" and. his 
soul after death is known only to God alone who is the sole planner, 
designer and disposer of the univ81'Se, and to no one else. Naturally, the 
two great secrets-namely what is the objective of life itself and what 
happens to the human sotil after death-are also known only to God. 
Therefore, in order to live·a full life that wi1l take the human being 
to the right conclusion as planned by God it is only right that the 
course set for hilil. by God alone is chosen. I~ thus becomes clear that 
a faith ~d way of life . other thim what are d~igned l;ly God, and 
revealed to the human beings through His selected messengers from 
among men in any age· and preserved in the form of an authentic and 
eorrect.doeumeni -wi:thGu:t-undergoing-any-cha:Dges-or-alterati&ns-at 
the hands of even the most intelligent of human beings alone can guide 
mankind to the desired objective of life and redemption of the soul. 
Such a faith and way of life being in complete harmony with the natural 
environments must succeed as they must be fully satisfying to the logic 
and reason of the developed mankind as well. All others must invariably 
fail, being unreal philosophies. This is what is happening to the faith 
and way of life because they had been manufactured to a laige extent 
by men and not by God, a fact that has been already proved in the 
foregoing pages. 

What had been happening of late, therefore, is that the aftereffects 
of the Renaissance, the Industrial Revolution-such as the dissemina-



tion of knowledge through printing and the great strides made in the 
field of scientific and technological discoveries in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuriea-eontinued to slowly erode the Clrriatian faith, 
making it almost outdated~ ~t being inseparably linked to wor]d views. 
The full impact of the implications of the scientific dlscoveriee, at least, 
have been tending towards making what little of the "faith" that re
mained with the few believers also to become diluted, if not totally 
extinct. The net result was that, particularly in Europe~ where the 
Christian faith was deep-rooted, _the allegiance of the mBBsea had 
shift,ed by the early part of the twentieth century either to Communism 
or negation of religioUB values of any kind altogether, for the reason 
that not very many really knew much about their own faith, not to 
speak of other sister religions in the world. Honestly, even the very 
few who knew about their own religion could not give any convincing 
dimensions to their faith in the original sin of man, the Trinity, God 
in Christ, arbitrary atonement, blanket pardon, the Holy Spirit in the 
Church and similar myths. 

N otwithsta.nding, the Christian faith is a conviction about God, 
The Only One, and a trust in the ways of God through the ways of 
Christ (peace be on him) based on the divine revelation as a disclosur.e 
of these ways in the history of the Children of Israel and of the unity 
of the church. The sheet anchor of this conviction and trust is, though 
unrealistic enough, not very much different from that of other polytheis
tic religions; God Almighty, commanding everything and causing any
thing to happen through His sheer will alone, had to send '"His only 
son" (or incarnation as in other faiths) to be born, brought up to live 
and die as any other mortal, guide the common man and woman on 
the earlhl How strange this faith and trust appear to be when one 
contemplates dispassionately, using his imagination supported by solid 
reasoning~ whether the common man or woman could ever be capable 
of emulating the standards set and shown in person, as is alleged by 
Christianity and-somen:ligions, -by either-God-Himself, or by an 9.lleged 
incarnation or a son of God, or even by an angel or superhuman being 
at alL God's guidance to the human beings must arrive through none 
other than another similar human being alone so that the latter may 
become an example and model for the rest to easily emulate, the mira
cles only becoming a means to convince the unbelievers of the prophet's 
credentials of being a messenger of GOO, acting not on hia own., but on 
the commands of God. 

The foregoing detailed and critical analysis shows how, while the 
existing Christian scriptures, religion, faithB and law, which in their 
original form, no doubt, were from God, they are unconvincing, insuf
ficient and unappealing to reason of the fully developed human kind 



of today and tomorrow for the reason that the verioUQ divine boob in 
original such aa the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the To:rah ofMooes, the 
Psalms of David and the criterions of the various other pro~ets of God 
between Mose$ and Jesus (~a~ be on them) having got. either lost or 
polluted had been replaced by man-made s~tutes. Because man's 
innovati!lrut. are e-volved not only under acute l.il;¢tatiorus as far as even 
events Qf the present are concerned: but ~o without any insight being 
possjble into the futwe ~- and space altog~t)ler, such potions can 
serve only as. pure and simple stopgap solutions. Thus, the fom;Lula 
and laws for the attainment of a iqeal welfare- state based on a one 
world coi;J.c.ept suffi.ei~nt for ._n times-a logically explaina:ble universal 
philosophy and a just, ·reasoDJlbly sensible process for the redemption 
of the huiv.an soul. after cf.eath-are not available in the Christian 
-doctrine. 

Xoroastria.n,ism 

This, no doubt,_ appem:s to~ a religion within the meaning of the 
term because of the fact;s that its foun!fer, ·Zoroaster,, liad· claim~ tO·
be a prophet of the supreme God of his con~t-Ormzad or Ahure. 
Mazda. appea.re to :have rejectecJ..worship of any other gods ~is B4t.ted 
to have preached for. establiBbment of a just and peaceful order in the 
society. The. philosophy containa, to SOD18 degree, the form,ula for de
velopment ofaj\Jst society,.adoration q.dwo:rsbip ofthe Su~e God 
Ormazd only and:the ultimate concept of the redemption of the htunQ 
soul but without m~ logical Ulldersiandab~ iDformation beyond. 
Zoroaster appears to have .made an attempt to reform th~ erstwhile 
Greek,·Aryan·and Iranian animistic 8Dd polytheistic ways.'Qflife and 
religions by l'E\iecting; the c:ult of gods. other fhail, One .A.hura Ma:ula ·or 
-Omlazd;-the-8upreme-God-.-The-confession__of_fai:th !){the~. 
as found in Ya.sna-m states: "I repudiate the Daevas. 'I confess myself . 
as the .worshipper of Mazda, a Zo:roaatria:A, an eiJ.emy of Oaevas, a 
prophet of the Lord, praising end worshipping the hiunortal Holy One. 
To the. Wise Lord, -·I pl:'Omise· all-~ to ~ the good beMficient, 
righteous, glorious, venerable, I vow all the best to him ~m whom is 
the cow, the law, the luminaries, with whose: luminaries blessedn~ 
is conjoined. .•. " Also discarded by Zoroastet was the old Iranian cuJt 
rites ofblood and Haoma sacrifice to gods. He, however._ rebdned the 
fire sacrifice, because, according to him, fire was a symbol of truth and 
order. This may be compared to the "offering of burnt sacrifice" at the 
altar of the tabernacle by the Childx'en of Israel under the direction 



and in attendance of the priests and Levites and the Vedic sacrificial 
rites with fire perfonned by Hindus under the supervision ofBrahmana 
priest;:;. 

As far as the Zoroastrian scriptures are concerned, the Manichaean 
work Kephalaia in Coptic is known to contain a. passage that Zoroaster 
did not write any books during biB lifetime and the existing books 
attributed to him had been written by his disciples and followers after 
his death. It is also said in the Parsee traditions that about 500 B.C.E. 

there were .probably, seventy sects each possessing its own Avesta, 
each claiming reality and originality, and that therefore King Arth
neskes selected a committee of seven out of over eighty thousand 
scholars to produce a standard Avesta. However, even thiB book is 
stated to have been extinct for a very long time. Elsewhere it is also 
stated that the twenty books or so written by Zoroaster himself were 
all lost during the conquest of Alexander the Great and that it was 
under the direction of King Ardeshir Babekan that Daatur Tonsar 
Ci>mpiled the twenty-one volumes (Naaks) from whatever could be re
membered from memory. It is also stated that the first two volumes of 
the Dinkard (Act of the Religion), an encyclopaedia on Zorastrian.iam 
in nine volumes compiled in the ninth century C.E., are also lost. The 
eighth and ninth books ofDinkard discuss. the contents ofthe Avesta, 
which was also extinct at the time of the writing of the Dinkard. Thus, 
from what information is available, it appears to be almost correct to 
conclude that a large part of the original authentic books or preachings 
of Zoroaster eeemB to have been lost and that. perhaps, only some bits 
snd pieces of them have been left behind for the information of posterity. 
Further, no one may also be eure as to which of the existing scriptures 
are the real ones or even parts of Zoroaster's own original preachings 
for the reason that over the ages a number of scriptural matter had 
been added by many scholars to available scriptural literature of all 
ages. To this category belongs books such as the Dinkard, Smaller 
Avesta and so on ani! even t:nuch t~f"the Avesta except the -Gatbas, 
which are the only ones unaimously attributed to the teacher himself, 
probably by almost all Zoroastrians. Thus, as it would appear, the 
status of the Avesta too is on the same footing DB the Jewish Torah or 
the Christian Gospels as far as its authenticity, reliability and original~ 
ity as the revelations transmitted by God through ZoroaBter are con
cerned, if he is accepted as a prophet. 

In any case, a Zoroastrian doctrine stands tOday, although it con
tains some coherent ways for development of a mater:i.alistic human 
society, the dualism of God in his two opposing characteristics of Or~ 
mazd, the good force, and Ahriman, the evil force, both having equal 



divine powers of God and the concept of Ahura Mazda being the fathe:r 
of the Holy spirit, justice, right thinking and devotion as depicted in 
the Gathas andY a.sna respectively, do really undermine and contradict 
the concept of Ahura Mazda being the highest one God worthy of wor
ship. Further, the deification of the Amesha Spentaa mentioned in the 
Gathas, blood and Haoma sacrifice, the priestly order, the peculiar 
method of disposal of the dead bodies as well as the performance of 
funeral rites and, most of all, the mythB on cosmogony, the creatton-uf
man and other beings, which are neither appealing to logic nor reason 
nor reconciling with scientific concepts, make the Zoroastrian religion 
far from being a model to be emulated aa a complete philosophy and 
way of life by the fully developed mankind of today and tomorrow. 

No wonder that the followers of the religion are negligible today 
in number and even so confin~ only to the two cities of Bombay and 
Karachi in the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent although their Teligious 
ancestry is claimed to be 4000 yeats old or more. 

The Far Eastern Religions 

The philosophies and ways of life such as Confucianism, Shintoism, 
'Thoism and their ·various other derivatives that were introduced by 
their respective founders among their peoples during the few centUries 
preceding the advent of Jesus Christ (peace be on him) had certainly 
served the great purpose of order.iD.g the temporal life of the individual 
and the societies of the respective ages when these were in utter con
fusion. Although there appears to be no evidence to show that any of 
their fouriders had either claimed prophethood f()r themselves or their 
philosophy to be divine in nature or having received any revelation 
from God; there is also no reason to believe that they had received no 
divine insp~on at· all for the reason ·that God oould not have kept 
any .:nation-or.:.age-totall¥--dewid o!theJllessings of_His_guid®ee, 8Jld 
because ofthe·undisputed. fact that the philosophies had-been able to 
create order in the ··relevant societies not· through ·force, but through 
love and. regard, which is one of the most important purposes of religions. 
Nevertheless, as-is·found today,--none of those ways oflife fit into our 
definition of revealed religions because no divine scriptures appear to 
have been attirihuted to them either by historians or by their followers 
or their very founders themselves. Further, all of them, aa has been 
found from the discussions under the chapters allocated to each, lack 
any content of divine spiritualism 8.nd .sd.entific philosophy that may 
satisfactorily answer questions about the purpose of the universe, life 



in general, human life in particuJar and the emancipation of the human 
soul except to limited extent only, as the result of getting mixed up 
with Buddhism and Hinduism. AB we are in seBreh of a religion that 
provides a total philosophy offering solutionB for all the eBSential prob
lems of life arising while facing realities of nature and the universe 
at all times baserl on divine guidance for leading a wholMome life in 
the world with balanced growth of mind and body and most of all with 
the hope for the salvation or redemption of the human soul after death, 
none ofthese Far Eastern religions, some of which provide no insight 
into the redemption question or the life after death at all, do not fulfill 
our requirement, although probably 500 million or more people in the 
Far Eastern con tries such as China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam and others 
consider themselves belonging to one or more or even all of the allied 
religions of Confucianism, Shintoism and Taoism with a strong tint of 
Buddhism in particular, without many of them being strictly dedicated 
to any of them specifically. To them, the main concern is comfortable, 
peaceful and amenable social life modulated by the worship and adora
tion of nature, environments, heroes and the souls of ancestors as well 
as an intense sense of nationalistic patriotism. but not mu.ch of 
spiritualism or thoughts_about philosophies such as what is the purpose 
of life or the universe and what happens after death or even the concept 
of God and so on. 

Most of the Far Eastern philosophies fmd real difficulties in recon
ciling with the provings of science and logic of the fully developed 
mankind of today, particularly on cosmogony and the creation of man. 
Moreover, most of them have very seldom any stress on the firm belief 
in one God of the universe and His adoration which, to put it mildly, 
is nothing but expression of simple gratitude to the Great and Kind 
Creator of the universe and the benefactor of the intelligent mankind 
in particular, an attitude that should spontaneously spring up from 
the com_prehendingmind of1he humanbeing-becausethis unique aspect 
has been built into the specification of the human beiDg. Thus, none 
of .the Far Eastern religious ways of life detailed above is found to be 
acceptable as a complete model that, while containing a logical and 
realistic complete philosbphy appealing to the developed human mind 
and explaining the purpose of the creation of the universe and human 
life in the world ag well as what lay in store for the human beings. 
after death, also shows a practical and just methodology for the evolu
tion of a real welfare state for the entire mankind in any era of existence 
based on internationalism, universal brotherhood, love and mutual 
nspect. 



Communism 

It has been seen earlier under its own chapter that Communism 
was the social, eronomic and political system deaigned and created by 
certain people who, having had either very scant knowledge of their 
own religion or practically no knowledge at all of other religions that 
mattered, and therefore having gotten totally disillusioned with then 
existing socio-economic and political systems to shape a just socio
economic society free from exploitatiot;~ and oppression, tried on their 
own to devise a new theoretical way of community life as best as the:y 
could imagine. Unfortunately enough, the main architect of this sys
tem, Karl Marx, due to his own social background and inherent 
spiritual limitations came to the wrong conclusions, firstly that it was 
not the consciousness o.f men that determined their existenoo- but on 
the contrary it was their social existence that determined their con
scioumess, and secondly that the past human history had always been 
a struggle between one group of like-minded vested interests against 
another, otherwise termed the cl&ss confrontation for existence; there
fore, unless the proletariat group succeeded in the· "total elimination 
of the bourgeois and their stooges a socio-economic welfare state of the 
working claso was impossible to be evolved and maintained., Clearly, 
one cdnnot but note that essentially neither the architects Of the Com
munist order theory nor the creators of the order had any belief in 
God. It is therefore that the Communist philosophy and the Communist 
society have either ignored or totally eliminated God from the affairs 
of the human being altogether. Only the materialistic aspect of life is 
the conCern of the ~unist and he has no thoughts at all of any life 
alter death. He considers that life in this world is an aft'air concerning 
exclusively the law of n:ature depending on the random logic ~f spon
taneous birth, life and death but nothing beyond. Thus for the Com
m:u:nist philosophy, ·man and woman are without any spiritual past, 
pr~n:t-and·future-beyond-ths-sphereo£materiallife_ofthe W:O;t'l~_How 
sad it is that the architects and followers of this strange philosophy 
have- not been able to take valuable lessons from the philosophy of 
science that without a purpose none of the billions of objocts that get 
bom and destroyed in the universe, some seen and MBDY more unseen, 
and on whi~ quite a lot of energy is being spent f!IVfJrY moment had 
been. necessary at all. When man finds that -he himself refuses to 
move a centineter unless there is a necessity for _it, that he refuses 
to create anything himself unless there is a purpose, use or reason for. 
it and that nothing gets created without a need for it and a maker for 
it, how can he remain contented by getting into an illusion that every-



thing found in the universe came on their own without an overall plan, 
purpose, use or creator? If one reasons that the sun is for keeping life 
moving, what reason can he aBSign to the neceaaity of having life at 
all? Is it a plan or for nothing? Certainly not. It iB sensible logic, 
therefore, that there is a purpose for creating everything around and 
also there ia a creator of them all who alone knows tlie caUBe, rea..son 
and purpose of everything seen and unseen that exiBts in the universe. 

The life histories of thA architects of the Comm.uniBt tb.eory and 
practice given under the chapter on Communism have amply proved 
that each one of them had forced themselves to land into the drean:iland 
of Commun.lst ideology due to their own inability to deal with the 
realism oflife, laziness and lack ofknoweldge of e.ny religion. Almost 
all of them had been failures in their practical lives. Particular critical 
study of Karl Marx, the architect of Marxiam, should convince any 
sane person that during the nineteenth century when education WBB 

scanty, although Marx had a law degree and there WBB no shortage of 
job opportunities in a Europe that had none of today' a movement restric
tions, it is a wonder how he managed to l'"emainjobleBB spending nearly 
a decade of his life in destitute conditions in a great city like London, 
where it is said he and his family had to live virtually on barley and 
potatoes, living like a pauper. depressed and worried and seeing the 
death of five of his children due to illness ·attributed to malnutrition 
and lack. of money. Stillt his mania made -him misread the human 
hiStory as a class war between the borge0is (the middle clBSS) and the 
proletariat (the poor wage-earning clBSB). In fact, one may easily read 
between the lines that Marx did not want to do hard work, even in 
consideration of looking after his large family as a duty, and therefore 
opted for the unfortunate alternative of living in poverty and hardship, 
himself being responsible for the death of some of his children due to 
illneas accountable to malnutrition. This tragedy cannot be categorised 
as anything short of the height of his laziness, cruelty, irresponsibility, 
lethargy and what not. Cliti.cal study of the life histories of almost all 
Commtmist leaders of the time will convince that none of them really 
wanted to work the h&J"d. way of a peasant, factory worker or even a 
white collar· person for earning enough to pay for two square meals a 
day for themselves and dependents although each of them had been 
paying lip service to the hardships and exploitation undergone by the 
proletariat by the borgeois with the objective of starting a perpetual 
class war in the society. It must not be forgotten tlui.t if the planners 
and the architects of Marxism and Communism were sincere and honest 
in their search for a philosophy aimed at even a purely materialistic 
welfare state, there was enough guidance and directions to evolve one 



on the basis of true love of the neighbours, help and assistance to the 
poor, doing goodness for goodnes!{s sake, feeding the poor, healing the 
sick, and so on, which were and are coruddered as virtllea essential for 
evolution of n good materialistic society by all human beings, and found 
in t4e Ten Commandments and the Sermon on the Mount of the Bible 
which, if not as believers in Christianity, at least as educated and 
scholarly persons, should have been known to every one of them who 
were brought up in Christian background at least. However, these 
were disregarded by them altogether, obviously because the Marxist 
and Communist leadership could have realised that in that event they 
would not have been able to get exclusive distinction as the originators 
of the idea and become the bosses of the new show. 

No doubt, there had been other reasons also to play up the idea of 
confrontation and class war. In fact,. the European society of the 
eighteenth century being imperialistically inclined, conquest ~f the 
Asian, African and South American continents by the European col
onialists with the object of exploiting the former's wealth end raw 
materials through global trading companies financed and supported 
by banks, capital:ists and rulers ofWestem nations had been in progress. 
This, in turn, created rivalry among the Western nations such as_the 
Germans, the Dutch, the Spanish, the Portuguese, the British and 
many others causing atrocious.:and destructive wars, counter to the 
teachings of Christianity. The financing as well as the soldiery of these 
wars had, naturally, to be done by the masses ofthe conqueringilations 
through taxation and supply of men under duress. The clergy class, 
particularly ofTsarist Russia, who had been depending heavily on the 
huge contributions of the capitalists to the Christian charities for keep
ing the poor masses happy to some extent through payment of doles, 
bad also found it-convenient not -only to keep quiet but even to encouur
age the war efforts in the hope of spreading the church religion far 
and wide deep into Asian, African and American continents. To add 
rueitotheiire-; the Renaissance and-Industrial-Revolution-had-already 
sparked oft" the qo.est for knowledge and spread of liberalism, particu
larly as the result of the ~tier invention of the printing press, and 
the consequent spread of literature among the masses making them 
disillusioned and critical as they started questioning the many un
realistic doctrines of the Church. The cumulative effect ofthese forces 
had been that with the spread of knowledge, the educated masses who 
had hitherto been forced to take for granted many a tradition, ways 
and faith propagated by ·the Church, having found no logical explana
tion in support of the myth-like faith and doctrines, had started not to 
believe them any more. The support of the capitalists and imperialists 
by the clergy also became responsible for the dislike of the latter and 



the Church by the masses. The time was thus ripe for a switch over 
to acute materialism and unilitarianism in Europe through acceptance 
of the revolutionary ideals of Communism aimed at evolution of a 
purely materialistic welfare state controlled exclusively by the pro
letariat, eliminating the bourgeois altogether, and highlighting the 
dogmas such as "the religion is the opium of the people," "the end 
justifies any means," and so on. 

Thus, Com.muniaiJl prospered year by yoar until, perhaps, at least 
more than a third of the present-day world popul~tion has become 
either Communist or subscribes to itB ideology or is sympathetic to the 
ideology ,rightly or wrongly. Nevertheless, the image this movement has 
been able to create in the minds of people at large after its field trial 
is that in spite of the regimented discipline backed by tremendous 
military power, technocratB, huge finances, vast natural resources, 
scientists, specialists all working together-with modem technology and 
under dedicated supervision of the party hierachy. the Communist 
world of Europe has not even been able to overcome shortage of food 
grains during the Communist party dictatorship of the last sixty-five 
years, not to speak of the shortage& in other socio-economic arew. The 
only ~ it has been able to fulfill so far is a self-sufficiency in the 
production of destructive weapons and war materials BB well as subju
gation of other nations for the .sake of spreading Communism in the 
world. Thus the trek along the field trial of the new Communist ideology 
during the last sixty-five years even in one important materialist sector 
of socicreconomic dvelopment by a huge mass of world population has 
proved to be a failure, demonstrating without any doubt that Marxism 
and Communism have serious deficiencies in their philosophies even 
in the field of evolution of a welfare state embracing only a small part 
of the world population. 

Further, as the Marxist-Communist ideology does not even con
sider the divine aspect of ~stence of God and as it baa no concern about 
what happens to the-human soul after aeath or about the purpose either 
of the human life or the universe. it does not serve BB a C()mplete 
philosophy showing a way of life to cover the physical and spiritual 
growth of the mankind at par with a revealed religion. 

Islam 

As has been found earlier from the detailed discussion on the 
religion of Islam under the chapter of its own, it consists of a faith, 
belief and a living methodology both for the individual and the society 
embodying a philosophy of mutual consideration and brotherly love 



among the peoples of the world irrespective of race, coloUl', positions 
or aftluence so as to attain eternal salvation of the human soul during 
the life aftel" death on the buis of one's own good deeds and mercy of 
Allah. the Only OnEl God of Creation and sustenance of the universe. 
The structure of the society is built on th~ firm edifice of good thoughts, 
words and actions of the individual so aa to make a wholesome society, 
nation and one-world community, for which criteria have been laid 
down by none other than Allah Himself through the Quraan, which is 
believed as the final book of Allah, revealed to his last of the prophets, 
Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him). It is, no doubt, 
a real blessing to mankind that He made Islam the final religion 
through His last of prophet and His final book, confirming and com
pleting the real revelations bestowed on earlier prophets because 
through this process He has warded oft' for all time from the believers 
the state of indecision tha.t could have enveloped them if yet Qther 
prophets of God were to arrive, for all those who believed in a false 
prophet or who did not believe in true prophets would have gone astray 
as it happened with the Children of Israel. Thus Muslims have the 
divine assurance that no more_ prophets or divine books will be sent to 
them after the last prophet Muhammad (BleBBings of Allah and peace 
be on him} and the final book of relevations, the holy Quraan~ 

As far as the Muslim faith is concerned, it is the logical concept 
that the Planner, Desip.er, Sustainer and the Disposer of the entire 
universe is the only One Allah. above any materialistic conception, 
All Powerful, Omnipotent, Omniscient and the Master of time and 
space, who is "the Present' only, shares His supreme power ·with none, 
the concept being unique for maintenance of serene~ and ~er 
in the whole universe. He sends His guidance to mankind through 
:revelations -to His selected prophets of superior qualities among men 
only so that other fellow creatures may easily emulate them, and not 
any supernatural beings total emulation of whom is an impoSsibility 
-for-the-eoJDJDOn-human-being.-The-God~ All~_ofJslamie_c:oncept _is 
merciful, kind, just and extends His pardon repeatedly to the devotees 
who promise not to err intentionally after repenting. The philosophy of 
Islam says that mankind has been created for no purpose other than 
worshipping Allah and that everything in the universe hubeencreated 
for the benefit of the life of the human being on earth. The norms of 
conduct of the Musfun in all walks of life in this world have been 
standardised and spelled out in detail in the holy Quraan and these, 
supplemented by the directives and actions of the holy prophet Muham
med (Blessings of Allah and peace be on him) should be sufficient to 
evolve a total welfare state_ in the world at all times with all races 



sharing the prosperous life as equal brothers and sisters without dis
crimination but with the ultimate objective of winning salvation of 
the soul on the baais of individusl effort during the only one span of 
life in this world and the mercy of Allah, the salvation being a carefree 
full life in an entirely different fonn altogether. 

Islam advocates peace for self, peace for the society, peace for the 
nation, peace for the whole world and finally peace for the MUBlim 
during the eternal life after death. While Islam negates compulsion in 
religion, it ordains all possible kinds of opposition to injustice and even 
war in the interest of just preservation of the Islamic society until 
tumult and opreBBion ceBBe. 'lbleration of other religions that do not 
interfere with the peaceful life of Muslims is a cardinal principle of 
Islamic philosophy on the ground that if Allah had desired so, He would 
have made every one of the human beings a Muslim, Thus the 
philosophy of Islam stresses the point that, subjected to the worldly 
environment, a Muslim must find his right way towards the salvation 
of soul, following the directives of the religion wherever one is obliged 
to live. 

Islam encourages acquisition of all kindsofrightknowledge needed 
for enabling a Muslim and the nation to live in this world rightfully, 
and doing fruitful research to unveil the wonders of nature in order to 
make the faith of the Muslim stronger as well as to BUbjugate the 
powers of ·nature (Al-Quraan, 45:13) to make life comfortable within 
reasonable limits avoiding all kinds of excesses and with humility. 
Hints provided in the Quraan about some of the unknown secrets of 
creation--euch. aa the evolution of the universe from smoke in stages 
stretching over thoUSAnds of years; the cleaving 891Dlder of the heavens 
and earth, which were earlier one Bingle unit joi,ned. together; the sub-. 
sequent reamuustment of the earth and seven firmaments to form a 
harmonious system; the dynamical function of the mountains as bal.anc
ing weights to avoid undesirable gyratory motions ofthe earth d\ll'i11g 
its spin and course through its trajectory; the creation of the first man· 
from clay; the subsequent creation of the first woman as his partner 
to procreate the human species in natural evolutionary process until 
biB perfection; process of the creation of the human species from blood 
in various stages until the birth of the newborn-and many other basic 
facts of nature had not been visualised by the scientists even in the 
domain of theories until the time when the Quraan was revealed to 
the unlettered prophet of Islam. It is also a fact that most of the theories 
developed up to this day on such topics are yet unconfirmable as well 
aa inconclusive cm:ijectures on which the world of modern science has 
differing views, all yet unproven! The object of the Quraan in providing 



some clear basic concepts on such issues may be appreciated as an 
effort on the part of Allah to ward off conjectures and to provide the 
human beings positive starting points for conducting further usefu1 
research and inv~stigations standing on sound and valid ground in 
order to strengthen the inquiring mind of the fully developed human 
being of the greatness of the One and Only One almighty Allah, the 
Creator of the universe, as well as to encourage the human effort in 
the direction of Wlderstanding some of the secrets of nature for his 
own benefit and to realise his own puniness as compared to the might· 
iness of the All Powerful Allah. 

The personal and social laws ,of Islam are objective to save the 
society from crimes 8lld to make it safe for everyone to live in peacefully. 
The prohibitions placed on some foods like certain kinds of meats and 
intoxicants have biological and social implications afl'ecting the health 
of the person and the society about which the scientists have been able 
to know much, lately, to elear their earlier misgivings. It is interesting 
to note that some of the prohibitions on foods, similar in nature, are 
in the Torah of the children of Israel too. It is. undeniable that the 
character of creatures is, to a great extent, governed by the genetics, 
food, and so on. The philosophy of !slam; therefore; takes it as a matter 
of faith, and rightly too, that Allah, who is the creator of human beings 
as everything else too in the universe, alone knows what biological 
changes leading to exhibition of what character by the human being 
may take place on account of eating what kind of food. Apart from 
matters of faith, codes governing maintenance of law and order; family; 
succession to property; what is good and bad; the relationship between 
the ruler and the ruled; dealings between Muslims and noDMualims; 
worship and remembranee of Allah; economics; dealings between indi
viduals; rights and duties of individuals; total relationship between 
the rich o.nd the poor on the one hand and the employer and the em
ployee on the other; crime and punishment; human behaviour on any 
occasion; c:Ontract& ana agreements; war-and-peace;-the one=world·wel-. 
fare state; and in short, every essential aspect of the life of man, woman 
and the society has been prescribed justly by Islam in such clarity and 
unambiguity, applicable to any situation, any time, that it is impossible 
to .find any aspect either uncovered ar that cannot be covered by the 
application of a reasonable extension of existing codes in the Islamic 
Shariah. It may be emphatically claimed therefore that there is no 
other religion or even way of life in the world that can take this impor
tant challenge oflslam. It is a matter of great distinction to Islam that 
in acknowledgment of the honour of the human being, Islam has en
joined on every Muslim 1400 years ·ago when mankind had not even 



realised that equality and freedom were the birth rights of human 
beings, that any human being was equal and free as any other in the 
eyes of Allah and that there was no compulsion in religion. These 
cardinal principles could be discovered by the elite human forums of 
thls century only. Complete brotherhood and equality between any 
Muslim and another ably demonstrated by Muslims all over the world 
when they pray in congregation five times a da.y, shoulder joined to 
shoulder, the first to come occupying the forward positions without any 
distinction baaed on status, position, wealth, colour or race and during 
perfonnances of pilgrimage rites at holy Mak.k.ah when all males are 
to wear the same kind of dress (a set of two unstitched pieces of cloth 
only with the head exposed) for a few days without exception sleeping 
in almost the same type of tents or in the open, sharing every facility 
available there without grumbling, nay, with a smile at each other in 
complete submission to the call of Allah and with complete brotherly 
equality and devoid of any distinction or prejudice on account of posi
tion, status, race or colour, cannot but impress the thoughtful and 
intelligent world community of the high standard of practical tolera
tion, equality and fraternisation that bas been built into the pbilGSOphy 
of Islam. This is the reason why Allah has stated in the holy Quraan 
that Islam is the religion with Allah. 



Chapter15 
Conclusion 

The earnest and sincere endeavour of the author has been to provide 
a complete pen picture of all the existing religions and important ways 
of life that exist today based on the scriptures and other important 
books on them written by famous authorities with a view to~nable 
the reader to have a detailed understanding of the philosophies and 
standard practices of each, together with explanations, and analysis 
of the more important aSpects of each. Further, the author bas tried 
his level best to quote references of the relevant books, mainly scrip
tures, as felt necessary and to base his criticlmls on specific quotations 
from the scriptures in order to assure the reader that they are not 
hearsay, the relevant passages being always available in the relevant 
books for reference of the reader if need be. It is thus the duty of the 
readers to satisfy themselves that what they are being told is authentic . 
.A3 facts remain facts always, the question of misunderstanding the 
motiV'e of the author should not arise. 

From th~ detailed exposition of all the available facts that the 
author has been able to obtain from scores of reference boob as well 
as his own experience over the last fifty-five years of his life as a 
conscientious person receptive to the knowledge found everywhere he 
travelled or lived, associating with people from different walks of life
students, teachers, officials, workers, priests, doctors of religions and 
philosophy, industrialists, moneylenders, businessmen, physicians, re
Ji_gio:ue_BJ:ho_~, Jllld_~ on-b~ ~ been absolutely convinced of the 
fact that if there is any religion and way-of-life tliiit has a realistic 
philosophy appealing to reason and embraces the total life of the man
kind covering any field of his activity-thoughts, work, contentment, 
social behaviour, internationalism, to cite a few only-and encourages 
the human being to live a full lifespan reconciled with nature and 
provings of science and with hope for attainment of a logically just 
salvation of the hu.man soul after death, it is the youngest of all the 
revealed religions, which is Islam, the religion of peace. H only Islam 
is accepted as the religion of the world communities, we have all the 



guidance in it for a balanced growth of the entire human race towards 
attainment of a one-wurld govenunent free from want,' hunger, racial 
discrimination, war and confrontation. A new world economic o:rder 
based on the Supreme Laws of the CJ"eator of the world, the One and 
Only One Allah, could then be establiahed outlawing ali kinds of injus
tice, exploitation and oppression, leading to a really great millennium 
of plenty, harmony, contentment and lov~he euphoria of all agea, 
including that of the Communist. How satisfied and peaceful then the 
human race could be, without diacriminationa of colour or race that 
the modern world is struggling against today. How great will it be 
then if only all the great achievements of modern ecience and teclmol
ogy are channelled into making the life of every human being happier, 
rather than being used to destroy each other on false suspicions? Only 
the laws of God, the absolute Lord of the universe beyond the limits 
of time and space, can claim universal application for all time. Man
made laws are contestable and cannot be applied universally and man's 
comprebeDBion, being limited to a small part of the present, also cannot 
BUrVive the onslaughts of time and space. 

In this unique era ofbiological perfection of man, when the mblime 
desire ofun:ification ofmankind by strengthening the bond ofuniversal 
brotherhood. outlawing discrimination, want, hunger and poverty and 
even the evolution of a one-world government, the politician and the 
administrator worried about the modern corrupt and lawleas society 
aa well as acute materialism but very little or no spiritual content at 
all and the man of science still unable to cross the barri91'& of human 
limitations and the frontiers of the speed of light, all Should ponder 
well on the greatness oflslam. The grim but sensible message is clear: 
Islam is the only possible rescuer, being the on]y religion and way of 
complete life that invites the mankind of any time towards. an ideally 
balanced faith. belief and satisfYing total life combining essential 
materialism with such spiritualism and moral rearmament that offers 
a just reward -for every human -souHn this wor-ld as -well-as during the 
real, eternal life that no doubt is in store for him after death in a 
different world in some other form in just proportion to one's own 
thoughts, words and deeds in this world subject to the fountain of mercy 
and kindness of the repeatedly pardoning only One Lord of all time, 
matter and space. AB this study shows, there is no other religion or 
way of life so convincing, practical and all embracing. 

The solemn duty of the author finishes the moment this unique 
and valuable message in the way of enlightment of the world at large 
about the great religion of Islam is conveyed through this treatise. I 
say "great" becauae there is no other phil~phy tb~t covers the life of 



this world and an ideal, realistic, logical» scientific, convincing and 
hopeful concept on the much-sought of salvation of the human soul 
after death in such detail as the Islamic philooophy. As far as other 
philosophies are concerned, there are no internationally acceptable and 
applicable norma that may be applied to all nations of the world of 
today and tomorrow without making drastic modifications. Then the 
next questions would be which, and will it be then complete and stan
dard, applicable for all time? The firm answe·r is "No." In the field of 
salvation, other philosophies tend to lead mankind either to an endless 
chain or no thought of anything after man's one span of life in this 
world. In the area of faith and belief, Islam provides a real contrast in 
the supermercy of the unique One and Only One God, Allah, the abso
lute Lord of all matter, time and space, 8B well as without limitations 
of any kind whatsoever, not only capable of administering the entire 
realm of the past, present and all future without the need of anyhelper, 
but also pardoning sins over and over again and answering direct the 
calls of de-votees without any intermediary because He is "nearer to 
them than their own jugular veins." Creation of any matter or action 
He contemplates follows on His unique order of. "Be" and "It-is there!" 
.As compared to this sophisticated. concept, we have the faiths and 
beliefs of same other religions and ways of life that attribute deputies 
to God in various forms,.- who· are to be propitiated, befriended and 
worshipped in one form or other for one or more ends followed by a 
bleak and terrible future life, one following another ad infinitum until 
one finally lives a fully rectified and atoned. life without the least tint 
of God's pardon po88ible, .which is nothiDg but a fantasy. Some other 
religious aDd philosophies offer a blanket pardon and salvation of the 
human soul to anyone who has faith in it, whlle others do not simply 
bother about any eternal life after death, or even of God or of anything 
happening after death altogether. The atheists and Comm~ on 
the other hand totally negate God and judgment, contending that the 
life. ~tth~ h~ ~jng_is a matter of random and natural chance with 
no post-existence. Thus e~eey~e on the crOSSroads offUth ai:iilaclion 
has to carefully consider all aspects fully and decide for himself what 
he wants, and therefore the great religion of Islam avers rightly, "There 
is no compulsion in religion; the truth stands out :from the falsehood." 
· Let not the intellige.ilt contemporary wonder what all the erstwhile 

followers of this great religion of Islam have done so far to evolve a 
model for the world. Let me make it absolutely clear that the past 
history of Islam bas no doubt set wonderful examples of the Islamic 
pattern of complete life, at least during the lifetime of its prophet 
(Blessines of Allah and peace heiBn him) and during a few decades 



after him, and as such tbia is a philosophy fully field-tried. It is now, 
therefore, to the intelligent reader and mankind to study this great 
model religion from all critical angles without any prejudice and pre
conceived notions and see for himself whether it is not the ultimate 
guidance for the mankind given through the unlettered, orphan and 
honest last prophet of Islam, Muhammad (Blessings of Allah and peace 
be on him), and preserved in the final book of Allah, the Quraan, 
unpolluted over 1400 years and vowed by Allah to be kept aB such 
until the last day, a guidance that confirms the true revelations and 
guidance provided by God to earlier prophets but superceding the ear
lier books that had been polluted one way or other over the passage of 
time. 

Let not human ego, love of race, culture and tradition or a feeling 
of what today' a erstwhile adherents of the great international religion 
have after all done then disturb the clean conscience of the modem 
fully developed human being. After all, Communism, which could ,not 
see beyond a totally material welfare state of plenty and that too only 
in theory, was put on its field trial more than six and a half decades 
ago by its sponsors who had the dire limitations of not only being 
mortals but also having had no say in the working of the nature around. 
They had no previous experience of what in effect their theory would 
mean, and we have seen that it is not workable as far as the intelligent, 
self-concious and comprehending human being is concerned. But.here 
we have this model religion of Islam, which has a. glorious record--first, 
dtll'irig the time of its prophet and then immediately after· his demise 
for a few decades when the real welfare state of pl-mty as well as 
contentment on the one hand and an Islamic society consisting of people 
who tried to excel each other in upholding moral values and goodness 
for the sake of claiming the promised seat in paradise on the basis of 
their own efforts and Allah's mercy had been created in a land that 
had practically nothing of them to even to show to the world pridr to 
the adve:11t of Islam there. Ev_er _since, the_glory oflslam.has continued 
to enrich the world at large in many ways for which the successive· 
generations are indebted to the message of Islam. It is now up to.1 the 
modern world of rea.sOn, enlightenment, science and technology to pick 
the thread if it really wants a one-world order free from fear, want, 
opression, poverty and racial discrimination. t, 

The present world population baa exceeded four billion and the 
Muslims are just or about a thousand million or so distributed over all 
the habitated continents. Thus there is a real opportunity for the world 
to reform the present civilisation through this great religion that1.can 
directly satisfy even the otherwise unattainable, euphoric, one--wOrld 



welfare state dream of the arohitects of Mar:xism Slld Communism in 
a practical way. This is the only last hope to rid the world of all iqjll!!
ticea, oppression and exploitation and to ~blish a real welfare state 
in all respects reinforced by moral rB8l'Dlament and so gam salvation 
of the distressed human soul. Will mankind move decisively in the 
correct direction after all,· taking lessons ffom history? 
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